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PREFACE
> 1*^—

When Mr. A. M, Macmillan, C. i. E., i, C. s. (retired) who

was the then Collector of Ahmednagar in 1927 suggested the

carrying out of a survey or statistical account of a typical

Ahmednagar village, I, in consultation with Mr. K. D. Kale of

Satola Kasar, selected that village as suitable, because it was

CQnveniently situated near Ahmednagar and seemed in many

ways to be representative of the purely agricultural villages

of this region.

It is above average size (with over 1500 inhabitants), but

it is almost entirely free from urban influences, and is not,

to any extent, a recruiting ground for labour for mills or

factories.

It happens to have a substantial Mahomedan element,

although it is mainly a Maratha village and is large enough

to have representatives of a number of other castes and creeds,

met with in the Deccan, There are resident Brahmin families,

shopkeepers, moneylenders and craftsmen and a normal pro-

portion of the backward and depressed* or ‘scheduled] classes*

(.Mahars, Mangs, Chambhars, Holars, Wadars).

It still retains the main features of the old traditional

village, social structure and organisation.

At the same time it is not a Bazar or trading centre

for other surrounding villages and has not the special

characteristics of such market towns.

It is, therefore* a type of the purely agricultural village,

but sufficiently large to have also a population of craftsmen

and ^opkeepers to serve its own needs.

Finally ft is situated in what is known as the Famine



Tbe scheme of onr proposed erquiry jjnd details as to the

statistical material to be collected and the forms in which

U should be utilised were settled in consultation with Mr,

Macmillan, who kindly put at my disposal many works on

economics and visited the village with me.

We based our investigations mainly on;

—

(1) The village records;

(2) Such statistical records as were kindly put at our

disposal from time to lime by the Collector and the Mamlat-

dat of Nagar Taluka;

(3) The results of a house to house and field to fie^d*

enquiry made by Mr. Kale with the willing co-operation of

the villagers in 1928-29. He specialy collected local statis-

tical materials and gave general information as to agricultural

matters and village affairs and social and religious observances

in the village;

(+) My personal inquiries and discussions with the villagers

and others at that time and subsequently.

Mr. Kale is a resid^t landowner of Sarola and I spent

two months in the village and paid many visits in connection

with the enquiry.

Most of the main statistical statements and original

notes were prepared from 1927 to 1929. No decision was then

come to as to what use to make of them, but after

Mr* Macmillan retired in 1935 he found time to look into

the papers again. After that, the notes and statistical state-

ments were revised or rewritten and fresh material on various

topics was prepared. All the results of our work, both in

the form of written notes or drafts and statistical statements,

have been submitted to him, and he has given advice and help

oE every kind and has modified and revised them into the

form in which they now appear, Both with regard to the

original scheme for carrying out this enquiry and the final

iortn in which the results are presented, we (Mr, Kale and I)
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would submit that he i*s the author and that we have

been his helpers and coadjutors.

I have compiled the statistical statements based on official

records and prepared all the special statistical abstracts.

With regard to the form of the book I would like to

refer to two or three points:

—

(1) We found it very difficult to decide how much detail

to include, and in this respect different topics have been

treated differently.

We have, for instance, given great details with regard

to ^matters which are unfamiliar or not generally known and

only referred in general terms to other more important things

which are generally known. We have made several suggestions

in the book, but we must admit that in making some of

them we have hinted the economic defects in the present

local practice. The book, we may venture to urge, contains

a variety of subjects for all statisticians-

Where the detail we have given seems to the reader to

be superfluous or trivial, we must just ask him to neglect it.

(2) In many cases it may be suggeted that the same

things are repeated in different connections and sections, but

we thought it better to repeat such small connecting matters

or links to avoid the necessity of references from one section

of the book to another where topics overlap. The several agri-

cultural operations are generally intermixed and intertwined.

(3) We have had to give Marathi names where there are

no exact English equivalents, but have tried in most cases

to give brief explanations.

(4) We have found it difficult to deal with many

topics which we have had to mention thoroughly or accurately

from the point of view of experts.

India is and will long remain predominantly an

agricultural country and it is the daily occupation of the great

mass of her population. A large majority of her present
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citizens have sympathy with the cultivator and try to under-

stand his needs. We may reiterate that the word Agriculture

may be taken in its widest sense in which it has been used

by the Royal Commission on Agriculture. A reference is

requested to the opening paragraph of its report. These

remarks hold good in the case of this village.

Our object is to provide a general description in these

matters for the general reader, and we hope that experts will

not be too critical of our method of presenting them.

We veniured to undertake this work with the idea that

such a study might, in some small degree, contribute to ^ the

understanding of the problems and difficulties of the people of

the Deccan and so be of assistance to those concerned with

the solution of those problems.

We have, in any case, found great pleasure and interest

in carrying out our study in cooperation with the people

of the village and we would like to express our thanks to

them for the assistance they have always given us.

However inadequately wo may have carried out our task,

we earnestly hope that the reader may find something here

and there in the pages of the book which will add to his

knowledge or understanding of the conditions and needs of

rural life, and that he will overlook its failings and defects.

Map V, of(^;Sarola Kasar, is reproduced with modifica-

tions from the iJiJevenue Survey Map of 1905, with the por-

mission but not under the authority of the Government of

Bombay. We are very grateful to the Government of Bombay

fot this permission.

We are also grateful to the Surveyor General of India

who has been pleased to grant us permission to publish the

two maps ( H and IV ) in our book
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We would like also to express our indebtedness to;

—

Mr. J, B. Irwin, D, s. 0., M. c., I. c, s.;

Mr. J. G. Simms, i. c. s.;

Mr. W. G. Hulland, I. c, s/,

Mr. W. 3- Jenkins, Director of Agriculture, Bombay

Presidency

for the encouragement and help they have given us and to Messrs.

G. F Sugandhi
\

N. S. Phadke
(-Mamiatdar of Nagar,

B, B, Malve—Chitnis to the Collector,

• STum 1 —Head Clerk to the Collector
M. C. Palsbikar J

for their assistance in furnishing us with statistical information

and other ways.

We have entrusted the production of the book to the

Mohan Press, Ahmednagar and wish to thank the manager

Mr* R» B. Hirayi b. a. for the great interest and care which

he has taken and specially for his assistance with regard to

the preparation of the many statistical statements in suitable

forms which is a difficult and laborious task in printing any

economic book.

We must again refer to Mr. Macmillan for having

arranged to have blocks and graphs prepared in Edinburgh. He

has taken the greatest and keenest interest in the preparation

of the book for these long years, even in his retirement* We
are so much indebted to him that we fail to find words to

express it. We are simply a common thread ' a garland of

sweet scented Sowers in his association, as a luarathi couplet

says:—

Ahmednagar \

3rd October, 1938 I
L. B, JagalpETd





FOREWORD

The authors of this account ol Sarola village have asked

me to contribute a foreword uo Ibeir work.

When I was the Collector of Ahniednagar in 1927i I

«ifound that Mr, Jagalpure, whom I had known since the early

days of my service, was devoting some of his time after

retirement to the study of economic questions, and it was on

my suggestion that he undertook this enquiry.

He has explained in the Preface how it was carried out

with Mr, Kale’s assistance.

The record of its results has taken the form of a very

much more detailed description of conditions than I had had

in mind.

He considered the possibility of preparing a brief study

based on this material, but has finally decided to publish a

part of it in full after revision as any other course would

have involved complete re-casting and re-writing.

He has submitted all his material to me from time to

time for criticism and revision, I have made suggestions freely

as to modification, re-arrangement and re-casting, so that I

must accept some share of the responsibility for the form in

which it now appears.

I have also arranged for the preparation of the sketch

maps and the graphs illustrating statistical statements.

Many important studies of Indian villages have been

carried out with the help of groups of experts each dealing

with his own special subject. Mr. Jagalpure was not, of course,

in a position to undertake a systematic investigation on these

lines. During his long service in the Revenue Department in
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Deccan and Kaandesh Districts he was engaged in tlio varied

work of general admiuistiation and had opportunities of observ-

ing and studying agricultural, economic and social conditions

of which he has taken full advantage.

It Is by such wide general experience and by his personal

interest in and study of rural problems that he was qualified

to undertake this investigation.

Mr. Kale's co-operation was of special value in view of

his local influence and knowledge and his agricultural experi-

ence. Since his retirement a dozen years ago he has managed

and cultivated h»s own lands at Sarola and he has also acled

as Honorary District Organiser of Co-operative Societies and

as President of the Nagar Taluka Agricultural Development

Association.

Although this study takes the form of a detailed statis-

tical account of conditions, it seems to me to be of special

value because of the extent to which it succeeds in convey-

ing an understanding of the outlook, standards and interests

of the village community.

Conditions are described from the standpoint of the village

rather than from that of the outside observer,

I hope that, incidentally, the carrying out of an enquiry

of this kind with the co-operation of the people themselves,

may have been of some interest and advantage to them in

view of their increasing responsibilities for the management

and administration of their own village affairs.

In the form which it has taken it has turned out to be a

muck longer and heavier task than the authors had anticipated.

For Mr. Jagalpure especially, the work involved in plan-

ning the enquiry as a whole, collecting material, writing the

bookt preparing it for printing and finally seeing it through

the press has been very arduous.

While the authors must have found much interest in

carrying out their investigations, they are entitled to the



greatest credit for having devoted so much of their attention

and of their well earned leisure after retirement to disinterest-

ed public service of this kind.

The experiment of making a survey on these lines and

preparing a statistical account describing conditions in the

village as a whole as a contribution in Mr. Jagalpure's words

*‘to the better understanding of the difficulties and problems

of the people of the Deccan was, I think, well worth

making* I hope that it will be found by readers to have, in

some measure, achieved its purpose.

Merchisten Oardoas, i

Edinburgh ).

Alii October 19J8. )

A* M. Macmillan*
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The Map of India 'll) shows the situation of the village of

Sarola Kasar with reference to the Deccan^

Map III shows the* situation of the village with reference to

Ahmednagar District, railv^ay system, cities and large towns v/ithin

about 120 Miles. A circle of DO miles radius from the village

is marked as a scale. Sarola is Jocut 7C miles from the ciest o*' the

Western Ghats ( shown by heavy dolled line ) and about 120 miles

from the city of Bombay and the maef-



CHAPTER 1

DESORIPTIVB

TOPOGRAl>HY

The villai^e of Sarok Kasar lies to the South-West ol

the town of Ahmednagar in the Deccan about IS miles by road

(ill longitude about 7-1 ’47'' East and latitude 19*6" North),

Tt is on a slightly higher level than Ahmednagar ( about 2250 feel

above sea level ). It is almost surrounded by low hill ranges

and small isolated hills and eminences rising to 250 feet or more

above the village site { 2500 feet )* These are on the long ridge

forming a spur of the distant Sahyadries (Western Ghats),

between the Valleys of the Sina and the Bhima, which ultimately

merges m the Decc*»n plain fifty m'les farther East. The

present village stands near the confluence of two Nallas

(streams) which are said to have flowing water for the greater

portion of the yeati with nornftl ^ain-foll, unless the previou*!

year's rains have been deficient. The Nalla, which lakes its

rise in the limits ol the adjoining village of Astagaon and which

crosses the railway line at tnile No, 'lO, is an important dUb,

though its bed is covered wttb trap rock for some length It
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dries up when the rain-fall of the previous year has been

scanty, but in most years of normal rain-fall the water flows

in a sluggish stream, except during one of two months of the

hot season, when it is little more than a trickle* Jii the other

Nallas there are pools of water here and there; but after rain

they run in meagre streams. On 31st January 1928 we found

the Nella running near the old village site still flowing* Tho

well in Survey No, 98 close by, was full of water to the

surface. There are no trees of any size or value on the hills.

The only tree growth to be found there consists of clumps of

scrub jungle and bushes atid thorns of different varieties such aS

Henkal, Amoni, and Khair. The level tops of the hills behind

the village and to the East and the West have been cultivated

with crops for many years» Some of the hills are still classed

as Reserved Forest in charge of the Revenue Department

for pasturage of the village cattle. The village boundaries

of Satola ate conterminous with those of Ghospuri, Khadki^

Baburdi Bend, Akolner ( alienated ) of the Nagar Taluka and

Astagaon of the Parner Taluka. These boundaries between

villages usually run along marked natural features, the crest of a

hill or ridge, the line of the water-shed between two shallow

streams, or a deep Nalla. The village lands below the hills,

situated as they are on sloping and undulating country and

subject to heavy flooding by monsoon rains, are covered by a

network of shallow Nallas.

No made road of any importance now passes through the

limits of the village except a feeder road to the Sarola railway

station from the village of vVstagaon joining the Nagat^Poona

main road at Supa, and another from the railwa}' station

which runs to the Nagar -Dhon# main road near the village of

Khadki.

The line of the Dhond*-Manmad State Railway traverses

?lie western corner of the village* The village, before its

transfer to the Nagar Taluka in 1886, belonged to thw
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Parjier Taluka, in some villages of which agrarian riots look

place in 1875| which ultimately Jed to the passing of the

Deccan Agriculturists Relief Act (XIV of 1879) by the

Government of India, as a special measure on the recommendation

of the Deccan Riots* Commission*

The site of the old village was abandoned some tv/o

centuries ago, but it is still marked by the old Mavuti Temple.

There is a tradition that it was deserted on account of the

ravages of white ants, but we think that the present village

site was preferred, as it is situated at the junction of the

two Nallas which flow for the greater portion of the year

of normal rainfall It is also more or less at the centre

of the most fertile area of the village. The drainage of the

liigher village lands is directed towards the low lying land to

the south ot the village, and this maintains a good supply of

subsoil water. A good many irrigation wells have been sunk

there, which provide a good supply of water in normal years.

Some of the fields immediately to the south of the village are

of good black soil. The site of the village has, therefore, been

well chosen. The village is situated on what is said to have

been in oldeir times one of the principal military routes to

Northern India

The soil of the village, as a whole, is poor (Murmad),

iilthough there are occasional patches of black soil on the more

level areas. This is to be expected from its general situation

on undulating or sloping land, cut up by innumerable Nallas

and depressions. There are a number of deep valleys ox Corries

in the surrounding hill ranges, the most important of which

are called

( 1 ) Vagh Daiij

( 2 ) Kal Khori.

( 3 ) Landga Dari,

(4) Dhaman Dari,

( 5 ) Gund Datj.
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THE VILLAGE LAND

Tlie area of the village iucludiag hilL, Nalias or sirealty

beds, roads etc, as msasured by the Survey Department

amounts to 4513 Acres and 18 Gunthas.

The following summary shows how this area is uLilised

various purposes:- Acres Gunihas

(1) Gavthaa ( residential village site ) 11 26

(2) Roads 46 30

(3) Unmetalled roads 3 16

(4) Railway, including station yard & premises 41 8

(5) Boundary strips between villages 5 23

(6) Nallas ( streams and rivulets ) 85 9

(7) Pot ICltaraba (uncultivable portions

within the cultivable fields ) 233 34

(8) Forest 94 13

Total 5^ 39

I.AND SET APART FOR VILLAGE PURPOSES

( ^ ) Mahomedati burial gtound 0 * 7

(lO) /V bungalow ( railway station rest house ) 0-1

0

Total

ARABLE AND COl,TIVASLE LANi/

^1*) ]lcAtl\ dry crop ) 3695 7

Assessmeut » Rs. '*335“ i i

(12) Bagait (garden or irrigable ) 295-35

\ssessment Bs. 506^1 1*-9

Total 1^3^2841-13-4) 3991-

T

Grand Total 4513-18

inam’" {AlionatoJ ) lanu Is included in Jirait land,

* Inom or aliotiated lauil B laud, part or the whole o£ the State land

revenue of which has been pemancutly remitted or given in loam or gUt or

alienated la favour o£ some per^mor iasutaUon; it may be a piii-ato land-owner,

i family of lureditary village ^servants or a temple or a mosque







General Map I 1) shows the siliiaLion ol the Sarola

and lands with reference to the main topographical features of

the area, adjoining villages, principal roads, and railway and

wells ill Sarola limits.

The adjoining six villages lie

miles from the village site.

'The svmliols used are;

Contour lines

'^300 feet contour

Level.s

(Teneral level of top of hills

r.evel 5f) feet lowei

Wells

Koads

Cart Koadb

at distances from 2 to 4

««»4 >»*»

Hlock hgures

Close hatched

Lightly hatched

Circles

I.)ouble lino

Narrow double line





ROAOS AND HOUSES 3

THK VILLAGE SITE

The residential village site covers au area of 1 1 acres and

26 gunthas.

The roads, streets and lanes are not laid out in straight

lines or according to any regular plan. The village has not

even the advantage, so commonly found, of being based on a

straight through road forming its main street, and so it has

grown up and developed quite irregularly. Tt was formerly

surrounded by a protective wall and fortified gateways, but

these are now completely dilapidated and in ruins.

The Mahar Wada, containing the houses of the Mahars

and other castes regarded as untouchable, lies in the south and

south-east corner of the village site.

In the rest of the village site, there are no separate areas

set apart for the residence of particular castes or classes.

We counted 195 houses including 17 belonging to Hari-

jans ( depressed classes ) occupied separately* Others were

divided and partitioned into two or moie tenements.

The houses are constructed with walls of stone and mortar,

burnt brick and mortar or mud, and with flat mud rOof.

Most of the houses are built in the ordinary Deccan

method, with the upper floor or roof supported on beams rest-

ing on lines of pillars.

As a rule the lines of pillars (about 10 feet apart) run

from front to back of the house at a distance of 4 feet. Heavy

beams rest on the tops of the pillars in both directions, and

above them are rafters and planks. The section of the

interior of the house marked off by the floor, pillars and the

beanis above is known as a Khan- The pillars are usually

6* to T in height. A Klian will, thcrclore, be a section of

the house 10* long 4* broad and 6' to T high.

The roqf, built as described, is usually covered over with

a layer of mud, the top of which is smoothed and plastered

over with white earth.
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In tt two-store3? house, the floor on the second storey may

consist simply of the planks laid over the rafters, or these may

he covered with a layer of mud plastered with cow-dung.

In Sarola only two houses ate double storeyed, one of

which is built of stone and mortar, and iron girders.

On the basis of the valuation of individual houses as

estimated by the villagers, the total value of the house property

in the village comes to Rs. 94,260. It may be taken in round

figures at one lakh of rupees. This does not include the value

of farm buildmgs situated in gardens or fields, buildings and

temples dedicated to the tutelary deities (Maruti, Mahadeo,

Rama), mosques, or the village Chavadi or meeting house.

Deducting land under roads, streets, bye-lanes and open

spaces, the average area of a privately occupied tenement works

out at about 2-1 gunthas or roughly 2,300 square feet. The

largest may be four times as large.

During the rainy season, June to September, most of the

cultivators utilize a part of their houses for stabling their cattle.

Some have accommodation for the cattle in their garden lands,

but very few have separate sheds for cattle in the village site»

The village site has been occupied for nearly two centu-

ries, and sites on it are h^d free of revenue by the owners.

Two statements are attached in which figures are given of

houses classed according to value and according to caste or

class of owner-

( 1 ) ACCORDIISEG TO VALUE

Vtdue No. of hous'js Total value Average Value

Bs. Rs- Rs.

0. 200 109 14475 135

201- 400 28 8825 315

401- «00 33 19500 590

801-1500 14- 18760 1320

2000-5000 11 32700 3270

Total- 195 94260
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(3) Act ORDING To CASTE OK CLA^ Or OWiSEK
No. Value Average

Agriculturists 114 63050 560
Wage earners 43 14000 325
Service 2 2800 1400
Shop keepers S 8100 1620

Craftsmen 14 3%0 283
Depressed classes 17 2550 137

Total 195 94260

PUBLIC BUILDINGS
In this village there are public and charitable buildings. We
put the public buildings in different categories according

to the use to which they arc put:

—

[\] PUBLIC BUILDINGS

Buildings used exclusively by Governnienl officers and

Local Board officers and others as Kacheris (offices) or tesi-

denceSp or as travellers’ bungalows, or a 'district bungaloWi or

store-rooms or schools. A school house with tiled roof stands

in its own walled compound, in a corner of the village site,

constructed by the District Local Board some thirty-fwe years ago

at a cost of Rs. 3000. But accurate details are not available

The school accommodation now falls far short of present needs*

[2] VILLAGE CHAVDIS

A Dhaba"* of 15 Khans lies just at the village gate facing the East

and commands the village roads. It was all constructed of good

Malabar timber in the good old days at a cost of Rs. 1500, some 75

years ago. This was all raised by popular subscription in the village.

The Chavdi is now a dilapidated old building, and unless it is soon

repaired { we are afraid ) it will collapse. The exact cost and the

year of construction are not forthcoming, and the information

given is from the oral statement of old villagers. The build-

ing is generally used for (juasi- public purposes. Tt is usually

the office of the village officers, revenue officers, etc. The ryots

* It is like most bvdlding3. an open hall w((h waU« only

at the bock and slde<), bunt on a stone 'pUnth about g to 9 feet hii^
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atteiio it ou business, ox for coileciioa of land revenue* The

building IS swept and kept clean under the direction of the

Patil and Ws staff. It is daily lighted at night.

The Mahars have a Chavdi of their own in the Maharwada,

built at their own cost ( about Rs. 200 ) some thirty years ago.

[3j THE STATION CHARMASHALA

A Dharmashala is used as a place of rest for the night

by travellers. The Dharmashala was built by the Local Board

at their own cost some 25 years ago. It may be used by any

traveller free of any charge or fee for a day or two. It stands

just outside the railway station premises on the feeder joad,

convenient for the railway passengers and others arriving at night.

There is a well in the compound for the supply of drinking water.

A care-taker is in charge of the Dharmashalaj and looks

after its upkeep, A separate room is provided for the convenience

of visitors of the belter classes containing a table, chairs etc*

L4l TEMPLES AND SHRINES

(a) Private: -

A small shrine dedicated to Shri Devi (goddess) stands on

the top of a small hillock to the north of the village and lies

on the land of a private owner, who looks after the shrine and

the worship of the diety. It has very little accommodation.

(b) Sectional:

—

(i) Radha-Krishna, fir) Mahadev, Maruti at the old

village site, (iv) Maruti near the railway station, (v) Lakshmi

Devi, and (vi) Kalika Devi stands in a niche in the village wall.

Of these Radha-Krishna s temple is commodious and situated

in the heart of the village* It is in good repair. The villagers

have been observing and celebrating the Birth Day of Shri

Krishna* very piously from generation to generation.

* Shri Krishna is the eighth incarnation of Visima, whose history is

depleted in Mnhabhamt with reverence and devotion. The Hindus
3nm\*ilty celebrate ITIh Birth Day. ,

whic^ falls on the eighth dayofShr^van
Vadya ( i. e. Sth day of the dark fortnight of Sh^avan ). It ia known
tioknl Asiitami or Janmashiam!.
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The temple is cleaueil, while-washed and decorated for the

occasion* The Hindus here hold a Bhaian^-Puja and Nam-Saptah

( choral worship ) of the Deity in the temple for 7 days in

succession, nignt and day without intermission, up to the last

day, viz. that of His Birth. The villagers allot among them-

selves the hour of day and night at which a particular group

of villagers may attend on and make Bhajan before the Deity,

So, each group is ready to perform its part when its turn

comes. A group of persons recites Abhangas etc. for some

hours, at the expiration of which the next party takes

charge and continues the Bhajau, and so on. Instruments fox

accompanying singing and music, such as Tal (cymbals), Mridang

( a sort of tabor ) and Vina ( the Indian lute ) are kept thert

ready for use. At night when the cultivators are free from

the labours of the day, mpny of them lake part in the Bhajans

or chantings and recitation of Abhangas, Shlokas etc., between

the hours of 8 and mid-nighi, even though they do not beloxsg

to the particular groups lo which this time has beesi assigned.

The Bhaian is usually carried on very enthusiastically, devoutly

and reverently.

7'1i3 villagers raise among themsdveb a sub^jcriplior? for the

celebration uf the festivities. The hour of Birth of Shri

Krishna i> midnight and a Lu^ge crowd of mon, women and

childien gather in the temple one hour before the lime, The

whole scene is very animated, and the occasion is observed

with great religious fervour. When the hour arrives, there is

a din and rush lo witness, to lake part in the Bhajan, to

join in the chorus of the Arti to recite incantations, to cast

dowers and Gulal ( the red powder ), grains of rice ( Mantra^

kshada ) at tbe Deity and to take Prasad ( sweets ).

Tlio Oeity le taken in procession in u palanquin on the

ensuing morning in the village with u Urge assemblage of men,

women and chiUreiM headed juid led by the party of dcvotcec
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reciting Abhanj^as wuh Tal aiid music. On tin? lenuiiiatiou of

the procession, the day is devoted to a feast in honour of the

Birth, and the residents, along with other villagers { about 250

to 300 ) from neighbouring villages, take part with their

Dindees* (about 10 to 15 ), All such visitors partake of the

food prepared by the Hindu residents as the Deity*s Prasad

or feast. Most of the cultivators share the common food.

This year the Birth Day of Shri Krishna fdl on 6th

September 1928, Thursday. The subscription raised this time

amounted to Rs. 303. It was contributed by all the Hindu

residents here, and was all spent. Every Hindu house-holder

is required to contribute either one Seer of wheat or Annas

2 for each member of the family, even a baby. But in a lead

year the subscription is proportionately lowered. As regards

the share of wheat which a family is to subscribe, the women

folk of the family are required to grind the quantity of wheat

as their share, and to make and bake cahea thereof. In this

way all the women folk of the village co-operate in preparing

and baking cakes for the consumption of the worshippers^

villagers { including women and children ) and for the people

of the neighbouring villages accompanying Dindees in celebratioil

of the Deity's Birth Day. It is all done voluntarily and with

the greatest good WilU Boriled rice and Varan ( a dish of Tur

pulse ) and vegetable ( or Besan, a dish of gram pulse flour ) are

cooked by sonle of the men near the temple Thus food enough

for the assembled people with residents, is prepared and a great

feast is held in celebration of the aimiversaty Birth Day of

l>ord Shri Krishna, and every body in the village is eager ter

partake of the Prasad devoutly and earnestly. So, after all the

prelinflnarieis are gone thtouglu food is served in the evening

to those that attend the- feast, and so until the ensuing morning.

On this occasion fpod was plentiful and about 1500 to 1700

* A pjcucwior of dev'otew ftom other village^ chanting

with playing
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individuaia ( villagers and Dindeevalas ) shared it. After partaking

of food and Pansupariy the Dindees disperse and return to their

own villages, when the leader of each Dindee is presented with

the conventional parting gift of a cocoanut.

During the festival the whole village is m and there is

relaxation from the daily routine for all concerned.

It is a dinner party provided by local subscription for all

the villagers (men, women and children) together. Any

surplus food is distributed as charity. The food is, no doubt,

simple, but many poor families are very glad to have it.

The wheat cakes are a special variety big and well baked.

On the conclusion, the Hardas Bovr ( the principal

priest) of Daithan ( a village in Shrigonda Taluka ) receives

Dakshina ( charity and gift ) of about Rs, 30 to 50 in cash and

in kind out of the subscription, as he attends the celebrations

of the Deity. He appears to be a hereditary priest. It

may be noted that almost the whole of the amount subscribed

’s spent. It may be interesting to know what the popular

subscription amounts to and bow it is si)ent There is a sort

of organisation of the leading men of the village who join

together whole heartedly as a pious and religious duty to

perpetuate the long established practice here. Outsiders like

ourselves must admire the unity and the spirit of mutual

loyalty and good will shown by the villagers.

In normal years the Panchas are glad to collect the public

subscription in full quota; but in limes of apprehended scarcity

(i. e. in the month of Shravan the cultivators have bright

prospects if the Kharif crops are promising ) the amount ol

subscription naturally falls short of the usual requirements. A
comparative table for 1928 and 1936 may be interesting and

insttnetive in this connection. The agriculturists* xeal and faith

in matters of religion are laudable* Though pressed, al times,

by drought, a lot of them hesitate to leave the village until
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The detftlls ot the subscriptions and cTipenses are;-

KBCeiPTS

1928 1936

Rs. Rg.

Cash Subsctipl i » ' J 73 )

Wheal ISoi

Expenditure

1928 1936

rOGD Rs. Rs.

Rice 45 23

Whear 90 34

Tur ptilse 20 16

Spices i5 7

Kardi off 10 2C

Ciullio3 ( dry

)

+
i

(, 5
Salt 2 1

?M s to

Water 2 5

Ghee 2

Decoration &

ItLUMINATION

Kerosene oil 3 5

Cocoanut oil 3 3

Katdi oil 3 2

Miscsi^lanbous 15 12

Prasadfor distdbation

after the Birth 6 1

Dakshina oc chatty

to tbe Hatdas Hova 4 30

263 201

Balance 40

305 200 303 201
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(ii) Thu teiniile of MiJuulcs h & buildihg coiistruclut

in Shaka i698 (1776 a. u.) i. e. about Ibo years ago. It is

ih good repair, but is very small according to the traditional

design. There is a stone tablet at the entrance at the top of

the temple. An inscription caived in Marathi (Balbodh) on a

«lab of Slone runs as follows:

—

sja

?sfl^Rr %

The temple, which js consecrated to God Shiva* wals

constructed on the first day of Shravan (bright half of the

tnonth) Shaka 169S (1776 A. D,) by the Peshvas. The month

of Shravan is observed by the Hindu community as sacred, as

far as the worship of God Shiva is concerned. The came of the

'tni4iir)/1iaal rAtarTnA tn ri>n«r»f bp 1-rnrpd Or identified m the vlllAge.
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^lii) The tempw of Maruti iust outside ihe viliago gale

is the next building of some importance. Its accommodation is

limited, but it is well constructed of stone and lime masonry.

Some visitors and travellers use it for staying in at night. A
cash allowance of Rs. 2 is paid annually from the Government

Taluka Treasury for the service of the Deity. The villagers

annually celebrate the birthday anniversary of the Deity on the

full Moon day of Chaitra.

(c) Non-sectioiial.—'Nil.

[STmOSQUES AiW lOMBS

The Mahomedans of the village have one mobQuc for saying

their prayers, which stands in a site inside the village. It is

a well built edifice and in good repair. A cash allowance of

Re. 1 is paid annually to the mosque from the Government

Taluka Treasury to meet contingent expenses

.

There is also a tomb with a Darga Dayata-'^’a. spacious

buiidiijg. The Daiga Dayara is dedicated to a Mahomadan

saint known as Nirgun Shaba Avaixya, An annual fair is held

in his honour, an account of which is given in the section on

Bazars and Fairs,

A survey number is held as Inam for the Dayara, the

following details of which are entered in the village records:-

S.No. Area Assessment Judi Terms

so

A* G.

IG 19

;

Rs. As.

5
3

^

Re. As,

1 3

Devasthan

Iimui

Notei— judi is the amount actually payable to Goveni-

xnent, so that the difference between it and normal assessment

( in this case Rs* 7 ) is remitted.
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THE RAILWAY STATION

The Dliond-Manihad Line (State Railway) now worked by

the G, L P* Ry. Company, runs through the western part of

the village lands, and a railway station known as the Satola

Station is situated within the Village about a miie" from the

village site^ The station itself has lately been connected with the

village by a regular Local Fund road ( a feeder road fron»

Khadki on the Ahmednagar-Dhond road ) passbg under the

railway bridge on the Nalla. There is also a feeder road from

the railway station, which joins the mam Poona-Nagar road

near Supa via Astagaon to the other side of the village. The

station is 39 miles from Dhond and 106 miles from Manmade

the main line junctions. The station yard is spacious and

commodious,

The main building is of a standard type with a platform

of the full height* It is a single line, up and dofwn trains,

are brought to a stand still on the same platform (right side)

There Ss no goods shed here* At present the goods are

deposited in the verandah. It is a small country side station,

mainly used by passengers bound to and from villages on both

the Parner and Valki sides^ Grain, fruits, flowers, etc, from

here and the neighbouring villages are booked at the station

to Bombay, Tndore, Sholapur, etc. Traffic is very limitedv

Goods from other stations, such as Bombay and Poona, are

idceived here for Sarola as well as for the neighbouring vitlagecu

The station staff consists of

(1) One Station Master,

(Z) One Assistant Station Master^

(3) Six porters,

A Permanent Way Inspector is tenqiorarily stationed here

with a staff of iorrymen to assist him. As there is no supply

of water available on the railuray prsnJses here, the membetsf

of the staff and other rervants draw their water*>$upply for
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drinking and domestic purposes from a well in the neighbouring

garden.

Outside the station yard stands a Local Board Dharma-

fJiala with a care*taker iu charge. Many passengers arriving

by either of the night trains find it convenient to use it till

the following morning. Carts or other conveyances are* not

available for hire at the station itself, unless some arrange-

ment is made in advance. It is an' easy matter to secure or

liire carts or conveyances from the cultivators in Sarola or

neighbouring villages.

There are gangmeu’s huts within the boundary of the

village behind the station yard.

The railway line has divided the original whole Survey

numbers through which it passes into two parts or portions,

one on either side. Water from wdls prior to the construction

of the railway was carried in ordinary channels to the land

beyond, without any inconvenience and trouUe; but in order

to meet the cultivators^ claim to a certain extent, the railway

administration constructed masonry drains for the passage of

water for irrigation of crops on the other sido- The culti-

vators axe required to set up hollow palm trunks or pipes of

some sort to connect their field channels to these masonry

drains* The cultivators find it rather expensive to take water

in this fashion to the other side for irrigation. There ate five

drains under the road line so built and maintained by the

railway administration at its cost. The drains lie in mile

numbers 3*1 and 40.

the raihvay line is enclosed on both sides with wire

lencing, facilities are afforded to the cultivators for access

to theit lands by means of

(1) A paseage under the railway bridge at the northern

extremity of the railway station.

{2} A level crossing with a gate k<^cpej with accomodation

provided with a tiled gate house.
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(3) A level ciossing with a turn-stile for the use of

pedestrians.

(4) A passage under the railway bridge on the Nalla near

the railway station premises.

(5) Another foot crossing with stile.

During the rainy season, when the Nallas are m flood,

the cultivators can hardly cross the line, and they take their

cattle to the other side to their lands with a long detour.

When land was first acquired by the Dhond-Manmad

State Railway, it was deemed necessary to set apart a strip

of land along the whole line outside the wire fencing on

both sides and constitute the plots of land set apart as

B class reserved forest* It is left open to free grazing for the

adjacent farmers’ cattle, and it was a sort of right and

convenience to the cultivators. Accidental fires from sparks

from the locomotives have been considerably minimised. It is an

excellent arrangement, the credit for which is due to A, F.

Woodburn, Esquire ( i. c. s, Retiied),

The location of the railway station and its staff in the

village is an economic advantage to the residents. It is not

possible to assess the benefit in terms of money, but we may

safely estimate that it adds a good many hundred rupees to the

annual resources of the village.

According to the imperial census of 1931, the resident

population of the railway station is 78j including 44 males and

34 females.

j



CHAPTER 2

AQRIOULTURB

AGRICULTURAL IMPLEMENTS

A table follows giving the number of implements of

husbandry in use in the village according to the quinquennial

census taken by the village officers for the years for which the

records are available.

Ploughs Carts and Vehicles
Year

Large Small Iron Total Tongat:
Small

Carts

Heavy

Carts
Total

1915-lb 54 12 66 14 31 25 70
1919-20

'

63 3 66 12 31 21 64
* 1924-25 32 7 39 S 26 6 40
• 1929-30 52 41 29 122 15 16 21 52
1934-35 35 35 70 22 40 20 82

The small plough is one capable of being worked in

tight, sc'ils wi::h one pair of bullocks* Large wooden ploughs

are those suitable for working in deeper soils with two or more

pairs of bollocks. Iron ploughs were introduced about 1924^25.

The results of the special ennumeration we ourselves made

are summarised below:

—

Ploughs 113
Seed drills

Fabhats

Harrows

Kulvas
j

Hoes
{

Koipas

1 Carts and Wagon<^

Small Large

1

lion
Lan-

gadas
Carts Light

5 85 23 115
1

[

182
i

179
j

19
j

32t 46

Tnose Bgites seem to be unreliable, perhaps due to errors jia ctassffication^

t Souse of the (arts are used partly for hiiing.
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We fouxKl three old sugar cane juice boiling pans and one

wooden cane mill of the old pattern; but now-a-days jaggery is not

usually made. When any sugarcane is grown, it is taken to

neighbouring villages or Bazais for sale, or if, on occasion, any

jaggery is to be prepared, the apparatus is hired from a neigh-

bouring village,

We took no count of the innumerable small hand tools

and implements in use.

The right to lake water for irrigation from a well is

ow2ied jointly by many co-sharers in most cases. Bach provides

his own Mot or leather bag for drawing water.

The<Je Mots are of three standard sizes—seven, six and five

Pavali. ( The Pavali means a measure of paces. ) The small

five Pavali Mot is not much used.

We found the following numbers in use:

—

Seven Pavali 61

Six PavU 9

Five Pavali 2

Total 72

The owners of plural wells make use of one Mot at a

lime. It is not an economic use of water.

IMPLEMENTS OF HUSBANDRY

Wc Lave noticed here, as in other Deccau villages, all

s-jits of implen^ettLs rud tools in use by the cultivator. They

are all of a similar type and pattern and make, and they ate

put to similar uses. These implements are crude and rough*

and some of them must have been in use from Vedlc times

with very little alteration.

It is better to give an account of the tools and implements

actually in use at present. It is usually considered that t!he
'

it
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either own or get on loan as occasion requires. To simplify

matters, implements may be divided into two broad categories, viz*

(l) Primary and ( 2) Secondary. ImplemeiUs classed as primary

are those which are most important or indeed indispensable to the

cultivator, because they are required by all at the same time.

No one can afford to lend his own to his neighbour, unless he has

mote than he requires for his owm fields. A welhto-do cultivator

keeps a full supply' of implements of his own under both

categories, and may also have the Mot and other apparatus for

drawing water from ? well for irrigation, and an iron press

and accessories for crushing sugarcane. A cultivator also

needs certain tools, ropes and other things which will be

mentioned in the secondary class. ...

(l) PRIMARY

( 1 ) Plough,

( 2 ) Harrow,

( 3 )
'^ Seed-drill,

( 4 ) Pair of inter-cul taring

implements.

All these implements are made from the wood of Babul

trees ( acacia atabica ) which are grown and found in plenty

in the village jungle. Most of the cultivators have their own

trees» which they take special care to rear and preserve for

making into implements at some time or .^other. Only the

wood of Babul trees of considerable age is durable and

otbewise suitable. The wood of Babul trees is said to be free

from insects. AH parts of these implements are made from Babul

wood, except one or two of iron in each case, which will be

dealt vnth separately^ All the work of making, mending and

renewing these implements is done by the carpenter ( Sutar

)

and blacksmith ( Lohar ) who are village Balutedars^ The term

Balutedars requires explanation. They are officially known as

village servants useful to Government and the village community.

The Balutedar system still prevails in most Deccan villages#
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For the private service of the village cultivators as a community,

such of the fallowing as were required were maintained in

each village ( 1

)

A carpenter, (<2) a black-smith, (3) a barber,

(4) a Joslii, (5) a Mulana, (6) a Gurav, (7) a Chambhat*

(8) a Kolt, (9) a Sonar, (lO) a potter, (11) a Mahar, (12)

a watchman, { 1 3

)

a Mang ( rope maker ). and (14) a washerman.

This completes the list of Balutedars. We may not find as

many as fourteen in every village. They are entertained

according to the needs of the villagers and according to ihe

population, They serve the villagers all the year round, and in

return get perquisites as remuneration in Baluta at the time of

the harvest in the form of a share of the field produce. The

Balutedars, who at present gel Baluta here, are

( 1 ) The barber, ( 2 ) the carpenter, ( 3 ) the Chambhar, ( 4

)

the Mulana and ( 5 ) the Mang.

In most cases a cuHb’ator fells a Babul tree standing in

his field and brings the logs and blocks of timber to the

carpenter to have them made into the plough, harrow or other

implement which he needs A cultivator very rarely has to

purchase wood from another fellow cultivator, He has to buy

iron either from the market of Ahmednagar or from his smith.

When his implements are being prepared, he helps the carpenter

or the black-smith as a labourer or a coolie, at his work* The

cultivator's laliour or help may consist of and include:

—

WOOBHi^ IRON

( I ) Planing ( 1 ) Blowing the bellows

f 2 ) Keeping log in position ( 2 ) Adding charcoal

(3) Boring (3) Hammering

(4) Sawing (4) Cooling hot iron

For our purposes it is sufficient to give an idea of ihe

economic value of these implements at the market rate in

the village at the time of our original enquiry, October to

November 1927. The cost of each kind of implement may

vary with its sixe and weiohi. r’lilHxra^Frtre tin**
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]{ccp accountr; even when the implements or parts are sold for

cash. Wc have made as close an estimate of the cost or

value as possible on the basis of our oral enquiries.

PRIMARY
COST Rs.

( 1 ) Plough 15

(2) Harrow 5

( 3} Seed drill* 9

( 4 ) Hoe ( Kolpa )

Inter-culturing implement 4

Total 33

All the implements classed as primary are, as already

stated, absolutely essential to a cultivator, and most of the

resident cultivators do possess them, The cost of the whole set

may amount to Rs* 30 to 40. • It may vary with the size and

weight of wood and iron employed, but the variation is not

very great*

The whole set will last for 5 to 10 years, if not more. If

any part or parts are broken or damaged, they can be replaced

locally. A prudent cultivator, be it noted, takes the greatest

care of his implements. As soon as he has finished using any

implements for the season or for the particular crops for which

it is required, the parts are detached, cleaned and stowed in the

shade in his hut, suspended or placed on a sort of rack. Thus

the attack of white ants is avoided, and accidental breakages

are minimised. The implements remain in use for a long period,

say, 10 years, and their original cost plus the cost of repairs

will be about Rs. 55. From this the annual average cost

^ Se^-drlUb, which axe of different types and make ate Irnown by
different names from the bamboo tubes they carry for die purpose of

sowing seed. A drill with one tube is called Moghad with two

tulMss iMssa with three tobe<i Xifan l^npT and with four tubes

Vwabar The jeeds ai'c sown through tlie tuhei ia rows at varying
cUstances from one another.
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works out ai Rs. 4 to 6, which is a very lax on the

cultivators tesoutces.

The list of secondary implements is a long one. Most ol

them are used chiefly by the women folk, but the men also

constantly make use of them in one way or other. Most of

them are made in the village. The cultivator buys raw iron

in the market at Ahmednagar and gets the thing forged and

shaped by the local blacksmith. Some of them can be purchased

ready made and polished in the Bazar. It is in many cases

found to be better to buy ready made in the Bazar than to

have the implement made in the village. This is due to the

fact that the Ahmednagar Bazar is so near Sarola.

(u) SECONDARY

IRON cosr Rs.

( 1 ) A weeding hook

( 2 ) A small sicKle

( 3 ) an axe

( 4 ) A pick

( 5 ) A shovel

{ 6 ) A pick axe

( 7 ) An iron bar or crow-bar

( 8 ) An iron-basket

0 - 2‘0

0- 6-0

0- 8-0 to Rupee 1

0- 8-0 to Rupee 1

0- 8-0 to Annas 12

1- 4-0 to 1-8-0

0-0 to 2-8-0

0* 8-0 to Rupee I

Total 4-12-0

ACCESSORIES To THE PRIMARY IMPLEMENTS

The parts of which these primary implements ate made

up have been mentioned in detail; but when any of these is to

be put into operation on the soib they have to be put

together by means of either leather or hemp ropes,

( tn ) THE MOT

We class the Mot as a secondary implement, since only

those who possess a well for irrigation need keep a Mot, with

tho apparatus and accessories lequired for working it«,
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group of appliances etc. may be divided into three ciasscs or

sub-classes;—

(1) The Mot, itself ( a leather bag or a steel bucket ).

(2) The Tharola* of the well. The cost of its

construction varies. A masonry work may cost about Rs, 25.

(3) An apparatus or wooden frame Vadav at the

Tharola to diav/ watei from tho well, with props, supports-

Ziga and poles (5<^) surmounted by a pidley and a roller

We may describe these one by one. The old style of

Mot is made of lc;.al leather, but nowadays imported chrome

leather Mots are also obtainable, and in m^uiy places galvanized

steel buckets are replacing the leathex bag Mot entirely. In

Sarola neither of the new types is in use, and all Mots

are of the traditional kind. Leather Mots are made of three

standard sizes measuring seven, six or five Favalis. The first

are worked by two pairs of bullocks and the last by one

pair* As the supply of water drawn depends on the energy

of the bullocks, specially strong animals are used for this

work. They are well fed and looked after with the greatest

care by the garden owners Green grass, such as Khondya

or Kadval, maize, lucerne, carrots etc. is used as their

food; in a few cases a small ration of KoUth, Chuni,

oil-cake, cotton-seed etc, is added. A Mot works 7 to 8

hours a day, if there is enough water in the well ( 7-30 to

11-30 A. M. and 3 to 6 p. m. ), and in the winter or

spring from 7 A. M. to 2 P* M* A Mot is nothing but

a leather bucket or bag with two openingS'-^ne at each

end. The upper end is called tlie mouth—Tend (

)

luid the lower one the trunk—Sond ( the former is

* A masonry Win or reservoir at the top o£ tJie well to receive the

water drawn from tho wall for distribution by a main irrigation cliannel

|o luany Moall branch aarihcn channels.
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fitted on to a circular iron ring^Kada with four radial

bars joined at the centre to a small iron ring to which is attached

the main draw ropo called Nada (ffTSf), and this Nada is made

so long as to reach the top of the well from the level ot

water, pass over the pulley and on to the Shivlat or yoke to

which it is attached, A small rope^Saundar {?f!^)"’is attached

to the lower end of the Mot-Sond (^) passed over the roller

and the other end is also fastened to the Shivlat- While the

Mot is being drawn up, the lower end ( Sond ) is kept at the

same level as the upper Tond^ being thus folded up against

the full Mot. At the top, the Tond is hauled up to the

level of the higher pulley, while the Sond is pulled out straight

oyer the roller, at the lower level, into the Tharola or basin,

so that the bag is unfolded and at the same time the water

pours out into the Tharola- Practically this completes the Mot.

Albeit its complicated adjustments and manipulations must be

studied carefully; it has been devised very intelligently and

ingeniously. But after some experience, even a boy can easily

adjust the several parts satisfactorily-

Now as to the Tbarola and the frame apparatus, two

long slabs of stone are constructed so as to protect over

the edge of the well, which are pierced with holes to hold two

upright wooden posts over which is placed a long wooden beam

(Vadav or Vadap) fitted with two pegs (Butali) to support

the pulley ( Chak ), and then again at the base a beam or piece

of wood ( Kanheri ) is so placed that two pegs ( Butali ) may!

hold the roller. We have already stated that the great rope

(Nada) and the small rope (Sauudar) run over the pulley

and the roller respectively. The bearings of the roller and the

pulley need oiling for smooth working.

P'or the purpose of drawing water two pairs of bullocks are

used, and they ' are" harnessed to two Shivlats one behind tne

othetf'emd the bullocks are worked to and fro on the ramp

or inclined plane ( Dhav ) abutting on the Tharola* ,
* «
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CARTS, TONGAS AND WAGONS, ETC,

Carts and vehicles are not regular implements of husDnndry,

but they can be considered as adjuncts. In Sarola we find three

types of conveyances, each of almost uniform model. The

conveyances in use here ate:~

( 1 ) Ordinary cart for general Use,

(2) Tonga or Dhutl ( a small light can).

( 3 ) A Langad { ^JFlIT'-’heavy wagon )*

Ordinarily a earl costs Rs. 60 to 73, A cal*t known

locally as Kalyan Bhivandi is favoured by the cultivator.

It is brought from Kalyan at Rs, 80^ and is more durable

than the carts made in the Deccan, because its wheels ate

prepared out ot teak wood well-seasoned, its poles are of straight

cut wood and not grained. A cart lasts for ten years and

mote, if occasional and accidental repairs are attended to.

ACCESSORIES TO CARTS

Ear a farmer the possession of a cart is almost essential^

but ordinarily a small cultivator cannot afford to keep one

Unless he can also ply it for hire. A list of accessories is

given in Appendix,

There are other light and small carts locally known as

Tongas, Chhakadas and Pmjanis, which ate Used by men and

women to ride with two bullocks yoked. Usually such a

vehicle can accommodate three or four with the driver, and Ji

can be driven mote quickly than the cart,

^ tillage
Of all agricultural operations, tillage Is perhaps the most

>mx>oriant* By tillage as popularly understood, we mean the

breaking Up and turning over of the ground in order to loosen

*ha sod and to raise the lower layers of the soil to the surface^

Why is it so necessary is the fiuestion. Through sheer ignorance

and curiously enough, a Simple resident of the town may risk
* r

sncli an absurd query- The answet is perhaps very simplei but it

involves a lot of minute details of importance* Traditionally the

cultivator knows that the sol) of Ws field ot garden contains all
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the foori lliat is needed for the growth of all kinds of crops,

plants, trees, shrubs, vegetables, flowers and the whole host of

the vegetable kingdom, and that crops grow on, draw off and

absorb all the food ingredients that are in the upper layer

of the earth and soil, and that the food supply at or near the

surface becomes less and less, or more and more depleted,

though, of course, it is not entirely exhausted- The deeper

vye dig the soil, the more food is available with useful

minerals and other constituents- All sorts of tillage operations

are directed to turn up the soil and so make the food fully

and easily available to the crops sown just at the top nnay

the surface. Broadly speaking tillage, as practised here, cou'

sists of

1 1 ) Ploughing once or twice crossways.

(2) Application of manure,

( 3 ) Harrowing once, twice, or even more often.

(3) Seed drilling,

( 5 ) Inter-culturing twice or oftener, and

(6) Hand weeding twice or repeatedly-

Ploughing is the central operation of tillage- How it is

carried out depends on the nature of the soil, whether clay,

black cotton, black, red, Barad or other intermediate claag.

For purposes of land revenue assessment, a (flassiflcation of

land is] made in many different groups by the Survey

Department, which is fully described under the head Soil, and of

which the cultivator is quite ignorant-

Soil of uniform texture and quality to a depth of three

feet is the best for raising good crops* The drawing up of

food to the upper surface can be done by two methods, viz-,

( 1 ) By ploughing, etc-, and

(2) By the growth of leguminous crops.

The one process is artiflcial and the other is natural- We

have no data, nor has there been any research so far made to as-.

,

certain the depth from which different leguminous crops draw fo<^- ^

'
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It varies; but it is tiatural and no eiFotts of human labotn^

are required when a leguminous crop is sown- Deep ploughing

may be called for mote than once, and in diffetent directions*

Prudent and experienced ctlilivatots here ate fully aware

of the immense benefits and advantages that accrue from

ploughing, if properly and efficiently carried out* We may

enumerate them:

—

{ 1 ) Ploughing destroys weeds and their roots*

(2) It exposes the broken soil to the tropical heal of

the SUn so as to bring about the decomposition of the

organic matter in the soil, and it assimilates inorganic

matter with the soil.

{ 3 ) The soil is made so loose as to let the whole

amount of tain water sosdc into it and make the soil

conserve moisture for a long period^

(4) Ploughing helps to raise the level of the Underground

water, and thereby the supply of water in the wells is

increased^

(5) It prevents the washing away of the surface soil by

storm water on occasions of heavy downpour*

(6) WeU-pIoughed soil is easily worked on and little

resistance is offered to the passage of other implements

because of the reduced surface friction*

(7) The draught capacity of the bullocks h not so

heavily taxed, and they get a sort of relief*

(8) Erosion of the soil of Nalla banks, etc- Is almost

stopped.

So there are different ploughs for deep operations* Ploughing

ts preferred to the leguminous crops for lands infested with weeds

whose roots have gone very deep, as the former is used to

eradicate the* deep-rooted weeds, such as Kunda and Harali

which afe very prejudicial to any crop that may be sown on

land coutaining them* None of the ploughs, either Indian of

foreign, aa at present fttanUfactUred, can operate beyond twelve
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tnches ueep at tlie most, in any soil- Some of the leguminous

crops have the vitality to draw Toocl from a depth of more

than one foot, bccatise their roots find their way still deeper*

For poor and shallow lands any method can be usefully

followed- Several times we noticed in Khandesli that the culti-

vator was engaged in digging deep in his field by means of

a pick-axe nearly two feet from the surface to remove the

roots* This process is adopted, because the plough shareSk

either iron or wooden, cut off a portion of roots without eradi-

cating the whole of them- Ploughing annually or in alternate

years Is deemed necessary in the DeCcan or at least in this

part* We stress the point not from an academic point of

view, but from the cultivator s practical point of view, tl is for

the cultivator to exploit the soil to its full ca|)acity* Fbr poor

and meagre crops he is to blame and has to suffer- It is a

lamentable feature in village life that in most cases the respon**

sibility for ploughing is avoided year after year* The soil

here is [>oor for the most part^ but where it Is deep,

ploughing is an easy matter* In this village less than one-eighih

area of the whole cultivable land was actually ploughed during

the course of the whole season of twelve months in 1927-28*

Is this due to negligence on the part of the cultivator f * It

certainly seems to indicate apathy* The excuses put forward are

many: that they have no sufficient bullocks, they have no time

left as the Rabi harvesting lasted long, they had to look after

irrigated crops, they had to be busy with marriages, etc- The colli-

vator is the best judge- It is he who must find out ways and means*

Economy demands that he should get the most out of the

land, and to do that he must arrange his programme p»’operlyt

Whatever ploughing Was done here, was done with some exceptions

out of season and hurriedly. Ouf inquiry shows that ploughing

should be done in the months of Pauslu Magha and Falgun^

and should invariably be finished before the Shtiuga holidays

in all lands in which Kbarif crops were grown the previous
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season. Ploughutg in waier is very elfecUve and convenient and

icss laborious, because some moisture is presenr in ihe soil,

il gives the longest time for the land to absorb the sun's

heat for more than four months, instead of barely two months

as at present. It is said and the cultivators think, that it is

a sort of manure if more heat and air are incorporated in

the ploughed soil. This natural benefit is lost if the ploughing

is delayed beyond the Shimga holidays- Natural advantages

should never be neglected, but in every way made full use of.

It is best for the well-to-do and prudent cultivators to see

that all their lands, either dry or garden grown last with

Kharif crops, are ploughed up whh all despatch and promptitude.

When they have reaped the fruit of this system vigorously

carried out, some others will imitate them by degrees, and the

rest will follow suit when they are quite satisfied"* of the

success of the system. With rei^rd to the lands which are

sown with Rabl crops, ploughing can be undertaken as soon as

each of the Rabi crops is reaped ( in the month of Falgun or

Chakra or the first fortnight of Vaishakh). This programme

must be adhered to, No departure from it should be allowed.

No tiuie ^ould be lost*

Different types of plough need different numbers of bullocks,

and the area which can be ploughed with them in a day also

varies. With four to six bullocks a man can plough half an

acre of land daily without difficulty. This is a very moderate

estimate* For an important operation such as ploughing, a

short spell of a fortnight in a space of half a year can easily

be set aside by every cultivator, small or large. A large land,

holder, with greater resources at his command, should find it

easy to do double as much as it is reasonable to expect of

amidl cultivators; but there are probably few cultivators

who have to plough more than thirty acres during the

course of the year* Intensive cultivation is essential, if

produce is to be increased. If once systematic arrangements
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Wete made and properly adhered to, adequate ploughing at the

proper season could easily be assured^

There ate here some iron ploughs ( Messrs Kitloskar s No*

loo and No» 9 ) which, though they invert the soil, do not

find so much favour with the cultivator who makes use of

his ordinary country plough as well.

Here in the village little deep black cotton soil is found, and

what there is, is not so deep, that huge clods of soil ate turned

up during the operation cf ploughing. Small clods lie on the

surface* and are dissolved by the early monsoon rains if they

remain Uncrushed. The cultivators, therefore* keep no clod

crushers and no labour is required on that scores but if any

large clods ate left lying scattered on the surface, they are

pulverized by the working of Kulavas { harrows ). Let lis try to

arrive at the cost of ploughing per day with four to six buBocka,

The daily cost will vary according to the condition of the

bullocks, the season, market rates the nature and condition of

the soil* but it will at least be commensurate With the gain, and

will probably be much less than the ultimate gam. The cost

of ploughing with a plough fully equipped, a driver and six

working bullocks, would come to Rs.r 2^ to Rs. 3 per day,

A cultivator is not, of course, actually required to incur

expenditure in hard cash to get big land ploughed. Most of

the cultivators have bullocks, implements, workers at their

disposal at any time. The question of exact cost does not

affect the case, but it is the will of the cultivator to see

the ploughing of his land finished off at least iu every alternate

year, if it is not possible or practicable to do so every year. To

a good farmer no excuses and few reasons ate good enough to justify

tbe omission of regular ploughing. Subsidiary operations to plough-

ing are lightened and rendered smooth if the latter is well done.

AFFLtCATION OF MANURE

The three principal methods of applying manure are

1
( 1 ) Mixing farm manure with the soil, «
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(2) Top dressing, and

( 3 ) Ploughing in green crops known as green manuring.

Items ( 1 ) and (2) may be combined with ploughing, because

the application involves the loosening of the soil, or in other

words the breaking of the surface of the land, and it thus forms

part of Ibe tillage. In this village only the garden lands are

treated with manure, as they are sure to be irrigated with

well water. Farm manure is mixed with the soil either during

or after regular ploughing by means of the plough or harrow

or some such implement* The cultivation of green manure

crops is very rare.

HARROWING

Harrowing is carried out frequently in a field or

garden within a single season or within the period of

Kharif or Eabi crops* Most cultivators, instead of taking the

trouble to plough, find » it easy and simple to carry out

harrowing more than twice* Harrowing is next in importance

to idoughing, and when the latter is neglected or dispensed

with, as is generally the case with cultivators, harrowing

is done many times, because it forms part of the tillage^

Harrowing is very useful and directed to

( 1 ) Removal of stubble of the last crop,

(2) Mixing of manure,^

(3) Eradication of weeds,

(4) Breaking up of small clods,

(5) Covering aeed aown,

t6} Preparing land far crops like wheat,

{7} ISarvesting giuund nut»

(8) Preparing seed beds and leveling as well, and

{6} Preventing the evaporation of moisture In the soil;

the evaporation is almost nil or very small when the upper

layer of the earth is harrowed*

[lOj HtctroWiiig xh the only method by which the soil is

made as soft and cohesive as possible for xhe reception and

germination of seed and the preparation of crops*
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l^Iouglung IS or can be oispensed with, but harrowing is

essential and uannot be dispensed with or neglected. It is the

most impoitant item of tillage, in absence of ploughing.

Without harrowing cultivation is a meie waste of time and

labour and the resultant yield is very mes^e and pooti

practically nib A few of the cultivators, who are absent from

their villages on business elsewhere, manage to get their lands

sown, without a single harrowmg, with seed, by means of a

driU, as soon as the rain is seasonable and sufficient* This

practice is uneconomic and vrasteful* It is better to let the land

lie fallow for the season and recuperate itself* The habit of

merely scratching the surface of the earth to keep life in the

body must be condemned and given up*

For ordinary harrowing operation one man can work with

the harrow and two bullocks, and prepare about two acres of

land per day The daily charges would come to about Bs

to 2* The operation is, no doubt, cheap and easy to carry

out, and involves little trouble* It can be undertaken season in

and season out, at the convenience or rather the whim of

the cultivator. Harrowing covers a comparatively large area

of land prepared in a short space of three or four days*

It can be worked cross ways and any number of times, if

required*
‘

In black cotton soil or tracts of such soil as in

Khandesh, where the plough is only used occasionally and rarely,

harrowing is carried on as a preparatory tillage* A single

harrowing just before the rains or very soon after the rains is

what is necessary prior to the sowing of seeds^

By harrowing two or three inches of the upper surface,

the soil is loosened, stirred up, and the plant food is naturally

raised, but the growing grass and other vegetation draw in

the food without being useful to any of the crops* In order to

l^p weeds out, the operation of harrowing is very often^

^.leeorted to, uidess the land is imm^iatdly sown with ctops^
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The growth of grass amidst the crops is luinous* as it

cousuraes much of the plant food and leaves a depleted supply

for the crops<

SEEP DRILLS

The sowing or drilling of seed is the central operation

In which the whole system of tillage culminates. * We reap as

we sow^ is an old biblical adage, and has stood the test of

centuries. We do not exactly know when the present seed drills

were first introduced. It is evident that they are not primitive,

because the whole process of drilling, now in vcgue^ is very

ingeniously developed and adapted* The implements and their

several parts are very skilfully designed for their purpose. The

type is usually exactly the same throughout large groUps of

villages, but differences in design are foUnd in different tracts',

probably having beeir developed to suit local conditions eisactly.

Xn the Deccan drills with two, three, four and five coulters, with

as many bamboo tubes fixed in them, are in Use in many

villages; three or four coulteted drills are most usual, and

in Sarola a drill with four coulters is used- The number of coub

ters depeinds on the nature of the soil. In a light soil drills with

many coulters can he worked and managed* The distance between

coulters varies, i* e. they may be from 9" to 18" apart*

The greater the distance between the coulters, the greater

will be the distance between the rows of the crops sown. A
very thin crop of Jowari can be raised, if the seed is sown by

(be Id" coulters and so on. The thinly sown crops are well

nourished, as much plant food and air is available for their con*

sutUpdon- The fodder and grain of such crops are very welt

developed and full grown* A thick sown crop is apt to givef

undeveloped and small seed and stunted fodder at times. The
cultivators here prefer thick grown crops, aa they supply food

both to man and cattle,, grain and Itadhl fa Igrge ambpnt. In

the village here a drill cklled Pahhar ( with four and'
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tubes ) IS in use. It is contended that a Pabhar is the best drilli

because four rows of crops are sown at one and the same tune with

the same power ( two bullocks and one man as driver and sower

as well ), Again the tour rows of seed furrowed and drilled can

bo got rovered in one turn, if two Kulvas ( harrows ) yoked with

two pairs of bullocks and managed by two attendants follow the

Pabhar, It follows that the operation of one Pabhar { drill

)

ami two Kulvas ( harrows ) is the only combination which can

l^e carried out simultaneously by three men with three pairs of

bullockst i. e- one pair for the drill and two pairs for the two

Kulvas. The sowing is finished in this fashion as promptly as

possible along with the covering of the seed furrows. An area

of two to three acres is drilled in a day or more according to

^ the nature of soil. In this village the same drills are used for

Kharif and Rabi sowings. Only some of the cultivators have a

device for the sowing of Tur seed in the same row and along

with rows o[ Bajri crop. The Pabhar (with + tubes) may

he kepi at work for putting in the Bajri seed through the seed

bowl with four holes and tubes attached thereto* and in addition

a bamboo tube is fastened by means of a small rope to the

back end of the working Pabhar (at the outside), and is used

to pass the seed to the ground for germination, i- e., in such a

^ase, have only four drill furrows for the reception of the

seed, one drill furrow is twice sown—once with Bajri and next

with Tur seed. The device is very simple* A men or woman

carries the tube erect in his or her hand at a distance of four

feet just behind the Pabhar, and with the other hand grain or

seed is passed through it- The tube is fitted with a wooden

Vati (wooden' funnel with handle) having a hole in the bottom-

The lube reaches the surface of the furrowed drill through a

hole in a piece of horn attached* Such a method must have

been worked out by experts* Drilling is a very complicated

operation and involves a good many points for the careful attep-

.tion of the sower» viz*:--
* *1 \
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LlJ The Pabhar must be driven in a regular straight line}

[2] The motion of the bullocks, steady and regxilar, must be

checked and watched}

[3] Seed or mixed seed must be passed evenly and

regularly;

l4l The collection or concentrating of seed in one

place musti on no accounti be allowed;

l5l The orifices of the coulters must be kept fiee from

TOud and weeds;

[6] The sower should see that the coulter goes sufficiently

deep before the seed i& released;

[7] A, coulter goes from 2 to 2^ inches deep;

[8] But if the moisture in the soil has gone deeper thatf

three inches, the sower must adjust the drill so that the

coulter works at more than three indies depth;

[9] Triangles and bends of fiteldE must be drilled with the

greatest care, ordinarily in regulai straight line^ and at right

angles;

[lOl tfneven and undulating surface of the soil demands all

the attention of the sower in respect to all the points noted above;

fit] The sower should always keep or hfold tfaesatUe amount

of power and force on all the coulters of the Pabhar;

[12] The sower should drive the rows at equal distances

from one another, equal to the spacing of the drills;

1 131 At times the rows are not in a regular straight liner

on account of the bullocks^ action or unsteady lUot^on^ when

the sower should try to drill the next row in a straight and

regtdat line*

The drilling oi seed of Jowari, wheat and gram may be

diffietentkted at times when sown in garden or irrigated iand^

in that the sowing is effected both ways—lengthwise and breadth-

wise as well; seed required is If or If times of that of

the dry land* Inier-culturing of the crops with buUoc)^

ionplements is, of course, impracticable, and hand weedkg
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touat be resorted to. Watering i& uccessaty tor the soil

If treated with faim manure. These are the majoi points of

difference.

The Pabhar is used for the purpose of sowing crossways

as well, and the crop grows thick with high stalks^ The yield

of grain is iS to 50 per cent higher, sometimes even double

that of the dry crop. Hand weeding is a costly operation,

because so much human labour Ls required, and it must be

repeated more than twice in one season. Weeding by hand

is a slow operation^ and may take much longer than

if done by bullock power; but the weeds growing mixed with

the crops can only be removed by hand. The irrigated Jowari

crops grow very tall, in some cases the stalks measure more

than 9 feet high, and ate as thick as red sugarcane. As
fodder for the Use of cattle the stalks of irrigated Jowari ate

less palatable and digestable than those of the dry crop, which are

covered with succulent leaves, ate devoid of hard fibre and have

a sweet taste. If good fodder is procurable, as is always the

case in times of plentiful harvest, the irrigated Jowat fodder

serves no Useful purpose, and the stalks, even if stalked, are

allowed to rot and to be Utilised fot manure. The drilling of

seed must be immediately followed by a crosswise drilling

without a single day intervening, otherwise the germinated

seedlings may be trampled down, and loss incurred. This

method of garden cultivation with the cross drill is usually

adopted for choice by the cultivators, but it is not absolutely

necessary that it should be followed everywhere and in the case

Uf aU crops. In rare cases a light hatrow or Farat, fitted

with an kon blade or bar is worked for covering the drilled

seed. It is worked by two bullocks and an attendant, but as

the Tarat is of the same breadth as the Pabhat, the four

ddllsd furrows are all covered simultaneously, A Farat does

jStlie coveting of seed with less bollock power and urtOfs

A||nickly than two Knlvas,
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As wu have mentioned that seed is sown by njeans ol

different types oi drills, so we want to show comparatively

the output of each of the drills, and thus to arrive at the

conclusion as to whicli is the most advantageous.

Name of No. of

Power for

drilling

Power for

soil

Drill ('oulters Men Buliockt Men Bullocks

1 Pabhar

"1

A 1 !

1

2 2* 4*

2 Tiphan 3
1
1 i

!

2 1! 2l

3 Mogbad
or

Dussa
2 1 2 It

I

2t

In ail these the coulters are fixed at certain distances

from each other, but from the point of view of the output, the

Palihar is the best, because it covers so much land as is

drilled at one turn, i- e* a space equal to four coulters.

A Tiphan drills as much space as is covered by three coulters;

the output by the Tiphan is 3 that of the Pabhar, and

that of the Moghad is. ^ of the Pabhar; but the smaller the

number of the coulters of the drill, the greater is the depth

at which seed is put into the soil; which means that a

quantity of moisture is available in a great degree, if the

cultivator has delayed his sowing* It is no use leaving seed

at an unsuitable depth to retard germination, etc-

The covering of seed is an accompaniment of the

drilling operation, and it is carried out immediately close

behind the drill* A Farat worked by one attendant and two

bullocks covers the whole of the piece of land drilled by

the four coulters In one turn, but with two Kulvas the power

^ When Knlva«

t When only one K'jilva is at
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of four bullocks and two attendants is required to rover as

touch land as is covered by the Pabhar. The weeds are, no

doubt, more fully eradicated by the Kulvas. The seed drilled

by the Tiphan is covered by means of one Kulva, which does

not give sufficient or efficient work- Only the two drills of the

t)ussa ate fully covered by a single turn of the Kulva* A piece

of land of even and tegular level is drilled to advantage by

means of the Pabhar, and similarly the seed is coveted by the

Parat ( foUr bullocks and two attendants )- An Undulating

piece of land or an uneven piece of land may cause hindiance

or obstruction to a degree to the smooth and effective working

bf the Pabhar and Parat simultaneously. It is seldom that the

whole of the land included in a survey number is of one

Uniform texture and of the same depth, and, therefore, the

amount of moistuie near the surface is not uniform* The

uniform treatment of the drilling is impossible in such a case,

but the cultivator should bear in mind that the drilling must

be undertaken early in the day- It is for him to be vigilant

and watchful that, though the moisture may be deficient in

one corner, it may be in excess in another- He must commence

drilling under such circumstances that, on the whole, moisture

in suitable degree is available No -doUbt the cultivator has

got no instrument or no means to gauge the amount of

moisture present- He must depend on his experience- He is

handicapped. Such cases, it appears, were brought to the notice

of the Royal Commission On Agriculture, and they were

referred to ia paragraph 112 at page 116 of the report- Let

us see how far the Agricultural Department can deal with it-

INTER-CULTURE

As soon aU germination of the seed is noticed and the

sprouts have sprung up to the height of »tine inched it U

for the cultivator to take Up the operation of htor*-culttUdng

X)£ the young crop, so that the weeds and vegetatfon

mWmrf erowth bt tho dtop", pf
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food} which must all be conserved and made available lu the

young crop. A small Kolpa ( hoe ), which is equal to half of

the Pabhar ( equal to two coulters ), may be worked by one

attendant and two bullockb. It is a very simple process.

Instead of one Kolpa ( hoe ) the cultivator here arranges to

place two Kolpas in the unsown spaces between the rows

which are worked with one yoke of two bullocks, and this

course saves the yoking of two extra bullocks; but the

inter-culturing hoes can be more efficiently managed by two

attendants than by one* The out-turn in the case of the

double hoe Is double that of the single hoe* It is necessary

to have tows of crops drilled in a straight line to make

inter-cuUunng with two hoes at one and the same time

practicable, so that no young seedlings may be up-rooted or

crushed by either of the hoes. This double inter-culturing is

very much appreciated by the cultivators^ because it gives double

work with less bullock power. It is practised by experienced

cultivators who have full control over their bullocks, and who

can watch the iron blades of the two hoes working in different

spaces between the rows. Inter-culturing with Kolpas can be

carried out twice or at the most thrice in a crop before it

has reached the stage of formation of joints; after that the

u$e of the Kolpas may cause the crops to be damaged and

broken at the joints^ When the crop is young, inter-culturing

gives beneficial residtS:-*-

tl] The weeds and grass grown between the rows axe

removed axul eradicated;

CiS) Plant-food no longer taken up by the weeds is made

avaikdde to the crop;

til The crop gets a full supply of heat and lights as the

apace h quite cleared off;

r4] The moisture is conserved and is available for uti-

Ihigtion by the crop;

is) The risk of attack by pests is minimised^
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No furlher inter-culturing operations are practicable or

necessary when the crop has reached the stage of formation of

jointSj and when it shades the ground underneath. A pair of

Kolpas inter-cultures about two acres of land in a day, or it

may be three if all the drilling is straight. It would cost a

sum of Re 1-8 a day.

HAND WEEDING

VVe have already stated that when hand weeding is necessary,

the weeds are removed either with the hand or with the

hook or Khurpa of the labourer who brings her or his own

tool for the purpose. It is costly, laborious and slow.

Generally women folk are engaged on hand weeding, and they

are paid Annas 2 to 3 per diem. How much work a woman

can do in a day is uncertain* A group of women are set to

work in a row or two, and they go on removing the weeds

by means of their hoes or Khurpas, the latter of which is

the ordinary tool for weeding. Long weeds and tangled grass

cannot well be dealt with by inter-culture, so the manual labour

of women is requisitioned. It is* therefore, for the cultivator

to take time by the forelock. Drilling and inter*culturmg

must be carried out punctually, vigilantly and intelligently. It

is work, not for the novice, but for experienced cultivators,

incessant ram may at times interfere with either sort of

inter-culturing, and weeds may continue to grow and grow*

In Gujarat an ordinary plough is worked between the

rows to remove weeds, etc,, especially when it is essential

to conserve moisture- Here no such practice is followed.

TIIJ.AGB

The operation of tillage is not so simple as one might

imagine. It consists of so many different items of a complex

and complicated nature, each requiring special skill and pains.

But it may be said that most of the cultivators axe quite at

home in every minute detail of it. There may be a few'

exceptions, few indeed, who are not able to turn their hand
I

to all of the operations as competently as tye miKht -vcish^, ,,
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MANURE

No artificial manures are used here. The cultivator does

not even Icnow Iheir names and is ignorant of their properties

and mode of application* It is rather costly to make use of

fertilisers- Ordinarily the foreign preparations are made use of

only in the case of very valuable and paying crops, such as

sugarcane, chillies etc*, and also in cases where the supply of

water for irrigation is fully assured. The cultivators here

have been accustomed for centuries to rely on indigenous

manure* Most of them are able to preserve and utilise a

limited (quantity of farm yard manure for their garden crops*

They very seldom make use of it in the case of dry crop

land, because in this precarious part of the Deccan, the

rainfall is very deficient* and crops grown in dry land treated

with manure get dried up, if there be a break in the rainS)

say, for more than a fortnight, which is an ordinary feature of

the early monsoon here* The village lies within a zone of the

Deccan constantly liable to famine. Thus, in practice, little use

can be made of manure for dry crop land, much more so

when the soil is poor as iu this village* On the other hand

the continual raising of crops on dry land would eventually

exhaust the soil, so that in a few years a very low yield

would be the result. This is termed soil robbing practice*

Whatever may be Uie temporary consequence, we must put

into the soil what we take out in the shape ot crops, viz.

maiatain the fertility of the soil. All the cultivator can

secure^ is the manure prepared locally from the dung of his

cattle rubbish, sweepings, ashes, etc* of his household. A large

portion of the cattle dung available here has always been utilised

by the women folk lor making cow-dung cakes, to be used as

fuel for domestie purposes. The residue is collected, from day

to day. In a dung heap by the cultivator separately in his

own either on the village site or on a piece of village

Mufat Kundner (waste) or by the side of a street. No
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Special care or pains are taken for the efficient preservation

of the manure* The urine of the cattle, which is the manure

richest in nitrogen, is suffered to evaporate, or to soak into

the ground, and thus run to waste. Some of the gardeneis here

have erected sheds or made thatched huts as a sheller for the

cattle in their own gardens. They conserve and preserve

their own manure in an intelligent manner. Daily they remove

the dung and sweepings to deep pits dug in the ground and

-.allow these to ferment during the rains. These heaps remain

standing for fifteen to twenty months before they are actually

applied as manure, which is locally known as * ripe’ manure

Theirs is a more economic use of the manure

than the ordinary practice. The droppings of cattle let loose

fox grazing in the jungle are picked up by women for use as

fuel* Dung-hills of one or two years standing on the village

site are generally removed by their owners in carl loads for

being applied as manure to their gardens. The operation of

carting and application of the manure continues in a leisurely

way for nearly two months, FaJgun and Chaitra ( March and

April ), Thereafter a new dung heap is started for the next

year, and the rainy season is the time to accumulate and

store up as much dung and sweepings etc. as possible. During

the wet months ( June to the end of November ) the farmer’s

wife can scarcely find the making of cow-dung cakes profitable;

but the fair season is fully occupied with their preparation.

Some of the good cultivators warn their women against making

any cow-dung cakes out of their cattle’s dung. The house-

wives are obliged to search for and collect in the jungles di'y

twigs, branches, pieces of thorn, rotten roots, or dried drop-

pjngs of cattle. If the village has some forest area, with

scrub jungle as b Sarola, dry fuel is looked for and collected.

" From an economic pobt of view this practice is rather

unsound. Goats* dung is very small in quantity, and it Is

collected and preserved in the same Way ne that of the cattle'-
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As regards the sheep, a similar method -is adopted; but in

some cases they make use of the more effective folding

system during the hot season ( Matcli to May ). A ilock of

sheep, perhaps two score or more, are left to roam and

find gracing and water in a garden by day, and at night is

either penned or folded on the sat»te land or made to stand

on it; and thus the dung and Urine of the sheep remain and

get mixed with the soil of the garden. This process of manuring

goes on for a week or so in one garden. The owner of

the sheep gets sonte sort of perquisite or remuneration for

himself, or the use of leaves of Babul trees for the feeding of

the sheep in addition- This kind of manure is highly priced

locally.

A cultivator will rarely sell his heap of manure if he

himself tills his land; a landless owner may sell his dung heap

at a Rupee per cart-load of manure. No one from the village

may sell his cattle manure to another of any other village in

the vicinity or v/ce versa* They have a saying, Amche Gavacha

Sanja Jato ( srni% which means, '* our village

is deprived of its most nutritious food." This is a tradition

banded down from generation to generation, and it is very

strictly observed, unless it is specially relaxed by the village-

The purchaser has to remove, load and unload the manure in

own land and at his own cost. A catimati can take out

four to five cartloads of manure in a day, though it, of

course, depends on the distance to the land. The cartman

lets bis cart on hire at Annas 13 to Re. I per day, Unless

the purchaser has his own cart and men. The gardener

arranges to get the manure put on his inecfe of land in small

hei^ at a distance of a few paces in proportion to the

available quantity of manure/ The heaps of manure are then

spread on the surface, and the gardener gets it ploughed into

the land. A fully adequate supply of farm manure is never

procurable/ Tbe application oi manure takes place in the hot
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season or before the rains set in. The cost of one cart load

of Ttiauure, including carriage and application, will come to

Re. 1--8-0 or more* The cultivator estimates that thirty-five

cart-loads i. e. 350 mauads of farm manure are required per

acre of garden land. The quantity of manure may have to bo

increased in view of the subsequent crops the cultivator expects

to sow in the next monsoon. The holder of garden land here

generally uses manure as follows*

—

KHARIF CROPS
CARTLOADS *^1

PER ACRE 1

RABI CROPS CARIt,OADS
PER ACRE

1 Chillies 1 Wheat 20
2 Onions 2 Op^qus ' 15

3 Maize 3 Gram 15

4 Vegetables 30 4 vegetables 30

5 Bajri 5 Bajri 25

6 Ground-nuts 10 6 Gflrt 30

7 Sweet Potatoes 30 7 Carrots 15

8 LUcetn 35 8 Lucern 35
0 Potatoes 20 9 Potatoes 20

Top creasing with cattle manure is seldom applied except

in the case oi fruit trees sUch as oranges and lemons. The
hollow round the foot of the fiuit tree or the bed in which

It stands is dug with a hoe, the soil loosened and the roots

of weeds removed) the cavity or bed is deepened and three

or four seers of cattle manure ate heaped at the root of the

plant in the shape of a cone. Then the plants are watered

fully to the edge of the cavity or bed, so that a large

portion of the manure gets dissolved and absorbed by the

plants* Top dressing i$ rather a costly operation and requires

great oate< It appears that for ordinary crops no cultivator

ventures to try it

* Tii Tolas , .*.4 40 Seers . 4 .... 1 ( Bengal

}

m Tdlte Sfeein 16 hfetmds,,.,. X tWt loM
'
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There is no custom here of drilling manure with seed

or applying it just before seed is put in. The cultivators

are either ignorant of it or consider it unprofitable. The

method of green manuring, i. e., growing green crops such as

Safin ( Crotolaria Juncea ) during the monsoon, and ploughing

them in as manure for the following crops, may be known or

unknown, but it is not now resorted to; because the gardener

has neither the time nor the seed to spare for the purpose.

He is very wise to remember that the rainfall is uncertain.

The system of raising crops in rotation is another

method which augmerts or maintains the fertility of soil

and is in vogue here. The following are the usual local

lotationa:- -

Bag AIT J 1 R AI

T

l$t Crop
(Khatif)

2od Crop
{ Rabi

)

1st Crop
(Khaiif)

2nd Crop
(Rabi)

1st year |

1

(

(

t

Nil
j

Jowari Nil

1

Jowati

j

and year

1

Bajrl alone Wheat or

Gram
Bajri mixed
with legumi-

nous Kulthi

and Mugi

Nil

3rd year Nil Jowati Nil Jowari

4th year Bajri alone Wheat or

Oram
Bajii miAed
with legumi-

nous Kttlthi

and Mugi

Nil

1
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We believe the system technically known as lotation of

crops has become universally established, but it is worth while

describing briefly the local system. This is very simple.

A cultivator sows Bajri crop on a piece of land one yea*.,

follows it with wheat crop the next year, and the third

year even another crop { say chillies ) is sown.

The leguniinous crops serve as rotation crops. The culti-

vator here is very keen about the leguminous crops, because

tliey yield him grain as well as fodder, even from moderate

early rains. In this he is wise. He has no occasion to make

use of special manures such as fish, oil cakes or bones.

Kigh. soil is not stored and used here as manure, but

in the absence of any artifloial system of sanitation, most ot

the night soil of the village goes to the fields and land

adjoining the village site. Poudrette is prepared and held in

store by the Ahmednagar Municipality but no one here takes

the trouble to fetch it on account of its high price, the long

distance of transport and the uncertainty of seasonable and

copious rainfall.

An attempt was made to collect statistical inforraaticm

with regard to village manure, but do accurate and reliable

figures could be collected. A very rough estimate based on

study may be useful. The dung of a pair of bullocks along

with that of a cow supplemented by rubbish, sweepings and

ashes may form in the year a manure heap of four to seven

cartloads. This estimate is libetal» because we must make

allowance cow-dung cakes and for the doily washing of

the houses and court-yards.

SEASONS appropriate FOR SOVi/ING Ol? SEED

There is no rain-gauge here. The city of Ahmednagar is

both its District and Taluka Head Quarters and is the

nearest registration station about eleven miles as the crow

The fall of rains, from time to time, teglstered Ahmedtia^t{^
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is adopted as a measure of convenience, though It cannot be

ignored that the amount and distribution of rainfall varies

greatly even throughout a small area. The Deccan peasants

have a saying, tr^ which means,

" that one horn of the bullock has become wet, whereas the

other is dry.” To be plain:—-The cultivators have to pay their

<iaota of land assessment or land revenue dues according to

the out-turn of the seasonal crops, depending on the adequacy

of the rainfall. The Government of Bombay liave been pleased

to supply and fit more rain gauges in many villi^es- Generally

the rainy season here lasts for nearly four months, say from

15th June to the end of October. The monsoon breaks out

about the middle of June, at times even later- The revenue

year comijiences from 1st August of one year and ends on 3lst

July of the next year. The rainfall of June and July of the

last revenue year is taken into consideration for the crops

of the next year. The rainfall is registered for the calendar

year { 1st January to 3 1st December ). These anomalies and

apparent discrepancies and inconsistencies are explained, so

that the Kharif and Rabi crops may be fully understood in

their various stages, i- e. sowing to harvesting. The Hindus

divide the year of 358 days into ^7 Nakshatras (constellations

in- the heavens)* which the Maharashtrians distinguish as rainy

and rainless Nakshatras, with the latter of which we have

no concern- The former class of Nakshatras ( irSTT ) ai’e

supposed to give rain for various crops—^Kharif as well as- Rabi.

The Deccan almanacs show the day and hour when each of

the Nakshatras af^ars, and give forecast of their rainfall.

As to the accuracy of the forecast of the weather, we need

say nothing tmt way or the other; but it rasy be safely said

that the etdtivator is never hopeless, or his hopes are rarely

atuUified tUl the season for sowing operations is lost. The
rainy Nakasfaatras are stated below in their natural order of

occurrence ot appearance, as supposed;

—
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1) Mrig

(2) artaf Ardra

(3) Punarvasu

(4) 3«r Pusnya

(5) A.sMesha

(6) ntrr Magha

(7) Purva

(8) >3Trcr lUtaxa

(9) Hasta ( Elephant

)

Most of these continue for a space of about a fortnight

13 days and odd hours). We ate quite sure that the Sun

rises daily in the Bast ; that the Moon is visible regularly

at a certain point in her orbit in the heavens, and that

the principal stars will appear on the horizon at the due date

and hour and at their proper season- A scriptural stanza

runs thus;

—

It

n

II

( n. 8, 1 )

“ Through fear of Him the Wmd ( Vayu ) doth blow;

Through fear ot Him me bun (surya) doth rise;

Through fear of Him both Agni ^Fire) and Indra

(God of rain)

And Death ( M^tyu ) a? fifth do speed along."

t Robert Ernest Hume, M. A., Rh D., New York]

What ve want to stress is tnat nSi-ural laws aie vei^

accurate and uniform. It may he urged that onx kr^oVsdedg^

of scietfce and the monsoon (Hindu God Vurinst) Ws atfit sd^

* ttaid em? ta LQlK June.

4
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advanced as to enable the scientists or astronomers to

calculate and forecast the falls of rain, their amounts, their

seasons and the regions^ accurately and correctly.

The cultivator is very anxious and longs for the rain

from hour to hour, v^hen the monsoon is due to break out

or has actually set in - 6tb to 8th June. The reasons for his

impatience are many and evident:

—

( 1 ) The soil has become almost dry^ parched and thirsty

in the previous six or seven months;

(2) Water in his well has gone very low;

(3) Water for drinking runs shorter and shorter;

(4) His stock of Kadbi has dwindled;

(5) His cattle have no green grass or green Kadbi

available for a long period;

(6) To add to these economic drawbacks he has to idle

away bis time, dejected and depressed.

During the whole rainy season ( 6th June to the end of

October } the cultivator expects and hopes to have at least

the following rainfall;

—

Inches

( 1 ) June S’—?
(2) Jtily ^ Kharif
( 3 ) Aogost 3 — 4 I

( 4 ) September 6 — 7 J

( 5 ) October 4 — 5 / Rabi

( 6 ) November 2 — 3 i

24—29
To retora Mrig is the first rainy Nalcshatra, but in rare

cases RohinI gives a few showers of rain either in the last

weeh of May or in the first week of June, when, in the

aodl specially in Khandesh, the cultivators, with the

greatest sest, burry and get on with the sowing of cotton,

{wcaUBO cotton is the most valuable and remunerative crop of

the day* despite the fact ,that it is not a monopoly like jute,/

«ud requires a bog growing season. In Khandesh son^e of
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the cultivators even run the risk of sowing and putting in

cotton seed under dry or loose soil prior to and in anticipa-

tion of the imminent and expected rainfall, so that the slightest

moisture may be utilised for germination, and any fall of

Mrig rain may not he lost, but fully utilised.

As to the sowing operations of the Kharif and Rabi

crops according to the rainfall, the season and Nakshatras,

the cultivator ( who is no botanist ) has a traditional programme

which is observed regularly and faithfully. It is his practice

and may be stated as follows:

—

KHARIF

Kakshatra

( 1 ) Rohini

(2) Mrig (Tf)

(3) Mrig

{ + ) Ardra (aiTsf)

(5) Punarvasu

(6) Pushya {%^)

(7) Ashlesha

(8) Magha (w)

Crop

Cotton, Mug, vegetables and

chillies

(«PT^, ?rrsft«Tr5sr,

Bajri, Tar, Rala, hemp,

sesamum, Karhala, ground-

nut, Hulga

(
^iToST, aiiirr^,

{ 9 ) Purva

(lO) Purva

(U) Uttara

(12) Hasta

RABI

w \

(i^)
I

Jowari, Kardi, linseed

( wwrft, )

Linseed, wheat, gram

( <51^, n^,

Tobacco, vegetables

(
iirsfWlW

)

The calendar here has added one intercalary monch Imovm

as Adhik (arfk^CTHr) every third year, jn order to harmonise

^h iiie 'solai^ year, and so the Nakshatras do not correspopd

'j6i4^y w-tk the'^sanlc 'dates ‘of the* Western calendfatr

-t \
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KHARIF CROPS

These Nakshatras are supposed to give propitious rain

showers sufficient for the germination and propagation of the

gioups of crops referred to- Should the rainfall of any of

the Kakshatras be inadequate^ the sowing of the particular crop

or crops may be deferred for a week or so. Mrig, Ardra and

Punatvasu send rain useful for the sowing of the Kharif crops

as well as their development. Roughly speaking they may

synchronuie with the English months, June and July. Kharif crops

ate doomed to failure if the rains of these three Nakshatras

hold off or are insufficient. August and September rainfall is

necessary for their full development. A good out-turn of the

Kharif crops is then assured, provided there is no insect pest

ot any other unforeseen calamity, such as locusts, rats, floods,

etc. The period of Kharif sonBvings is very limited, say two

to three weeks. The earlier the sowings, the more fully can

subsequent rainfall be utilised.

The village is treated or classed as Kharif by the

Revenue Survey Department, because of its poor soil. Notwith-

standing this, the cultivators liave a^iduously brought a

comparatively large area of laud under Rabi cultivation.

Vegetables are also sown in irrigated land along with and

siittultaueously with Kharif crops.

RABl CROPS

The rains of FurVa
(^ )t if adequate ( or if the previous

moisture is sufficient), are utilised for the sowings of Jowari

and saffioweft and if they are supplemented by Uttara (?vncr),

the complete sowings are satisfactorily carried out- The culti-

vator grows Jowari in irrigated land if the rainfall is not

soflcient and tf the weli has a good supply of water jfowari

aloj» IS cultivated in garden lands if it is necessary as a

tedation crop*

The Jowari sowings are held to be auspicious if they are

oonuxieoced alter the Birthday Anniversary of Lord I^shna#
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the 8th incarnation of the Hindu mythology. Before going in

for the cultivation of Jowari, the texture of the soil, the

amount of moisture in the soil and the heat of the sun are

studied- September and pari of October in the time or season

for Jowari sowing.

There is in the village no land of the type known as

Gavali ( ^Ts^ToSl’ )> which means rich black soil capable of growing

wheat and gram on the rains alone. In Khandesh such lands

are found in many survey numbers.

Sarola is a Ryotwari village which measures according to

the Revenue Survey 4513 acres and 18 gunthus of land divided

into 340 survey numbers. Nearly four-fiths of the land is

actually under cultivation of various crops known as Kharif

( early ) and Rabi ( late ). In years of good rains the area

under crops may come to nine-tenths of the whole village

area- The Government of India have been pleased to prescribe

a classification of crops in groups for statistical purposes. The

whole range of crops comprises crops useful (l) for human

consumption, (2) for animal consumption, (3) for local industries

and (4) for foreign exports. The classification makes a very

long list, but the main classes may broadly be said to be:

—

(l) Cereals, (2) Pulses, (3) Oil seeds, (4) Fibres, (S) Drugs

(6) Narcotics, (7) Sugars, (8) Dyes, (9) Condiments, (IQ)

V^etables, (ll) Fruits and (12) Green Fodder.

The crops raised in the Bombay Presidency ate 180 in

number, which may be classified as foUows-^Fifteen cereals, twelve

pulses, nineteen oil seeds, four fibres* five drugs, seven dyes,

many sugars, twenty condiments and spices, fifty-six vegetables,

thirty-four fruits and five kinds of fodder.

A large number of crops and fruit trees are grown here.

In most cases the out-turn and yield fluctuate greatly according

the annual and seasonal rainfatlT climate and soil- It is

ret&|[E^;kable that there are many species of each crop* Cereals

^ ^ pulses distinct and different species, some of which
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are favoured by the cultivators here. To illustrate of Jowari,

the commonest cereal crop, there are the following different

species,:—(l) Yellow, (2) red, (3) while, (4) Kalbhondi,

{ 5 ) Lalbhondi, { 6 ) hard, { 7 ) soft, etc. Sliliilarly there are

different species of pulses. The cultivator selects any of the

species he finds advantageous. The farmer is very prudent, cautious

and shrewd. He is sometimes blamed for being conservative.

To be plain : he has no monetary resources sufficient to

make researches ard experiments; he is afraid that any loss or

failure is a dead loss; his annual realizations are barely

sufficient to make both ends meet* He may be unenterprising,

his knowledge of science is very restricted, or it may be nib

he is generally illiterate, he is in debt, even though possibly

not over head and ears in debt.

The areas under crops, for the past twenty-three years

which we were able to secure, may not be quite accurate, but

it is a close enough approximation to the truth* as the entire

area of the village culturable and non-araWe land is accounted

for in each of the years referred to.

Bairi is the second staple food crop in the Deccan, but

it is sown first just after the early monsoon breaks and rain-

fatt or intermittent showers of rain in June and July measure

five inches or more. In irrigated survey numbers Bajri is

cultivated a-^* a rotation crop. The area under Bajri has

varied from year to year primarily according to the weather

conditions. It may be observed from the statement that Bajri

crop covered about one quarter of the cultivated area of the

village or more in exceptional cases.

Of the Rabi crops, Jowati is the principal food crop,

and the 1 area covered exceeds three quarters of the entire

cro]?ped area of the village in most years. It is the most

important and valuable fodder crop as well Next in importance

IS Bajti, which is one of the earliest crops sown. Wheat
foRows.
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The two major millets — Jowari and Bajri — together

frequently occupied nearly seven-eighths of the area; other

minor millets sown are insignificant and cover a small area*

The sowings of wheat are limited and almost confined to garden

lands^ Broadly speaking, the area under wheat cultivation

may range from 100 to 150 acres in small plots here and

there. Wheaten cakes are used by a tew well-to-do families

on some days of the week and on festivities. The labourers

and pooler villagers can only enjoy the luxury of wheaten

pancakes on Hindu holidays, festivities, and on the occasion

of marriages, etc. Jowari and Bajri are more nutritious than

rice which is the most important single food crop in India;

but here its place is taken by these two millets ( Jowari and

Bajri ). The villagers are in this respect more fortunate

than the people of the rice area.

Rice is grown in small patches here and there, on low^

ground, and is of an inferior sort.

Gram and Tur pulses are used as supplementary diet in

a small proportion, say, about one-tenth to one-sixteenth of the

amount of Jowari and Bajri, and other minor pulses such as

Math, Mug, etc. are used to a small extent in the same way

as gram and Tur. Be it remembered that pulses also serve the

purpose of vegetables. Pulses are cheaper than the flesh of

goats and sheep which is beyond the purse of the ordinary

Maratha cultivator, although he is a non-vegetarian. Pulses

are said to provide the bulk of proteids in the diet, but the

masses have either no taste for them daily or they want

changes in diet. Still, the vegetarians here make a liberal use

of the various pulses ( chiefly Tur ), prepared in many ways*

The cultivation of safflower or Kardi calls for reference here*

It is sown year after year, and covers an area of land of

Vising extent. Most of the cultivators raise this crop which

gives thefn Kardi oil for culinary purposes. The oil is edible

and is taostly used instead of ghee which is very dear aud^
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is not available m sufficient quantity. Oilcake of Kardi is

tfiven to working bullocks as an extra nourishing food. The

village oilman undertakes to get oil and oilcakes pressed and

milled. He is not given any cash payment, but receives

oilcake and husks after allowing one seer of oil to the villager

for every four seers of Kardi seed.

Ground-nut is another oil-seed crop, but nobody here lakes

the trouble to extract oil from it. Ground-nut seed or pods

are, either raw or dried, used for consumption on days of

fast with ( unrefined sugar ). It is supposed to be

nutritious and is used like almonds by the cultivators* The

cultivators (Marathas) annually celebrate the Dasara festival

(on 10th day of Ashvin Shuddha) in honour of the Deity ^
{ For these ten days the housewife observes a fast,

and ground-nut seed or pods are much used for consumption.

( Cultivated areas are not available for the years 1902-04,

1905-09, 1910-11. 1912-13, 1915-18, 1922-23 and 1923-24.)

It appears from the statistics ( Crop Statistical Statements

in chapter IX ) that the area under the sesamum crop has been

progressively curtailed year by year. The cultivators here

have put forward varioas reasons, but none of them seems

adequate* The lack of seasonable rainfall is the most important

cause* The harvesting of the sesamum crop is rather laborious

mi troublesome; when the crop is ready for harvesting, it

must be cut and made up into sheaves then and' therei and

siooked for fear any accidental or occasional rain may damage

the crop or sheaves. Even a strong gust of wind will scattd^f

the bundle of sheaves standing in places^ Sesahaum crop

yields no straw or any kind of fodder; its stems or stalks

ate practically useless except for fuel* During the rainy season

the threahii^ !s a tediotu task*

The cultivators and other Hindus make use of sesamum*

seed for culinary purposes, and distribute a small quantity of'

seed mixed with jagri or sugar-coatOd to their relatives and*
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friends. Specially the housewives of the Hindus observe the

Makar Sankrant festival very piously.

Other oil crops, viz, rape-seed, Ambadi (hemp), linseed

and castor are ^oxvu here m very sinall patches of land and

insignificant areas too small to be recorded under the rules.

Nobody in these days lakes the trouble to extract Ambadi

( hemp seed ) oil, but its fibre is used for making ropesi cords,

etc for implements.

The principal staple food crops—Bajri and Jowari—raised

here ate summarised in groups of areas arranged in the past

twenty-three years:

—

Area

500 acres and under

501—1000 adres

1001—1200 „

1201—1500 „

1501—2000 „

2001—2500 „

2501—3000 „

3001 and above

No. of Years

Bajri Jowafi

12 1

3 —
6 1

2 1

— 8

— 2

— 8

— 2

23 23

Of the twenty-three years Jowari sowings were more than

2001 acres in twelve years, and the total yield of Jowari

corn and Kadbi was deemed sufficient for the consumption of

the villagers and their cattle and for normal standard of

living- It may be safe to observe that these periods are

neither continuous nor regular in succession, but a group of

three to four may be classed as not abnormal in succession

during the last decade or so, when cultivation was more than

2001 acres. It is also to be noted that mete cultivation alpne

^ not be a sure criterion for dassificalion as a norrhal

it solely depends on the favourable weather conditions*
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Ordinarily a large area under the Jowari crop, if favourable

conditions prevail, is certain to give a good produce of Jowari

grain, Kadbi, Kardl and grass; what may be emphasised is

the intensive agricultural C/petaticiis.

It is a very complex and complicated problem to assess

the annual average out-turn of Jowari and Kadbi per acre

for the whole of the village- Data and figures supplied by

the Agricultural Department and by the crop experiments

conducted by officers may not be inaccurate, but their appli-*

cation to other areas may give unsatisfactory results. In our

village records the area under most crops is entered, but if it

Were accompanied by the amount of produce, it would furnish

good and reliable data«

SEED
Villages for the most part in India were self-contained from

the very earliest period, Tfaete was never any free communica-

tion with other villages in the days before the advent of the

British Rule. The cultivator was everywhere isolated, ignorant

afKl helpless* He knew bis own village* With the extension

of made roads, postal communications, railways, telegraphs, etc*«

the hUercourse of villages among themselves increased enor^

mou^y* The Indian peasants did not fail to adopt the practices

prevailing i« the West* Till the end of the eighteenth century,

all Over Europe the peasant piloprietor cultivated primarily for

aubsistencet that is to say, as far as nature allowed, his aim

was to live on the products of his farm. Now through

Western and Central Europe he has found it profitable to grow

the market and to vary his crops with changes in price

dbmand. Now India as a whole has passed the subsistence

stage. She has adopted the system mm followed by her

Weatem ccteios* The cultivator still buys nothing that he

dtm producet but id sowing his lande he has begun to look to

the market- A portion of his land is gtown^ with food crops

for bis consumption and the remainder with crops for ' the
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market in a commercial spirit. Before the great famine of the

seventies of the last century the cultivator used to grow ordinary

food crops of cereals and pulses^ and the surplus stock was
stored up in his grain pits, granaries and barns. In other words

he would hold up his crop. In case of famines or other calamities

lie had to fall back upon the stored grain for consumption.

By experience he found that the commercial crops were not

in the same keen demand every year; so he has been equally

quick to turn from one c^op to another. Sometimes in this

process he falls out of the frying pan into the fire, but such

occasions are very rare, unless there has been a boom in

that particular crop or crops. The Agricultural Department

has accelerated this process. The farms managed by the

Department have had to overcome difficulties before any

improved seed could be acclimatized in the locality* We know
that difficulties arise in every field of enteiprizej industrial as

well as agricultural, political as well as social* Just as

the Englishman would find it difficult to settle in India

without some deterioration of fibre, so also in the vegetable

kingdom it may be that every improved variety of seed must

eventually deteriorate for want of some essential property

required by the climate, the soil and the general conditions

of the country. One seed may demand more water than is

available; another matures too early; a third proves too

attractive to the omnivorous insect; and what does well in

the north may wither in the hotter south. Cotton known as

N. R,> Spanish pea-nut { ground-nut ) and Jowari etc. were

tried aud were very successful. Acclimatization and development

of seeds are very keenly watched and cautiously experimented

with, bv our conservative peasantry here; but efforts should

not be relaxed, as improved seed is the shortest cut to an

increase in the yield per acre, and in a densely populated

area with few or no mineral resources and no rural industryi^

the yield pet acre is all important.
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It is important to remember that two decades ago there

was little thought of agricultural progress in India, and that

countries like Germany and France have taken a hundred years

to reach their present level of development* In both countries

there were fifty years of preparatory work before the peasant

proprietor began to develop. In Germany the process was

not so slow as in France, as the Prussian landdord east of the

Elbe, like the landlord in England, was as quick to apply as

he was quick to learn, and gave the peasant ptoprietor the

lead he needed. This lead the peasant proprietor in France

had, of necessity, in the main, to obtain from the Government,

Up to i860, in spite of some technical improvements, agriculture

as a whole was still intensely traditional, and marked by the

predominance of manual work, and by a resigned submission to

the caprice of nature* India was still behind. Like her Western

cousins she kept up her traditional custom in the matter

of secd^ machinery, water for irrigation from enormous dams

and embankments, etc. The problem of seed for sowing never

occurred to the cultivator as having the importance

which has now been brought home to him. Hitherto the

whole cultivation of India has been based upon seed stored

promiscuously by the farmer or supplied by the Bania, whose

only anxiety is always to get the highest possible price for

the cheapest possible article. Pure seed, either of cottom

wheat or Jowatl or ground-nut, etc, was not obtainable* Even

kt the present moment the poorer cultivators cannot secure

good seed. The better class of cultivators make it a point

to select ears of corn here and there when the crops ate

threshed. The selection is generally left to women folk or

adult strijidings. Never has the cultivator taken care to watch

the eats of corn and their developtnenl front their very

conception, tn a very few cases it was noticed that the

ears of corn marked for seed were tied in pieces of cloth and

tn bundles on the standing crops. But such cases are few and
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far between* They deserve notice and may fftve stimulus and

incentive to others. The lesson is worth following* The

selection of seed, specially of Jowari, is practised here to a

certain extent for the ensuing season choosing the largest

heads of the present crop either in fields or on the threshing

door, but as even * the largest heads ’ always contain under*

developed and undeveloped seed either small or mediocre, the

whole of the standing crop in one and the same field is not

as good as it could be. Any casual observer may notice that

the standing crop is a mixture of heads of Jowari of different

sizes and weight. Why is it so ? It is ascertained that the

seed, though selected, is not of uniform size and weight.

Experience and observation may show that even a single ear

of com, though selected* does not hold or contain grains

of one and the same size and fully developed; i, e*, some

of the seed is big, some medium and some small. Jn

some cases we get what the culivator terms Batuka.
*

In order to separate the seed into grades the Agricultural

Department have devised a set of thr^e sieves, either or

both for Bajri and Jowari crops, which cost Ra,

or As 12 per sieve. We would recommend their use by

the cultivators. Again we know that in the Deccan villages

which are lible to drought or which lie in the famine zone,

the rainfall is often deficient for two ot three successive

seasons. The result is that fresh seed is not available even

with good cultivators, because they have been able to raise no

crop owing to the lack of moisture. The cultivator wants to

tide over the bad season* and he consumes even the valuable

seed which he took so much pains to preserve. The next

year when he gets seasonable and well disttibuted rains, he is

without any good seed in his store* He must go either to the

''Bania or to a town market, if there be any within, easy

teach, such aS Ahmednagar for the village of Sarolat

^ Jowari t.it'aw with mioll beads or no leads snd ol stunfed growth*
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l>rovided he has ready cash with which to buy the seed.

What about the poor cultivator whose holdings we class as

fragmented ( below fiye acres ) or whose circumstances are

strained ? He wonts to take time by the forelock, if and

when the rainfall is by chance plentiful and seasonable. He

runs to the village Bania and admits he has no resources

and wants to have seed for sowing purposes. Now the astute

Bania makes his own terms, in view of the credit of each

cultivator. The system is known as Vadhi-Dhidi (^TT^t

according to which the Bania is to get the quantity taken for

seed returned with half as much again by way of interest ,

»

But

in fact the rate varies from to twice the amount advanced.

None of the crops ( except sugarcane ) take more than five

months to mature and be ready for the market. In other words

the peasant has to repay the amount with interest at fifty to

200 per cent per annum. It may be contended that Tagai loans

may be resorted to by the poor cultivators. We are sorry to

state that Tagai loans are not so promptly procurable as to

be of any use. There may be, at the time, no Tagai allot*

ment available for the Taluka or district. The village Talati

may be in some other village. The Mamlatdar may be

touring in a distant part of the Taluka, etc,, and so the

cidtivator can rarely get a loan in good time It is the

same sad tale with Co-operative Societies which offer no

immediate relief* There is lamentable procrastination involved.

It IS suggeete<i in certain quarters that purely Agricultural

Banks in villages may be inaugurated, whose business would

be to help the ryots with advances even on standing crops

at reasonable rates of interest, so that agriculturists may benefit

to the full extent of the value of the crops they grow.

The advocates of rural « Agricultural Banks urge that such

Banks have achieved brilliant success in Canada and other

countnes, U is not a sound and practicable policy to be

mpressed by innovations and novelties, and immediately urge
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Iheit introduction in our villages- Try it, make an experiment

of it for some years and in certain localities* Instead of

doing this and wasting time and energy Over such new things^

it would be of greater benefit If the system of Tagai

advances were so revised and modified that loans could be

made easily and promptly* Now, there is a circular to the

Collectors from the Commissioner, C. D* that advances to

cultivators should not be made under the Agriculturists* l/>ans

Actt because a cultivator can very easily find a small loan of

Rs. 10 to 25 for the purchase of seed, etc, This statement

can be readily controverted by any person who has been In

contact With the masses of rural cultivators. What we would

[)ress and earnestly press for, is that the Tagai rules may be

liberally modified, and there should be no difficulty, because the

state has the power of summary recovery of arrears, whereas

private money lenders run the risk, by advancing a loan, of

having to file a civil suit for recovery, if payment is not

voluntarily made. We think the cultivator is prudent in

having recourse to a Bapia or his money lender* In spite of

the high interest, he gets seed at once to raise a crop which

may leave him a surplus after making deductions for interest,

etc.; otherwise he would have nothing to gain in any other

Way- It is simply gambling on the rain. We may safely state

that the seed problem has not yet been properly solved and

simplified. Let us allude to an incident in this very village* There

Was good rain on the tenth, eleventh, twelfth and thirteenth

November for the sowing of wheat, gram or Towari. Last year’s

tain had failed. There was no wheat or gram available with

any of the cultivators here. Some of the welbto-do cultivators

just ran down to Ahmednagar by train to purchase wheat or

gram for seed, but the poor cultivator was in a bad way.

Any delay would dry up the moisture available in the smL

We canfiot help referring here to the cultivator’s shrewdness*

It is a village where most of the area is Under JtnvarL t)urtng
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recent years it was the ryots here who introduced the seed of

the Jowar known as Bednri
( )

instead of the one

they had been raising for many years past. Our enquiry

indicated that the Bedari atcd was heavier than the Kalbhondi

seed, and whenever ^lessrs RaJli Brothers bought Jowari, they

bought that which was heavier in weight than the other*

There was then no full supply of Bedari seed available.

We know that Spanish pea-nut { ground-nut ) was already

extensively grown in parts of the Presidency, but none ventured

to sow it here* The seed was not procurable in the village,

nobody knew when and how it was sown. At our suggestion

some cultivators bought and brought Spanish pea and sowed it

in a few patches very sparingly and cautiously this season^

We would like to give details of the result of the experiment

undertaken by one of the cultivators ( on our advice ) who
sowed Spanish pea-nut- They are as follows:

—

Rs.

(1) Ten Seers of ground-nut seed, 3--O-0

(2) Sown in Jeshta, Mrig Nakshatra,

* (A) Pabhar sowing one day, 2-8'-0

*
(B) Harrowed by Kulav one day 1-^0
(C) Hand weeding once 4 women

at Annas 3 per day for 2 days, 1-8H)

^3) Raised on rain and one well-watering 4^-0^

f4) Crop t&ken out, 3 women at Annas 4

and a iLan at Annas S for two days, 2^8H)

* (5) Carting to ihc threshing floor, one da} . 1-6 C

(6) Nuts cut and separated from vines

4 women at Annas 4 for three days,

One man at Aimas 8 for three days, 1”8“0

Total cost of production. 20-14-0
II m .i r t .. ^

,

* These Hdm involve no ready eMli payaiceL
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It was reported to be a success. The cultivators have

themselves adopted two out of three methods of obtaining

varieties, viz., selection and acclimatization; they do not even

know or follow the method of hybridization-

We have noticed that a good cultivator makes it a

point to select seed from the current crops for the next year.

When the seed is ready and prepared, it is mixed either with

ashes of cow-dung cakes or saw-dust. It is put into eartbern

pots or stored in wicker ware receptacles called Kanings.

The mouth of the pot or Kanmg is covered with hay and

spread over with mud or cow-dung. These are allowed to

remain in open jdaces protected from rain, water or heat.

Weevil cannot find access to the inner contents of these

receptacles. Heads of com are also chosen and collected and

left suspended from the ceilings of the houses in the open

air. The seed is separated from the husk when it is needed.

We give below the general rates of seed for both Kliarif

and Rabi crops:—

Kharif Seers per acre Rabi Seers per acre

Bsjri 5 Jowari
|

Moog 10 Wheat
Kulthi

Tur
10 to 20
6

(1)

Dry
(2) Irrigated

25

+5

Sesamam 1 to li Gram 35 to'40

Maize 6 l^rdi 10

Ground-nut Linseed 5

(1) Japanese 35

(2) Indigenious 30

Sometimes the rates may vary-

MIXTURE OF SEEDS

Why IS it necessary to have a mixed crop ? Mixed crops

are raised both in the Kharif and the Rabi season* There

are many advantaged in growing mixed cto^s;

—

5
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( a) The principal crop and the tniKed crop do not

mature simultaneously, nor are they reaped simultaneously;

(b ) The mixed crops are commonly leguminous crop^

which send their roots deep into the soil, and thus they

bring up manurial or fertilizing elements from below up 'to

the surface of the soil to nourish the principal crop such as

Bajri or Jowari;

(c) It takes longer for the leguminous crops to mature

and to be reaped, so that they can get more space at the

stage of development which follows the removal of the principal

orops;

(d) The leguminous crops are generally leafy and tend

to keep up or retain moisture in the surface layer of the

soil for a longer time, and thus help to keep the principal

crop supplied with moisture*

It is not absolutely essential that the principal crops

' rfiould invariably be sown with all or any of the mixed crops,

,
The principal crops such as Bajri, Jowari, gram and wheat may

be sown either alone or mixed with others. It depends on

the season and climate, etc. We give the proportion of mixed

crops, as usually, adopted here;

—

KHARIF

{ 1 ) For every four seers of Bajri seed, i seer of Hulga,

i seer of Mug or i or i seer of hemp (Ambadi) or

i seer of jowari with a small quantity of seed of Chibhad

mi Shejrani, li available*

(2) In addition to the mixture separate rows are sown
of Tuc, Rala» Karbala, Chavali, Bliendi, Gowar and Tib

(J) Htdga, Til, Tut and Mug are also cultfvftted as

separate and independent crops.

RABI

Jowari is mixed with Kardz at four seers to one seei

mixed; I e*, it is sown in the proportion of four seers to one

seer. Separate rows of Kerdt are also sown along with Jowari
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Gram is mixed with Kardi and Jowari or both. Four seers

of gram are mixed with ^ seer Jowari or J Kardi or both.

In this village cotton is not yet cultivated to any

appreciable extent, and so ilicre is no need for any mixture.

Many a crop is sown without any mixed crop.

Linseed is cultivated in rows along with Jowari, or

separately and independently, or is sown near the edges of fields.

During our rambles amidst the Jowari crops in the fields

here, we noticed ear^heads of Jowari affected with smut, locally

called Kani ( )• We were surprised to find that no one

had taken advantage of the remedy provided by the Agricul-

tural Department, which has placed the ryots under great

obligation by having small packets of copper sulphate kept for

sale at two Armas a packet in the Taluka, either with

the Agricultural Overseer or the Mamlatdar. Instead of

copper sulphate, sulphur dust is now used. It is a very simple

process. Take ten Tolas of sulphur dust and mix it with

sixteen seers of Jowari seed. The mixing is to be done for

about 10 minutes. This costs 1 pice per acre.

Smut is a vegetable parasite. The signs of the disease

cannot be mistaken* When attacked by smut, the grain of

the whole or part of the ear-head of Jowar is turned into

peculiar black powder, consisting entirely of the spores of the

smut fungus* It is carried by the spores sticking to the seeds*

These contaminated seeds, when sown, carry with them the smut

spores which germinate along with the Jowari, grow inside the

stem, and when ripe attack the ear-heads*

The Agricultural Department complains

( 1 ) That the majority of cultivators sow, or rather put

into the soil, a larger quantity of seed than is required;

( 2 ) That the sowings are made in such thick rows that

the growing Jowari has not space enough to develop;

( $ ) That the graih Is small and the out-turn is less tbah

' what Government farms yidd^
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The cultivators contend that, when thinly cultivated, the

quantity of Kadba is less than that produced by the method

of the Department* and that the straw becomes thick and is

less suitable for fodder for the cattle.

REAPING and harvesting SEASON

The different Kbarif and Rabi crops take uom three to

seven months to ripen and mature from the time of sowing.

The Kharif harvest season, therefore, normally extends over

the period from September to November, the Rabi season

from January to March or April-

In a normal year the principal crops are due for

harvesting after the following, periods from the date of

sowing:—

CROPS { KKARJB' ) PERIODS ( MONTHS )

Rala and Karbala

Sesamutn, Mug and Bajri i to 3^

Hulga ( Kulthi

)

4

Cotton* 4 to

Ambadx ( Hemp

)

4 to 5

Groundnut

Desi«i 5 to 5

Japan 5 to

Spanish H
Tur Si to 7

CROPS (rabi)

Jowari 4 to 5

Gram 4

Wheat 5

Linseed 4'j to $

Much tlie most important hsunresf of the year is that of

Jowaru It is the fUost wid^y cultivated crop covering from

'* Cotton are underti^ea thrice in the season
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two-thitds to four^fifths of the whole arable area of& the

village in a nottnal year. All the fields are sown about the

same time, and so are ripe for reaping almost simuUaneou&ly*

The work of harvesilng involves a great deal of manual

labour, as the stalks of Jowari are uprooted by hand, not

cut as in some regions, left lying for a day or two, then

gathered and tied in sheaves or Pendhyas ( ) which are

collected and piled in temporary stacks, until they are ready

to be removed for threshing.

Although threshing operations can be spread out, the

reaping work must be done at once when the crop is ripe.

There is, therefore, a great demand for labour working at

high pressure, and hence at this season the daily rates of

*W8ges go up by 25 to 40 per cent, or with a specially good

crop even higher. Part of this rise in wages is in any case

justified by the fact that the work is done at higher pressure

and with longer working hours than at other times. It is at

this season that the labourers have to earn a substantia)

part of their remuneration for the year, to make up for the

periods when work is slack and there is no employment for

them; or even in good years to enable them to save

something to pay off debt or to tide them over poorer

years in future*

The subsequent work of preparation and tliresbuig and

stacking of Kadbi with the harvesting of minor crops provide

sufficient wotk to keep most of the members of the cultiva-

tors’" families and the labourers of the village steadily

employed for a considerable peroid, 2 months and more.

It IS during the Jowati and Rabi harvesting season that

the agricultural life of the village is at its most vigourous*

Everyone is busy and ^ergetic, the farmers ate anxious to get

ifl their principal crop of the year as rapidly as possible for

$8pQsal> thp labourers to make as much as they can as

of the produce of the village land*^
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The other crops are smaller, their harvesting seasons are

spread out and overlap, and they do not require the whole

labour of the village to deal with them like the Jowari crop.

Hence they do not give lise to such an abnormal temporary

demand for hired labour, or such a great seasonal rise in the

rates of daily wages-

THRESHING FLOORS

There is no land assigned in this village as a threshing

floor for the use of cultivators as m other villages in the

Deccan and Khandehs, ( See section 38 of Land Revenue Code,

Bombay, Act V, 1879- ) In most villages of the Deccan and

Khandesh, the State has, according to the needs of the village,

set apart an area of land in the neighbourhood of or contiguous

to the village site for the use of the cultivators as threshing

floor, where every individual cultivator is allotted a small portion

of the land, say, from 2^ to 10 Guntbas, which he takes care

to enclose with a temporary thorny hedge in order to keep

away stray cattle, wild animals, petty thieves, etc. The culti-

vator has the e^ftclusive use of the plot free of any fee or

charge- He takes. pains to make the ground hard by ramming

or other means, gets it cleaned and cow-dunged. He often

plants Nimb or other trees to afford shade and shelter to

men and cattle during the raid-day heat. He enjoys the use

of the same plot year by year for generations, and at times

he puts up huts thatched with straw as stables for his cattle-

He sets up hfe threshing apparatus each year as described Op

the following pages- Such an assignment of land for threshing

floor is conducive to the convenience and comfort of the

cultivator- It savea him from the trouMe of constant watch

and ward by day and night* Some neighbours are always

there to keep an eye on the crops, etc- lying in his threshing

floor- In Sarola there is no land set aside for this purpose-

Every cultivator nmkes a temporary threshing floor in
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the most conveniently situated pari of his own fields, though it

may be more than a mile distant from his house. Each year

he prepares a piece of ground, say from two to five Gunthas,

as a threshing floor. The process is simple, but takes up a

good deal of time and energy. He gets the plot of land

cleared of Bajri or Tur stubble, etc. if any, and sweeps away

all the small stones, debris and rubbish otf the ground. He
waters it from his well, it there be any on his land, or carries

water in earthen pots on his head or in carts from the

nearest source of water. He has to get it rammed or trodden

by his bullocks. He makes the surface as hard and as smooth

as he possibly can. This precaution is needed so that no

earth may get mixed with grain or corn, and that no grain

or corn should And its way into the ground through the cracks

or crevices in the surface. While the ground is being prepared,

a wooden pole called Tivada, six to eight feet high, is fixed

firmly in the centre, A ritual is customarily performed in

connection with the fixing of the post in the beccan villagosi

and it will be dealt with separately under the head Agricub

iural Rites and Rituals.” Even before the threshing floor is

ready, the cultivator arranges to have all the sheaves, bundles of

Tur, sesamum stalks, bundles of Mug, Math and Kulith brought

in head loads or in carts, as he finds it convenient, unless his

Kharif crops are insignificant and small in quantity* In that

case he is saved this bother, and can just Carry the crops

home to his village, where his wife and other women of the

household thresh the crops by means of wooden mallets called

Mogari, and the grain separated from the husks is winnowed

once or twice, and the cleaned grain is stored in baskets ot bags

The Kharif crops in the open are always carefully arranged in

heaps or stacks, so that any accidental rainfall, high wind, dust

"storm, or any other unforeseen natural calamity may not spoil

or damage the sheaves. The stacks are hedged around with

BabuJ thorns. Generally a cultivator finds no time to get fte
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Kharif crops threshed as soon as they are reaped and harvested,

because he is very busy with other operations which need his

prompt attention, such as the sowing, watering or watching of

Rabi crops* These operations demand his constant and vigilant

Watchfulness, until the Rabi crops are reaped and harvested.

The reaping of Rabi crops generally commences in the second

week of January. Jowari is the crop that is first removed-

Then follow other crops, such as wheat and gram, when they

are rip© and matured. Jieaping, harvesting and carrying of one

crop after another are carried on in succession and according

tu the convenience of the cultivator. He makes separate and

distinct <itacks of Jowari, wheat, gram and linseeed in or near

his threshing floor* He keeps them quite wide apart> so that

any conflagration may not consume the whole. When ready

and prepared in this way, the cultivator hires women folk as

labourers to cut the heads off the Bajri or Jowari stalks* The

ears of com are then generally spread over the whole surface

of the threshing floor within a radius of 7 to IS feet from the

pole, to the depth of about two spans. When they have been

thus evenly spread, the cultivator fastens a piece of long rope

to the pole, and from the other end yokes two to five pairs

of bullocks in a line with their mouths muzzled. A muzzle is

made of a net of hemp fibre twisted together in knots. A pair

of muzzles costs Annas 4 to 6- The muzzle is put on over

the mouth and nose of the bullocks, and tied round with^ a

piece of string to prevent the bullocks from eating any grain

or ears of com- Dining the process of threshing of wheat,

bullocks are taken round without any muzde* A woman ordinarily

breaks off 160 to 200 sheaves a day^ and is paid b JoVari

grain at I to 2^ seers per 100 sheaves after the winnowing of

grain is over* Each woman is ready every evening to have

her day*s work measured by the cultivator, who takes a note

of it in writings but the woman picks up a small stone for

every hundred pullies and sheaves to represent the quantity of
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her labour* On her return home she draws perpendicular lines

on the wall of her house^ each line representing one hundred.

Even 'women with small babies are engaged on this work* It

is stationary and sedentary^ and siiade can be made by putting

up a sort of hut by setting some of the sheaves erect to keep

off the heat of the sun* The bullocks are made to go round

the pole until the ears are fully separated from the stemsi

stalks and chaff* This process goes on till the whole

of the Jowari crop is well trodden and separated, grain by

grain- This mixture of grain, husks and chaff is called Madan

When the ears have been converted into what We

call Madan» the next operation of winnowing is taken in hand»

It ife carried on most easily when the wind is blowing moderately*

A high tripod, called Vavadi of wood is set up

on the threshing floor, and a man standing on it shakes out

baskets full of Madan, when grain, chaff, stalks, leaves and

busks are separated in different heaps on the surface of the

ground. Some of the grain i.s found to be not fully free from

husks, etc., and is again subjected to the tread of the bullocks*

The man standing on the tripod is served with wicker-woven

baskets or other such receptacles fuU of Madan, by another

person standing on the ground. A third person is busy in

brushing* The operation of winnowing is rather wearisome if

the wind suddenly stops, or when it is dusty and highs and

the men engaged are forced to stop it* This method is very

primitive and slow. Threshing and winnowing machines are

available for sale in the market of Bombay, but they are

costly and beyond the purse of an ordinary cultivator* Their

mechanism is complicated, and no local smith is able to mend

them or even make slight repairs^ So these machines and

arguments in their favour are commonly out of court, as far

as our cultivators here are concerned. Even the supply of any

such machine at ttie cost of the whole village population ie

not possible for lack of mechanics in the village or in any Hegt

5 A -

‘
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town. The same method oE threshing is used in the case of

Bajri* Tur is threshed as follows:—The Tur plants lie in bundles,

well dried just near the threshing floor. The pods of Tur are

separated from the hard stalks of the plants and are spread over the

surface of the threshing floor and are similarly trodden by pairs of

bullocks, till the Tur grain is separated from the husks- If there

is only a small quantity, it Is threshed by women folk by

band and the grain separated- The stuff is then winnowed in

the same way as Jowari or Bajri, Mug, Math or Kulthi

We have stated that the whole of the cut plants are lying

near the threshing floor* These dried plants are laid down on

the floor and bullocks are driven over them, and if the

quantity is small, they are threshed by men or women with

long sticks, till the plants ate broken so small that the grains

are easily shifted from the chaff. So we get the grain ready.

Ttie chaff, husks and leaves of the plants form a good ioddet

for the cattle. It is stored in wicker-vrare baskets or recep«

tades for this purpose* The stall^s of the plants ate utilised

for making baskets, receptacles, etc* by the cultivator. There

is a demand for these in the market at certain times- It can

be, for alt, a home industry, simple and easy.

SESAMTJ^f

Sesamum is not regularly threshed- The crop is reaped

as soon as it is ripened, but before the pods ate fully

opened or fully dried up : otherwise if ihe pods are blown

about, the grain is sure to drop promiscuously on the

place where it is and be wasted The sheaves of sesamundl

are rather wet when cut* They ate carried to the threshing

door in the same state, and stowed etect so that the gtain may
not fail on the ground. It is in this way that the sesamum

seed is collected on a piece of cloth such as a blanket or Sutada,

etc- It is a very light seed and even a slight wind may carty

it off{ so a lot of dare has to be taken to prevent it from being

iAffvfu away-
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The stalks of sesamum may, at times, be used for thatching

or for partition walls. If there is any surplus, it is used

as fuel.

RABI CROPS

Of the Rabi crops we have treated of the threshing of

Jowari. We have shown what labour and energy is needed to

prepare Jowari grain- Jowari stalks are used as fodder

for the cattle. If the cultivator has more Kadbi than he

wants for h's live stock, be piles it into stacks which are

either square^ rectangular or round- They are made tapering

at the top with a slope, so that rain water, if any, may run

ojf. In Sholapur district we have seen that clods of black

cotton soil are heaped on the top, that the upper and outer

layer may become water-proof, and ca^ry off water if and when

once they are well soaked and turned into a sort of plaster.

Ensilag;^ is unknown in this village. As it is in close proxi*

mity to the town of Ahmednagar, any surplus stocks of fodder

are sold in the Bazar if prices are high and favourable*

GRAM

The plants of gram are covered with Amb When

they are cut, harvested and brought to the threshing floor, they

are thrown over the surface of the ground, and the bullocks

are made to go round and tread on them, so that the grain

may be separated from the husks, chaff, leaves, etc» The

mixture is th^ winnowed^ Gram is disposed of like any

other grain, and the residue is kept and preserved for the

consumption of cattle.

WHEAT

Sheaves or bundles of wheat are left lying neat the

threshing floor. The heads of wheat are separated from the

stalks and are trodden by the bullocks going round the Tivada

till Bhoosa and grain can be easily separated* The $t^ is

winnowed and the grain is filled in baskets. The Bhodsa or

ohaif serves as fodder for the cultivators’ cattle. The straw is
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useful for the thatching of poor men’s huts or for partition

walls. It was, at one tinne, suggested that the straw might

be manufactured into straw-boards for which there is a good

market in India* This might provide a possible subsidiary

business for the villagers,

KARDI ( SAFFLOWER

)

Safflower is sown either as a mixed crop with jowan or

wheat or as a principal cropf but here we find ii as a mixed

crop with either Jowari or wheat or gram in dry crop< The

mixture is in the proportion of five to one or less.

The Kardl crop ripens late, and it is harvested after all the

other crops have been reaped* The plants and their leaves

are full of prickles and thorns, and cannot be easily handled

and touched* When the reaping is commenced, the reapers get

long scythes and cut the plants from their statics close to the

ground. Stubble is left here and there* No attempt is made

to carry the Kardi crop to the threshing floor^ nor* is any

attempt made to bind it into sheaves or bundleif. The stalks

are left in big heaps in or near the place where they are,

cut as they ate; so the heaps ate left lying over the whole

area of the land- Kardi is the last item in the programme

of the cultivator's threshing operations. The Kardi crop is

not carried over to the threshing floor, but the heaps ate

broi^ht into a central place in the field where a rough floor

ts prepared for it* All the heaps are gathered together, when

some of the men wrap themselves in country blankets ( cap-

a^pie)* They provide themselves with long sticks 8 feet long,

with which they thresh the dried plants until the grain is oul

of the pods and separated. The whole crushed stuff is then

winnowed and the Kardi seed placed in baskets. The Bhoosa

is Ml of prickles and is of no use. It is, therefore, burnt

there end then* The ashes serve as manure if they are well

mixed or buried with the earthr It is a nuisance to leave

the atttft to be Mown about by gusts of wind, because it may
cause injury to the eyes of men and aniipald*
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THE GROUND-NUT CROP

Irhe gcoUnd-nut crop requites no threshing; but as soon as

the gtound^nut is dag out of the ground, some of it is sold

wet for consumption* A large quantity of ground-nut cannot

be disposed of in this manner for local consumption, as the

demand is limited. When the grottnd-nuts are taken out of

the soil, they are carted home and spread out to dry in the

cultivators court-yard or on the roof of his house. They

are sold in the husk and are not generally shelled, as this is

a costly operation, and it causes some loss if the nuts are

irregularly broken or crushed* Women are engaged if any

shelling is undertaken with all risks. During shelling operations

some of the nuts are always eaten by the workers* There are

machines for shelling on the market, but none is in Use here*

The most in^rtant crop here is Jowari, and when it is

fully threshed, a Ras ( heap ) is made up on the surface of the

threshing iloori and the heap is measured with reverence, and the

operation is invested with sanctity^ As the measurement proceeds

the Jowari is packed in gunny bags for removal to the village.

It is the Adholi (two Seers) measure that is used« Before the

measurement begins, a sort of Puja (worship) is performed of

the heap of Jowari. The Puja ceremony will be dealt with

under Agricultural Rites and Rituals^

agricultural rites and rituals

The cultivators here have a lot of petty rites and rituals

in connection with various agricultural operations.

We can only refer to a few of them which ate con^dered

important. The Hindu calendar
^
according to the Shalivahan

Shah which Is recognised in Maharashtra, is used for all such

purposes. The first day of Chaitra is the beginning of the

New Year*

One of such rituals is in connection with the iovrfng of

Jowari. When the season for sowing ts coming neat, fW'
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house-^ife takes up the cleaning of Jowari seed from the

store. She cleans it) spreads it in the sun, and tries to shake

out and separate the big seed* After exposing it to the sun

for a couple of days, she Keeps it in a receptacle until the

morning of the day for sowing) when the owner is careful to

be up at early dawn, and manages to collect some quantity of

cow*s urine in a pot, with which the seed is sprinkled and

moistened before it is carted or carried to the field for sowing.

Whether this traditional custom is followed on superstitious grounds

or on account of some beneficial effect of chemicals contained in

the urine, or with the idea of religious purification cannot be

explained by any of the cultivators. It reminds us of the

present day use of copper sulphate. This process of purifica-

tion is only adopted in the case of Jowari seed

There is a different ritual for wheat seed*

The Dasaia Festival is celebrated in Deccan villages in

honour of Devi (The Goddess) who is known popularly as Kali,

Bhavani, Durga or by other names. The ceremony of the

mstallation of Devi is a long one, but we confine ourselves

to the ritual with regard to wheat* A small quantity of black

cotton soil is collected from the fields and is mixed with three

handfuls of husked wheat seed. A heap of the mixture is piled

in front of the iimge of the Goddess at a short distance, is

made wet with water and is covered with a small earthen Jar

fuU of water, so that the water may keep the heap moist

and help to germinate the wheat iust in front of it* The

installation of Devi is celebrated in the morning of the first

day of the month of Ashwin ( the bright half }, and the ceremony

and worship continue for ten days of the month, at the end

of which a spedal more elaborate formal ceremony of worship

is performed* The custom of sacrificing a sheep, which is

common in some villages in the Deccan, is not a public

observance herer but anyone is free to make a sacrifice of a

she^ in fulfilment d his or her vow*
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During the brief space of ten days, the wheat seed, with

daily waterings, springs Up exuberantly* tt is assumed to be a

good omen or foreboding for the future, if the shoots and

seedlings are thriving and beautiful- It is taken to indicate that

the Rabi crops will flourish well, and that success will attend

tbe owner in all his Undertakings and enterprises. Men and

Women of the household take off some of the shoots acid make

bunches to wear in their headgear or in the braids of their hair*

This they do tevetently*

Having given some account of those connected with Jowari

and wheat, we need not multiply instances of similar rites>

TkE threshing Floor ritual

The threshing floor ritual is the tUost important of all.

It is performed either before the winnowing of the MadaU takes

place, or after the Ras stands ready fot measurement.

The whole business of agriculture in its fullest sense, from

beginning to end, is fraught with anxiety, trouble and danger to

all concerned, the cultivator, his family and his servants, with

regard to his fields, crops and cattle. It is nOl a temporary or

momentary burden of responsibility for a few hours or days, but

continuous and uninterrupted for long months-

It is hard to eflacc or forget them. It is said and aptly

baid that the cultivate’^ has the sword Of Damocles hanging over

his head till the Ras of Jowari is over, and it is stored in bis

granary in his homestead* When the Madan of Jowari is ready,

he feels that he is happy and fortunate, that he is out of the

Wood. So he becomes at last quite sure of his annual harvest,

and he is driven to pacify or propitiate i^irits, demons, demi-

gods, or whatever powers he conceives ot Whether rightly or

Wrongly, we need not consider. Fot him it is right and

necessary.

The sanctity of the threshing floor, Where Jowari grain is

lying, approaches that of a sacted temple* No one Walks across
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the floor with shoes on or bareheaded. The sacrificial meal in

honour of the various deities and for their propitiation must be

prepared and all cooking done outside the boundary*

The ceremony, which is regarded as solemn and secret, is

performed after night-faU- All the things required in connection

v/lth the worship are kept ready, and the owner proceeds to

worship and offer the med to the different deities:

—

( 1 ) The five Pandavas and their consort DraUpadi,

(2) The water deity or nymph in the v/elh

( 3 ) The field deity oi sylvan deity who is known by

different names’-^Mavlai; Navlai, Mhasoba, Blroba and others*

Afver iioing through these Icrmel ceremonies, the owner

receives his neighbours* relatives and friends to partake of the

food prepared on the occasion nearby outside the threshing floor*

At this time the cultivator feels happy and contented at

the end of his year’s labour, if the season has given him even a

moderately good harvest, and does not grudge what is required

to entertain the friends and neighbours whom he has called to

rejoice with him and worship the powers that have enabled him

to reap it.

We found from our enquiries that the minor rituals are

now neglected, but that the sacrificial ritual at the Ras is still

faithfully performed.

A sheep or fowl is killed, and after the worship of the image

Of the goddess Devi near the floor, v/hich is smeared with red

iron powder, and sprinkled with Halad ( turnuaric powder ) and

KunkO (red powder), the meat is offered with a small amount

of cooked lowari, and cooked or crushed seed called Ghugarya

or Kaoya is cast in alt directions outside the floor to pacify and

propitiate the spirits. It may be noted also that the cultivator

takes care to bury under the centre pole Or Tivada, when it is

being set up at the beginning, the following things or such of

them as are available:^-
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( 1 ) Eggs,

( 2) Shendur ( red lead powder ),

( 3 ) Bibe ( fruit of a plant ),

( 4 ) Kavadi (
cowrie ),

( 5 ) Rui leaves,

(6) Apta leaves,

(7) Iron nails,

( 8 ) Leaves of Jambhm stalks,

(9) Leaves of mango tree,

(10) Leaves of pomegranate,

(] l) Leaves of lemon tree or a lemon*

Our informant is an old man who adds that now-a«days

with the materialistic ideas of the West, none can try to under-

stand the theory underlying the agricultural ritual, no one is

interested in it, no one is led to believe in it He emphasises

his assertion that the seed grain contains the Jiva or Shaktt,

the Life or Power of the future plant.

Incidentally the formal more or less public measurement of

the Ras in each threshing door in the village after the harvest,

the correctness of which is assured by the religious sanction

given to it by the accompanying ceremonies, is of importance

in the economy of the village, as it sums up the resources of the

whole village, and furnishes evidence of the ownership of each

of the cultivators.

In its theories and its practices the language and the methods

of the East are not those of the West*

IRRIGATED CROPS
The raising of an irrigated crop is a laborious task for

the cultivator. In this village the only irrigation carried

on ic with wat^ lifts* i. e«, by means of Mots. A Mot

is a leather bag or bucket for lifting water from a well to

the raised surface of the ground. What quantity of water

can a full Mot contain 7 What power is necessary } How
much water is needed for the crops 7 All these questions

€
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can hardly have one answer. The depth of water and the

distance to which it is to be taken are the main facts invol-

ved. On an average it is computed that here 30 Mots full

of water can be drawn per hour. The Mot can be worked

for 8'J’ hours a day (7 to 11-30 A. M. and 2 to 6 P. M. ).

Even if there is plenty of water in the well, the

capacity of the Mot may vary, but 200 to 225 Seers of water

may be taken as the average quantity drawn up. The area of

land watered may also vary according to the distance of the

plot from the well and the quantity of manure which has been

applied. From our study in the village it may fairly be

assumed that 8 to 10 Gunthas of land can be irrigated daily*

What do the daily working expenses amount to ? A calcula-

tion may be made as follows:

—

( 1 ) Feeding charges of four bullocks

including grain etc, per day Rs. 1-8-0

(2) The Mot driver's dally wages „ 0-8-0

(3) The water distributor's wages a day „ 0-6-0

Total Rs. 2-6-0

CHILLIES

Good red fully developed chilli pods are selected

and the seed U separated from the red husk. A small

plot of land is well harrowed and is watered before

the Seed is sown broadcast. The seed springs up after a

week or so. The young sprouts are very tender and liable

to be scorched by the excessive heat of the tropical sun; so

the cultivator takes care to protect them from the risk of

being burnt up by means of covers. The young sialka . need

watering twice or thrice before they are, fully grown secdlii^

ready for transplantation. These are sown in beds measuring

5 feet X 7 feet. During the period of germination a top-

dressing of ashes of cow-dung cakes is applied as a sort of

manure. When the seedlings are ready for transplantation,

the bed ts watered and women folk take out the young
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plants with their roots from the ground and plant them one

by one in a row in the bed during the month of Jeshta

( June-July )» After transplantation the seedlings require water-

ing ever> week for 18 to 20 weeks continuously. Before the

plants are in flower, they are top-dressed with ashes of cow-

dung cakes from time to time. Green pods of chillies were

sold at H Seer a Rupee. At present they are sold at *2^

Seers a Rupee, Jagree (raw sugar) is sold at 5l Seers the

Rupee and Java sugar at 3 Seers per 13i Annas; so that

weight for weight chillies are about twice as valuable as

sugar. They are, therefore, likely to be a paying crop for

years to come. The crop flowers thrice and, therefore,

watering is very necessary,

GARLIC

The method of sowing garlic is very peculiar. There

is no seed for any transplantation of seedlings, but

cloves ( ) are taken and put with the hand separately

one by one under the ground in rows in a bed. It is a

crop which requires very heavy watering. It is watered 16

to 18 times, at weekly intervals,

MAI^E

This is a fodder grain crop, which is sown in the hot

weather to provide fodder for bullocks and ears of grain to menj

if there has been a shortage. The crop requires watering

thrice at an interval of 10 days. It is grown in beds.

BRINJALS ( EGG PLANTS )

Seedlings are prepared and sown in rows in beds. They,

too, need to be watered 16 to 18 times at intervals of 6

days. There are many varieties of hrinjals. They can be

grown almost the whole year round. The crops are matured

in 10 weeks after the seedlings are planted,

BAjm

It requires at the most one or two waterings, if the ram^

fail is insufficient. A fortnight is a very oonveniept intefval.
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All these crops are generally sown or being sown after

the first rains. There is no necessity for watering them by

means of irrigation, if the rain is falling from day to day,

or if there is enough moisture in the soil.

Of the Rabi crops Jowari, wheat and gram are culti-

vated in garden land and in rich dry crop soil as well.

The latter grow to maturity when there is enough moisture,

otherwise the crops are poor. Garden crops do not require

to be watered, if there are good late October and November

rains^ or if the moisture is sufficient. But even then the

gardeners do not fail to give waterings in order to raise a

bumper crop. The out-turn of the irrigated crops is invariably

greater than that of the purely dry crops. The usual numbers

of Waterings in the case of Rabi crops are given below:

—

(1) The wheat crop is watered 4 to 6 times with an

interval of 10 to 12 days.

(2) The Jovrari crop is watered 5 to 6 times with an

interval of 10 days,

(3) The gram crop is watered 3 to 4 times with an

interval of nearly a fortnight.

For these crops no regular beds are prepared, but

channels for the conveyance of water are dug in the land^

The numbers of waterings given above are maxima, on the

assumption that the rainfall is deficient and moisture deplet-

ed, and there is a good supply of water in the well.

THE WELL AND ITS SURROXJNDINGS
Most of the wcHs in the village lands arc circular

fwith a diameter varying from 10 to 20 feet), and are

constructed of dressed or undressed stones with depths

varying from 30 to 50 feet or more. Generally rock is

reached os a foundation or base on which to raise the side

walls. According to the quantity of water available, one or

two Tharolas are made just at the mouth, either on one side

on opposite sides, where the usual ^ apparatus and imple-
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ments for drawing water are set up and provided. In a

majority of cases the design of the Tharolas is not as good

as possible for the purpose which they are to serve; because

some of the water drawn cut always finds its way back

into the welU a most obviously wasteful defect. The TharoU

is often not merely leaky, but is in some cases not a

properly designed structure at all. The Tharola should be

built of well dressed stone in chunam and mortar; the base

or surface should either be of Shahabad stone or well-polished

and smooth trap, or paved and plastered with cement and

concrete. It should be water-tight. Not a single drop of water

drawn out and poured in the Tharola should be allowed to

escape or soak away. It should all go into the channel. The

sides of the well ought to be higher than the surface of its

immediate surroundings so as to avoid seepagei etc- In the

case of some wells it was noticed that the mouths Were

lower than the level of surrounding and adjacent ground. No

shrubs or plants or other vegetation should be allowed to

grow in the stone-work of the side walls or the adjacent

ground, To allow this is not merely negligence but connivance

on the part of the owner. It is his first duty to uproot and

remove all wild vegetation, shrubs, moss and plants. It

Involves no monetary liability. Dung heaps and manure should

never be deposited within 50 to 100 feet of the well, nor

^ould any pit be dug, or any pool of water allowed there«

Cow*sheds should not be built less than 30 feet from the we]]^

No debris, earth or Muram should be stored near it or

allowed to accumulate there. The slopes or ramps ( Dhavas

)

for drawing operations must have a tegular even surface

and be kept clean and free from dust with a regular gradient*

The upper surface of the inclined plane must be made hard

and smooth.^ Even in the monsoon the slopes will then be

free from mud and sloughs# Dung of the working bullocks

dropped on the inclined plane should be imtpgdiately ronioved,
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At the' end of the day the surface should be cleaned. The

slope should be shaded and a few shade trees planted near

the sides of the slope, so that the operation of drawing water

need not be stopped owing to the heat of the summer sun

even at noon, or may be continued for longer hours than at

present. Apart from the greater comfort of both men and

bullocks, this would enable them to do more effective work*

Instead of* shady trees a high bower may be made with

such creepers as spread over it to provide shade.

The use of an earthern channel for conveying water, say

at 10 to 15 feet from the Tharola, is wasteful on account of

the soakage and evaporation of a large amount of water* Now
it is more often than* not infested with Harall and other

grasses which naturally absorb on its way a certain amount of

water before it actually reaches the standing crop for which

it is meant* The longer the channel for carrying water the

more wasteful is it of water : it is calculated that 30 per sent

of the water drawn from the well is wasted in this fashion.

Can such wastage not he eliminated ? Is it beyond the power

of the cultivator ? Unless the available resources are economi-

sed and husbanded, no improvement is fully assured* So it

is incumbent On the cultivator, if advisable, to adopt any of

the systems detailed below;

—

{ 1 ) At least from the well to the neatest point at which

water will be put into the land, the channel should be cOn**

structed of impervious material, instead of earth, e. g* stone

or brick masonry, Shahabad slabs, concrete, iron pipes or sheet

earthern ware pipes, channels, or wooden pipes$

(2) So far as the course of the channel is permanent

and has not to be altered from time to time to suit changes

in the crops or plots, it should be made as nearly water*^

tight as possible, either as suggested above or by making the

lining of the earthern channel of carefully selected materials

like the linings of the large irrigation caneds^
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( 3 ) Where earthern channels are the only practicable

methods, and some soaking of water into the banks is inevi*

table, this should be utilised for growing suitable shrubs,

plants or trees along the channels, the roots of which will

not damage the channels or spread over the adjoining plots^

Now the improvement of methods of irrigation of crops

in their own beds deserves the cultivator's notice, because it

is often carried on perfunctorily and carelessly. Here the

amount of Water wasted by over-doses is often very great.

Instead ot the crop deriving any advantage of benefit from

the excess water, it suffers in the long run. Like human

beings the crop has a system, has powers of assimilation,

digestion and nutrition. Bo excessive irrigation must be

avoided as carefully as under irrigation. No definite amount

of water can be prescribed as essential for any crop; it may
depend on many factors; btit weekly waterings, if punctually

and inteJiiigently given, should not usually exceed 1 or inches

at the most. The condition of the crop must be carefully

watched; whether ic is thriving and improving or deteriorating*

If the latter, it is for the skilled cultivator, with his expert

eye, to diagnose the cause and apply any remedy that is

available to him.

Let us think how an exact amount of water is necessary*

The Darewalia has, ii is true) no means of making caiculaiiuns

and reckonings of the amount oi water at hand at the time.

But at present he follows a method* When the beds are new,

the ridges are high, and Water is let in so as to come up

to the edge of the ridges; and as soon as water let in through

the course runs back or reverts to the original course, it is

inferred that the bed is fully irrigated. When after Some

weeks tlie ridges become compact and firm and iow, water

cioes not rise to its previous level, i, e., less water is then

^ough to fill the beds.

As to whetker this reduction of the doss of water, as the

Bandnas settle with a tmiform watering int^rva}, correspond®
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roughly to the requirements of the crop, we are not qualified

to give an opinion.

We would suggest that the scientific study of the utilisa-

tion of well water with Cat least possible waste is of almost

greater economic importance than that of maximum utilisation

of irrigation water from storage dams or river canals, because

in the case of wells every saving of water means an exactly

equivalent saving In the current expenditure on labour and

bullock power, In canal irrigation the expenditure—mainly

capital on canals—is fixed in advance, and the quantity of

water available is fixed each season by the nature of the

rainfall; so that wastage of water is of primary importance

only in years and in seasons in which possible demand exceeds

supply. In the case of well water every separate bucketful of

water involves an additional expenditure of labour.

HEDGES AND FENCES, ETC
The crops and the fruit-trees grown on garden lands

irrigated under well-water need to be enclosed with hedges

and fences to protect them from cattle and wild animals*

Different methods are adopted by different cultivators. They

are as under:*^

( 1 ) The makmg of hedges of cut Babul and other

thorns and bushes;

{i) Planting of prickly pear;

(3) Planting milk bush;

(4} Rearing wild aloe plants;

(5) Wire fencing either barbed or simple;

(6) Planting of Uve hedges of thorn shrubs, etc.

(7) Combinations of ail the above;

(8) naming of Nirgudi plants*

Tne Dhoad and Manmad Railway line runs through the

whole of the wesrcm side of the village, and the line has a

wire fence on both sides throughout its whole length. There

is on the ime only one gate giving access to any of the lands

beyond the line: there are two oridges over Nallas through
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which the land on the other side can be reached. There is

a turn-stile on it. So the railway fences serve a very good

purpose and shut the village cattle out, A stray animal can

very seldom pass across the line. It is probably on the whole

an advantage or a blessing in disguise as the villagers perhaps

more accurately put it. The cultivators on the other side

complain of the inconvenience they find in reaching their land

by a circuitous route from the village site and the delay in

getting to their individual parcels of land. At times when the

Nallas are in Hood in the rainy season, none of the cultivators

dare take his cattle beyond the line. But such occasions ate

very rare. They can put up with the inconvenience half a

dozen times in the course of the year.

DRY BABUL AND OTHER THORN HEDGES

These are put up annually. Small branches of trees

(such as B«bul, Bor, Henkal, Khair, Amoni ) are lopped off

from the trees standing on the lands of the peasants, and

are collected and removed to where the fence is required*

The peasant does the whole of the work himself by personal

labour, and in many cases he has to spend nothing in cash.

In order to arrive at the equivalent it may be well to adopt

a method;—These thorn branches are made up into bundles

called locally a Phas In this village a Phas fetches

one Rupee. A bundle of branches covers about 30 feet of

land on the border. They are buried one foot under ground

in trenches ( two feet wide ) in a regular row. The cost

of putting up the fence comes to Rs. 3 per 100 feet.

Hedges of this kind need to be repaired and have gaps filled

in from time to time during the course of the year. The

cost of the upkeep may amount to Re. 2* During our

enquiry we found that there were about 5 miles of this kind

of hedge. On this basis we estimate the value of th^i time

and labour of the cultivators at something like Rs. 200 to 300

a year. The thorp hedges have the disadvantage that in the

« 6'a ' '
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fair season they are liable to be broken down easily and

stolen for fuel by the passers-by or by members of the wander-

ing tribes. During the rains creepers, vines and other plants

climb over and through them, and cover them, and thereby the

hedges are as though bound and protected by them. The

renewals must be promptly attended to and thorn loppings

made available; but in these clays Babul and thorn trees are,

day by day, becoming scarcer and scarcer, and at times loppings

cannot l;e easily and readily procured even by purchase. In

the"" long run a thorn hedge is not a success in view of the

labour , cost and trouble involved. Those who own many

Babul trees or other thorn trees may find it convenient,

others a costly and troublesome business. An ordinary farmer

must* of course, keep his crops without any hedge. When

some years ago thorn branches were obtainable in abundance

by anybody, it was \s'orth while to make use of them merely

for the labour involved. It was the cheapest and easiest

method and was universally adopted,

PLANTING OF PRICKLY PEAR

This kind of hedge is permanent, lasting for more than

a generation, although it may need occasional repairs here

and tbere> When the prickly pear is over-grown, U becomes

a nuisance to all concerned—men, women, children, animals,

crops, etc. When it is annually pruned and kept up at the

standard height and breadth of 4 feet, it is an effective

barrier* though perhaps it may occasionally be cleared by a

strong bullock or pony. The cost of planting a hedge would

be about Ks, 3 per 100 feet. The annual cost of pruning

would be Rs. 3 p>er 100 feet. The whole length of the hedge

in the village is more than 6 miles- The leaves of prickly

pear are at times used as fodder for cattle during famine,

after the thorns have been completely burnt off. Bhil children

eat the fruit of the pear. The hedges of prickly pear have

now been almost destroyed by the cochineal insects, and it is
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hoped that the nuisance of prickly pear has been completely

removed*

However it is said that it is an economic loss when the

prickly pear hedges are remo^/ed; because any other forms of

hedge, which could be substituted, are more costly and not

so effective.

THE MILK BUSH

This hedge lasts for many years, from, say, 15 to 25.

When it is full grown, say after 10 years, it is of no value

as a fence to protect the crops, unless the intervening gaps

are filled in by the planting of brambles
j

and bushes. A
considerable quantity of milk bush plants are sold as rafters

for the houses or huts of the poorest classes. The worst of

the plant is burnt into charcoal and the latter is utilized after

pounding into fine powder for the manufacture of fire works,

etc. Owing to the destruction of prickly pear, many culti*

valors have commenced planting hedges of milk bush. It is

estimated that the cost of planting a milk bush hedge will be

about Rs, 5 to 6 per 100 feet* The whole length in the

village may be 2 to 3 miles,

WILD ALOE PI,ANTS

An aloe hedge has a long life, say 25 years, if regularly

looked after and annually repaired. It is planted during the

ramy season. The bulbs of the plant are purchased at Rs-

I to 2 a hundred, and the covering of 100 feet of land costs

Rs. 3* I'he leaves of the plant, when well grown, are long

and juicy* They are cut off> soaked in a pool of water to

rot, dried and made into fibre* They are used to m^^ke

ropes for the use of the cultivators. We shall refer to aloe

plants when we describe the rope making business under the

head, Mangs

NIRGUDI PLANTS ( )

During our rambles in the jui^le here we found some

live hedges of the bush or shrub locally known as Nirgudi
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around some portion of the garden land bordering on

Nalias or brooks* The hedges were high enough (4 to 5 feet)

to prevent cattle from trespassing and doing damage to

standing crops.

During the rainy season the cultivator arranges to

procure small branches and twigs cut or chopped off Nlrgudi

with a scythe or other sharp instrument, and to plant them

in trenches dug 1 x li feet just on the border of the field

and Nalla, so that the planted hedge may get water for some

days after plantation, in order that the twigs may shoot up

In a very short time without any more labour or care.

The hedge of Nirgudi with full leaves and small twigs,

though living, is very harmless, having no spikes or thorns of

brambles or the like*

No Cattle, goats or sheep will touch the Nitgudi,

The hedge cannot be a paying crop like aloe or milk

bush, though it may last for many years with the least

trouble. It is very cheap to grow and to keep up. The

chltivator can easily get cuttings of Nirgudi for the asking If

he has no previous hedge; he can dig a trench at his leisure

dutix^ the hot season ot a little before the monsoon sets

in. With the advent of rain he can put in the cuttings under

earth. The cost of planting the hedge may be put at Rs. 2

per 100 feeU

It is remarkable that when the hedge is well grown, it

prevents tlie land of the garden from being washed off by

erosion. It is, therefore, very useful when any portion of the

land is threatened with erosion.

The leaves of the plants* after boiling in a little water,

are used by the villagers for fomentation of joints in eases

of rheumatism.

Save the G, I* P* Railway fences, none has been erected

either of barbed wire or plane wire by any private person^
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The cultivator here knows of no other live thotn shrtib

or plant that ttiay be put up as a hedge*

Regular combinations of hedges of the description mentioned

above ate not used; but the hrsi; four plants may be found

here and there running as a fences

There are no hedges or fences round each and every

survey number or separate unit of land abutting in or

tunning along a road, street, path ot Kalla* but such survey

numbers or portions are generally protected with a temporary

hedge or hedges only along the boundaries between the land

and roads, etc» Boundary lines between adjacent survey num*

bers are not hedged except in the case of garden land, e, gi»

plantations of oranges or other frUit-ttees or irrigated crops*

The question of fences was before the Royal Agricultural

Commission. (Paragraph 116 on page 121 of the Report*)

Fencing is, say the Commission, ( Page l2l of the Report

)

in most cases beyond the means of small cultivators, but

stone walls, where stone is readily available, have been

found cheap and effective; it is noted and Urged that the"

Agricultural Department should endeavour to discover a

cheap and efficient method of fencing* ( Page 126 of the

Report*

)



CHAPTER 3

CROPS

—««•*»—

.

MAKKA (MAIZE— MAYS)

In the Deccaa maize fouder crop and a food crop

or staple crop as well. In either case the crop has the

following advantages:

—

( 1 ) Maize will grow in any soil save Murmad;

(2) Tt does not require deep cultivation or tillage;

(3) It can be sewn at any time of the year, provided

Irrigation is* available;

(+} It is an emergency crop, that is to Sl^y that the

seed of maize can be sown as soon as all hopes of rain are

lost, and no other crop can possibly be grown on the amount
of water available from a well or tank if it is only sufficient

for 2} months to three months;

(5) In ordinary times or seasons, the crop is a nice

green fodder for the stock* even in the hottest months of the

year (March> April and May);

(6) It is the practice of the cultivators to sow maize

seed twice at an interval of a fortnight to one month in

different adjacent plots;

( 7 ) A shallow ploughing or harrowing ( twice or more

)

is all that is needed; a light sprinkling of manure, if obtain-

able, may do it good*

(3) For the pmpost of irrigating no regular beds and
bunds are necessary, except broad channels at the margin of

the plots.
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(9) The crop matures as a fodder crop very Quickly,

say at the end of the second month after sowing, with fotir

Waterings or even less;

(10) If the crop IS sown in two batches at short intervals,

It can supply fodder for cattle and cobs of grain for men

continuously for a time when the cultivator has run short of

food or staple grains;

(11) The cobs of grain when young, fresh, green and

tender can be boiled and eaten with a little salt; the members

of the family can easily tide over the bad days; maize grain

is nutritious for human consumption;

(12) As a fodder crop it can be cut at any stage of

its growth without any such injurious effects an are produced

by the feeding of young and unripe Jowar stalks, which afe

avoided as poisonous;

( 13

)

A number of varieties of seed is procurable suited

to varying conditions-^some ripening quickly, some slowly, some

yielding more grain and little fodder, some much fodder and

relatively little graiUi A variety of maize with shorter stalks

is highly prized as green fodder, for the slock eat greedily the

leaves, tops, heads, stalks and everything without leaving

any residue; the stalks ate sugary like the ripe Jowat stalks;

( 14

)

When it is grown as a hot-weather fodder crop

(March, April or May), the land is prepared and made ready

for another crop such as wheat or gram or both mixed with

linseed if it is possible to irrigate;

( 15

)

The seed of maize is comparatively cheap;

( 16

}

The maize crop is generally free from disease of

any kind.

The maize crop is not a money crop, except in the

neighbourhood of populous towns where in the Bazars ripe

cobs of grain may he sold; but in that case it loses its value

as a fodder crop. Fresh young cobs of grain ace eaten by

buUochs with relish along with the green leaved; and this
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provides an adequate diet without the addition of any grain,

oi]-cake or even lucerne,
i

When the land is prepared and irrigatedj it may be sowed

with maize seed with a Pabhar { four coultered drill ), and the

sown seed immediately covered from behind by means of a

Kulav drawn by a pair of bullocks, and satisfactory channels

for conveying water can be made by means of the Aut (sfll^)

turned upside down.

Some germination begins to be visible after five or six

daySr If at the end of eight or ten days no rain has fallen,

well watering should be begun; but if the rain-fall is favour-

able, no waterings need be undertaken. In case of failure of

rains or if sown in the hot season, waterings must be given

once every week or ten days.

Maize is sown thinly when used as green fodder, and

inteKulturings are elaborate and avoidable and not usefully

carried out; hand hoeing can be done by women labourers with

their Vilcs (fhiS) or Khurpas. If this is not found practicable,

and the crop is allowed to grow up. as it is rapid in growth,

it soon out-tops the weeds and smothers them After about

a month the crop is full of green leaves, succulent and

luxurious; the is enough to keep the other vegetation

undeveloped or to kill it. It is specially important to grow

it thicJdy on the field; otherwise the lower parts of the stalks

beconae very coarse and the lower leaves become decidedly

fibrous. When grown thickly the fodder is very good and

not coarse or fibrous, A thin sowing is needed when maize

corn alone is to be produced. Maize fodder is not made
into hay nor is it made into silage* Dry straw is thrown

away or used for purposes of thatching, if there is sufficient

Jowarl Kadbi for fodder*

Whem the heads of maize are in ear, the field becomes

like a battle fi^d, and if the plot is an isolated one, it ie

the more exposed to depredations and invasions from wild
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animals, birds, human thieves and cattle, by day and night.

Wild animals such as jackals, deer, pigs, porcupines do a lot

of damage to the cobs; not only that but some of the stand-

ing crop is trampled down and spoiled, and the leaves and

stalks are not good as green fodder. Birds such as crows,

j)arrats or owls and bats settle on the stalks and eat the

grain there and then. Loud cries and shouting seem to have

no effect in frightening the birds; slings are made use of in vain.

The heads of corn mature and get diied at the end of the

third month, when they are cut off the stalks and dried in

the sun. There is no mode of threshing as in the case of

other cereals such as Jowari. The heads and grain cannot be

so easily separated and a machine which is obtainable on the

market is required for the purpose. It is devised by Messrs

Kirloskar Bros. & Co., Kirioskar Wadi and is sold at Rs. 12,

The maize sheller can easily be worked by one woman to

shell about 20 times as much as she could do by hand. A
labourer on 3 Annas a day separating corn and cobs can

only separate 12 Seers of grain in a day.

In normal seasons maize grain is not much used for

making bread, though it is said to be nutritious and fattening,

palatable and sweet. The grain is also parched into Lahis

for human consumption; at times Lahis are ground into Hour

and baked into cakes. Maize is sold at 5 Seers pet Rupee

( 24th June, 1929 ) here* Maize grain is ground into a very

coarse flour. It is only rarely used here to feed cattle.

Cobs stripped of grain are of no use, even the app^r

leaves; they are thrown away to rot as manure^

A cultivator usually carefully jMreserves long heads of the

corn intact for seed, and these are only shelled when it Is

time to prepare seed for sowing* Most of the gardeners hete

raise a maize crop almost every year on patches of land~sraall

or large, Enough for a months feed for bis cattle is what

he usually aims at. This' is a sound practice from ever$^

7
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point of n view, During 'the summer ( March to May ) when
the gardener has no particular use for his well water, he is

an economist if he raises such ‘a quick growing temporary

useful fodder crop—not only a fodder crop but a food crop—

when he is almost at the end of his Jowari,

When we were making our enquiries, in order to show us

the process, one of the cultivators arranged to sow maize in

the morning by means of a Pabbar ( four-coultered drill) drawn

bi'’ two bullocks, and the sown plot of land was immediately

got covered with earth by a Kulav, and with the same Kulav

channels were dug all round the sown plot for the conveyance

of water. We took two handfuls of maize seed from the

sower’s bag and picked 100 grains which, when counted,

were as followst

—

Grains
Good grains Grains

I

Kardi

(uBgraded) (weevil eaten) grams

I

100 82 11 7

Ail these were sown on a ridge of the channel. Sprouts did

not appear for 4 or 5 days, and on 31st May some germin-

ation was visible. On 8th June we could count 67 seeds

germinated out of 100 put in the ‘ sotL Seed was, no doubt,

taken from heads of the corn set apart, but most of the

heads of grain were then found to be weevil eaten. The
germination per centage is very low. and i of the seed is lost

and did not germinate,^ The cuUivalor was warned as to* the

damaged seed, but he urged that the seed would germinate and
his servant supported him. The crop grown was a thin one<

On 28th May there was a shower of rain here and on 3rd

June there was more than one inch of rain. There were

showers of rain and drizzle from time to ’ time, * arid a sUppl'e-

mentary plot was sown with maize immediately
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The plots sown with maize measure together 110 feet x

205 feet ( 22550 sq. feet ), i. e., 20*4 Gunthas. Three Seers of

maize seed with a handful of Kardi seed were sown. As there

was no ramiall for a long time, the grower irrigated the plots

with well water on 27th June.

If seed has lost its germinating power, it is waste of

time, labour and money to sow it. Selection and preservation

of seed are of the first importance.

FODDER
Indian agriculture still depends entirely on animal power,

though we are living in the age of machines, steam» oil and

electricity. H's cattle have been considered to be the wealth

of the husbandman from time immemorial. It is very neces-

saiy to provide adequate food for the j^icultural cattle- *

Owing to economic causes the fodder supply has been declin-

ing from year to year. In years of famine and scarcity the

amount of fodder is stiU less adequate, and our cattle jpower

becomes depleted. Fodder, grains oil cakes and cotton seed are

the principal elements of cattle food here. Oil seeds are

grown only in small and limited areas. Fodder crops are

sown both in the Kharif and Rabi seasons. Towards the end

of the year { May and Jime ) the supply of fodder generally

runs short. So the agrictdturist longs for early raiU- He

Wants to raise fodder crops which mature earlier than the

ordinary crops. The early fall of rain, therefore* encourages

the extensive cultivation of the leguminous Khatif crops

{along with Bajri), which are locally called Kathan. Some of

the leguminous crops are sown mixed with Bairi and some

are sown separately and independently. Some of them are

grown on irrigated land also as part of a ‘rotation* The

leguminous crops sown here as Kharif crops are as follows:

—

(l) Xnr ( piefeon peas),

(!$ Math or Mataki ( acenit, leaves kidney beans

(5), gfarp, also yellow black )> /
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(4) Hulga or Kulthi ( horse gram, cloUchos biflous ),

(5) Udid ( blade gram, also green phaseches ),

(6) Val ( the Indian bean, dolichos pablab ),

(7) Bhuimug ( gronnd-nat ),

(8) Chavli ( Chinese pea, dolichos Chinese.

)

Mug, Udid and Kulthi are sometimes grown separately as

unmixed crops. Mug and Kulthi are of different varieties

distinguished by their colours. Mug is either green, yellow or

black; Kulthi is either black or reddish black. They are

found mixed at times. Most of the Kharif leguminous crops

mature early. The mixed crops are not all in flower and

pod simultaneously. So their harvesting times do not coincide

though they are sown at one and the same time* A conipa-

riser of the progress and growth of mixed crops may be

useful:

—

Crop
1

Flowers in how
many weeks

j

Pods in how
many weeks

Harvesting in

how many Weeks

(1) Mug 7
1

I Q 10 to 11

(?) Math 10 ll 20 '

(3) Kultbt 12 14 16

( + ) Tur 20 22
:[

26 to 28
1

The Udid crop is rarely raised here.

The Baiti crop is in flower after 1 0 weeks and

harvested after 12 weeks. The legumhious crops do not grow

tall* If earl>* rains are favourable they thrive well, but their

height varies from U to 2 feet, except Tur which reaches

the hdghl of 3 to 4 feet, if not more. The characteris-

tic feature of leguminous crops as fodder crops is that

they are eaten by cattle—roots, stems, leaves, etc. in their

entirety, except Tur, the stems of which are rejected, but

serve for thatching purposes. The Mug crop is the first to
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be reaped and harvested; it gives grain to the cultivator for

domestic consumption and its stems and leaves, etc, are used

for fodder immediately it is uprooted. It is never stored as

fodder in a dry state. None ol the crops are used as green

fodder. The roots, stems, leaves and husks are dried and kept

in stock for use as fodder. The grain of these crops is at

times given to milch animals or ponies as forage. The milch

cattle and bullocks are fond of the fodder of leguminous

crops.

The Bajri crop is harvested after 12 weeks, and its straw

is not used as green fodder, nor is it available for fodder

immediately the stalks are removed or pulled off the ground.

Bajri straw serves as fodder when dry and not unless the

heads of corn are cut off. Here there is no practice of

making Bajri straw into Kutar as in Khandesh; so the use

of Bajri straw as uncut fodder is uneconomic. When other

fodder is procurable in abundance, Bajri straw is utilised for

thatching huts, stables, cattle-sheds, etc-, and if it is in profu*

sion, or if the straw is very thick, it is allowed to rot into

manure. The preservation of Bajri straw as fodder in a silo

or silage is unknown here, Bajri straw is carefully preserved

in stacks as a fodder. It has no great nutritive value, and

the older it becomes the more it loses its value as a fodder*

The other Kharif crops, millets, oil seed crops and vegetables

are sown as follows:

—

( 1 ) Millets:—Vgrai, Sava, Rala, Bhadali*

(2) Oil seeds:—Ground-nut, Til, Karhkle, Ambadi.

(3) Vegetables:—Bhendi, Bhopala (red and white gourd),

Katli, Dodake and many others.

None of them are useful as fodder except ground-nUt| the

leaves and stems of which are served either as green or dry

fodder* The milch animals relish it. Gavar, Idethi- and

chillies are grown as Kharif garden crops, but ate xiot used

fot fodder in any form. • - ^
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The out-turn of the Kharif fodder crops may depend

very much on the seasonable and sufficient rainfall, but it

is remarkable that the rains of the Mrig, Ardra, Punarvasu

and Pushya never altogether tail, though the rainfall may

not reach the normal ( fall )• Consequently the fodder of the

Kharif crops is Imrdly ever a total failure; but the out-turn

may vary greatly. The statistical information for these

crops is given in a consolidated statement of principal crops

in Chapter 9*

As we cannot get any record here of the out-turn of the

Kharif fodder by weight, we must base our estimate on local

information., Annewari may be useful in the calculation. What

amount of fodder can be raised on an acre of land?

i

Bagait Jirait

Bajri stalH' only 15 to 20 Bajri stalks with husk of

-
. ;

mixed crops

maunds.
10 to 12 maunds.

Kadval, KJumdya and maize are generally raised as Kharif

garden fodder crops. They are sown in the hot weather in

Chaitta and Vaishakh ( April and May They are irrigated

crop^ grown on well water here. The land is ploughed up and

prepared, manure is applied, beds are made, and water channels

are repaired. Any ordinary Jowari seed (Bedari) is selected

and sown .broadcast in the beds prepared as the Kadval crop.

Separate seed is sown for Khondya, and it is necessary to water

the crops once a week for three months. It takes abqut 2^

mortlhs for the crops of Kadval and Khopdya to. ipatuye. It is

used greeny It is with a scythe Mviug thp stems in the

soil. It ^ves grain, but Jt is not cultivated ,as a grain erpp,

Before the grain h in^iear it is tut and used as^^green.fodd^.
^

It is not usually used as dry fodder. If any. js^ pt;oduped,

,
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it is devoured by birds. The yield per acre Inay be taken at

30 to 50 maunds. The ctop provides fodder (green) for a

short period, say two months or so ( June and July ),

MAIZE

Maize Is a crop grown for fodder as Well as grain. It is

raised cn garden land. There are two varieties of maize used

here, viz, Bakshi and Sudhi (Gavrani). The seed of both

varieties is available in the market. The Bakshi variety sells

at a rather higher rate. Their current prices are about four

and six Seers per Rupee respectively. Land is prepared in the

same manner as for the Kadval or Khondya crop. Both

varieties are sown by drill and watered with well water once

a week for 2d months- The Bakshi crop grows 5 to 6 feet

in heightt and it bears large cobs of grain 8 to 10 inches

long* Its grain is rather large, and it has more ears of com.

'The Sudhi maize grows lour to five feet and yields

smallet* ears of corn. The yield is smaller than that of the

Bakshi variety. It needs to be watered 7 times at an inverval
I

^

of a week.

Daring the last decade ( 1 926r-1935 ) Jowari fodder has

been more than plentiful, and the area Under maize has

declined.

RABI FODDER CROPS

Of all the plants grown in the world lor the production

of fodder, Jowar ( endioepogcn sorghum) probably istands fitsh,

under a variety of conditions, in fulfilling the necessary

characteristics of good fodder crop:— »

(1) The production of a large quantity;

(2) It is palatable, digestable and non-kijurious;

(3) The short time, four to five weeki, required to grow

it successfully and quickly as a feddst crop;

(4) The large yield of fodder pet acre ( Bagait 25 to' 40

tnaurtds and Jirait 20 to 30 maunda);
' ‘‘
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(5) It can be preserved as au edible fodder for two or

three years dried or in stacks covered with a thatching plaster

of black soil;

(6) It does not need a good black cotton soil or heavy

manuring or any irrigation* In short, a medium soil and

s>easonable and timely rainfall and a suitable rotalion of crops

ate the only essentials.

Here Jowari is grown both on irrigated and dry crop

lands. If the later rains have been sufficient , there arises

no necessity to water the crops. A deficiency of rainfall may

involve, under some circumstances, the necessity of giving four

to five or at the most seven waterings. We have here found,

as in other parts of the Deccan, that Jowar is sown both as

a fodder and as a staple food crop Jowar is hardly ever

grown purely as a fodder crop here* But in consequence of

the deficiency of moisture it may not reach the stage of

flowerbg, and in that case it may turn out to be a fodder,

pure and simple* Bui such occasions are very rai'e* Different

varieties of Jowar ate raised here, one called Bedari is sown

in irrigated land and may be given water if necessary* It

takes from 4} to 5 months to get it matured and harvested.

If and when the crop is watered, stems become thick and

grow tall, sometimes six to seven feet in height. So the

nutritious elements are rather diminished, in comparision with

the crop raised on dry crop land. The out-turn varies and

depends upon the sod, the previous rotation or manuring,

sufficiency of moisture, etc.

During our enquiry we learnt that the Bedari Jowar has

lately be^ introduced in place of Kalbhondi into the village.

It has been the experience of the cultivator here that Bedari

is better than Kalbhondi in point of yields

The other varieties of Jowar known under the name of

Dtavali) Nilya,, Mgl-dandi, Hundi, Sudhia, Dudhia, Dagadi,

yellow and rad are scarcriy ever itaised herp. Indeed evezf the
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names of most of these varieties are unknown to the culti-

vators. Some of them can be identified, and the cultivator

here is quite sure that the seed of Jowar known as Bedari

is the mosi profitable of all ihe vaiieties of Jowar so far

known to him.

As wc shall deal with Jowar crops as staple food crops

separately, it is unnecessary to refer to them here among the

fodder ciops-

As regards out-turn, it is very plain that the yield of the

garden land is better than that of the dry land. We have

no written or definite information on the point.

From local investigation we come to calculate the

out-turn:

—

Crops
No. of pulbes per acre

Garden Dry

Jowari 250-400 300-400

Bajri 250-300 200-250

Lucerne is cultivated here as a garden crop for fodder*

The seed is purchased from the Ahmednagar City markett

The ruling prices vary, but we give them as we got them

from rhe villagers here. Lucerne is used for the working

bullocks either on the Mot or on the farm. The crop once

planted lasts for 3 to 4 years* It may be affected with

diseases at times, but the original crop improves. The area

under lucerne is increasing.

Thoui^i we have adopted the Bgures for lucerne as they

wer^ supplied to us from village records,, they are not v^ry

^e^vinoiag* ( Sit^tiaticgl Statement, of Crops, ia Chapter

7 a ^

'
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LUCERNE

( 1 ) Preparation of land; ( 2 ) Purchase of good seed; ( 3

)

Sowing of seed; (4) Irrigation; (5) Weeding?; ( 6) Manuring and

top dressings; ( 7 ) Periodical irrigation; ( 8 ) Cuttings at different

periods how made; (9) Seed pioduction; (10) Suggestions for

extensive cultivation in Deccan village&;( 11 ) Description of

the plot with details; ( 12 ) Cost of plantation etc.

going over the lands of * the village in the last

fortnight of May 1928, we came across more than a dozen

of land in gardens ir- jJl pants uf the village sorrn with

lucerne glass v^hicU was tull grown, healthy and luxuriant, and

80 thought it worth while to make detailed inquiries as to its

cultivation- Most of the plots were cultivated last season ( known

as the Margashirsha cultivation, viz., in and after October)*

Lucerne can be successftilly grown at only two periods in the

yean the first of these is just at the commencement of the

monsoon (June), the other and more profitable is in October

and the two succeeding months. Sowings undertaken at other

times are threatened by injurious diseases and specially by

caterpillars and other insect iiests, and are liable to get dried

up. The agricultural experts assure us tliat if lucerne is to

succeed well, it must be weQ established before the following

hot season sets in, and village practice recognises this as

essential.

Before lucecpe 1*^ put in, the land must be completely

Cleared of weeds and of their roots. Grasses known as Harali,

Kunda. Lavala must be extirpated; their long and deep roots

must be dug out upto more than 2 feet deep end the Kasha

(dry roots) most be taken out, dried and burned. The dug

portion of the land must be well filled in and made level and

even. No foul land should ever be sown with lucerne. It

would be far better to keep the land fallow for a year, and

in the meantime to cultivate the land; finally it must be
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ploughed both lengthwise and crosswise, harrowed twice if not

more; in short, it must be very fine and treated with farm

manure. Treatment of the plot of land with heavy manure is

useful later on* We have no r*dge furrow system here* The

cultivators seem not to be ignorant of it but to find it

unprofitable, as furrowed spaces are left unsown. The bed

system alone is practised here and practised with success.

As soon as plots of land are ready and fully manured, beds

are made, and the whole of the plot of land is divided into

as many beds as will grow enough grass for the consumption

of the live stock; it depends on the number of cattle that

are to be daily fed* One bed of lucerne grass a day is the

ration for a pair of working bullocks; but in each case the

cultivator makes his own calculation. If a cultivator owns 8

bullocks, four beds of lucerne provide the daily ration for

them; the cutting of lucerne for 24 days will bring up the

total number of beds required to 96*

Beds are made of different dimensions) but not very large.

An ordinary one measures eight feet by four feet (5 cubits

by 2^ cubits or 10 cubits by 5 cubits ) on plots of even

surfaced land. Square beds are convenient, and after the beds

are finally laid out, the seed of lucerne is thrown broadcast in

them and the seed is lightly covered with soil by means of a

wooden rake. A through water channel generally runs between

each double line of beds, and the surface of the garden soil is

made smooth and even to ensure a convenient and efficient

supply, '^fter the seed is sown it is slightly covered, and the

plot is irrigated. The ridges of the beds remain almost unsown;

the cultivators here are not accustomed to dibble on the bunds

of Wafas (5sn^) such grain as maize, coriander, radish and onion

as is done in some places. Here lucerne is always grown

alone without any mixed crop* The crop needs to be irrigated

every seventh day in the hot season or at an interval of ten

dayb m the rainy season, even earlier if and when the raine
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hold off. Punctual irrigation Is essential for- raising a good

and successful crop* Lucerne seed is very dear. The seed* if

fresh, should be plump and glossy, and must be of a rich

brown colour and be free from any admixture of dust, dirt

etc., or weed, seeds of any kind. As the seed is very small,

a practised eye and hand is required to judge of Its purity*

The seed is as big as a mustard seed, and is as yellow as

the Met hi seed ( Fenugreek )* Mary cultivators complain

that the Bazar seed is not of good quality and that they ate

swindled as they, through foolishness, accept the offer of a

cheap rate* New seed must be and is the rule, the Use

of second yearns seed the eicception and wholesale rejection of

old seed ( three ^'ears ) must be and is enfonreed. It is true

that absolutely pure seed is not obtainable in the market, Unless

the purchase is privately made from some cultivator who has

seed to spate* Now to-day ( 29th May 1929 ) seed of the

best quantity is sold at Rs. 12 to 15 per Payali ( a

measure of 16 Seers )* One acre of plot of land needs 12 to

14 Seers of seed f about 28 lbs* )* Rates fluctuate. Selection

of good seed is the most important and essential thing in

lucerne cultivation* At the start irrigation must be repeated

every six days for a month or so. The seed is small; the

seedlings ate delicate; the October heat is injurious; so this

stage of growth of the plantation has to be very carefully

watched* Xhiring germination and growth of the seediings,

weedings must tie resorted to; because the young lucerne

plants have no capacity for smothering or checking weeds of

other vegetation ; but on the contrary lucerne itself is liable

to be killed. The crop is able to stand the heat of the

hottest montlis ( March to May ) with a temperature of

105^ Pv it Can endure frost to a small extent, though

at times the actual fodder may be damaged; but the

plants themselves remain unaffected seriously* But it is

injurious*^
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As the cultivators hele sow the seed in beds, the use of

mter-culturing implements is Impracticable. So the use of the

hoe and bullocks m weeding must be set aside and hand

Weeding resorted to. Women labourets have to be engagea

at Annas 3 to 5 per diem to remove the Weeds and other

vegetation With their Rhuipas ( a country iron weeding hook )

by hand Hand weeding by women is continued for a month

Di so. It lucerne is healthy, it is due for the hist cutting

aftei about two months. It is probable that the first growth

will be somewhat uneven, some plants being immature and

some a little past the best stage; but afterwards it will tend

to get more ec^Ual in growth. Though many investigations

have been made in other countries as to the best stage at

which to cut lucerne > we have not come across records of any

such enquiry In India ; but in this village it is considered

that the right stage \s when a large number of plants are

in bloom; more than i plants in bloom is, on the whole, a

good rule' A period of 2l days is generally taken to be the

Correct interval between cuttings^ but this may be extended

to is days ; but the appearance of dowers is a natural rule

to be put Into practice, unhesitatingly. If cut too early, it

is usually watery, and there is possibility of harm to the

stock tf cut too late, it has sometimes been found that the

following growth is not so Vigorous.

Immediately after cutting growth begins again and crops

are obtained from the same plants many times. But when a

plant is cut or eaten off, the stalk dies down to the very

base, and produces buds from the uppet part of the crown

of the root, forming new stems in a dense cluster. We have

already mentioned that the cutting of lucerne sufficient only

for a day's feed of the live stock is necessary, and so a regular

systematic rotation of cutting of the beds is absolutely essential.

Lucerne is cut, not very close to the ground and its

roots: but a stubble of about ^ inches is left cla£i^ oV0t ikp
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surface of the soil. Prior to the cutting it is necessary that

•watering should have been stopped for up to 4 or 5 days.

Cuttings should be undertaken once or twice in a day—
once for the mid-day feed, and next for the evening feed,

if the hours are convenient to the owners. Here cattle are

fed on green lucerne ;
dry fodder is not made from it. Milch

cows and buffaloes are not fed on green lucerne fodder, as it is

supposed to diminish the flow of milk. It must be and is

constantly borne in mind by the mowers that •while cutting the

lucerne any stray weeds detected growing among it should

be eradicated ; of course, no new growth of weeds or other

vegetation is possible as soon as the cutting for the day is

finished. Watering must be begun the same day* if possible,

but in any case the following day must be devoted to

irrigating the bed or beds just Cut. Cuttings have to be

strictly regulated, and a cutting a month or 33 cuttings in a

year is the usual practice. No exception is possible even in

the rainy season for the cutting, even if the lucerne is not

fully eaten by the stock when other green grass is plentiful.

When once planted and established, the lucerne crop lasts

for three years or even more, provided all precautions as to

( 1 ) the irrigation, ( 2 ) timely cutting, ( 3 ) periodical top-

dressing with farm manure, ( 4 ) eradication of weeds, if any,

are taken. The first year's crop is generally the best or

mote than the average, the yield of the second year is often

lower than in the first year, and the last years yield is the

lowest of all. We were not able, for want of data, to

make a comparision with the produce of other fodder (green)

ctopS« such as matsie, Kadval or Khondya, or even

fiweet-potatoes or carrots, but we were assured that even

the yidd of the third year’s crop is better than any of

these latter crops. Lucerne is the leguminous fodder crop

of the longest duration amidst the many crops sown and

grown.
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The same crop can continue for three years giving a

good return economically profitable without any additional

labour, and expenses for the following two years, viz, ( 1 ) plough-

ing, ( 2 ) harrowing, ( 3 } seed, ( ) drilling of seedi ( 5 ) making

of beds and channels and ( 6 ) weeding, if necessary, twice

a year. This is no small gain and can easily be realized

by any farmer without the assistance of accounts or

records.

In poinl of cultivation, Abmednagar is the premier

district in the Bombay Presidency as far as lucerne is

concerned- The area for all the districts ia given for the

year 1924-25:*—

Distiict Area in Acres

Surat 21

West Khandesh 82

East Khandesh 7

Nasik 1724

Ahmednagar 2709

Poona 1537

Shokbur 72

Belgaum 29

Total 6181

The Central Deccan, which ia within the famine zone^

cttltivattes lucerne* The cultivation does not extend over all

;the Talukast but it is mainly confined to the village$ in the

^Uiftlgbbouruoou. aiid vxcuiiiy of the City of Aluiiediiag«i« i^^*
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within a radius of 6 to 8 miles. Buran-nagar, Bagroja, Burud-

gaon» Bhingar, Vakodi, Arangaon, Kedgaon, Shendi, Nepti,

Bolhegaon, etc. grow a large area of lucerne, because Ahmed-

nagar is -the Army Head Quatters of the Remount Depot and

an expensive stud farm is maintained here, and most of the

lucerne is meant for the feed of the horses there* Besides it

is a Cantonment. In the City of Ahmedngar goats predomi-

nate and are kept both by Mahomedans and Hindus for

their milk; a large number of pony-Tongas ply for hire and

these animals are all fed on lucerne without any grain or

Chuni or a little of either. Lucerne is cheaper than any of the

grains, cakes, etc. Lucerne serves the double purpose of fodder

and grain as well. Outside of this tract round Ahmednagar

the area of lucerne is very limited. Even on Government

canals such as the Godavari and the Pravara, lucerne is

not so much cultivated. In the recent report of the Settle*

ment Officer of Kopargaon Taluka he stresses the point that

the number of bullocks on these canals has fallen considerably.

There may be patches of lucerne grown here and there.

Gardeners in the vicinity of Ahmednagar City who can raise

three crops in a year try to feed their bullocks on lucerne

and get irrigation for summer crops, mainly vegetables and

chillies, for which there is a good market, by means of water

drawn from wells. This system of cultivation seems to be

very effective and profttable.

Lucerne seed is dear; the cultivator.^ think that they *

have seed of poor quality palmed off on them when they buy

it in the open market. It is a sound Investment for a culti-

vator even to harvest seed for private use and sale. Some

of the cultivators try to grow seed for profit and sale as well.

It Is m easy matt^ for them to grow for seed. Generally the

hot season is moat favourable for the yield of seed. If plots

ara reserved for this purpose no cuttings for fodder can be

made for four months (February to May} but the planti^ are
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left to bear full flowers and allow seed to be produced. The

cultivator has realised that to take a crop of seed is always

paying, and he is very careful to grow seed only when the

crop is not likely :o receive rain, even accidentally, that

during the growth of seed the irrigation is either withheld or it

is given so that the seed may develop instead of the leaves and

the stems, etc. The amount of waterings may be varied at

both the stages and phases of the crop, viz* fodder and seed.

Seed may be grown on a small selected plot or patch, leaving

the other area for the cutting of fodder as usual- It is

unnecessary to grow seed on the whole of the area under

the lucerne crop; this may be uneconomic- As some of the

crop is not cut for fodder, it grows rather high and may be

allowed to diffuse and spread over with many pods suspended

from the stems of the plant. Gradually and naturally the

pods develop until fully grown and dried on the plants, and

then the dried pods are cut or plucked off, removed and the

seed unhusked and collected for use. About the size of a

tamarind fruit, the pods grow of a semi-circular shape,

curiously twisted snd rather small. If the seed is gathered

during the second year of the crop, lucerne may continue

to be cut for fodder after the usual growth right through to

the end of the third year; and if it is in the third year, the

cuttings for fodder may be taken until the three year period

is complete. The lucerne plants can yield a fodder crop for

the fourth year, but it is nOt so good or profitable. V^ry

few cultivators grow seed in large quantities or in excess of

their requirements; a commercial spirit may be present in

few cases. Ten to sixteen Seers of seed can be grown

profitably by each cultivator for his own use.

Dr. Harold H. Mann* D. Sc* has the following instructions

regarding manuring:'

—

**
If lucerne is to be really a paying crop, it must be

regularly and heavily manured. As
^
already stated a, dreading^ ijf

8 \ ‘
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10 to 12 tons of well rotten farm yard manure per acre should

be mixed with the soil about a month before the planting is

to take place, and this should be evenly spread, and by

subsequent ploughing and harrowing mixed thoroughly with the

soil before making the ridges. We have had no experiments

to ascertain whether this farm yard manure car be replaced

by other dressings*

Later on the usual recognised method of manuring

is to give abour 5 tons per acie of well totted farm yard

manure ©very third time the crop is cut. If such farm

yard manure is not available, three to four cwt. v 330 to

450 IbsJ per acre of caster cake at similar intervals is

recommended-*'

To follow these recommendations would involve an exorbi-

tant outlay on the part of the cultivator which he could

rarely afford. Similarly in Bulletin No. 6 of the Land

Records and Agricultural Department of North Western Pro-

vinces and Oudh it is stated, “ A fair quantity of manure to be

applied would be from 500 to 600 maunds per acre/'

Well water for such highly manured plots is not often

available*

A gardener here treats his plot of land with farm manure

at the rate of 15 cart loads for 120 Vafas (beds) before he sows

Jnceme. The area of 120 Vafas is about 16 Gunthas and one

cart toad of manure is all that can be spread for one Gnntha

of land under lucerne- After the lapse of eight months

(July 1929) 15 cart loads of manure may be applied again.

It is not feasible to put on more manure for a fodder when

the gardener can hardly procure more for staple food crops at

least* The climatic conditions here are in favour of the

cultivator and his lucerne crop-

Tbe followrtig statement gives details of the cost of produc-

tion for the season of 1928 (5th November 1928)*
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Kind of
Labour units Bm

operation

!S1
mplements i

Remarks

( 1 ) Ploughing

( thrice

)

4 24 4 Ploughs 16 Men As. 8 each
Bullocks ,, 8 ,,

Ploughs ,, 3 „

(2) Harrowing
( twice

)

2 8 4 Haxows 6 Harows ,, 4 „

( 3 } Beds 4 - — 2

(4) Manure
( 2C carl loads

)

- 20 Cart 30 Cartlo ReJ-gf „

(5) Carting of

manure
4 8

1

2 Carts 7 Cart As- 8 „

6/ Seed
Paj^ali

Carriage of seed 1

1

15
1

0-8

Bump

(7) Sowing
(broad cast J

3
^ i 1-8 —

(8) Irrigation

( days ]

3 12 3 Mot 9 Mot t> 8 >>

(9) Irrigation

( 8 times ]

at Rs.9 pel time

1

- 72 Till the crop isready
for cutting for two
months.

159 Initial cost

(lO) Weeding
yearlyr

- 4 16Women As.4 each

(11) Cutting

monthly
15

f

- — 7-8

( 12) Irrigation

monthlyr

MM 36-0

43-8
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A plot of land ( 17,500 sq. ft- ) was sown broadcast

With lllcetne on 5th November, 19^8 ( Ashvin Vad 8th, Shake

1850 ) and dividect into 120 beds ( one bed measuring 18 ft*

by 7 ft. « 12?6 sq- ft- ) including water channels. Watering

was repeated eveiy 7th day, and weeding continued In ptogress

fot sofne time and the ctop was ready fot the fitst ciitting

after the lapse of 50 days after sowing, u e. after two months.

Four beds are daily cut for the feed of eight bullocks

once. One bullock gets bundles of lucerne ( 6 to 7^ Seers )•

One hundred lbs lucelne is the daily feed of eight bullocks.

No extra grain is given and is not wanted. They work at

the well m drawing water/ a heavy operation

A bullock gets lucerne costing Annas dally/ and the total

cost of lUcctne for foUr pairs of stoUt bullocks for the day

comes to Rev liv Let Us now turn to the expenses of the plot^

mGES
( 1 ) Men and Women labourers aTe paid at Annas 8 and

Annas 4 per day respectively.

(5f) A pair of bullocks at Re. 1 per day^

(3) A plough at Annas 8 a day*

(4) A harrow at Annas 4 a day.

(5) A cart at Annas 8 a day./

(6) Irrigation from a wed at Rs. 34. ^

(a) A driver at Annas 8.

(bj Two pairs of bullocks at Rs. 2.

(c) A Mot at Annas 8.

( d ) A Datewalla at Annas 8.

(7) Cutting of lucerne in 5 beds at Annas 4 a day-

Lucerne is a perennial fodder ctop and the expenditure

is not evenly distributed over the whole period of thfeU

years the crop continues. If the initial expenditure on the

establishment of the crop* say, for the first two months oi:

till the date of the first cutting is calculated separately, the?

current expeediture ht the fetuaining part of the tfatee yeats^
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\vilJ be fairly unifornii In the case of which the details of cost

are given on page 115 the initial cost amounted to Rs* 159 and

the othet costs may be consideted as tecurrlng charges and

accounted fol’ month by mcnth ot fot a period of the year, or

season to which the annual cost of weeding can be added. The

recurring cost pet month in the present case amounted to Rs*

43-’8 0 and Rs; 4 may be added annually for weeding*

We may remind the reader that the above calculation is

based on very catetUl and economical working, because the

cultivator has all the facilities at hand at his disposal. He

has to make cash payments only with respect to the dally

Items, 1 and 7

Details of crops sown ate given in a consolidated statement

of principal ctops in Chapter 9*

GROUKD-MUT

Three varieties of groUndmUt are grown here* They are

tfie indigenous variety ( Deshi ) and two exotics known as Big

Japan and Spanish peanut- They differ from one another in

several important respects.

( 1 ) The period of growth of the t)eshl variety is longer

than that of ttie exotics. Irrigation is essential on this

account for it but not for the others*

Spanish peanut is earliest matured and most easily and

quickly harvested, so that the land on it is grown can

be cleared early enough to bo availabte fot planting with a

isecond crop.

ii) Deshi and Japan are more deeply rooted than

Spanish^ and are, therefore? believed to have a better effect on

the soil as legUminoUs plants. On the other hand deeper

digging ot liatrowing is requited for harvesting, while Spanfah

peanut is very easily uprooted by hand^

'

’ ( 3 ) The seeds are of different siites, Japanese beW utuch

i the largest and SpanisEh the sthalleSR
' ' ^
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The yield of oil and oil cake is greater in the case of

Japan and Deshi.

(4) The Deshi variety is preferable for human consumption.

The Deshi variety is confined entirely to garden land,

while the others can be grown either as a dry crop or under

irrigation- Planting is done either with the drill or by dibbling*

When the drill, fitted with specially large bowl and lubes, is

used, the seed is sown in almost straight lines at a uniform

depth and with the rows at a regular distance apart* Hence

a bullock hoe can be operated for weeding without the risk

of harming the young plants. Dibbling is done in the furrows

by women following the harrow, and by this method

neither absolute uniformity of depth nor regularity of distance

nor straightness of the rows is secured, so that weeding by

hoe is more risky. On the other hand sufficient moisture is

made sure of in dibbling. There is no such security in the case

of drilling, unless the soil is freshly irrigated to the proper

depth* No beds, ridges and subsidiary channels are prepared,

the water being simply allowed to flow over the land from

suitable points on the main channels according to the slope.

With all varieties the proper selection of seed is of primary

importance The use of seed from selected pods is not suffi-

cient, because the seeds are liable to damage in husking, while

those selected must be undamaged with the reddish skin which

covers them Intact, Further the two to five seeds in a pod are

not uniform* Heavy seed is preferred, but there seems to be

no way of telling with certainty whether a particular seed is

sound and likely to germinate. Some ot the cultivators tell

us that if a lot of seed is thrown in a pot of water, the seed

that floats on the surface can be rejected as worthless for

germination. Selection in practice is done by simply picking

out the best and largest seed from the pod,

Shdling by machine is useful for large quantities, but with

this method many seeds are cut or bruijsed or stripped^
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With regard to watering, ground-nut is a Kharif crop

which can be grown on adequate rainfall alone, but if the rain

is deficient, watering may be given once a foitniglit.

When the crop i& about to laaxure, wild animals such

as jackals and pigs do much damage. Crows may be seen at

daybreak or sunset, picking up pods here and there. Generally

Spanish peanut suffers most, the pods being nearer the surface.

Watching is also necessary to prevent petty pilfering and

damage by trespassing cattle.

There are two methods of harvesting—by harrowing and

by digging. In either case the vines and leaves are first

removed and stored as fodder. With harrowing, the picking

goes on simultaneously, the pods being gathered out of the

ground by hand by labourers. Harrowing is repeated twice or

thrice crosswise, to make sure that all the pods have been

uncovered. ‘The second method is by hand digging with a

pickaxe, the pods being gathered out of the loose earth in

the pits by women labourers- The women engaged are paid

not in cash but in the form of a share of the pods which has

been gathered. The gatherers share varies from i to

This is said to give them a higher wage than tbe ordinary

current cash rate, as might be expected under a piece work

system applied to a valuable crop, mainly a money crop

destined for foreign markets.

Pods are selected and set apart for future use as seed at

the time of harvest.

The last operation is that of shelling. The cultivators here

have not taken to shelling by machine. A good deal of the crop

is sold raw in husk. Whatever is kept for domestic consump-

tion is shelled by hand by the womeai in their own houses*

Ground-nut is no doubt a valuable money crop, but it is

unsuitable for small holders cultivating fragmented land, and so

for the most part they grow only sufficient for their own

dpme^tic requirements.
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It could not be ascertained definitely when Big Japan was

introduced into the village, but the cultivation of Spanish peanut

was taken up as late as 1928 at our suggestion.

The total area now grown in normal years is from 8 to 12

acres.

ONIONS

The onion is a garden crop which needs au e\ceptionalIy

large supply of water. It is grown cttenhively as onions, ami

their leaves are used by ail the cultivators as vegetables,

as a remedy against heat, etc. It is used raw at times. It

is an article of almost daily consumption, and is considered

a tonic and health giver. Jt is used medically by cultivators

and others. For planting, full grown, well developed and

healthy onions or bulbs are selected one by one from a heap

of onions; the onion is then cut off and sliced into two

almost equal parts, the upper one with leaves, and the lower

with roots or bulbs. The lower, with its roots, bulbs and

toidrils—which is the only useful portion—is kept aside. The

land has already been made ready ploughed, well manured and

harrowed 3 or 4 times. The plot so prepared is made up

with ridges, beds and channels for irrigation. The beds are

well soaked and completely filled up with water to the top

of the ridges. It is in the month ol Tausha ( December and

January ) that the cultivation is undertaken. A man or a

woman takes up the divided lower parts and dibbles them one

by one into the mud with the cut parts or buds turned

upwards. After a week or so the cut parts take root and

spring up into sprouts—two or three. Essentially the crop is

watered once a week. The plant then grows to a long hollow

stem topped with flowers with small black seed ( three grains

}

ip each of its ovaries^ It is after a period of three months

or more that the seed is obtained. It is light and can easily

be Mown away* It is hard; if broken, it is seen to be white

inside. It is sold at Rs. 10 to 15 per Payali (16 seers).
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7 he rates vary. Today (29th March 1928) it is sold at Rs.

10 per Payali. The seed is useful for germination for one

year. It loses its vitality after twelve or thirteen months.

It is in good demand ai unses in the Madias Presidency and

the local Banias here collect as much as they can from the

neighbouring villages- Selling pi ice of seed fluctuates. The

cultivators complain that they suffer, as at times old seed is

palmed off on them and it fails to germinate.

It IS thus that the cultivators get seed grown for the

rearing of the seedlings. The process of growing from seed is

in most respects the sime. The land is ploughed up, prepared

»

divided into beds and channels in the same way. The seed

is broadcast and is covered with light earth and irrigated.

The seed germinates in a week; but it takes two months to

grow into a seedling with a small bulb at its root- The

seedlings are transplanted into beds previously and similarly

prepared and irrigated. Watering is necessary once a week

until the seedlings are fully grown, that is, for about three to

four months.

The cultivation of onions is peculiar and curious. It

differs from the cultivation of cereals and pulses It takes

longer than any other crop except sugarcane and plantains

Onions are cultivated twice or thrice during the course of a

year.

Onions are very cheap and are extensively grown to meet

the great demand for consumption. Generally it is cultivated

by almost all cultivators possessing facilities the supply pf

water. The supply is always more than the demand. It is used

as a staple vegetable, a condiment and for medicinal purposes.

Most of tbe growers have a surplus of the onion crop

beyond their own requirements which is sold in the Bazati

It is remarkable that when onions are available in large

quantities, the cultivators find it very difiScult to keep all

a A
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their produce sale and sound; because onions deteriorate very

quickly in the excessive heat of the tropics. They put out

sprouts and shoots if they are not kept in an open and

Airy place. They are examined at shoit intervals to see that

they are not spoiled. The spoiled ones are picked out and

put aside. This is a matter about which the cultivator must

be specially careful, otherwise he may lose much of the crop

which he has raised so laboriously. The onions are not

generally kept nor stored in baskets or other receptacles for

more than two or three days» in closed or airless places,

to avoid risk of their being spoiled. For the preservation of

onions a shrewd cultivator has the following rules;

—

( 1 ) The onions should not be kepi in closed and dark

rooms;

( 2 ) They should be frequently examined, and spoiled ones

should be picked out and removed to some other place;

(3) They should be left in open and airy places exposed

to the fresh air;

( 4 ) They should be kept suspended from above and

should not touch the ground whenever the quantity is small

enough to make this practicable.

The cultivators have a grievance that in these days of

agricultural advancement no scientific method for the preserva*

tion of onions in sound condition for a long period has been

discovered.

The ordinary yield of the onion crop is about 120 to

180 maunds per acre* The onions are sold at ^ to li Annas

per Seer according to the season and demand from other

places.

Members of higher castes such as Brahmins etc* generally

do not use onions for a period of four months annually,

during the rainy season (*^5*^)*

A statement under Condiiment and Spices ” shows the

area occupied by onions.
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GARLIC

We have dealt with the garlic crop under “ Irrigated

Crops ” and under “ Condiments and Spices- ” The cultivators

make use of garlic daily 3 to 4 times. It is mixed with vege-

tables, Chatnis ( powdered chillies and salt ), etc, to give

flavour and relish. Garlic is one of the ingredients used for

mango and lemon pickles. It is also made use of medically.

It is said that onions and garlic are now grown under

irrigation in the new canal areas and transported for sale to

Ahmednagar, and that, therefore, local cultivaJ.ion has been

declining. It is no doubt possible for the growers on canal

water to raise crops of onions and garlic on a large scale

more cheaply and profitably.

In rural areas onions and garlic are consumed largely;,

and if a housewife finds that her supply has fallen short, she

can alv/ays get some from a neighbour free for the occasion^

It is a sort of mutual assistance, ungrudgingly given, probably

because these are considered necessaries for the preparation

of ordinary food.

Areas grown with garlic are mentioned in a statement

under “ Condiments and Spices,
**

TOBACCO

In the month of Ashadha (June or July) the seed of

tobacco is sown, broadcast in a plot of garden land, well

ploughed, harrowed, fully manured and prepared* Seedlings

spring up after a week or so Unless the rainfall is deficient,

no watering is needed, but in case of want of moisture the

seedlings are irrigated with water from a wdl once in every

ten days, or Whenever the plot becomes dry. The seedlings

are ready for transplantation after 2 or 2^ months. The seed

of tobacco is of a brown colour and is very fine, and is as

small as poppy seed. It is sold at Ks. to 2 pet Seer. The
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seed sold here is indigenous and not of any foreign country

such as America, or of any variety tried by the Agricultural

Department (Nos. 6, 20 and 22). A plot of seedlings is

sold at Annas 12 to Rs. 2 per bed, and they are removed at

the buyer’s cost. A plot of land for transplantation is previ-

ously prepared and women are employed at a wage of Annas 3

to 4 per diem to dibble the seedlings in the soil at two feet

apart- A woman labourer can plant 200 to 250 seedlings a

day. It is in the month of Bhadrapada ( September and

October ) with the rainfall of the Hasla Nakshatra
(

)

that the transplantation takes place* and it is generally, the

days of rainfall when moisture is more than sufficient in the

soiU the seedlings flourish quite well, if the weeds and vege-

tation are removed from time to time
,
and the seedlings are left

quite free to draw sufficient air from above and food from the

soil. Ordinary farm manure is applied as top-dressing in some

cases by prudent cultivators. When the crop is about two

months old, the su'^kers are removed and the top of the plant

( cf|4s3i ) is nipped or removed by the nails of fingers in

order that it may develop and its leaves may grow longer

and broader and more juicy. Be it noted that a Maratha

cultivator is not willing to undertake the removal of suckers

and tops of plants, through religious scruples, and it is a

labourer of another community who is engaged to do this.

The cultivator here treats tobacco as a minor and subsi-

diaty crop and pays no sufficient attention to it. He treata

the crop as primarily tor his own private consumption and

for sale only if there is a surplus. He does nof: think that

it is one of those commercial crops which can find a market

in my country on the face of the globe. Despite this he

fiitds It rather laborious and requiring more intelligence to.

raise the* crop In a small corner plot of his land than an

ordinary crop of cer^s and pulses. Nolt^ithstanding that

India is an agricult^al country and that a vfl,$t area
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capable of growing good tobacco. A large supply of tobacco

is imported from other countries in the form of cigarettes

etc. manufactured. Only special qualities which cannot yet be

produced in India are imported and the quantity is trifling.

Foreign tobacco is rarely used for chewing purposes as is the

Indian produce. Hindu men chew tobacco, but women rarely

do. li to 2^ Tolas of tobacco are ordinarily chewed by a man

daily and on special occasions. The tobacco crop matures

and is ready for harvest after four months, and it is cut with

a scythe with all the green leaves and stems of the plant

leaving only short stubble on the ground. Exposed to the

heat and air, the leaves and stems, as they are gathered, are

spread and stored one plant above another for some days, so

that the moist leaves may not go bad and the plants may

be fully dried. The next process adopted here for curing is

very important, and needs the experts attention and care.

A rectangular pit is dug in the field about three to four feet

deep and of sufficient length and breadth to hold all the cut

leaves and stems. At the bottom of the pit, on its surface, a

thick layer of Bajri straw is placed and is made wet by

sprinkling water, and the bundles of cut leaves are stored therein

one over another with intermediate layers of wet Bajri straw,

until the pit is almost filled in; when again a thick layer of

moist Bajri straw is laid over the lop surface and loose dry

earth is shovelled on up to the regular surface, of the

surrounding ground or perhaps sometimes a little higher. As

the leaves are, as it were buried in the* earth, they assume

a red brown colour and acquire a taste and flavour which

consumers and smokers desire. The process of curing, though

simple and easy, needs expert handling and care. After

keeping the tobacco in the pit for fifteen days, the bundles

ate tahen out one after another, and are either carted away

to the iqarket for sale or conveyed home to the cultivator's

house in the village tor storage. For lack of knowledge of
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the method and experience on the part of the cultivators, no

cheroots are prepared out of the leaves, nor is any attempt made

to manufacture them out of the fresh leaves, for which there is

a good demand in the local market. In spite of large imports

of foreign cheroots, the Deccan will find it profitable to

manufacture them.

Tobacco in bundles is sold in the Bazar at lir or 2 Seers

per Rupee. Prices, though varying, are always higher than

that of any other items of agricultural produce. Unlike the

Europeans! among the Indians, tobacco, in the crushed form

mixed with chunum, is chewed in small mouthfuls, and the

juice or the saliva is taken in and the quid or lump is

thrown away. Most of the adult male members of the culti-

vators are habituated to take and chew a lump of tobacco,

and this chewing is repeated eight to twelve times daily from

6 a- m. to 10 p. m. The chewing of tobacco follows after

the chewing of betel leaves and betel nuts( Pansupari ), but

is not a regular course for all.

A preparation of tobacco called Jarda (sRff) is used by

the better class of Indians for chewing. Leaves of tobacco and

the stems are cut off by means of an Adkita, and after the

cuttings are exposed to the heat, mixed with a combination

of cloves, nutmeg, cardamoms, etc:—all well powdered and

saturated with water and at times with scents, etc. The

things referred to, may be added to the combination at the

pleasure of the shop-keeper who knows the taste of his

customers. In small 'tillages like Sarola, Jarda is not available,

but it is bought from Abmednagar. One other form of

tobacco known as chewing pills is also manufactured* It is

Used only by well-to-do persons or on special occasions* Even

cultivators of the better class arrange to provide them on the

occasion of such ceremonies as marriages, etc. It has a flavour

and taste quite different from that of the ordinary preparation

of tobaccOt
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Some of the cultivators here are addicted to tobacco-

smoking through earthern pipes ( ) baked by potters.

Some make use of leaves of Vad tree (banian) or Rui for

making up rolls vdth a bit of powdered or crushed tobacco,

in the inside; but this latter method is resorted to during the

course of a journey by road; it is not now frequently

practiseds Of late, most of the cultivators —adults as well as

young~“make use of Bidees« Bidees are more convenient for

use and handling than earthern pipes, Earthern pipes are made

small or large, so that the quantity oi tobacco may be

smoked by more than a couple of persons at a time. They

are charged with as much tobacco as will suffice for the

smokers on one occasion; the smoke is drawn through a

moist piece of cloth ( ). Now the sulphur matches or

safety matches are obtainable everywhere and at the lowest

price, viz«, at one pice (three pies) per match boxi' and

Bidees and pipes can be easily lighted. However, we meet

with cases of smokers who still retain their primitive method

of striking fire by means of a piece of steel and flint with

which a small bit of Pankanis or- tinder ignited. As Bidees

or cigarettes are used almost entirely now in preference to

the other methods, the habit of smoking has very considerably

increased, and even boys of fourteen years of 2^e smoke

without little hesitation. Hindu women make no use of tobacco

for smoking or very rarely. They have no such things as the small

cigarettes used by Western ladies. More than half of the culti-

vators and some young boys are given to smoking.

Now it is unnecessary to obtain Bidees from other Bazars,

i)ecause some shopkeepers here have started small concerns

for their manufacture. Mahomedan women have taken the

lead and four or five shops are busy in manufacturing Bidees

daily at the rate of 300 Bidees per concern; i. e. in the

village about 3000 Bidees are prepared daily. One thousand

Bidees are made to hold or contain five Chhatakas of tobacco
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( 25 Tolas )• The tobacco used is not local produce ; but is

purchased frotii the market of Ahmednagar from the stock

which is comlnercially known as the Miraj tobacco, at about

Rs. 10 fdr 12 Seers ( of course prices may vary ) and the

leaves of Tennbhurni tree which are not grown in the jungle

here are obtained from Ghoppuri, Kamargaon, Rayatala or

Ahmednagar at 3 pies per 100 leaves. The cultivators here

are customers to the extent of 1 000 Bidees daily at ten

Bidees a pice f 3 pies) and the remaining output ( 2000 Bidees

)

is sold in the neighbouring villages of Ghospuri, Khadki,

AstagaODj Pimpalgaon Pisa and Sarola railway station. Smoking

is enjoyed sometimes more than a dozen times during the

course of a day and at night too. One Bidee a time for one

person is commonly the scale. The oflFering of bidees in

villages and of cigarettes in towns has now become a form of

hospitality or entertainment in substitution for or in addition

to Pansupari or tea. Bidees are also made from leaves of

the Apta trees. It is said that a TJidee contains a small bit

of tobacco, and the smoke of tobacco and the portion of leaf

and a bit of the twine combined is not good enough, though

it may not be so pernicious to health. The Hindus generally

cOTademn tobacco-smpking, either Jn the pipe or hookah or as

cigarettes, cheroots or Bidees. It is said that it gives some

amusement and stimulus*, it is a narcotic* Smokers of Bhang

or Ganja mix hits of tobacco and Ganja together before they

charge their earthern pipes

Snuff is another preparation made from the cured tobacco

leaves and is mostly used by women folk. Snuff is nothing

but tobacco leaves and stems ground and finely powdered in a

large stone mortar with wooden pestles. No snuff as manu-

factured in the village, and it is brought for sale from the

markets of Poona or Ahmednagar. A small bundle or packet

is made up of leaves of the Palas free containing snuff and

the bundle is wrapped up in a paper cover ‘outside- A bundle
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contains snuff weighing Seer and is sold at Annas 2 and

aV Seer at Annas 1^. 150 individuals use snuff daily at a

cost of Rs, 25 a month* The use of snuff is an innocent

indulgence and is considered as a remedy to shake off cold

and chills. A mixture of snuff and ghee is an application for

the skin of ponies etc. to ward off flies and fleas

One application may not cost more than half an Anna, a

very simple remedy.

Bits of tobacco leaves a'^e crushed together and made into

flue powder, and this powder is used both by men and women

for rubbing, cleaning ard ifineing the teeth and gums daily in

the morning with the right hand ( no brush is used ) in order

to prevent tooth-ache or any tooth disease or trouble, and help

to protect the teeth from decay. This process serves the

purpose of several of the modern dental creams, dentifrices

or powders. The use and comparative efficacy are not tried

and are unknown. The ashes of tobacco leaves mixed with

particles of salt are rubbed with the hand into the teeth and

gums to serve the same purpose as the western tooth powder

or paste.

Tobacco finds a place as medicine for human beings as

v/ell as cattle. The cultivator knows that iobacco is effectivdj*

used for certain kinds of maladies, that it is easily available

locally) that it is the cheapest medicine, that it is a herb and

no chemical preparation, ( for which he has an aversion ). But

the use of tobacco as a specific medicine is confined to a

few cultivators, and a large maiority is quite ignorant of its

medicinal value* No regular prescriptions are standardized or

systematised.

A story from the Ramayan ^aboui tobacco may be men-

,rioned. It is said that in tho long and hard sltuggk between

' Earn and Rsvan, Laxman, brother of Ram, was wiajiy

wptoded and the Royal Physician of Ram pte^ctibed tphae^o,

^ '9
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but it was not procurable then and there, and it was Hanuman
( the Monkey God ) who fetched the drug from the Northern

mountains, known as the Dronagiri ( a part of the ranges of

the Himalayas ), Tobacco is an imported plant from a distant

region; it is now well acclimatized. But how far it has kept

its original properties is simply a guess-

The following table gives the area under tobacco crop

for the years for which it is available:

—

Year Acres Gunthas

1901—02 1 4

1909—10 4 20

1911—12 1 11

1913-14 3 18

1914—15 0 33

1919—20 0 5

1920—21 1 5

1921—22 1 2

1923—24 1 5

1924—25 0 29

1926—27 1 26

1927—J?8 3 20

1928—29 4 25

1929—30 1 15

1930—31 2 5

1931—32 1 36

1932—33 1 36

1933—34 1 36

1934—35 3 15

1935—36 9 32

1936—37 ^ 1 S

£t ia a money crop and there is scope for its extensive

cultivation. To lose such an opportunity sho^jfs lack of fore-

sights The present is an era for exploitation.
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VEGETABLES

A list of vegetables and pot-herbs grown here is as followsr

(
A ) LEAF VEGETABLES

d
%
C/5

Marathi
Name

English name
|

Use of leaves* and other

parts

Wheu
maturer

Menthg

1 ir«ft Fenugreek Seed used for medicine*

condiment, etc. >1

a Goose foot a

3 ^*pr Bladder dock
ti

4 Goose foot
V

5 sfftf Safflower Seed used for oil
$f

6 Coriander Seed as spices it

7 3t

8 Bro'tra hemp Seed used for animal'food

Fibre used for ropes
9?

Q Atnaranthus

mango etanus

(green pot-herb) 4
10' Beet-root a

11 «lr^ Anise Seed used as medicine !

12 Bengal

amaianth

(green pot-herb)

13 Indian mustard Seed as condiment and

medicine

i4 Onion Onions used as v^tables
and spices ai

l5 Gram Tender top leaves of young

plants used as Yegetaide* i

gram used for various

purposes

it1 srra Stalks used as vegetable 4

i7
• Cabbage 3

i8i

CauU-flowers

J

if

* Leaves of this group ate all tised aa ysgetables. The us# of other

,
parts, if is given in this.colmnn, ^ ^
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(b) pod vegetables

Marathi
name

English name Use of pods* and
other parts

When
matures

arr^l Sword bean
months

3

Negro-bean u

^ftsrrKt Field vetch

Chinese

Dolichos Seed for consumption as

food

French bean n

Pods of radish yf

m Hibiscus

esculentus Seed eatable

Indian boan Seed used as food; green

seed as vegetable

1

’’

TOT»IT Garden pea Do **

j
'TRET Large fcxiited

Dolichos Seed used as vegetable

Horse reddish

tree

years

a

^Rf*tT Sesbanla tree Flowers used as vegetable

• Pods of thtugEDop woaU uae^t vegotAbJfiS. TI>e uso of ofh*r parts. If

aay, is tn this oolomns
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(C) FRUIT VEGETABLES

English name Use made Whea
matures

^
Bitter Gourd

varieties Fruit used vegetable

Months

a Cucurbita pepo Fruit used as vegetable

and medicine

3 fWTT Cucumber

( varieties ) Fruit used as vegetable

4 Pumpkin do

5 Towel gourd

{ varieties ) do

^5# 1

Small red gourd

Towel gourd

'ms Snake gourd

Brinjals

(varieties)

„?mrsr

Gourd

Bottle gourd

Pumpkin

Bottle gourd

LargeLreddish

gourd

Tomato
(varieties)
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(
D ) FLOWER AND BULB VEGETABLES

“^1

z
Cd

Marathi
Name

English name Use made [
When
matures

Months
1 The flowering

1 1 -f
UC«bU Ui et

plantain

Flctvers used as vegetable ic

1

a Yam Bulb used as vegetable 6

3 Nol-kol Root used as vegetable 3

4 Radish varieties do yt

5 Potatoes do

6 Carrot do

Root used as cattle food also

t)

A]1 these plants, creepers, climbers, bulbs, roots referred

to, (on page 131 et seq ) are annually c’lltivated and grown

from seed sown, except Abai, Alu, Shevaga and Hatga

^ ) which are perennial. The last two grow

tall trees and last for many years. They give shade and their

bark is used for medicine. Abai is one of the creepers climbing

high trees, and continues for many years after plantation if

fostered and maintained. During the hot season it is generally

neglected when it is not watered, because the gardener makes

no use of water for some time. Its stem becomes very strong

after some years, and it spreads its green foliage on the top of

big trees. It bears sword-shaped long pods which when green

are used for vegetable. Alu is nothing but a sort of bulbous

root planted and preserved under ground for years together

in deep pits full of water and mud and slush mixed with

farm manure at intervals. It thrives very luxuriantly on

sewage and drainage water, if it is made available* The

Tuanurial value of sewage is well recognized with regard to

the Alu plantation* The Hindus have a liking for the Alu

vegetable and it is prepared in different ways, albeit it is

cheap. When once it is planted and cultivated, it can last
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for many years if care is taken yearly to remove the bulbs

to other plots and to supply it with water and at times with

farm manure, without any extra labour and trouble on the

part of the cultivator.

Like all villagers in Maharashtra, the cultivators and

others classify the vegetables grown here in four groups:

—

( 1 ) Leaf vegetables marked A.

( 2 ) Pod vegetables marked B.

( 3 ) Fruit vegetables marked C.

( 4 ) Root, flower, seed and bulb vegetables marked D,

The Bazar rates vary and fluctuate according to the

season, but generally the leaf vegetables ( Th»55T,

)
are the cheapest of all. Some

of the 'leaf vegetables are grown in different plots under

irrigation four times even during the course of the year if

there is a good market for them, i. e. in the villages round

-die city of Ahmednagar-

The list may appear to be unnecessarily long, but it

contains only such vegetables as are grown here- It is not

that every cultivator sows all these vegetables or even most

of them during the course of the year. It is simply the

choice and convenience of the cultivator that influences him.

Saiola has not, like so many other villages situated on or

near the Railway, attempted to develop a regular trade in

vegetables with Bombay. The cultivator wants to gain money

on crops early matured and reared without much labour^

irrigation, manure, weeding, etc. No one from here has yet

come forward to undertake any such enterprise or even to take

the necessary risk and to take the consequences.

Leaf vegetables, marked A in the list, are nothing

,but young and tender leaves, and can hardly reach Bombay

ev^ by rail in a fresh condition* Most of them are liable

1 to speedy and natursd decay and are not fit for transportation.

Pod and fruit vegetables markecSl B and C in the list can
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find a good market in Bombay, if they axe sent fresh and

young. But in Bombay their prices daily fluctuate very

much, irrespective of the keen and heavy demand there in

response to the variation in the large consignments daily

arriving from other places such as Gujrat, the Deccan, the

Karnatic and so on. From Poona large quantities of coriander

plants ( green ) and green chillies are daily consigned to Bombay

for sale, in addition to other vegetables such as Govari pods,

Bhendi pods, gourds which are not so easily perishable. We
find that the cultivators here have not yet cultivated the

commercial habit like others. They say that as they have

not sufficient land for the raising of their ordinary staple

food and fodder crops, they can spare no land for commercial

crops. There is weight in their contention, but it is a

question whether they might not find it more profitable to

grow some crops for which local conditions are specially

favourable for the sale, and buy ^some of the grain and

fodder they require from less favourably situated areas.

Some cultivators and holders of fragmented land must be

ruled out* though there may be exceptions of thrifty culti-

vators. But the other cultivators might awake and look up.

The cultivators here raise barely sufficient vegetables for

their domestic consumption. Ko separate plot is ordinarily

assigned for any of the vegetables* Some of the leaf vegetables

are sown as mixed crops. Some of the pod vegetables are

sown on the ridges of the beds. There are many varieties of

gourd, and many of them are sown either in channels or in

small vacant pieces of laud in corners and irregular patches

or along the hedges and fences. Ho particular trouble is taken

to manure and foster any of the vegetable crops, even though

they are aclhally cultivated. This may be ascribed to apathy

on the part of the cultivators whom we might expect to

bestow equal Core and assiduity on all the crops they may

choose to rear* The results of our enquiry " here/ as far 'as
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vegetables are concerned, are not very encouraging. It is true

that these minor products are not of much importance,

because they are apparently of little value. But the cultivator

must try to copy a :4aewd BAuia. He can hardly make

much from dealings with a single individual cultivator. But

he tries to save some money from one, some from the other,*

some from the third and so on* So the cultivator must try

to realise a little profit from every crop, however unimportant.

We must recall a Marathi adage, “ A tank oan be filled with

water drop by drop, rTS

All European and American doctors and physicians

recommend the use of vegetables; principally green ones are

commended, and these are available here in large quantities

and can be easily grown abundantly. The vegetables specially

green are nutritious and are specially liked by the villagers.

Green vegetables are preferred to pulses. They are healthy

and wholesome* Most of the green vegetables are matured

and ready for use within about two months, and their season

continues for two or three weeks. After 2^ months the crops

are removed unless seed is needed and the plots of land covered

by them are ploughed and prepared for another crop. We
were surprised to find that none of the cultivators here had

the idea of cultivating the leaf vegetable crops more than twice

in the course of the year. Villages round Ahmednagar grow

these vegetable crops thrice, if not four times, in the course of

the year. They realise a good profit. Let us take the Eardi

crop as an illustration. We can get a small bundle of Kardi

plants now at half an Anna ( 6th ]me^ ). In July, August

and September and even in October, we can buy a bundle

containing twice the number of plants at a quarter Anna- In

JS’ebruary, or in March or in April, we can hardly buy half

Jibe quantity for half an Anna, even for mote* In short ij

.^in that the cultivator can clear four-fold profits in ^umpaer

j|pr lor nearly 5^ months in a year. These facts dannot be

9A
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ignored. The margin of profit is good, but the season is limited

and the crop is restricted in area. The law of supply and

demand must have full play. But the fact remains that the

crops leave an economic profit. Exploitation of the soil to

the fullest extent is the first duty of the cultivator; he must

j» blame himself if he is remiss or fails to realise his responsi-

bility. His loss is the greatest and cannot be recouped, because

the soil can bear no more and no longer if it once remained

vacant, or if the owner has failed to procure the full yield

at the proper time.

Whenever the early monsoon rains in June are sufficient

for the germination of the various wild grasses, creepers,

plants, climbing plants, etc,, wild vegetation appears as an

immediate growth within a week or so. The surface of the

ground is covered with verdure. Among the vegetables which

grow but are not cultivated, the following are grown naturally

from seed carried by the wind and scattered over the soil

here and there in its course along a hedge or the bank of

a Nalla <or in some secluded corner:

—

( 1 ) Kutijirtfaa ( 8 ) Barbata ^srrsT

(2) Kurdu ( 9 ) Ran Karle

(3) Chila (lO) Sarata or ^rosr

(4) Tarvala Gokharu

(51 Tandulcha ( 11 ) SindalMakadi

(6) Tilvani f5rs«p»f)r ( 12

)

Haran Dodi

(7) Pathati

After two or three weeks, these are Well developed and

the cultivators’ women folk pluck the tender leaves from the

tops and make use of them as green vegetables. The leaves

ftfe edible as vegetable for nearly a fortnight, as long as they

are not in flower, and are at the best before they are in

pod and seed, These are wild and indigenous and grOw
naturally whenever there is good rainfall. HerOj as in thb

Central Provinces, 'further inland, women ate 'Uften to be
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seen plucking and gathering leaves for domestic use and even

for sale if an ample supply is available. The cultivators

have a liking for green vegetables because they are nutiitious.

They can t>c had foi nothing, only ',he labour of the women

folk being required for some two hours a day. In the long

run it is a very cheap and economical and a wholesome form

of diet, though it is apprehended that an excessive use and

consumption of any of these green vegetables may result in

dysentery or diarrhoea. With wide experience the cultivator

and the members of his family are more than cautious in

their use. When the plants are in seed, they are only used

by the cattle, and cease to be of use as vegetables for human

consumption.

THE PRESERVATION OF VEGETABLES

There is no scientihe and regular preservation of vegetables

grown in India as in Western countries and America. Tins

of vegetables, air-tight and in good preservation, are

shipped to India from Norway, Sweden and Switzerland,

etc, The potentialities in this direction are great and the

prospects bright and promising; because the Indian soil can

produce a very considerable quantity of vegetables of varieties

much more in excess of her actual wants and consumption, but

for lack of market* Nutritious as green vegetables are ( which

are highly recommended by the medical experts) they are much

valued by the Hindus of all classes alike and used with relish.

But in distant and out-of-the-way rural villages ( which may

be linked with towns of importance in the nearest future fay

the advance of motor traction which may be organised as

soon as the roads are made ), green v^etafales are not so

much grown in winter and absolutely none in the summer^

Even fresh fruit and other vegetables are not then available

in rural areas; but the cultivators' womep folk, if they are

assiduous and thrifty, pluck, collect, gather, clean and exppse

Jo the smj such collections for drying and curing, After they
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are well dried, they are deposited in large earthern jars, or

pitchers or earthern pots* During the hot weather they are

taken out, cleaned, boiled, cooked, salted and spiced like the

fresh ones and are found lo retain much of their savour.

No system is known here for the preservation of vegetables

in green and fresh condition. Canning is unknown. A list of

vegetables that are cured, dried and preserved, follows:

—

(1) Leaves of Kardi (^)
(2) Leaves of gram (^Tsrtr)

(3) Pods of Govar (*fWlT)

{4) Pods of Ciavali (’msSt)

(5) Pods of Bhendi

(6) Brinjals (cut into slices)

(7) Dingrya ( pods of radish

}

(flfTin)

(8) Pods of Val ( beans )

(9) Carrots f cut into slices

)

(^)
(10) Leaves of onions

(U) Leaves of Methi.

Some of the vegetaules, specially gourds, are kept b
their natural state in store, in the open air for two or

three tnonths or tnoie. The principal are:~

(1) Kohala

( 2 ) Kashifal Bhopala

( 3 ) Goradu

( 4 ) Onions

(5) Garlic

\ 6 ) Potatoes

(7 ) Uarya or Sheranya

%q5T)

(^)

These are m demand and realise good prices after the

season ih; over, A poor cnltivatot cannot afford to preserve

any of the vegetables by salting or drying. A ctiltivator of

moderate means may save some vegetables for preservatio «
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Be quite sure that many cultivators* house-wives may
have some of the dried vegetables in their store for use*

Daily they depend on their preserved ( dried ) vegetable for a

number of days of the fair season*

THE VEGETABLE DYES AND TANNING MATERIALS

An account ot the present condition ol the cultivation

of vegetable dyes makes rather melancholy reading when we

remember the world wide fame of Indian dyes and coloured

fibics in past times. The cultivation of indigo was mainly

cpnfined to Indian soil, but now indigo is raised in a very

limited area even in Khandesh where a number of pits

and masonry works ate still found in the jungle for the

manufacture of indigo* The cultivation has been discontinued

and cotton has taken its place. During crop inspection it was

noticed that the village officers ( Patils and Talathis ) who were

just out of their teens knew very little of the cultivation of

indigo and its manufacture. Some of the old cultivators and

Bhils are still able to describe the method of its preparation;

but we are afraid that after this generation nobody will be able

to give us any information about its cultivation, etc. There

is another plant which is called Indian Mulberry (Alita) which

gives red colour and was used as a red dye for Fadkees^

JahajamS) Lepas etc. but it has also given place to aniline

dyes. Alita, which was once cultivated on a large scale in

Khandesh for the bright red dye, has also become extinct^

Kardi (safflower) plsnt not sown in Khandesh, but extensively

cultivated in the Deccan districts as a mixed crop in Rabi

or an independent crop in some places in the Poona district

produces a good red colour from Us flowers. Kardi is a

thistle-like plant growing to 3 feet and bears red flowers,

from the dried petals of which a dye is made. It is a very

laborious task to pick up the dried .petals and collect them hx

quantities when the crop is. standing. It has no skle in
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the market on account of the foreign dyes md colours, and

no cultivator is induced to deal in it. In a very few cases

villagers r^ake a dye of it for domestic use. It is not possible

to revive the dye of safflower on a large scale. The method

of collection of flowers is very primitive and crude. It is very

cheap snd indigenous when “ Use Swadeshi is the popular cry.

The flowers are now crushed and threshed in extracting the

Kardi seed and form part of the Bhusa which is burnt along

with the stalks, etc. The dried petals, when collected, have

an appearance like saffron but without smell and taste. /

The bark of the Babul tree when mixed in a certain

proportion with a small quantity of the bark of Jambul, Bor,

Umber or Tarwad and boiled in a quantity of water together

makes a brown colour rather like Khaki, and some of the

villagers do manufacture it and steep their white clothes in

the liquid mixture and expose it to the eun to dry. This

Khaki colour is a fast dye and withstands washing.

Tarwad plant is another plant the bark of which is

used for the purpose of tanning. The plant is not regularly

cultivated but grows wild here and there in the fields,

on the boundary lines, on the banks of nallas, on grazing

lands and on waste lands, though during the Great War an

attempt was made to cultivate it. It is a perennial plant. It

grows on until it is cut. It bears yellow flowers all through

the year and these flowers particularly are offered to Shri Devi
during the Navaratra festival. The Mahars and Mangs uproot

or cul the plants, strip them of their bark. The bark is

dried in the sun and sold in the market for tanning and the

other parts serve as fuel.

The bark of Babul trees is similarly used for tanning

purposes. In this village when a cultivator wants to fdl a
Babul tree, he contracts with one of the village Mahars or

Mangs to do it free, provided the bark of the tree is allowed

him in return for his labour. It is treated as, hi$ wa^es.
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The business of collecting bark controlled by agents, and

most of it is despatched to Bombay.

The local shoe-makers make use of the bark for tanning

purposes. They purchase it from Mahars and Mangs,

We have no statistical information. But it may be noted

that the preparation of bark is a good business for the

Mahars in their spare time. The twigs and branches, etc.

of the Tarwad plant are used as fuel after the bark is

stripped off. The women folk sell it as fuel.

THE SWEET POTATO

We need not repeat here, in full, the details as to the

preliminary preparation of land for the cultivation of sweet

potatoes. It is an irrigated crop and is cultivated when there

is available an adec^oaie supply of water, and its cultivation is

not confined to any particular season or period of the yeat.

It is the cultivator's choice and he is the master of the

situation-leather and climate conditions. During seasons of

drought he can raise the crop to supplement his store of

Jowari or Bajri, The land for the purpose is well ploughed,

harrowed and farm-yard manure is applied, Beds of ordinary

size are made with ridges and water channels. The method

of cultivation is curious and unique. It is grown not from

seedj bulbs or roots, or by transplantation of seedlings, but

from cuttings made of the green and fresh trailers or stems

of the sweet potato plant. The cultivator gets a bundle or a

head-load of fresh trails or stems with leaves and nodes from

a fellow cultivator for the asking in ordinary seasons. These

trailers or stems are cut into pieces with their leaves and

nodes, about, say, one foot in length. Prior to the actual

cultivation the plot or piece of land is thoroughly soaked

.'With water. Women labourers are usually engaged for

i^teting at Annas 3 or 4 per day, A woman takes up a

''Jba^ful of the cut pieces and dibbles them apart one by one
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in rows in the irrigated ridges. ' The dibbling process, though

routine, is perfunctorily performed, because exact uniformity

of depth is neglected. The consequence is that some of the

sweet potatoes, when mature, are full and of elongated growth

;

some are smaller and others are mere tubers. In some cases

both ends of the cuttings are left uncovered. After a fort-

night or so the buried pieces take root and later on sprouts

spring out of the nodes.

Generally weeding is dispensed with unless there is growth,

because later on the surface is covered with trailers and leaves

which go to smother or choke any growth of weeds.

Watering is necessary for the development of the plant

and is repeated at intervals of 8 to 10 days until the crop

is ripe and tubers under the ground are fully growui sweet

and edible, i. e,, for a period of four or five months. The fully

developed sweet potatoes are elongated and not like ordinary

potatoes- Digging with a pick-axe to a depth of about a foot

or more is necessary to take them out of the ground. The

sweet potato is a trailing plant and it is used as a green fodder

for cattle. On days of fast the Hindus make use of the sweet

potatoes for consumption instead of their usual Jowari or

Bajri. On the occasion of the Mahashiv^Ratra (fast in vene-

ration of Shiv) and of bpth the Bkadashis (Ashadhi and

Kattiki ) these are invariably consumed by all the members of the

family—even children who also observe the fast, as a religious

duty. They are also used on other days, cooked, mixed with

either milk and Jagri or a pinch of salt and chilly povrder.

The cultivator makes use of them partly as staple food when

the staple grain ( Jowari or Bajrl ) is comparatively dear.

He and 'his family live on them in lean years as was

obei^ved even in Khandesh during the year 1918-19, The

crop is not harvested all at once or at one stretch, but

digging goes on from day to day so as to give a sufficient

supply of food for the family and fodder for the cattle.
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So in course of time the whole area of land tinder the crop

is fully and completely broken up and its surface turned up.

This is the best kind of tillage, and greatly improves the

condition of the soil.

There are two varieties of sweet potatoes known here*

One has a reddish outer skin, the other whitish. The red

is sweeter and less fibrous than the whitev

In normal seasons sweet potatoes are sold at Annas

14 to 2 per Seer, by weight.

Whenever there is a large crop and there is no market

for the surplus produce, the women cut the sweet potatoes

into slices, dry them in the smi and grind them into dour

for use like arrowroot or com flour. Sweet potatoes are not

quickly and easily perishable. They last in good condition

for a week and can find a market in big centres of trade,

The village records show the area under the crop as

follows:*-^

A. G.

1901-02 8-18

1921-22 1-21

1929-30 1-13

1933-34 0- 5

1935-36 0- 1

But these totals do not include the many small patches

grown along with other crops the area of which is below the

minimum area of a crop which need be recorded under the

rules.

THE SHEVANTI FLOWER

This IS not an important commercial crop; but as the

cultivators here make the best use of it, an account of it may

be interesting as evidence of their industry^ thrift and skilL

It is a garden crop and its cultivation is rather curious; it ia

not raised from Seedi cuttings^ or transplanted as a seedling,

10
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but is gro^n from the old roots year by year for a

period of four years or so- When the usual flowering season

IS over after the Divali holidays, the old plants are kept alive

by means of irrigation once a week or so from the month of

Margashirsha ( October - November ). As soon as the plantation

season comes round in the month of Pausha or Magha, the

old roots are unearthed, taken out and transferred to other

beds previously ploughed, harrowed, manured and prepared

ready for the new cultivation. With regular irrigation the

roots spring into young new plants with profuse foliage strongly

scented. The roots are planted in rows 2 to 3 feet apart,

so that each plant may have plenty of room to expand and

grow tall and luxuriant. Watering is necessary once a week

for nine months from Magh to Ashvin except during the monsoon

when from time to time the rainfall alone is sufficient. Farm

manure is always applied but only as a top dressing. The

plants burst into bud in the month of Bhadrapada or late in

Shravan. With the annual Dasara holiday, its flowering season

commences, and as soon as the flowers are well developed they

are plucked off, packed in bamboo baskets of two sizes viz.

large enough to hold five Seers or ten Seers. There is always

a good market for them either in Bombay, Surat, Ahmedabad,

Sholapur, Indore and other towns Generally the price obtained

is about Annas 5 to 6 per Seer. The season lasts for about two

months, a portion of Ashvin and Kartik. Flowers of Shevanti are

less fragile than many other flowers, such as rose, Nevali,

jasmine, and their petals are harder and firmer and not liable

to be broken from their stems so easily. There are two main

varieties of the Shevanti flowers which can be distinguished by

their colours, white and yellow, and two kinds of flower^small

and large. Bven in the scorching heat of a tropical country

like India the flower remains naturally fresh and sweet for a

longer timr than any other flower known here. This quality

ill a flower of its beauty and fragrance gives it a unique
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value. During its season of two months and more the culti-

vator is careful and vigilant ( and he ought to be ) to pluck

the flowers in good time for transport elsewhere. Even a slight

delay may spoil or daniage the flowers and cause him loss.

Punctuality and watchfulness on the part of the cultivator are

all important During the rains weedings are essential, though

watering can be dispensed with if the rainfall is sufflcient to

keep up the moisture. The same crop is carried on from

year to year for four or five years ; but at the end of this

period fresh roots are brought in newly from other places or

villages or where they are available in bamboo baskets which

they term Hundees
( ). Our inquiry here shows that the

Shcvanti flowers are also grown in Ghospuri, Khadki and in

the nearest village of Astagaon in Parner Taluka about two

miles from the Sarola railway station. At Akolner, a neigh-

bouring village, the cultivation of roses is specially profitable.

It is necessary for the cultivator to keep up a portion of the

crop in beds the whole year round and for the next to rear

it in other plots of his land and so on. It depends on the

area of land sown with the flowers and the condition of the

crop whether the cultivator can make a regular substantial

profit. At times the variety known as white (large flower ) is

affected with pests. From this crop a cultivator can get ready

cash in his hand from day to day and his whole earnings for

one season may amount to Rs. 50 or even more If the area

covered by the crop does not exceed half an acre, A very

lucrative return indeed. As a rotation crop it has no manurial

valu^ the crop may even exhaust the soil slightly.

As the flower is in great request in important towns

such as Ahmedabad^ Surat, Sholapur, Indore and Bombay,

prices are always comparatively high; the flower has a longer

life than any other flower; it is almost free from any peat,

and any which affects it can be dealt with by spraying. It

follows that the crop is more lucrative than any crop grown
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on land under command of a canal. Labour, watchfulness

and skill on the part of the cultivator are essential. The

working^ of the Mots for the whole year round except the

days of normal rainfall leaves no recreation for the cultivator

or his bullocks. Making liberal allowance for all these, the

crop, if successfully grown and fostered, gives quite a good

margin of profit Rs 100 per acre is a substantial return*

There is nothing speculative or risky. A suiHcienl water

supply for the season must be assured. It is a good thing

to have an orange garden, but still better to have one of

Shevanti flowers.

The area grown with Shevanti flowers is given as far as

it was available from the village papers.

AREA

YEARS ACRES GUNTHAS

1911—12 2 5

1919—

20 0 3

1920—

21 I 27

1921—

22 1 22

1927—28 0 30

1935—

36 0 15

1936—

37 5 32

ORCHARDS ( ORANGES AND LIMES )

THE ORANGE

We must deal with trees regularly cultivated in

orchards separately from other fruit trees. Orangfe, mozam-

bique, J»me. lemon, Vedalimbu, citron, guava, fig,

pomegranate} custardi apple, T^amphal (boirs heart), Chickoo,

plantain, banana, grape, papaw, etc^ ^ are the orchard^ plants

cultivated here to a small or large extent* Of these the

most Important is the orange which gives a handsome -profit

to ^its growers. The orange belongs to the same genus

as lime ( Limbii ), mozambique ( Mosambi ) and lemon,
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though these are all different species. The orange tribe

comprises many varieties—

(

orange ), ( mozambique ) and

vyT^(Ladu) are found here. They all have different tastes, serve

different purposes, and are used on different occasions. Their

rind differs, their pulp differs in colour. The fresh rind of

orange is very oily and the slightest touch outwardly brings

out oil. Here the cultivation of mozambique or Mosarabi

predominates- The area and the number of trees under culti-

vation are comparatively large. From a commercial point of

view its value is admitted and recognised. Its advantages are:

—

( 1 ) The fruit lasts longer in good condition;

( 2 ) Its juice is sweet;

(3) Its flavour differs from that of others.

The preparation of the seedlings of an orange plant is a

very intricate process which requires patience and careful

watching. Jt needs expert knowledge; but no seedlings are

prepared here locally and no attempt is ever made to grow

seedlings. No one here has any experience in preparing

seedlings. They are bought and brought ready for transplanta-

tion from the private nurseries of farmers of Talegaon Dham-

dhere in Sirur Mahal of the Poona District at Rs. 20 to 25

per hundred bound in bundles (Hundis made up of roots and

rootlets of the seedlings covered with earth, etc.) in bullock-

carts. A cart can carry about 1500 Hundis and the journey

to Talegaon and back can easily be performed in four or five days.

Rs. 2^ to 3 per diem is the cart-hire during the fair season.

Rs. 10 is the cart-hire for one trip. With the advent of

motor service the seedlings are now carried by motor bus.

Beds, plots, ridges and channels are made ready before-

hand in that part of the garden which is fully commanded by

the well and assured of a constant supply of water. Cultiva-

tion is undertaken only in gardens, in which there is an un-

failing supply of water in the well. Seedlings are planted

fifteen feet apart in rows in straight lines» say in the month
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of June-July. It takes about four or five years for a seedling

to grow into a tree ready to bear fruit, but the interval is

utilised for raising small crops between ,the rows, such as ground-

nut, chillies, coriander, Bhendi, Gavar, radish and vegetables,

and care is taken that the young orange plant is not smothered

in any way. Except in the rainy season, if the rains are

plentiful, the young plants need watering once in ten days or a

fortnight, and are kept clear of weeds till they arrive at the

stage of yielding truit { i. e. the fittii year after plantation).

The orange tree is in blossom thrice a year, and it needs to be

specially treated for one of the particular Bahars ( blossoming

season). The three seasons known are Hatti-Bahar

( September-October Ambe-Bahar (December-January)

and Mrig-Bahar
( )

(June-July)< During the season,

September-October, though the days grow hot enough to create

some demand for fruit for cooling drinks, the demand is not

very keen. During the December-January season the fruit is in

great demand and is sure to fetch good price because of the

forth-coming hot weather. During the rainy season fruit

growing receives little attention and nobody takes the trouble

to get the fruit from the Mrig- Bahar It is

not in demand. Generally two of the Bahars are selected

according to the convenience of the growers who must see

that during the season there is plenty of water available for

irrigation. Before the orange tree is treated for fruit it is

essential that the irrigation of the whole of the orchard

should be discontinued for nearly two months, that weeds

ate hoed very carefully, that a bed for each plant is dug,

loosened and laid out, that the roots of the plant are

opened out, that the plant is carefully pruned, if necessaty,

and that a top dressing of farm manure is applied. One
iron basket (8 to iO Seers) of manure for a plant is a
moderate estimate^ After these preliminaries are gone through,

the beds are filled with water, and watering is repeated once

in ten or fifteen days so that the trees may put forth
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blossom and in due course bear fruit* A lot of blossom is

lost, a lot of fruit drops, a lot of leaves fall during the

interval, weeds appear and reappear and hoeing must be carried

out regularly and thoroughly and the weeds thoroughly eradi-

cated, Women labourers use their Khurpas for the removal of

vegetation. It is a costly operation, because the women work

in a very leisurely way and the out-turn is not great. A
wage of Annas three to five is paid per labourer* It takes about

three to five months for the fruit to develop and ripen.

Like the apple tree the orange plant is so much weighed down

with a large crop of fruit that its branches are in danger of

being broken or of giving way, unless small pieces of bamboo

or stumps of Shevari plants ( which are even less costly ) are

used as props around the plant* The props are carefully

watched, arranged and rearranged, and extra propsj if needed,

are reciuisilioned; so in this fashion the fall of fruit is minimised.

A single tree should bear from 800 to 1000 oranges at the

age of nine or ten years. Wild animals such as hyenas

deer, foxes, Jackals, pigs, porcupines and bats and birds

such as owls, crows, parrots, etc. are a great nuisance and do

considerable damage to the cropi and a variety of measures

are devised to keep these away. Extra watchmen are engaged

who scare away the beasts and birds, some of them keeping

awake the whole of the night near fires, Explosives are at

times used, though they are costly* Noises are made with the

beating of tin>pots, etc. In spite of all these precautions

there is always some damage done to the crop, although it is

minimised; but nocturnal birds such as owls and bats make

roosts high up on the plants in secluded places, and the

watchmen are unable to scare them away in the pitch dark

nights, A watchman is paid about Rs. 10 to 15 per month. If

a Bhil is available he may accept a lower wage than the

other labourer, but he is usually less careful and trustworthy.

A Bhil*s work is always supposed to be indifferent and
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retained- Something is better than nothing- These watchmen

put up small huts, thatched with grass, straw or leaves- For

the night watch, firewood or fuel is collected. When the crop

for the season is assured and a little before it is ripe, the

grower sells it outright to a fruiterer or middleman or

agent who arranges to transport the fruit to Bombay by raiL

It is a sort of contract, the terms of which may be usually

as followe;-^

(1) The grower binds himself to water the crop for two

months or as long as there is fruit on the trees. The cost of

watering and water distributor ^TT^ITT) is borne by the

grower; it may amount to Ks, to 3^ per diem according

to the season,

( 2 ) A rate is settled at so much per tree, perhaps aboct

Rs, 2.

(3) The grower gets a share of fruit at so much pet

hundred of fruit picked up for his private constimption-

(4^) Watchmen are entertained by the buyer at his cost*

( 5 ) Huts for watchmen are provided by the grower.

The terms may vary according to the wishes of the patties,

but we have quoted the commonest and most usual.

Ttie following is the I'esult of an enunietation made on

the 1 2th November, 1 92S* of the orange and lime trees

( mcluding mozambique trees 1 etc. in the village;

—

No- of

Growers
|

Area of

Land Assessment
No* of

T«‘ees

0. Its.

8 15 25 20-0-0 2200



All these trees have been yielding fruit for some years

past except those of one Dhamane who has grown the orchard

within the last four years and who expects to have a crop of

oranges in the next season. Once an orchard of oranges is

planted and well developed and established, it lasts tor thirty

to thirty-five years, and the grower’s profit is secured if he

does not run short of irrigation water at any time at least when

the trees are especially treated for fruit. It is certainly a good

investment in its way, if properly and reasonably cared for.

For a long period of thirty-five years no ploughing is

necessary, no harrowing is called for and no heavy and rich

manuring is needed for the whole of the plot except the

annual top dressings* This enormoixsly reduces the annual

cost of cultivation or tillage in its primary stages. But hand-

hoeing is a costly operation, and the women labourers are

inefficient workers* Repairs and renewals of hedges must be

att^ded to. In the long run, however, the outlay on the

maintenance of the orchard may be equal to that of the

average of thirty-five years, of ordinary crops. If the grower

is prudent he is certain to plant some hundreds of mango

trees within the interval on all sides of the orange plot# So

the investment is sound. Monetary investment at four per

cent doubles itself at the end of twenty-five years. Deducting

the cost of the upkeep of the orchard and any incidental out-

lay a net profit at Re. I per tree per annum is a v^ry

moderate estimate. There is ample and full work for the

bullocks and servants throughout the whole year and no subsidiary

occupation is required. This is an immense advantage. A
grower is not short of money when the fruit is regularly

marketed. He tries to make money out of the fruit he

reserves for private consumption. His share always exceeds his

actual domestic consumption.

It is expected that ^or part of the first ten years mi
the last five years of the plantation, the trees may not give

1C A



a full yield, i, e. for seven or eight years the produce may

be lower than during the maturity of the trees. Local

consumptiou is very limited, and generally inferior and spoilt

fruit finds a market locally at, say, Anna i apiece or even

less. Twenty years ago the use of oranges was confined to

the well-to-do classes, but now even the humblest of the

people can enjoy the fruit even if they cannot yet afiord the

best quality.

An attempt was made to ascertalr^ when it was that

the cttUivation of oranges was first introduced in the village.

The village papers prior to 1901 were destroyed. It appears

from the records that in 1902 there were 500 orange trees

standing in the gardens. In 1911-12 there were 900 trees

here. It was in 1929 that the number of trees rose to 2300.

Now in June 1936 the plantation of oranges has advanced

considerably.. More than 5000 trees have been planted during

the last three to five years.

THE FRUIT TREES

UAUGons

Like the adjacent villages of the Parner Taluka which

provided a large part of the supply of mangoes ( Amba

)

( Mangfieva Indica ) let the City ot Ahmednagar, Sarola

uoQtains a large number of mango trees* Some of them

are in small topes and groves in the gardens of the

vittagOy and some are found here and there scattered

and isolated in fields and gardens and on the banks of the

NaUas which appear firesh and vigorous. Some of them are

oH end fully grown, noble trees. Most of the mango trees

here have been reared up and fostered by the cultivators

themselves some scores of years ago^ On the 12th Novepiba:

1S28* we arranged to take a count of all the trees in the
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The trees were distributed as under:

—

Occupation or Caste

No.

of

Trees

Marathas.““ Rb. Total includes

1 The Dhamanes (7) 36* 720
* A mango tope of 13

2 The Kadus (6) 35-1 1025 t 2 topes of 10 & 12

3 The Kales (3) 29 320

4 Other Marathas (3) 6 115

5 Mali (1) 3 IS

G Brahmans (2) 20

1

600 t one tope of 15

7 Marvadis (3) 37 § 1040
1

§ one tope of 25

8 Musalmans (2)
n
/ 95

Total (27) 173 3930

The value is estimated approximately. Trees of long

standing and of many branches were appraised at a higher

value. Trees standing in groves were similarly assessed at a

higher value* Most of the trees here are owned jointly by

the members of the Maratha community ( farmers J and they

divide the total yield of fruit in proportion to their ownership

shares. Owners of a few trees^ say two or three, have scarcely

any fruit to spate for sale. The others having topes of mango

trees realise good prices by sale. Prices fluctuatej but it may

be reasonable to estimate the value of the produce at Ks*

5 to 10 per tree. It may be calculated that a sum of Rupees

lODO to 1200 can be recovered from this source for the owners.

It is no doubt a good source of profit annually. It is necessary

to keep watchmen for a period ot up to two to three months at
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the mango topes of importance at a cost of Rs. 8 to 10 per

month. A round sum of Rs. 100 may be put down to meet

the wages of watchmen.

The plantation of new trees has been, of late, very much

neglected for one reason or other. Not only that but no attempt

has been made to substitute plants for any that died or

were blown down. During the last quarter of a century (1905-30)

hardly a dozen trees have been reared and planted, not-

withstanding that many old ones have died in the interval.

The future generation may have to regret the remissness of their

forefathers, the present generation. The plantation of such

trees is to be carried out by one generation in order that the

fruit may be reaped by another generation. It is said that

some of the odd mango trees are more than half a century old.

As in the United States of America there ought to be a sort

of festivity annually in celebration of the Day of Tree

Plantation. The rainfall of Mrig Nakshatra (S. W. Monsoon)

may be an auspicious and seasonable time, but it mainly

depends on the early advent of the monsoon. The village

records prior to 1900-01 were destroyed. We could ascertain

from the village papers for 1901-02 that there were then 200

mango trees in the village; at the time of our enumeration

referred to above (1928) there were only 173 in all. The

reduction may be due to some of them having been blown

or cut down or died. We may certainly affirm that all the

trees now sUtmling are more than thirty-five years old, though we

were assured that most of them are as old as half a century,

if not more. We made a further enquiry in June 1936 and

yftte glad to ascertain that about 125 to 150 mango trees had

been planted during the course of the last three or four years,

the total up to 30Q to 350. The planters take every

care and precaution to see that they thrive very well not-^

vrithatanduig accidents^ otc. etc. Let us wait the result of the

plantations-
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From stones of ripe and rotten mango fruit of the best

variety seedlings are prepared in nursery beds, and are kept

to grow up for a year or so before they are transplanted

in a regular line, if iii large number, along the boundary of

the land or a water channel or along the bank of a stream

in one or two rows as it appears convenient to the

land-owner. As they are planted more than 30 feet apart and

at times on uneven ground, water is carried on the head

in earthem pots to their roots in beds. They need watering

once in ten to fifteen days for three years. Unless the grower

himself does the watering it costs him a quarter Anna per

Ghara per tree. The open and vacant spaces, if any, between

the trees are grown, if possible, with small vegetables, coriander,

ground-nut and other minor crops for five years or more

till the trees are well spread. A mango tree is due to produce

fruit five or six years after it is planted. For half a dozen

years later, the young trees yield a moderate crop and after

nearly a score of years the trees are in their prime. The

raising of seedlings is an easy matter and costs very little.

It is a general complaint of the grower that the work of

plantation is very irksome and annoying on account of the need

tor its being constantly and vigilantly watched ; because during

a part of the hot season when no crops are standing and

none of the growers are present to keep watch and ward,

stray goats, sheep and other cattle are sure to damage or

even completely destroy the young trees though they may be

growing within thorny hedges or circular wicker ware baskets

or cages or other guards. Such damage is immeasurable and

irreparable, and means that the labour and care of years are

wasted. This is we think the real reason why the plantation of

mango trees has been neglected or rather discouraged. This

1$ another instance of the advantagfe of having farm-Houses.

Here many cultivators complain that when all the -surrounding

aud neighbouring fields are without the growing crops
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(like an oabis ) are subject to the constant trespass of stray

cattle. This abuse may cease when more of the neighbours

follow the example of the more active farmers.

The renewal of hedges Is a source of trouble from time

to time. Unfortunately no satisfactory type of hedge, sufficiently

effective, durable and cheap has yet been devised to suit local

conditions.

A yearly pTOgramme of plantation of mango trees should

be framed and carried out as a social or religious duty by the

cultivators here. The work of plantation in large numbers and

on a large area is a commercial speculation.

We need not repeat here that mango trees do not

ordinarily yield so much fruit annually but on alternate

years, and with a poor crop for the last four or five

years owing to the succession of years or seasons of precarious

rainfall in the village* During the season of 1928 (March to

May } the mango trees here bore no blossom and the crop

was poor, not even enough for local consumption* Whenever

the trees bear fruit they yield a return of about Rs. 1000 or

more according to the sufficiency of the rains, A large

number of mangoes is used for domestic consumption and any

available surplus is sold, but those who have topes and groves

are able to offer some of their fruit for sale. In the village

there are five topes of mango trees.

Once a tree is planted and is well grown, no further

expenses or pams are necessary. Not even special watering

is reituired. Some of the trees get water along with the

other irrigated crops from wells,

A tope of mango trees on the bank of the Nalla is

certainly cool* and a convenient spot for a short stay in

a tmt in the tropical heat of the day is very welcome and
pleasant,

Ififo w3d ttmgo trees are found in the jungle here, as

in tha Dangs and Vifestem Ghats where wild mango trees
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grow in abundance in villages, on the banks of rivers and in

valleys, and their fruit is picked up and gathered by Kolis,

Thakurs, Varlis and Bhils.

The villagers nre practical cuhi\atcrs and are neither

speculative nor even enterprising in temperament. The

cultivator is very cautious, though he is said to have plenty

of potential energy and enterprise in reserve.

None of the mangoes here are of the best type such as

Payari, Alphonso or of any know variety, but some of the

trees are said to produce fruit with special relish and flavour,

A few of the trees bear fruit which have a taste locally

called " Shepya Almost every tree has its own special

character* No grafted trees are yet planted here. Nobody has

any knowledge of them,

A mango fruit is used at every stage of its development,

in one way or another, except when it is very small. Raw

mangoes are cut into slices, and they are mixed, cooked, boiled

with bit of Jagri, and all these preparations are known a?

Chatni, Varan, Kadhi and Panhe, etc.

The juice of mango fruit, when ripe, has a good flavour and

taste. It may be thick or thin, sweet or sour. It is eaten

with wheaten cakes or bread. It is delicious. It is made into

what they call Polya (thick cakes); { i* e* the

juice is spread in a plate the size of a cake and dried in

the sun ). Polyas and Vadyas made of the juice mixed with

sugar and heatad and cooked over the Are, last for two or

three months if they are kept free from moisture, and when

they are eaten they have the flavour of a fresh mango when

these are not procurable.’^

Pickles and preserves are

made of the raw mango fruit. The cultivaior*s women folk

would rarely fail to make pickles of the raw mangoes, because

they make use of them on many occasions in place of

vegetables along with other articles of diet for the whole of
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the next year. Green mangoes are cut into halves partially

or are made into slices or pieces with the stones thrown

away, and the cut portions or slices are mixed with powdered

salt, spices such as turmeric, Methee, mustard seed, sweet oil

or nuusiard oil and at times chillies (powdered) for pickles.

For preserve;—Either Jagri or sugar is boiled and made

into syrup, and slices of raw mangoes are boiled together in

a brass pot, and ihe preparation when boiled is kept in clean

pots or jars for future use. This kind of preserve lasts for

some months and is eaten on occasions and as a treat to

guests* Nobody here knows about mangoes in syrup. The

method Of preservatiou of mango pulp is unknown to the

villagers.

During the Great War, the Indian soldiers serving in

foreign lands, either in Flanders or in any part of France,

Africa, Turkey or ^fesopotamia, etc., were supplied with

pickles from India for consumption as they were very fond of

them. Many ladies of rank in India took a lively interest in

the preparation of pickles of a variety suitable for transport.

Green leaves of mango trees are used for house

decorations on auspicious and religious occasions* The dry

leaves serve as manure^

The village is self sufRcient as far as the mangoes are

concerned, though the supply may be supplemented from outside

at limes. Mangoes from other places are brought here very

seldom, unless they are of a better and special type and in

srhal! <iuantitles. Mangoes are rarely sent out to other

villages in large quantities, A commercial spirit regulates the

demand and supply of mangoes. We noticed some owners

picking up fruit on 20th May 1928 and removing them home

for being warmed [^it to hasten the process and

aciiott of ripening. Some had done U already beforehand*

Some will follow suit in a couple of days* As the prices are

not favourable some •trees were still found laden with fruit*
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During our strolls in the jungle here more than a dozen

trees out of a score were seen covered with fruit on 1st

June J928. They were awaiting picking.

A thin long bamboo fastened with a kind of noose at

its end is used in order to pull off mangoes from the

branches This noose or knotted net bag has small pieces of

bamboo or iron inserted in it to break the stalks with a jerk.

It is called a Gudhi (^^)* costs Annas 8 and is always

found with owners of mango trees* If mango fruit is plucked

off the high branches and allowed to fall from a height, it is

sure to get bruised or otherwise damaged. In order to save

the fruit intact a kind of net bag or net sack is held up

by other men just beneath the branches and the fruit is

allowed to drop into it. This is called the ( Zela ) and

it costs As. 8 to 12* It is made of hemp fibre-

The wood of mango trees is sawed into planks or boards

if it is sound, and they are used as shutters for doors? etc

POPAI (CARICA PApAYA^ftqf)

The Popai ( papaw ) plantation is mainly confined to

irrigated land. The tree continues to give fruit for three years

in succession when old plants are removed and the land under

them is cleared up and ploughed. The stumps, stems, leaves

and trunks of the plants are absolutely of no use; the trunk

which is fibrous and hollow is thrown away and burnt* The

crop has no manurial value, either as a rotation crop or like

a leguminous crop, except that as the crop stands for three

years, the soil ts recuperated to a certain extent. The seed of

Popai is easily available, though it is not always of the best

type. No one here makes any special selection of the seed.

A full grown and ripe Popai fruit of oblong shape, good

size and yellow colour locally known as Bakshi (wcfft)

1$, ae a rule, procured, and the seed is taken out and sown

btoadcasti and seedlings are ready after a month or so

U
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They are transplanted in beds at a regular distance of tour feet

or even more; a large open space between plants is purposely

left in order that each individual tree may have sufficient

room for its leaves and roots to spread. The seed of such

a fruit as Baksht which contains only a few seeds is

always chosen as the best for planting; a fruit containing a

l0rge number of seeds must be rejected as of no use for

seed, as it produces round fruit of less value. Gardeners say

that generally a crop grown under the shade of any other

tree or plant does not thrive well and in many cases dies

;

but the Popai plant is an exception and remains unaffected,

not is it in any way damaged, nor is its fruit in any way

spoiled by the thick shade of surrounding trees, creepers,

hedges, etc; because the Popai plant out-grows and out-tops

all surrounding vegetation and undergrowth in a period of

less than one year, or it becomes immune from the shade

cast by other plants. As it grows, it keeps its foliage and

leaves only at the top and its shade is limited and moves

with the sun. A Popai plant grows more than eight feet in a

year, and is loaded with fruit in clusters or bunches just near

the top as we find cocoanuts at the top of the palm tree. There

are many different varieties of Popai plants, and so many
different sorts of seed* The young seedlings have male and

female (sRiffruS:) varieties, but at the first stage or at the time
of transplantation they cannot be distinguished, and are planted

indiscriminately and allowed to grow up together until after

they begin to bear yellowish flowers and fruit, when the

cultivator cuts and destroys the male ones without any fruit.

The crop needs watering in the dry season once in ten days

or a fortnight and also dating the monsoon when the rains

hold off for a tong time, A top dressing of farm manure is

very useful, but it is rarely applied. A plant may yield from
75 to too or more Popais in the course of a year, but much
depends on the cate bestowed on the crop.
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A Popai fruit, when ripe, fetches from to 4 Annas or

more according to its size, colour and flavour. It has a

green skin similar to that of a mango before it is ripe. The

fruit is procurable in the market of Ahmednagar almost

throughout the year although in varying quantities. Fruit-

sellers in Ahmednagar even try to get partially raw fruit and

let them ripen after pulling. By this method, however, the

natural taste and flavour are lost.

The Popai fruit is .sweet to eat and is very digestive.

Its pulp or flesh, like that of a good mango, is thick and

rich and has a nice flavour. The Ayurvedic Vaidyas prescribe

the fruit as a part of the diet for the cure of dyspepsia.

Many patients use it as medicine. The Indian patients are

very fond of the fruit which they or some of them use

daily. When plucked raw off the tree, the fruit is cut into

slices and usedas a vegetable, mixed with salt and chilly powder,

etc. The farmer’s wife here is not very well up in domestic

cookery and can make no use of the fruit for pickles,

preserves and other such preparations ; but as the fruit is

edible and has heavy pulp—either when raw or ripe—it can

be used as food or medicine in its natural condition.

Cultivation of Popai could be considerably extended in lands

under the Godavari and Pravara systems of irrigation, and when

sugarcane growers can conveniently do so in place of sugar-

cane, new fields might be opened for exploitation. The

extension of cultivation under Popai is attainable with less

labour and expense than the growing of sugarcane. Soil for

Popai plantation may be chosen in corners of irrigated lands

in small patches here and there; poor muddy soil even can

grow the plant. The Visapur tank is now in operation and

the plantation of Popai there in small patches and in corners

would be very welcome. Within a radius of six miles of the Visapur

railway station the cultivation of Popai would be very paying

if a market in Bombay, which is easily accessible, is secured.
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It is said that the Popai plant is not a native of India, but

that it has been introduced from foreign lands; we have no

definite evidence. It may be affirmed, however, that the

A>urvedic medical men make Uoe of its fruit, as it is looked

on as a classical plant known in India for many centuries

even before the Christian era.

During our study we have noticed that the cultivator

has taken to increasing the land under the crop, but we cannot

gauge its economic value one way or the other just at present:

whether it would be advantageous to extend cultivation or not;

but certain it is that the crop will be fairly profitable- A
light irrigated soil is what is needed for the plantation. When

once it is planted there is no expense to be incurred for the

next three years, on account of tiUage, seed, harrowing,

watching, etc. ; only punctual watering is required,

Popais of medium size are sold here when they

become ripe at two pice (pies 6} apiece The true type

of Bakshi is not available. They are not for sale in the local

Bazar in large quantities; but a dozen and more Popais ate

daily offered for sale in this or neighbouring villages or at

the railway station-

0TH2R TREES AlND THEIR DISEASES

The important trees in the village are:

—

FRUIT TREES TIMBER AND OTHER TREES

(1) Amba ( Mango

)

(6) Nimb ( Melia Azadi-

(2) Chinch ( Tam^ind

)

reatha )

(3) Bor (Jujubi Tree) (7) Babul (acacia Arabica)

(4) Kavat (Wood Apple) (8) Umbar

{S) lanibhol ( Eugenia (0) Gondhan

lambolana) (10) Bhokar

(U) Pimpal (ar^)
(12) Pimpri

(13) f1
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During our enquiry here many trees were found to be

diseased, eaten or damaged by white ants, to be hollow in

the inside, to have one of the main branches dead or

worm-eaten or otherwise damaged. To cur surprise the

cultivators seemed to pay no attention to this branch of

the agricultural yield or produce of their lands. It can be

described as agricultural produce, because the trees referred to

are fostered and reared in the area of the field and garden

of the cultivator. They receive all the same attention and

care as do the other cultivated crops grown along with them.

They are not here as a natural growth of trees as in a

forest. Mangoes are the only trees that have been planted and

reared in the gardens of the village, they are grown in groves

or topes, but also here and there singly. Many of the Babul

trees are quite hollow in the inside, though some of them may

be more than ten years old. When the core of Ihe stump is

rotten, the tree is of no use either for implements or for any

domestic purpose. It is simply used for firewood. It follows

that so many years* labour and care and the area of the land

occupied are wasted. Is this no loss ? Suppose the fire-wood

of the tree fetched Rs. 3 and the treci if soundj might

probably have fetched Rs, 8 to 12. Is not the cultivator heedless

in allowing the tree to stand so long ? A dead loss ? Out

suggestion to the cultivator is that no such tree should be

suffered to stand on the smallest piece . of arable land whether

dry crop or garden. It should be felled and the ground

cleared. A sound Nimb tree that stands on a piece of land for

twenty-five years or more fetches an extraordinarily high price

because the timber is said to be better in some respects than

teak. Its wood is red or brown, compact, sometimes resembles

mahogany, takes a beautiful polish; is fairly durable and is so

bitter that the white ants and other insects will not touch it.

tt is used for construction. From the fruit oil is extracted.
I

Cattle and goats do not eat the leaves, and little protection is
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required. When the tree endures for twenty-five years or more

and if it has grown straight and high it undoubtedly provides

a valuable timber As regards fruit trees ( such as mango, tama-

tlad, Kavat, Bor and Jambul ) they may be kept on and

maintained, even though they may be hollow in the inside or

any way deformed, provided they continue to bear fruit. If

not, they, too, must be cut down and the land cleared.

Some of the trees bear fruit, but before they ripen they

are full of maggots, insects, etc. None of the cultivators

have devoted the least thought as to why there are maggots

inside. So no idea of remedial measures enters his mind.

It may be observed as a rule with respect to the fruit

trees that the cultivator should have a cavity dug around the

trees, large and deep enough to hold rain water, but not so

deep as to allow the roots to be injured A top-dressing of

farm yard manure may be applied. It may be worth while

to put a small layer of salt at the root oi the tree. In the

local Bazar we get salt for human consumption at a higher

price, but salt for agricultural purposes is procurable in

Bombay at the cheapest possible rate and can be made

available in the local market if the demand is sufficiently

great and remunerative. When the trees are at the stage of

flowering and if it is observed that they have been attacked by

insects^ the best course for the cultivator is to get all the

trees sprayed over* Raw fruit is not so sensitive to worm

as the ripe one. There is no harm if the operation of spraying

is directed to the raw fruit as well. The Bor fruit, when

ripe, is often full of maggots. It is for the cultivator to take

steps to adopt all the remedial measures in time. It is he who

is to bkme if he cannot realise anything from the produce.

With regard to the Kavat, tamarind and Jambul, our

observations and instructions, as detailed above, hold good*

The trees get damaged, diseased and deformed during

Uwir growilt. Is there any remedy for this? We have gone
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through a long list of bulletins prepared by the Agricultural

Department for the last twenty years, but we are sorry to

state that the subject does not appear to have attracted

their attention. As far as we know iio bulletin is available

on the subject. No research has yet been made to oui

knowledge. The first thing is that ant-hills near the trees

should be eradicated. The formations of new ant-hills should

be watched. Some weevils infect the trees, but as soon as

it is noticed they should be cleared off. Ants and beetles hang

about trees, and it must be a business to waid off all of them.

The surroundings of the trees should be perfectly clean, and

rotton things lying about should be collected and consigned to

fire. Mark that the trees have not been developing signs of

degeneration or deterioration even after so much care and

precaution, Tt is better to remove a hopeless tree than suffer

it to grow any longer, notwithstanding the cost incurred*

We have advocated spraying as a remedy for insects and

tree diseases* But what is it ? In America, too, once, the

farmers did not know how to combat these infestations and

sat idly by to see their once splendid orchards deteriorating, so

much so that it afforded the farmer not even enough fruit

for his own use; but they have found that by spraying

their trees in the spring and summer they can rid their fruit

of these pests* No general calendar of spraying for all villages

can be attempted but a general idea can be given.

Such chemicals as (l) arsenate of lead, (2) lime sulphur

and (3) Bordeaux mixture are the most common sprays used

for the purpose.

The chemicals are poisonous and their use must be made

with the greatest care and vigilance. Poisons to be effective

should be sprayed with good sprayers. To apply these

sprays
^
successfully a spraying pump capable of producing

at least ISO pounds pressure is required. Even in a rich

country like America, many farmers, who only have a few
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trees, do not feel justified in investing money in such a pump,

but often this is adjusted by several neighbouring farmers

purchasing together such a pump for use. In this way many

farmers can all have an opportunity of using the pump at

comparatively less expense. The Co-operative Societies, Agri-

cultural Associations or the Village Panchayats can take

interest in matters like this* In the Bombay Presidency a

general demand for spray parties may be satisfied by the District

Local Boards under the supervision of the Agricultural Depart-

ment* Every District Local Board should have a party of

men trained in the use of sprays. The party may have a

regular programme of tour. They must take one village after

another. The charge for the party and the chemicals

should be very moderate. Exemptions may be^granted at the

recommendations of the Taluka Local Boards- But when such

parties are not organised, nor is there any probability that

betore long any may be entertained, the cultivator must be

enabled to make use of the sprays, so to stand on his own legs.

Sprayers, either bucket type or those which are easily carried

on the back, are becoming more and more essential for spraying

insecticides or fungicides in various crops like grapes, potatoesj

etc. Sprayers are available for sale at present from Rs- 25

to 100 from Mr* H, V. Gore, Nasik and Messrs K B* Joshi

and Co., Bombay.

Various chemical preparations have been devised for keep-

ing off insects. A lew simple formula for the use of the

cultivator are mentioned below

"

( 1 ) KEROSENE SOLUTION

Mix two Chattaks of hard soap or soft soap in half a

galtoE Seers) of boiling water. Stir tin the soap is well

dissolved. Then add at once one gallon of kerosene oiL

Chum the mixture vigorously till it becomes cream. This

forms a stock solution. For use add eight parts of water to

one part of this solution*
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( 2 ) COPPER SULPHATE SOLUTION

Take two Chattaks of copper sulphate which may be had

in any Bazar. Dissolve in half a gallon (2^ Seers) of boiling

water. Add two gallons of cold water for use.

{ 3 ) TOBACCO WATER

Boil four C'natiaVs of dried tobacco xU half a gallon of water

for half an hour Dissolve in this one Chattak of hard soap*

^dd three gallons of cold water foi use

The three prescriptions referred to are for any common

cultivator who chooses to make use of them. We have

already said that care and proper precautions must be taken

by the cultivator ccncerned. Instead of any pump a common

syringe, such as a tube of bamboo or zinc, or such as is used by

boys at the Hindu Rang Panchami festival, may be conveniently

utilised. Either of them is very cheap. The Public Works

Department, the Local Boards and Municipalities now apply

dammar to the trunks of road-side trees about one foot to one

and a half from the ground level in order to prevent white ants

and other insects from destroying the tree; but despite its

efficacy the method is inadequate, in that no care is taken of the

roots under the trees which are more oftener than not affected.

Trees growing in a garden or a held are under the constant

supervision and observation of the owner, who, as soon as his

attention is drawn to any injury to a tree, must see to it

that no more damage results. Next to sprays we come to the

matter of pruning the trees, By pruning we mean cutting

out the excessive woody growth of the trees, so that all the

plant food can go to nourish the fruit. Trees win produce

extra branches, if they are left untouched; they will continue

to produce too long branches, and in this way the plant food

may be reduced so that the plant itself may die. Pruning is

very essential, but it must he carried out prudently. Generally

the trees should be pruned while young; the smaller the jbranches

11 A
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are when pruned the less the harm done. It may distribute the

plant food in proportion and give tone to the tree. Dead

branches of the trees including the twigs, etc. may be pruned

nicely » Be it borne in mind that in the operation of pruning

the top of the trees can be kept in balance with other

branches and the system of the stump or trunk. Babul trees

not only need to be pruned but they may be lopped of their

secondary branches. It is true that in the village there are

no farmers who are experts in the art of pruning. In India

or at least in the Deccan no pruning was ever undertaken by

any private owner, but experience and long experience will

prove that pruning is very easy and can be carried out by

any careful cultivator. The sge at which pruning should be

commenced and the amount to be pruned depend on the

rapidity and vigour of the growth. It is a bad practice to

prune a tree by hacking off the branch it ts wished to

remove at six inches or a foot from the stem, leaving a

jagged unsightly stump. These snag«5 rot and bring about the

quick decay of the tree^ All this can be avoided by using

the saw instead of the axe and by cutting off the branches

smoothly Hush with the steirf. Such wounds soon heal and

become covered with bark. Pruning could be done with an

aato even, if sufficient care were taken, but note that this care

ts never taken and so it is imperative that no axe should be

used. We would recommend tools and implements for pruning,

etc. of trees: *-( 1 ) Khurpa, ( 2 ) scythe, { 3 ) pruning knives^

( 4 ) pruning shear, ( 5 ) a tree pruner, ( 6 ) a branch pruner,

{ 7 ) Indian saws, ( 8 ) pruning chisels, ( 9 ) wooden mallets,

( 10 ) axe.

An Indian cultivator keeps implements of agriculture as

apectiied, but these never included anything for pruning. It is

not necessary that all of them should be available, but some

of them are absolutely essential Such are pruning Icnives,

etC:. Others may be tried by and by.
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There is one more point which we must refer to and

stress. It is during heavy rains that the roots of large trees

are left open or exposed on account of its upper layer of

soil having been v/ashed away. The cultivator must try to

put a quantity of earth to cover the roots and rootlets before

any herdsman uses his axe on them. They nourish the

plant, and if they are left exposed, they may be injured or

damaged and the amount of nourishment curtailed. The roots

should remain embedded in the ground intact in their natural

state. Slone masonry work should never be constructed round

a tree, unless it is needed badly for the purpose of shade.

The cultivator who makes an attempt to rear a tree so

carefully is certa'n to have fruit, pods, branches and the

usufruct developed, fully developed, so much so to realise

a good return without jjny extra tax or cess-

Except the mango for which there is a demand in the

market all other fruit ti'ces bear fruit which is consumed

locally even by cowherds.

Most of the trees referred to give dense and good shade

and make the atmosphere cool when the sun is very hot

(106“ F. temperature). These trees give shelter to the cultivators

and their cattle and humidify their immediate surroundings.

CONDIMENTS AND SPICES

The Indians, specially the Hindus, are very fond of

spices and condiments. The available vegetables) when served

cooked, are tasteless and unpalatable unless such flavouring

and seasoning ingredients are added. In Sarola the people

make use of chillies, turmeric, coriander seed, leaves of green

coriander, cumin seed, garlic, onions and mustard.

These must be considered as an essential element in their

every day diet. Practically none of the important spices and

condiments such as cardamom, ginger, black pepper, turmeric^
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cloves, cinnamon and cumin are grown here. The local

grocers get them from Ahmednagar, The cultivators sow some

of the condiments, viz., chillies, garlic, coriander, tamarind,

fennel, mustard and fenugreek. Apart from chillies, only

very small pieces of land are devoted to the cultivation of

these crops, which is not developed because consumption is

confined to the village itself.

We have dealt with those grown here under either Irri-

gation dr Crops.

On special occasions the housewives make use of all

sorts of condiments and spices. There are tamarind trees in

the iungle and a large Quantity of tamarind fruit or pod is

gathered and stored by the women at the proper season.

We have picked out the figures of area sown with chillies,

onions, coriander and garlic, and they are noted on page 173.

The information for some years was not procurable. The

figures are not very accurate, but they may indicate the

trend of cultivation here. Of these crops the chilly is

the important one, as it is used with every kind of vegetable.

The cultivated area under it varies from year to year. The

crop depends upon many factors, chiefly the early rains of

the monsoon* It is one of the money crops. So the area

sown depends on seasonal conditions and the prospects as

regards demand and market prices. The other crops, save

onion, are mostly cultivated in very small plots of land and

below the limit of area to be recorded in the crop registers

under the rules*

A cultivator with irrigation will rarely fail to grow some

coriander. It is the easiest and the earliest of all crops. The

raising of the garlic crop is rather tedious and laborious*

Within the last dozen years the crop of chillies sown is

aboni as much as is required for local consumption* A great

amount of cbiUiea is transported by railway from other

tl&ages to Ahixiediuigar^
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CONDIMENTS AND SPICES

Year*
j

Condiments and Spices

Chillies

A G WuM Coriander 1

AG
Garlic

A G

1901-02 13- 9 5

1904-05 9-22 3-35 1- 7

1909-10 32- 5 10-22

1911-12 14-27 3- 5 0- 1

1913-14 7-15 0-24

1914-15 15-13 0- 2 0-13

1918-19 14- 1 0— 6 0- 2 0-22
1919-20 10-22 1- 7 0-18

1920-21 7-10 2-17 0- 1 0- 1

1921-22 8- 0 3- 9 0- 2

1923-24 9- 2 0-17

1924-25 12-36 0- 2

1925-26 35-15

1926-27 11-36 0- 3 0-12

1927-28 15-25
j

1-24 0-30

1928-29 12-36 3-39 0-14 0-20

1929-30 22-22 3-30

1930-31 18-22 • 1-39 0rl2

1931-32 20-10 2-11 S-27

1932-33 14- 5 0-13 0-16

1933-34 12-27 2-19 0-15

1934-35 8-31 4- 2 0-21

1935-36
1 19- 8 0-10

1936-37 1-20 0-32

* Records for the years 1902-04, 1905-09, 1910-11, 19ia-13» 1915-lS, 1922*25
were not available,

t Coriander Is ofteit cultivated thrice or even four times during the
course of a season; but its area being insignificant is generally neglected
to be recorded.
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THE KADHI-NIMB

During our rambles in the jungle here we met with some

plants or rather trees which are locally called Kadhi-Nimb

( Curry Leaf, Murraya Keenigii ) and which must not be

confounded witn Kadu-Nimb ( iMelia Azadiiachta ) commonly

found all over the Deccan. They are easily distinguishable; the

leaves of the latter are quite bitter and are not edible, while the

green leaves of the former have a peculiar smell which attracts

anybody when he happens to approach any one of them; he

is pleased to inhale the scented atmosphere of the surround-

ings. The leaves are mi\ed with Kadhi as spices and give it

a good flavour; they are similarly mixed with Fodaniche Varan,

and Chatni ( e, bruised dry chillies, etc. ) is prepared from

its leaves mixed with chillies and salt well powdered and crushed

together. The leaves are used in other ways by the women

folk and they do not lose their fragrance for some days,

•Here the Kadhi-Nimb tree*? -»re cultivated on the edges of

water channels in the gardens and serve as a hedge. So no

sepal ate plot of land is allotted for the plantation, nor is any

extra labour or water is needed. Seed for plantation is obtained

from the fruit of the tree; the fruit is as small as that of a

small jujubi tree and it assumes the same colour as the jujubi

fruit at different stages before it ripes; the ripe fruit of

the one can only be distinguished from the other by minute

inspection. The taste differs from that of the jujubi. The

fruit is not used for eating. The tree grows ten feet and

more in height and has hrauches with deep green leaves just

like the Kadu-Nimb { Compound Leaf ).

The cultivator's wife cannot make frequent use of the

Curry Leaf for Kadhi ps she is always short of butter-milk or

curds* She cannot get the leaves without specially visiting

the gardeits where they are grown. The tree has no economic

value- The leaves are not sold here* But in the city market
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of Ahmednagar there is a demand for them. It does not make

a good timber, but it may serve for rough rafters for huts,

coW'Sheds, etc. It is not good for firewood or fuel* But in

small villages the tree is rare; in villages in the Dangs

and Konkan the tree is grown in the court-yards or compounds

of houses. On the village site, the tree thrives well if water

is available. When once planted it continues for many years

—ten years.

We would advise some of the garden cultivators here to

try the Kadhi-Nimb trees in their gardens along the water

courses in their lands as hedges. It is a kind of spice and

should be encouraged.



CHAPTER 4

CATTLE

'»<>#»

BULLOCKS

We give the census figures for bullocks in this village

for the years for which they are available. In the Bombay

Presidency the census of cattle takes place quiiuiuennially in

the rural areas under Government supervision. The results

for the two last decades are;

—

Year !No. of bullocks

1915—16 483

1919—20 348

1920 334

1924—25 414

1929—30 424

1 934—35 461

(1928—29) (389)

Though the latest total ( 1934-35 ) falls short by 22 of

that of 191S--16, the reduction is small. For all practical

purposes we may take them as eq^l. The last figures against

1928-29 are the results of the enumeration we made on the

basis p! a house to house enquiry.

Sarola is purely an agricultural village, and it has, from

time immemorial} had to depend solely on bullock power for

ggriculturai operations/
* BoUctlca ftta ordiiwily used in pairs both for vehicles and

field I work.
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An oil engine has recently been set up in a farm to

pump water from a well for irrigation. Apart from this no

mechanical power has been used for agriculture work. Two
oil engines have been stalled for milling purposes^

Bullocks are usually engaged in agricultural operations, but

a few are occasionally used for Don-agricultural purposes. For

agricultural purposes bullocks are used in pairs or yokes,

A single bullock is used only by the oilman for his oil mill

(^Tfun*) and for a small passenger cart or Tonga. Some

cultivators have no pairs of bullocks of their own. A few

cultivators and others possess one or an odd number of

bullocks. A comparative table follows showing the number of

Cultivators with pairs of bullocks and odd bullocks:

—

No. of
1

culU-
I

vatyT-s

No.
of

bullocks

No. of

culti-

vatois

No
of

bullocks

1928-29 1934-53

One bullock 4 4 4 4

One pair of bullocks 42 84 51 102

Three bullocks 5 15 12 36

Two pa^rs of bullocks 42 ' 168 38 152

Five bullocks 1 5 5 25
1

Three pairs of bullocks G 36 9 54

Seven bullocks G 0 0 0

Four pairs of buDocks 3 24 7 56

Nine bullocks 0 0 0

Five paiis of bullocks 10 2 20

Six pairs of bullocks 2 24 i 12

Total 106 370 129 461

12
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Nine cultivator families had no bullocks of their own.

None of the labourers have any bullocks. Bullocks are

owned by six of the Mahar families. The details of non-

agiiculturists’ bullocks are;

—

( a) Marvmdis ( 3 ).. 7

( b ) Barber ( 1 ) 2

(c) Oilman ( 1 ) 2

( d ) Vaciars ( 2 ) 6

{ e ) Carpenter ( 1 ) 2

Total 19

These are included in the census of the villa&e-

It is the popular view that the possession of less than two

pairs or two yokes of bullocks is of no real practical utility.

The plough or the wdl needs at least two pairs of bullocks;

the employment of a smaller number is not effective and

may be termed uneconomic and wasteful. An owner of one

yoke of bullocks plies for hire if he owns or can hire a cart,

Bui here there is no regular steady demand for hired carts.

There are thus 142 odd bullocks whose services are probably

not fully and effectively utilised, although a certain propor*

tion is needed as a reserve, when some are sick or

being rested. These constitute 30‘8 per cent of the whole.

It may be interesting to describe how the owners of less

than two pairs of bullocks make use of them. Suppose A
and B have each one bullock and C has one pair. All these

worked together make up two pairs. C makes use of their

labour for eight days, B for four days and A similarly in hie

0^ turn. Aj$ to the feed of these two pairs, the cultivator

who takes their labour and work feeds them together at noon.

For tlte night their respective owners feed them. It is a sort

ol co-operative artangemeot* The utilisation of odd bullocks

in this is very occasbnal and rare. Another point Is
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that the feed of such odd bullocks is usually poor. Whereas

most of the bullocks in pairs used continuously get good and

substantial feed— such as lucerne and green fodder { Khondya,

Kadval, etc.), oilcakes and grain.

A complement of 500 working bullocks would be fully

adequate for the village as a whole. Bullock power thus

accumulated and concentrated may open up new spheres of

activity- The maintenance charges of a pair of bullocks

depend on the amount of grass, Kadbi, etc. which the culti-

vator can raise on his land, A majority of the cultivators

generally sell Jowari straw ( Kadbi ) in order to meet their

land revenue assessment, keeping sufficient for fodder for three

to four months. Sometimes the cultivator has to sell his

Jowari produce (grain). It is true that the cultivator is not,

in a normal year and in the ordinary course, required to

incur any expenses ( in hard cash ) on the maintenance of his

cattle; but it may be worth while to make an estimate of the

real costs involved in the different seasons-

(1) The crop season (November to April—six months);

(2) The rainy season (July to October--four months);

(3) The other season (May and June—two months).

During the crop season Kadbi is cheap, and Annas seven

to eight is a fair daily charge for a pair of bullocks. During

the rainy season, when grass is plentiful, Annas four may be

taken as the cost per diem* The pinch comes in the third

season when Annas ten to twelve may be required per day

per pair of bullocks. Thus the total cost of maintenance of

a pair of bullocks works out at Rs. 130 to 175 a year

exclusive of the cost of lucerne grass and concentrates—such as

oil cake* A few of the cultivators having ready cash in their

pockets adopt different systems for the cultivation of their

land (dry) and for securing the crops. They employ hired

labour (bullochs, men and women) to get their lands made

ready for sowing and for harrowing, weeding etc. They get
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their crops reaped, harvested, threshed and winnowed by hired

labour. In this fashion they avoid the capital cost and the

maintenance of bullocks, implements and tools. Another method

is to purchase two pairs of bullocks at the beginning of the

season, work them at ploughing, sowing, drilling, harrowing

and then dispose of them in the Bazar when the need for

their services is over. Generally the bullocks are kept in this

way for a period uf four to five months-

Government have made notes to ascertain and record the

ruling price of plough bullock from month to month at all

Taluka Head Quarters. In some cases the prices fluctuate

from month to month, but in most cases they are stationary

for months together depending on the demand. A statement

of the ruling prices from month to month would be tedious

reading; we are aware that keen students of economy have

based interesting conclusion on such full data. However, we

give the price of a plough bullock ruling for the months of

May and November of the years 1905-1936.

Year
1 Pricss ill Rs,

Year
Prices in Rs,

j

May Nov. May Nov-

1905

1

2s 20 1921

1

30 30
1906 25 25 1922 30 30
1907 30 30 1923 30 32
1903 30 27i 1924 30 32

30 30 1925 32 52
1910 30 30 1926 32 45
1911 30 ‘ 30 1927 40 40
1912 27 1 27 1928 50 50
1915 20 25 1929 50 40
T9H 25 25 1930

1
35 35

1915 25 40 193]
1

30 40
1915 40

i

45 1932 ' 32i- 30
1917 45 1 50 1933

i

35 25
1913 50 I 20 1934 25 25
1919 30

[
50 1935

1 25 30
1920 ao 1 30

1

1936
1

28 12
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No Simple conclusions can be drawn from these records.

It may be pointed out that prices over long periods vary

with the general level of prices, i, e,, the purchasing power of

money; over shorter periods on account of the great variations

in the cattle population and the supply of bullocks due to

cycles of good or bad seasons ; and from year to year on

account of seasonal conditions and local prices of produce, and

hence on the strength of the demand based on the immediate

money resources of the cultivators. A plough bullock is com-

monly a poor ordinary bullock. A bullock of good breed and

of a better type fetches more than double the price of the

common bullock. It may be observed that the level of prices

in November is higher than in May; because the bullocks

by the month of November improve considerably on green

grass and new crops, etc. raised during the recent monsoon;

whereas bullocks offered for sale in May are lean, emaciated

and neglected and fodder is expensive. In some few cases it

is true that the cultivator is pressed to sell them owing to

exigencies of circumstances, e* g-, payment of land revenue,

marriage ceremony, money lenders’ debt, etc. Owing to famine

conditions in the Deccan the prices may go as low as from Es,

20 to 12 ( vide years 1905, 1918, 1920, 1936 ) per bullock*

An analysis of the figures in groups of years is of little value,

because the purchasing power ot money varies greatly over

long periods.

CASUALTIES AMONG WORKING CATTLE

For the cultivator the death of one of hit working

bullocks is a misfortune, At the height of the working season

it is nothing less than a calamity.

We could not find any authoritative information as to

how many bullocks die a natural death and at what age in

the rural areas of the Deccan and Khandesh.

Even books on village economics are silent on this point*

The Royal Commission on Agriculture has made an elaborate
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enquiry on various aspects of agricultural problems, but this

point which vitally affects the agriculturists’ life has been

overlooked.

After consultations with many cultivators we have come

to the conclusion that the annual death rate among bullocks

may be about five or six per cent. This is based on the

experience of the cultivators that a bullock here has a life of

fifteen to eighteen years* The local bullocks are not of any

special good breed, and the circumstances of the village make

it impossible that they should be well fed throughout the

dilFerent seasons from year to year-

On this basis the death rate would be the total number

of bullocks—say 461—divided by twelve to fifteen, i. e, their

average working age, or about 40 to 30*

The following notes give the results of our enquiries as

to the way in which the cultivators deal with, maintain arfd

manage their stock of cattle.

(1) A large proportion do not keep and maintain the

same set of bullocks throughout their life, but season after

season, buy, sell or exchange them in the o^n markets or

privately.

(2) A few work their bullocks continuously, and only

dispose of them shortly before they cease to be serviceable.
0

(3) Well or garden cultivation needs a team of strong

young bullocks—say from four to eight years old—throughout

the year for different operations. In this case the cultivator

usually brings into use young stock which he has bred and

reared from his own herd, and disposes of the superannuated

bullocks when they have been worked for four to six years,

(4) A farmer of means buys a young bullock, say, foin:

years old, maintains h in good condition and in full work for

a period of two to five years and then sells it at a profit.

(5) Few cultivators who have kept the same set of bullocks

continuously and lose any of their worn out bullocks
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have saved anything in the nature of a depreciation fund

or any other source to fall back on>

They must manage to get a substitute in exchange for

young stock or purchase one with borrowed money.

(6) For the poorer cullivatcr who is not in a positioii

to take advantage of any these ways the loss of a bullock

is a very serious calamity.

As a rule the cultivators are shrewd enough managers

to avoid burdening themselves with inefficient work cattle, and

try to get rid of their bullocks as soon as they show signs

of falling off.

Any serious shortage of rainfall means starvation or semi-

starvation for the cattle.

Dry COW'S, calves and heifers are the first sufferers. Most

of them are sold to butchers or dealers as soon as all hope

of rain has been given up, followed by bullocks, good cows

and other healthy stock.

In 1920 after the famine of 1918“19i a special cattle

census was taken. It was found that a large majority had

been sold, a small proportion transported Lo distant grazing

grounds, and m&ny had died, The proportion which had been

kept in their own villages and survived was not very large.

It is found to be the best policy, under stress of famine,

to sell the live stock at the initial stages for whatever can

be realised. Some of ihe cultivators arrange to send some of

their cattle to the nearest Pinjrapol ( charitable home or

hospital for cattle).

With the advent of the next monsoon, bullocks can be

bought in distant maikeis and brought home for agricultural

operations, and thfe is said to be in the long run the most

eoonemteal policy, even although vety hi^h prices have to be

paid.
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The cattle have to be sold for next to nothing. Some

say that at times when famine conditions are well advanced

the prices obtained are less than could be got by tbe sale of

the hideSk

At such times lots of cat tie are purchased wholesale,

the usual procedure ol celling each animal by a separate

bargain is not followed.

Most of the famine-stricken cattle from the Deccan

are driven ofF» in large herds of perhaps four to seven

hundred heads, to Bombay by road in charge of the dealers'

men. On their way to Bombay they graze on such scanty

herbage as can be met with on the road-side, and the men

in charge arrange to purchase and distribute any Kadbi or

grass available on the way.

They can only get water for drinking at long distances.

COWS, BUFFALOES AND THEIR CALVES

The cattle census in the Bombay Presidency takes place

quinquennially. We give figures for the years for which they

are available:

—

Year Cows Calves Buffaloes Calves

1

1915-16 284 350
1

36

1919-20 135 155 33 14

1920* 199 174 22 21

192^25 230 271 18 16

1929-30 347 293 25 22

mi-is 375 208 51 32

* 5peR{a!i Cdii«at under Govetat&ent orders.
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The figures that are available do not make any distinction

between milch and dry cattle. So we have to make a

reference to the special census in August 1928, which we

arranged, and the resutt acccrdmg to cur enumeration is;

—

Cows
1

Calves
1

Buffaloes

Calves
milch dry total total

99 271 249
1

6 10 16 5

The last census ot t934“-35 shows an increase except in

calvss. From the figures it will be seen that the number of

buffaloes fluctuates more than that of cows. The reison is

obvious. The buffaloes are useful only for providing railkj as

male buffaloes are not used tor draught purposes, while the

cows are required not only for milk but to maintain the supply

of bullocks as work cattle. Therefore in bad years or cycles

when fodder is deficient and numbers must be reduced, the

buffaloes are allowed to go first. Apart from this, cows’ milk

is preferred on the score of quality, and buffaloes are only

kept because they give a greater quantity.

The importance of the cow in Hindu religion is easily

understood when it is realised that cattle are the driving

power of the agricultural system and, therefore, the foundation

of the whole economic and social structure of their society.

Every Hindu desires to possess a cow from religious as

well as economic motives, i. e„ for the ghee and other products

and preparations, milk, curds, buttermilk, butter. One hundred

and thirty-eight families in the whole village had 375 cows

and rest had none. To have an assured supply of milk

continuously for years together it is necessary and economic

to keep more than three cows at a time all along; at times

even owners of three cows may have to go without milk for

months. In this village there were forty-nine families who

Jpwned three or more cows, of whom seven families kept half

A
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a dozen cows- Four Maratha families kept 10, 13, 14* and 15

cows. So they could have three milch cows at a time

simultaneously and could be said to have a sufficient supply of

milk and its products to provide a fully adequate diet for the

znembers of these families. It follows that the majority of the

population had not the means to provide for the optimum of

nutrition. It is gratifying to note that the number of cows

in 1934-35 was a record. According to our census 39 per cent

of the cows are milk giving during the period of lactation and

others are dry» She-buffaloes have increased and it may safely

be inferred that the milk supply has been, of late, augmented.

When there is a shortage of cows* milk children are fed

on goats’ milk, but some poor children get no milk at all for

long periods. Some of the women folk manage to sell

sparingly some portion of their milk owing to economic stress.

The cow is again useful and serviceable as an animal for

the supply of future bullocks and cows for the cultivators.

It is evident that the number of calves has gone down; it

does not approach the number of cows ( 375 ). No full

explanation was forthcoming.

The cow reared here is not of a good or valuable breed

but of a very poor type. No stud bull is maintained and

hardly any one arranges to have his cow served by a stud

or pedigree bull from outside*

We give a table below showing the number of young

stock and comparing their values.

1928-29 1934-35

Fs. 1 Fs.
83X12 996 69X10 = 690
83X8 664 69 X 6 “ +14
83X4 * 332

i
70 X 3 , sss 210

249 1992 208 1314
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They include both heifers and bull calves up to

three years of age. The young stock becomes serviceable at

three years or over, depending on their health and strength

when heifers are u^ful as cows aod calves as young bullocks.

We may allow 10 per cent for casualties amongst calves

during the period of three years- Along with the falling of

prices of other commodities there has been a fall in the price

of all cattle; but we have no statistics. We may estimate

the total value of young stock at Rs. 1200 at the outside.

There is a fall in the price of cows and we may calculate it

at Rs. 15 to 35 per cow ( 375 X 20== 7500). A rough liberal

estimate may be pitched as high as Rs. 10,000 in round

figures.

The she-bufFalo is generally kepi for her milk and ghee

by individuals who are rather well off or who are professional

milkmen (’Roj)’). It is an augury of good times that fifty-one

she-buJfaloes were found in the village in 1934-35. Even

a Mahar had two she-bufFaloes* This implies an improvement

in diet, for some, at least, ot the villagers. The buffaloes

here are not of any known good breed, and their value tnay

be put at present prices at Rs* 40 to 80 (51 X 60 ^ 3060 ) and

that of their calves at Rs. 10 to 20 ( 32 X 15 = 480 ). So

Rs, 3400 to 3600 may be taken as their total value in round

figures.

Though prices have gone down recently all over the

continent of India, there has been a record increase in

numbers during the two last decades ( 1915—36 ) which is due

mainly to a recent succession of good years (1929-30 onwards)*

SHEEP AND GOATS

The herding of sheep and goats used to be a nomadic

.occupation in India. Mere in this village sheep and goats are

)kept permanently. We give census figures for the period for

^toWch they are available:

—
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Years

I

Sheep Goats Total

1915—16 351 329 680
1919—20 '

122 153 275
1920 (Special) 153 254 407
1924—25 515 '

572
1

U17
1929—30 300 280 580
1934—35 130 254 384
1928* 301 449 750

bheep and goats are very useful to the cultivators. Both

supply valuable manure for their irrigated lands Goats provide

milk for their children. Sheep give wool twice a ^ear and

it is spun and woven into fabrics, such as coarse blankets

which provide a bed and a cover for the cultivators, their

women folk and children. These Kanablis and Ghongadis

are the only woollen clothes they have to keep themselves

warm in winter and sometimes during the rainy season- Apart

from these blankets they do not wear any woollen clothing.

Warm and more costly imported blankets of mi>ed wool

and cotton ( Italian ) ate almost unknown here. They are

looked on as expensive luxuries. On very cold days they have

to make fires to keep themselves warm.

The census figures show that the number of sheep and

goats fluctuates greatly. Why is this ? Sheep and goats multiply

very rapidly and the leading cultivators take a keen and

lively interest m breeding. Within a period of two to three

years they are doubled or trebled. After a period of nearly

three years the herds of sheep and goats become unmanageable

and the owners have no choice but to dispose of them by
scores or hundreds in one or two transactions with dealers.

In the long run, the tending of sheep $uad goats is a paying

concetUr The village has hills, valleys, Nallaa, hedges and

afford grass,, shrubs and twigs, etc,

* are t&e rsaulls of oar speciat lxicm$e to inquiry.
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for browsing for about nine to ten months of the year. For

one or two months they are driven to villages on a river with

water flowing, if the wells of Sarola have failed to supply

sufficient potable water fox drinking; otnerwise they feed on

Babul twigs, pods, etc. on lands on which they are penned.

So any such migration is now only necessary to enable sheep

to get good water for drinking. The selling prices have now

fallen considerably.

Year
!

Sheep Goat
1

Sheep Goats

Rs. Rs. Rs. Rs.

1928 6 10 301 X 6=1806 449 X 10=4490

1936 4
1

7 '2S4X 7=1778
[

The herding of sheep and goats is a remanerative occu-

pation here. Within a period of two years or less the value

of the flock can easily be doubled. In this village in 1928-/19

there were four herdsmen, of whom two disposed of their

stock, stopped breeding and invested the sale proceeds in other

ways. Now there are only two carrying on this business of

herdkig and breeding. Many of the cultivators keep two or

more goats for milking. About five cultivators have a score or

more of goats alone.

It is said that the breeding of goats alone is easier and

simpler than that of sheep only. Goats always realise good

prices and are not so susceptible to disease as the sheep.

Also a goat skin is sold for a bit more than a sheep skm.

Generally rams and he-goats are restricted and limited to a

certain number. Any surplus of rams and he-goats -is elimi-

nated from time to time.

,
^

With regard to wool we have referred to it in the

^ section regarding Dhangars or shepherds*
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Here there are no breeding rams ( stud

)

or he-goats.

We did not notice any fighting rams here.

Bones and horns are taken away by Mahars. Except the

vegetarian castes all resideiitd heie use the flesh of sheep and

goats occasionally. It is urged that it is more costly to use

meat than cereals and pulses. We were not able to ascertain

for comparison the cost in either case. The cultivators

( Marathas, etc.) admit that meat is more nutritious than their

ordinary diet, but it is beyond their means. Some purchase

small amounts of meat when a sheep or goat is slaughtered

by the Mulana. Again they have to incur the extra cost of

condiments and oil { Kardi It is said that the poorer

labourers and others cannot have the luxury of meat for

years together. Their diet is not sufficiently nutritious and

this afifects their health, Major-General Sir John Megaw,

Ex-Director-General of the Indian Service has pointed out that,

**
it is the quality of the diet that is at fault rather than the

quantity.”

It is a good sign of the times that the Government of

India are contemplating the establishment of a Nutritional

Advisory Board whose purpose would be to advise Govern-

ment on the basis of information already available*

HOBSES AND PONIES

When we made our enumeration we found only nine

ponies m the village, six belonging to agriculturists, the rest

to three other villagers*^

The ponies aro smalt (9 to 11 hands*) and of very poor

The cultivators use their ponies for riding^ to their

fields or gardens, or to adjoining villages, or for harnessing

in Tongas. They ate also used on the occasion of Hindu

martiagu ceremonies when it Is, according to traditional custom,

essential tor the bridegroom to ride in the marriage procession.

Ha]»d»4 iaehea*
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In this area horses or ponies of a heavy powerful type

suitable for use in ploughing or other agricultural operations

ate not bred and the local ponies aie never used for this purpose^

Since theie is a railway station vhe village and tae

railway and motor services provide quick and easy commutiica*

tion with the market town of Ahmednagar and other more

distant places, it is not now worth while maintaining pony

Tongas for everyday use, The value of these small ponies is

about Rs. 20 to 30 and the total value of these in the village

may amount to only Rs. 200 to 250*

With increasing use of motors and bicycled even the

small number now in use is likely to decrease*

GRASS AND GRAZING

The economics of grazing are not a cheerful subject so

far as the village oi our study oonterned. The Imteasein

population, the extension of cultivation, the increase in the

number of cattle, the shortage of rainfall and the necessity

of bringing under cultivation every small portion of available

and arable land have all contributed to the curtailment of

the quantity and quality of grazing in the village. Such

statistical information as can be collected for the past years

is given:

—

YEAR population

1871 ( not available

)

1881 1373

1891
'

1329

1901 1 573

1911 1432
1921 1360
1931 1519

The population is given according to decenuial census

imperial or General ).
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CATTLE CENSUS

Year Ojcen Buffalos:

OQ

1
u

She

Buffalos1
Buffalo

Calves

Total

Cattle

1915-16 473 1 284
1

350 36 1191

1915-20 346 + 2 27
1

135
J

33 155 14 ?j2

Special 1920 334 1 199 22 174 21 751

1924-25 404+10 230 18 27] 16 949

1929-30 377+47 2+4 347
.

25 293 22 1017

1934-35 461 1 i375 51 208 32 1128

Year Ponies Donkeys Sheep Goats
Total

Sheep & Gcats

1915-16 1 23 29
1

351 329 680

191S 20 B •> /I

122 153 275

Special 1920 ^9 153 254 407

1^4-25 645 572 1217

1929-30 300 280 580

1934-35 B 130 254 384

The Cattle Census in the Bombay Presidency is

qujnqnennially. The figures are repeated for elucidation.

Fallow or fallow by rotation or temporary fallow, etc.

are divisions or sub-classes of rotation, but different figures

are not available. Area of fallows may vary year by year-

We observed that some of the tops and slopes of hills

which had been used as grazing grounds some years ago are
now nder cultivation as far as practicable, and thus the
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amount of grazing has been depleted. Some previously un-

cultivated land has now been put under staple crops. Some
patches of land overgrown with prickly pear were seen here

and there. Now most of the pear has been destroyed, and

some of this area may be available for grazing, if not

cultivated. A large stretch of land ( forty-one acres and eight

Gunthas ) under the railway line has been economically lost

to the village, B class forest land measuring twenty-four acres

and thirty-nine Gunthas along the whole line on both sides is

open to free grazing of cattle of the owners of the adjacent

and contiguous survey numbers only. A large portion of the

B class forest area along the western side ot the railway

line has unfortunately been cut up and made into a sort of

Nalla and does not serve the purpose for which it was set

apart. This is a very good example of the danger of sharing

the use of land without any clear arrangement as to the

responsibility for its maintenance and conservation.

An area of ninety-two acres and twenty-seven Gunthas

classed as Reserved Forest in the village has been opened now

to the grazing of cattle on payment of fees* Most of the

Forest areas on the plains of the Deccan were constituted as

Reserved Forest, and the Forest laws were rigidly enforced

under the supervision and control of the Forest oihcers even in

respect of the most barren and rocky areas in villages isolated

and scattered here and there, which formed part of the Reserved

Forest. Offences of cattle trespass were numerous and

impoundings ot stray cattle frequent, and the cultivating owners

were criminally prosecuted and had to pay tines, compensation,

double cattle tines, etc,, for a single act of casual trespass.

All these were said to be sources of annoyance to the peaceful

cultivators who were at times exasperated and were in arms

against the Forest guards. Generally the cultivators as a

clas(s considered this the greatest source of grievance and

hardship, and there were loud clamour and protests against

,the working of the Forest Department.

13
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J. P. Brander, Esquire, M. A., i. c. s. ( Retd. ) studied the

whole System carefully from an economic point of view in

many villages in his charge) and represented to Government

that most of the land classed as Reserved Forest might either

be brought under cultivation or thrown open for grazing on

payment of fees. Government were pleased to sanction his

proposal, and most of the ryots felt it a great relief; it

was a sore grievance of the peasantry. Mr, Brander was a

pioneer worker.

In pu’-suance of the revised policy, the Reserved Forest

survey numbers here were opened to grazing or for cultivation.

Grasses foiond in the village were identified, and are mentioned

bs’ tbefr local names:

—

*fte

f'Hs'l
cv

r^<ft

or #!rflr

'sfNosV

psnmni ^H3r>rr

%*rr

«fa[5yt

ftToSt HFR+illMT

In addition to these mentioned above, there ate others

"/aguely described as grasses, but they are properly treated

r#y the leading \ Dlagers as herbs and creepers,

fellow;

—

UKHBS

spRfterr ^TKrr

wrer
• - ^

wivir

ad-ftgfO'
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Creepers

»f3r ^RiKT

In this village herbs and creepers are found growing

spontaneously here and there in gardens, on the banks of

Nallas, on the outskirts of the village, on the hedges or

intertwined in Babul or Nimb trees. Nobody takes the trouble

to cultivate them. Some of the villagers use them as medicine

or drags, internally or externally, for certain ailments. It is

asserted that they have curative powers. Some of the herbs

and creepers are used as veterinary remedies. These remedies

are simple and cheap. We were told the properties of some

of them, but we can only stress the point from an economic

point of view. It is said that some of the herbs and prepara-

tions made from them are prescribed by the Ayurvedic

physicians. Any of the leading villagers knows the merits of

most of the herbs and creepers.

There are some more of these grasses or shrubs which

could not be locally identified, and no mote information could

be obtained.

SEED

These grasses, herbs and creepers are grown either from

seed or from bulbs or roots. Some of them are perennial,

some annual. There is no organisation as elsewhere for the

collection and storage of seeds for sale. No one has a store

for any of the known grasses, herbs or creepers. Nobody

cares to preserve the bulbs or roots. Seed la neither gathered

nor held in stock. It is often as fine and light as that of

mustard or even finer. The seed is blown away and carried

by the wind, storms or storm water. Some of the seed is

* , packed up by birds and devoured. Jungle fires consume a lot
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A careful study shows that seed of some of the grasses is

available at any season or at different times during the year.

Wild birds feed on some of the seed of the grasses as they

perch on them. Seed is available on barren ground, on

ploughed and tilled land and everywhere without any human

pains or labour, awaiting the fall of the rain.

There is, not only here but over the whole of Maharashtra,

a long spell of dry weather for more than six or seven

months ( November to May ) annually. The land becomes dry,

hard, parched up and devoid of any moisture. Not a single blade

of green grass is seen anywhere away from the streams and

wells. Just before the monsoon has set in, the cultivator

becomes anxious and eagerly waits for the earliest downpour

of rain to ease the monotonous situation and the sultry heat

of the day and night. The earliest rainfall, about, say, 2 to 3

inches at a time or within a space of three days, infuses new

blood and energy into the classes of actual tillers of the soil

and their livestock. Green grass appears springing up every-

where, even in nooks and corners, for the pasture of animals.

Any heavy downpour of rain, followed by intermittent showers

or driazle, helps to strengthen the growth or the development

of the grasses, which, though raided by animals and browsed

frona day to day, supply food in the form of green and fresh

grass to all the cattle except the working bullocks* Growth,

re*growth or revival of grasses is very rapid, and their ^grazing

by rotation is welcome and is practised. Grasses available in

this fashion are not adequate, but enough to put new life Into them.

The consumption of undeveloped new or fresh grass tells

upon the health of some of the cattle; their cowdung is

Showers* drizales of rain from week to week afford

a supply of grass to the middle of the month of September,

when, after the harvesting of the Bair! crop, the whole area

so cleared is available for grazing. Again, as soon as the

Khaxif crop® alre fuUy and completely sown in the fields, the
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owner puts his cattle, other than work cattle, in charge of a herd

boy for the full exploitation of available grass or pasturage.

It will be illunrinating to note here and stress ouf

conviction that grass and glazing get a setback and ultimately

fail when the early rains hold off> Now here, in this village

of our study, this year there has been such a situation. We
had very little rainfall from June to 15th September 1936 in

Ahmednagar and here, and the total fall for that period has not

exceeded three inches and six cents, which were made up of

light showers and drizzle at long or short intervals. This

deficiency or inadequacy of the rainfall led to the total failure

of grass everywhere throughout the village. Not only that,

but it has brought another distress in its train. Grasses

growing in a normal season in the area under Kharif ( Bajri

)

crops would have been available for the pasturage of cattle

by, say, the middle of September and might have afforded

grazing up to the middle of November 1936, if not later.

Should intermittent showers of rain or drizzle at short inter-

vals continue after the middle of September, they may lead

to the revival of some of the grasses and make them available

for grazing, or, at least, browsing from day to day after the

end of September to famished or halt famished cattle* Such

chances may save a number of useful cattle, even after the

failure of the early rains.

THE ECONOMIC SITUATION

Are there any means by which the agriculturists may be

able to tide over the unseasonable deficiency of grass or

fodder ? What does a well^lo-do cultivator do under these

circumstances to save his cattle or some of them ? He has

a well containing enough water to irrigate a fodder crop, and

he, by all means rises to the occasion and tries to raise

the Kadwal crop ( fodder ), Now when there is scarcity of

Water and Government can command water for irrigation from
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their canals, allowing an adequate portion of it to sugarcane

or any other valuable crop standing on the land, the

surplus water may be utilized to grow fodder crops'

G. F. Keatinge, Esq,, C. LE.,L c. S. (Retired), Ex-Director of

Agriculture, had a scheme to grow fodder crops from 15th

April yearly on some portions of unoccupied land or on others

here and there under canal irrigation, to meet any unforeseen

contingency. Now Government have ample money in the

shape of Fanrine Fund which can be utilized for growing such

crops from, say, lOlh April to 15th June, The full scheme

need not be described here, but in the budget some such

provision might be made annually and some such scheme

worked up. A provision out of the Famine Fund could be

made available for any palliative measures of this kind.

Now bundles of grass are transported from Government

Forest areas in Thana District by raiK The cost of such

transportation is very high, and the cultivators, it is said,

are aWe to gain very little relief. Transport of dry grass or

hay from Thana Forest areas may now perhaps be arranged

by motors, as this ib calculated to be cheaper, quicker and

more convenient than transport by rail. Railway transportation

involves delay, procrastination, double loading and unloading,

cartage both ways, high freight rate according to mileage.

AH these items go to increase the selling price of grass for

the famine-sttickcn locality. So these economic measures may
be adapted* Human memories are snort; it may be remembered

that during the Great War (191 4'-! 8) the railway wagons were

not readily and promptly availabie for caniage of war
materkis;, etc. Government had to make special arrangement

to watch the railway uansputt service.

GRAZING AREAS
Savf* the working bullocks, most of the cattb here have

grass for feeding, though scantyy on the plots or patches of

land detailed belfirw;^
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(1) The uncultivated occupied land. (2) B class forest

land. (3) Banks of rivers and Nallas. (4) The sides of

roads, paths and water courses. (5) Sides of hedges and

fences. (6) Boundary lines ot fielac and villages. (7) Bmial

and burning grounds. (8) Steep slopes of hills. (9) Ordinary

and other fallows, (10) Reserved Forest areas. The total area

of all these lands fluctuates from year to year. Although it

is a long list, the grass available on all these lands is short

and small; but it suffices in a moderate measure in normal

years for the grazing of cows and their calves and non-working

cattle.

The casual visitor to the village lands will not fail to

notice that all the fields, all the banks of rivers, Nallas, tanks

and pools are alive with grazing cattle scattered here and

there and everywhere within the village limits* Every farmer

has his herd boy in charge of his cattle just near his own

land, Cattle are generally let loose for grazing from their

sheds or iheir tethering places in the morning after 9 a. m^

The cowboy drives them slowly to his pasture ground within

an hour or so.

A boy or a girl serves as a herd—either a son or a

daughter of the cultivator himself, or one of the children of

the labourers or depressed classes. These are paid at Rs, 2 to 5

a month according to their age and the number of cattle in

their charge. The cowboys lake breakfast at about nine in the

morning at their homes. Their mothers generally supply them

with Jowari cakes, etc. for the midday meal which they

generally take in the jungle while v/atching their charges, For

their afternoon meals, their mothers take them food to the

fields, if they have no cakes left from the midday ration.

During their wanderings in the jungle they are able to watch

their masters* crops-

All the while the cattle are grazing on whatever grass they

^eet with on their way, If the cultivator keeps sheep and

V
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goats, they are driven along with the other cattle. So they

get grass one day in one place, the next day in another,

and $0 on^ Intermiitent or continuous rainfall or occasional

showers help to develop or revive the grass already once

cropped by the cattle. Absence of rain for any long period

is very severely felt and results in greatly diminishing the

total supply of grass. Everything depends on rainfall—shower

or drizzle, intermittent or continuous. That it is a gamble in

rain is a trite saying.

Most of the grasses are liked and eaten by animals aS

long as they are not in flower. The question of palatabilily

or indigestibillty of a certain grass does not arise when the

grass is young and has not reached a stage past flowering.

The cattle will not touch the grass which is injurious or

indigestible.

Ot the grasses referred to, the first six

are important and highly valued as nourishing

food for cattle. They are even a nutritious feed for milch

aniixiais^ Marwel and Pavana grasses are found here and there in

small quantities and also Shimpi grass. Harali and Kunda

cover patches or strips of land in the midst of Bajri and

Jowart crops in a large number of fields. They grow

generally on the boundary strips between the survey numbers,

and on the banks of Nallus. All these grasses go to form a

good feed for milch cows, and women folk make it a point

to take in a head-load in the evening to increase their milk

supply. A woman may be seen moving here and there in

the field to pick grass of the sort she wants. SJie manages

to cut Harali one day, Kunda the followiiig day, and so on,

if they are procurable.

Grasses known as Kunda and Harali are very common
here* as tn other viliages. Both are perennial grasses and are

the worst weeds of cultmtion, forming an almost ineradicable

network of deep roots underground two to three feet below the
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surface. Dr. William Burns, D. Sc, ( Director of Agriculture,

Bombay) says of Kunda, “ It may be noted that the grass is

succulent and comparatively rich in albuminoids- These

decrease slightly in the flowering stage, while the carbohydrates

increase slightly-"

Shimpi is found here in cultivated areas along with and

mixed with crops. It is a delicate grass of small size. lu

favourable conditions it reaches five to six inches in height. It

has a fine narrow green leaf. It is a nourishing fodder.

Grass locally Imown as Kusali is very common

here on poor land, on the slopes of hills, on shallov/ light soil,

on tops of hills and sides of Nallas- Tt grows with a couple of

showers of rain and has the power of drought resistance.

It does not grow tall and seldom reaches ten to twelve

inches in height. It is known as spear grass the

spear being the black twisted awn with the sharp pointed

fruit at Us lower end. It is relished by cattle before it

is in flower, and it is nutritious in the flowering stage. None

of the animals touch it when it is full of spears, because

the spears cause injury and pain in their mouths. Any un-

seasonable shower or rainfall makes the spears or awns drop.

Then sheep and goats relish it very much.

Dr. Burns has given, after research, an analysis of the

grasses known as Kunda ( a Hindu classical grass ), Kusali

and Shimpi (Bulletin No. 78 of 1916). We would

refer the reader to the said Bulletin. The analysis is very

interesting and impressive.

Some of the grasses, etc. overgrow and out-top the crops

of Bairi and Jowari.

Whether any hay is made here is a point. A few culti-

vators, whose survey numbers are large and have long boundary

strips, allow grass to grow to the full height, four to seven

(eet, and take care throughout the season to protect it from

lafly eattle trespass or grazing. They cut the grass so preserved,

^.13 A
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make it into hay and tie it up into bundles. It is estimated

that in a normal season the village may yield two thousand

to five thousand pullies ( bundles ) of hay in this manner, and

it is sold at Annas 8 to 20 per 100 pullies. It is used more

for domestic and building and other purposes than for the

feeding of cattle. Kadbi is more nutritious than hay.

To sum up: It is economically wasteful to maintain

live slock heie, and this theory was fully stressed by the Royal

Commission on Agriculture. Further, the whole of the live

stock remains in poor condition except some plough bullocks

and milch cows and buffaloes with young stock during the

lactation period. So more than half of the cattle are half

famished and poor, and the consequence is degeneration and

lack of vitality among dry cows and their calves. For a

period of four to five months (January to May) these cattle

are meagrely fed and that with coarse feed. The Commission

( Paragraph 179 of the Report) has suggested methods, inter

alia, for increasing the production of grass, grazing and other

fodder, but some of their suggestions or golden rules are not

of universal application (Paragraph 187). We can here deal only

with the suggestion as to increased production of fodder.

Here in this village there are vacant strips of land known as

boundary strips:

—

Area
A o

(1) Boundary strips between various

sur\''ey numbers. 54 14

(2) Boundary strips between villages 5 28

60 2

A portion of this area can be utilised and conserved as

grass plots or a grass reserve with the co-operation of the

cultivatois and the Revenue officers.

We ask our readers not to cavil at our reference to the

names of particular persons whether in active service or others
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wise, who had in the routine of their service taken measures

useful to the peasants and their live stock. Everyone has done

his share as far as he had an opportunity. Ecouomically

their achievemeuts may iioi be very striking, but it may be

noted that they had had no full scope, and owing to their

transfer to other stations with different spheres of duty, it was

not possible for them to develop their systems or policies fully*

In the long run the useful work they had done suffered. It

is to be noted that there are many emergencies such as war.

famine, floods, which make transfers necessary and so on; but

perseverance and continuity must be the watch-word so far as

administrative exigencies permit. We would like to quote

F. L. Brayne, Esq., (I. C. S.) in this connection, which runs

as follows:

—

^‘Many people fight shy of helping, because they feel that

the subject is too technical, and only the expert, agriculturist,

doctor and so on can do any good. This is by no means

correct.”

“ There is work to suit all talents, there is no mote

reason for us to hesitate, for want of technical skill
”

( The Indian and The English Village

)

ANIMAL HUSBANDRY

We need not describe in connection with Sarola the

common characteristics and difficulties of animal husbandry

which are found throughout rural India*

There are, however, one or two points with regard to

fodder supply and cattle feeding to which we would like to refer*

There is practically no scope in Sarola for extending the

area available for grazing, as practically every acre of land

in the village, whether private, public or Government, is

grazed already since the Forest lands have been thrown 6pen

to grazing. It is useless to complain of the inadequacy of

gnazipg land, when no additional land can possibly be provided*
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The possibility of increasing the yield from such land as

there is by improving the grass and by better management

is a question for experts in consultation with the people*

Taking conditions as they are, the special difficulties of

a village situated like Sarola in a precarious tract are;—

(1) The fairly rapid changes in the cattle population due

to cycles of good and bad years.

(2) The yearly variation in the yield both of grass in

the grazing lands and of fodder from the main crops according

to the nature of the monsoon.

Thus there is a considerable long period variation in the

number of cattle to be fed, and a yearly or short period

variation in the supply of fodder for them.

A famine year leads to reduction of numbers by abnormal

mortality and by sale.

In a poor year, all the cattle are underfed and in bad

condition in the hot weather and for some time at the

beginning of the next monsoon-

With regard to the feeding of cattle with crop fodder

and hay or grass we think there is great room for improvement

in local practice.

We know from our experience in Khandesh that the

cuitfvatora there make use of their fodder very carefully and

economically, since most of their land has been put under cotton,

the supply of Kadbi (Jowari straw) and Sarmad (Bajri straw)

is correspondingly diminished and the fodder supply scanty.

Whatever they get they make into what they call Kutar —
a finely chopped mixture of Kadbi, Sarmad^ stems and roots of

Mathf KultM, etc. with the dried leaves of Tur, Bor,

gtam, etc. added- When Kutar is prepared in this fashion,

nothing is allowed to go waste.

Let vd exi^lain how differently the cultivators here make
use of their iodderf About three-fourths of the village is under

Jowari, which gives grain as well as Kadbi*
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Whatever the amount of Kadbi, grass, straw, etc* produced

on the cultivator’s land, it is generally used lavishly and

wastefully. No estimate of daily requirements for consumption

is made overnight, and the cultivator or members of his

family simply throw down the fodder in a heap in the shed

or stable before the animals on the ground ( there is usually

no manger) and in this wasteful manner a lot of good fodder

is damaged, trodden under foot and rendered useless. In the

morning the housewife removes the heap of rubbish and

consigns the collection to the dunghill. This process goes on

until the level of the big Kabdi stack is obviously reaching a

dangerously low level.

With regard to storage, the stack is usually made up of

a mixture of different types of bundles or sheaves (Pendhya)

from various fields. Even the straw in the individual bundle

is not of uniform type, some short, some long, some

thick, some thin, with or without leaves, fully developed or

immature.

Thus the kind of mixture of different kinds of Kadbi that

comes out of the stack from day to day is not uniform and

cannot be controlled. We would suggest that the Kadbi should

be graded or mixed in some orderly way before the
i
stacks

are built, so that either the whole may be a fairly uniform

mixture, or separate stacks of different kinds may be made so

that the mixture may be made as required.

We observed that even the green fodder ( Kadval etc.) and

green grass, used as a valuable fodder for the consumption of

working bullocks at the height of the season, is collected in

large heaps and much of it finds its way to the dung-heap.

We are sorry that the cultivator in this matter does not

take a lesson from the -methods of preparing food in his own

household where there is no wastage*

Some of the cultivators here chop the Kadbi for fodder

with an axe, which reduces wastage.. Little attention appears
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to be given to any deliberate varying of the hind and amount

of the fodder given to the cattle at different seasons.

We consider that the effective fodder supply of the village

foi maintaining the cattle in good condition throughout the

year could be greatly increased by better and more economical

and syslciratic utilisation of the amounts of material already

available, and that improved methods suited to local conditions

could easily be worked out with the help of experts and from

the study of the experience and practice in other areas where the

most economical utilisation of the fodder supply available is

an absolute necessity.

CATTLE DISEASE

From such records as axe available and the testimony of

the villagers, it appears that Sarola has long been singularly

free from serious epidemic catt/e disease.

In the last twenty or thirty years there have been only

two outbreaks, in both cases of “ Foot and Mouth ” disease,

in two successive years 1934 ( March—April ) and 1935

August—September ). These were of so mild a type that

with 128 and ISO cases no deaths were reported.

The climate is dry and healthy, and the drinking water

supply is from wells and tunning streams, net tanks.

There is practically no seasonal migration of cattle to

other grazing grounds, and the village is not on the line of

any drove road by which cattle of other villages or areas are

taken either to grazing grounds ot to large cattle markets,

The services of the veterinary officers of the Local Board

are always available when there is an outbreak of disease.

Under the rules, the village officers must send a report of

the occurrence of any case on the day on which they leam
of it to the Mamlatdar and a copy to the Veterinary

Assistant Surgeon. The Veterinary Officer at once visits the

village to treat cases and advise as to the measures to
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be taken* Frequently the Mamlatdar accompanies him. Any
such outbreak causes great loss and anxiety to the cultivators,

especially if it occurs in the working season, and they are,

as a rule, very ready to adopt any practicable methods of

dealing with it.

Apart from curative measures and preventive inoculation the

segregation and separate watering of cattle is often recom-

mended. With regard to this the villagers have great difliculty,

if the epidemic occurs during the monsoon, as there are no

cattle sheds outside of the village except in the gardens, and

materials for constructing temporary sheds in an emergency

are not readily available as in some areas.

In the case of plague epidemics the local authorities are

responsible for providing shelters and hutting materials.

We suggest that similar arrangements should be made

for providing materials for cattle sheds or camps for

sergregating affected cattle, when this measure is necessary,

perhaps out of the grant for Village Uplift scheme.

For ordinary ailments and sickness of cattle, the villagers

usually resort to indigenous remedies and traditional methods.

They rarely call in the Veterinary 5urgeon or take their

cattle to the Veterinary Dispensary except for serious wounds

or injuries or for difficult surgical treatment,

DAIRYING

There is no dairy farm or dairy industry here- There

are no settlements of Gavalis (milkmen) in Sarola or in the

neighbourhood, The reason is very obvious- There is no good

grazing in the village itself or its vicinity, except some Forest

grazing area in charge of the Government Remount Department

in Ghospuri kept for the supply of grass for the Military Stud

Farm at Ahmednagar, There is no perennial water supply

either natural or artificial, The village is not within easy reach

^
Ot any town of importance except Ahmednagar which is more
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than fifteen miles away. It can only boast of having a railway

station of its own name within the village bounds. In short,

the village has no economic incentive for carrying on any

dairying business. Most of the cultivators here keep milch

cattle to furnish products for home consumption only, but

during the season of maximum supply any surplus is turned

into butter by the usual local methods:—earthern pots, large

and small, are used for boiling, curdling and churning the

milk. The women folk pay insufficient attention to cleanli-

ness in handling the produce. It must be admitted that the

professional Gavalis aie cleaner in their methods than most of

the women of any rural area Butter obtained by indigenous

methods is accumulated for days before it is offered for sale.

It becomes stale and its exposure in this hot climate makes

it lose its freshness and taste, even if it is not contaminated.

It is taken as butter or ghee to the market of Ahmednagar,

if no customer turns up in the village* Ghee is sold here at

Rs. 2 or a per Seer. As the local supply of ghee is

insufficient, Rs. 10 to 15 worth of ghee is brought monthly

from other villages. Both cows and she-buffaloes are kept here

as milch animals. The cows are of the ordinary Deccan breed,

smalls very adaptable hardy animals, giving milk as well as a

GaU or heifer once in two years. A bull calf may be ready for

work as a bullock in some three years or may be sold for Rs. 20

to 25 according to its size and breed; a heifer, full grown, after

three years is apparently from religious scruples not usually sold,

but is added to the farmers* live stock* If sold it will fetch

Rs. 20 to 25. i\Dy unforeseen calamity, such as famine or

scarcity, may drive the cultivator to sell the surplus young

stock, cows and calves when the pinch of fodder shortage is

felt. Buffaloes here are of little importance, and they seem to

be of different hybrid types. The young she-buffalo (female)

is sold for Rs* SO to 40 after three years, but the male

offspring fetches a vary low price. There is no local market
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as buffaloes are not used for draught purposes. None of the

animals, either cows or she-buffaloes, have good milking capa«

city. Both quantity and quality of milk are poor.

FEEDING

The question of improvement of milk yield is intimately

associated with the question of feeding. It may be noted that,

as in other parts of the District, the feeding of milch

animals here is very much neglected, and this may he due to

the farmers' poverty- The cultivator has very crude ideas

on the subject A milch animal can easily be fed, without any

extra cost, on the leavings of the working bullocks, and its milk

will serve for the consumption of his children. In the rural areas

milk is the only highly nutritious form of food for the

fanners' children. Dry cows and buffaloes are fed over-

night almost entirely on the leavings of the working

bullocks; while during the day they are fed on whatever they

can find in the jungle on pasture grounds, etc. It is an

admitted fact that with animals of the present low producing

capacity* we are obliged to maintain a very large number to

get the necessary out-turn. It is ordinarily out of the

question for the average cultivator to keep high producing

animals- The cost of an undertaking of this sort (the cost

of the animal plus its maintenance) is beyond his means.

He has no savings nor has he any other resources. Besides

it is a secondary business. If and when any supply of

succulent fodder is made available for the feed of milch

animals, it is simply thrown down or heaped on the ground

in its natural state, with small clods of earth hanging on its

roots without any attempt being made to chaff it or to cut

it into suitable small pieces. No pains are taken to make

it more attractive to the animal. This form of wastage may
be due to the idleness or ignorance of the owner* In any

case he pays too little attention to it. We have noticed

during our enquiries that some housewives, with a view to
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increase the quantity and quality of milk, add to the feed a

high grain ration which is, at limes, not compatible with

good health. With a similar object in view the women of the

cultivators family cut and mow green grass daily from their

fields and bring it home in bundles or head loads to feed

their milch animals with* The most succulent grass relished

by milch animals is chosen as far as it is available. It is

customary for the housewife to fetch every evening a bundle of

grass sufficient tor the feed of animals for the whole night and

may be even enough for the young calf, at its tether, during

the hllowwg day. It has already been noticed that milking

capacity is very low. No attempt is ever made to improve

the breed of animals or to substitute new breeds from other

places. Cross breeding is unknown, or. if known, no pains are

taken to take advantage of it. Whether innately conservative

or not a cultivator is slow to adopt new ideas and methods

unless they are successfully tested. The irregular rainfall

and the possible absence of any stocks of previous years

grain and Kadhi make stable economic arrangements impossible.

Every year there is uncertainty. In order to increase or

maintain the quantity of milk, the housewife occasionally

tries to add some extra grain ration, etc., if she can afford to

spare it in one form or another from the crops and grain

reserved for her household. She may buy oil cake or cotton

seed, if and when she can, with the money she realises from

the sale proceeds of milk.

The following are the rations ordinarily given twice a day:

—

Names of articles A COW
j

A she^buftelo

{1} Chtjfti (’fTt) !Wmm lbs.

2
(2) OU cakes 1

(3) Cottoci seed 1 2
(^) Husk (gram or Tur) 1 2
(S) Hemp Seed (crushed) 2
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Half of this ration is given in the morning, half in the

evening. It is sometimes made wet with a little sail added

to make it palatable. The ration given varies with its cost

too, depending on the tuling prices in the market. Some of

the cows are easily frightened when they are about to be

milked and their hind legs are tied together with a piece of

rope to prevent them from jumping about. A rope for this

purpose costs Annas three to four. This process is called

Bhala {^(TT^) in Marathi-

The system of housing is unhealthy and unhygienic. The

milch animals are tied along with other animals in grass-

thatched huts or even in open spaces which may have surfaces

not merely uneven but often with deep pits and hollows^

Dung and urine are spread over the surface mixed with fodder,

etc. During the night the animals get smeared with dust,

mud> dung, urine and dirt of all sorts. The milking is done

in a very slovenly fashion. The milk pots are not kept

scrupulously clean. Traces of dust and even of the dung and

dirt may find their way into the milk- The method of milk-

ing in the rainy season is uneconomic and unhealthy. The

milch cow or she-bu£Palo is not washed with sufficient care before

milking. It follows that milk drawn in this fashion gets sour

or spoilt in a very short time under the sun of the tropics.

The milking is generally done by one of the men of the family

after the housewife has arranged to place a basket with the

ration mentioned above ( grain, oil cake or cotton seed ) to

feed the animal if it is available. Men do not take 50 much

interest in the milch animals but leave this to the women, who

are very particular and careful to try to make some profit out

of the milk output*

We are of opinion that some sort of education and

training at least in the rudiments of dairy management should

be imparted to the women. Considerable economic gain may

be anticipated, although it is a subsidiary business. Milch
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animals are taken to Nallas, rivers or wells for drinking Water

twice a day, once at midday and again in the evening. The

herd boy does this, A milch animal can hardly give the same

quantity of milk uniformly throughout the year- The quantity

varies and goes on diminishing after the first four or five

months. Nearly half of the milk is left to the calf for suck-

ing for four or five months and thereafter a smaller proportioni

By that . time the calf is ready to graze. A male calf is

allowed more milk than a heifer, because it is to become a

working bullock. A milch animal continues to yield the same

quantity of milk continuously for three or four months. For

the next three or four months the quantity is reduced and so

on, A cow may give on an average two Seers of milk a day

for the first three or four months, and about i Seef for the

remaining two to four months- Here there are not many

she-bu£faioes and no sufficient data is available; but it appears

that a she-buffalo gives on an average three to five Seers of

milk daily for the first four to five months* 2i to four Seers

for the next four to five months and to three Seers

thereafter.

The ctiltivators here do not send milk for sale to other

villages, nor do they purchase milk from other villages. A
small quantity of milk is daily sold by the villagers to other

residents here, such as the railway staff, the school staff, etc.

About ISO to 175 Seers of milk are sold monthly at Annas

4 pet Seer; the annual sale may be computed at lSOO-2000

Seers realising Rs, 400 to 500 a year. The sale proceeds of

ghee or butter may amount to Rs. 125 a year. Ghee is sold

at Hs, 2 to per Seefc The sale proceeds are sometimes

ntilksed for the purchase of oil cake, cotton seed and Chuni

for feeding the milch animals.

The milk yield of sheep and goats is insignificant^ The

mllif of goats is consumed by the owner and his children^ A
goat gives I to 1 Seer of milk for one month on m average,
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and for the next month ^ to f Seer and in rare cases ^

Seer for the rest of the period. A goat has two kids, if

not three, at a time and half of the milk or more is left

for them.

THE METHOD OR MAKING BUTTER

Any surplus cluantity of milk available is boiled in an

earthern pot generally until cream appeals on its suiface, The

whole oi the cream is separated from the milk and is poured

Into a small earthern pot or pots with sufficient quantity of

buttermilk to turn it into curds. The following morning at,

say, 9 or 10 a. the l^use wife empties all the dilTercnt

pots ol curds into a large earthern pot and adds a quantity

of cold water nearly double of the quantity of curds. In this

earthern pot a wooden churning paddle is turned by

means of a small piece of rope ( ) by the housewife, and

she works up the butter by hand. During the operation of

churning a small layer of butter appears and gathers on the

surface of the mixture churned in the earthern pol; the house«^

wife separates and removes the quantity of butter from the

buttermilk contained in the pot’*

A summary of the cost of the utensils u&ed is given:-^

Illll nil ^1 III .iir.a.MHiviilil Mill Iiij

Annas

(l) A large earthern pot for boiling 2

(2) Three or four small pots for curdling 4

(3) A big earthern pot for churning 4

(’1) A churn (wooden) 8

(5) A pole (Babul) 4

(6) A small piece of ropo (the churn-rope) 2

1“8~0
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This is the whole churning apparatus in use here. No

modern machines or utensils are used. A full set of them is

very costly and they could not be mended or repaired locally.

The housewife has to labour at the churn from half

an hour to an hour to get butter. It may be stated that a

complete separation of the butter from the other constituents

of the milk and curds is never accomplished by this process

of churning. No salt is used for the preservation of butter.

Buttermilk is consumed raw or as Kadhi* (^5^) by the

members of the household. Any surplus is given to servants

and others at tunes as a favour- It serves as a porridge. In

towns the milkwomen offer buttermilk for sale. At times, here

in the village, it is sold at half an Anna a Seer. A quantity

of fresh buttermilk is taken as a digestive drink by adults. Its

use is medically recommended.

The cultivators here are ignorant of the process of cheese-

making, and they do not know what cheese is like and what

it is used for.

The preparation of WWf, which is made by boiling milk

and drying it and tbus turning it into a solid mass, is not

ordinarily carried on here either by the cultivator or the

sweetmeat seller,

and are other Indian preparations of milk and

these are considered as delicacies. A quantity of milk is boiled

in a pan, and while boiling it is stirred with a ladle till it

solidifies. Khir is a mixture of boiled milk and rice or sago

(m small quantity! to which sugar is added. Basundi is nothing

but boiled milk solidified to a higher degree with a mixture of

sugar, cardamom i powdered ) and a few raisins ( dried grapes ).

THE SUPPLY OF MILK
It would be worth while for the literate cultivators, at

kast, to keep records of milk produce (paragraph 206 ua page
*
Xadtil is ft dish of a quaaUty of pulse-floiu*, etc, uiixed and

boilsd in buttermilk.
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236 of the Report of the Royal Agriculture Commission ).

There is no record of the yield of millc of the animals here.

We have based our calculation on such general information as

we could obtain- In the Deccan most of the cows are pooi

ard poorly fed. Their milking capacity varies greatly, but is

always indifferent* The milking capacity of the cow is mainly

dependent on ( 1 ) nutritious feed including concentrates even

when it is dry, ( 2 ) stall feeding, ( 3 ) cate and punctuality of

( in the provision of ) drinking water and washing, ( 4 ) guard*

ing against infestation of licks and fleas, ( 5 ) crossing by good

stud bulls, ( 6 ) clean stabling. Generally cows give milk for

eight to ten months or more at one lactation. The milk

supply here is relatively plentiful for four months (August to

November ) if the S, W. Monsoon rains are copious and

grass is abundant. For the rest of the period it may be

described as moderate or low { December to April ), because

green grass is not so freely available, and only a few cows

are fed on green Jowari stslks and green Harali or Kunda.

From observation and inquiry it may be taken that about one-

third of the total number of the cows and she-buffaloes are giving

milk at one time. According to the latest census of 1934-"35

the number of animals returned were as follows:

—

AKtMALS MILCH DRV TOTAL

(1) Cows 125 250 375

C2) She-buffaloes 17 34 51

(3) Goats 200 54 254

(4) Sheep Uncertain — 130

The ratio of milch and dry animals ( cows and she*

buffaloes ) woxks out at 1:2.

The lactation is taken as under:

—

( 1 ) A cow 8 to 10 nionths.

(2) A she-buffaio — 8 to 10 months oi more.

( 3 ) A goat —
" 2 to 3 months*
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A COW gives milk on an average at one Seer per day for

the first four months of lactation, and next six months at an

average of ^ Seer a day i, e. 120+90=210 Seers (420 lbs),

A she-buffalo gives on an average three Seers of milk per diem

for four months, and for the remaining six months a daily

average of two Seers i« e. 360+ 360=720 Seers ( 1440 lbs.

A goat gives on an average half a Seer a day for three

months. The total yield of milk in the village during

the course of a year worked out on this basis may be

summarised as follows: —

( 1 ) Cows* milk Seers 26,250

(2) She-buffaloes' milk „ 12,240

(3) Goats’ milk „ 12,000

i4) Milk of ail milch animals at a daily

average of twenty to thirty Seers for

tliree months ( May to July ) „ 2,300

Total for the year 52,790

h is rightly said that the goat is the poor mans cow-

She supplies fresh milk ro his children. The feeding charges are

very light. In a village like Sarola they may be one Anna a

day per goat on an average. Babul pods are procurable in

the hot months even for the asking. In this village most of

the goats are owned by the Marathas (Kadus), so the children

of the labourers and the scheduled classes may have to do

without milk for many a day* The quantity of ewes’ milk is

insignificant and is mostly consumed by the lambs and the

herdsmen*s dogs.

The Muslims have forty goats and thirteen sheep in

addhton to seven cows, bo they are better off than the

depressed clahses. We wanted to satisfy ourselves that the

oatput of milk was approximate or correct. Most of the

books on economy are silent on the point* The average cow

in the Madras Presidency cannot be estimated to produce

much more than forty gallons of milk pet annum for human

consumption, nor the average she-buffalo more than about
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double that quantity. (Page 231 of Economic Studies of Some

South Indian Villages, Vol. L by Professor G. Slater, M, A-,

D. sc., University of Madras.

)

The quantity of milk pet cow calculated by us tallies

v/ith that mentioned in the report which reads: “ Five years

selection has resulted in raising the annual average yield from

438 lbs. per cow in a herd of one hundred animals to 1330 lbs.

per cow in a herd of ninety-three ; both figures of yield are in

addition to the supply for calf which is estimated at about

450 lbs.” ( Vide paragraph 92 on page 217 of the Report of

the Royal Commission on Agriculture.)

It is conclusively shown by authorities on the subject

that with good feed and care the milking yield of the indigen-

ous cow can be very much increased. The cow, like her

owner, the cultivator, is commonly not well nourished which

accounts for the poor breed of cattle. The dietary is admit,

tedly very deficient in nutritive value in both cases, although

their food may be not insufficient, nay, even excessive in

quantity. It is said that malnutrition has not only affected the

milk supply but has contributed gradually and imperceptibly to

the deterlore tion of the breed of cattle during the last century,

Old and intelligent farmers confirm this. What is the remedy

under the circumstances ? It is a vital question from the

national point of view. The local cultivators are unable to

suggest any satisfactory answer. The Royal Commission on

Agriculture have come to a definite conclusion that as the

number of 'bullocks maintained by the cultivators is fat in

excess of the required strength, it is time to eliminate superfluous

animals and to concentrate attention on quality and nutritive

value of cattle food rather than on quantity. Full work must

be exacted from the remaining bullocks. In present circum-

stances it would involve no extra cost, if care is taken to

arrive at a proper readjustment gradually. It is an admitted

fact that improvement in the breed of cattle, specially cows,

14 A
I
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will and must be accompanied by ( 1 ) increase of milk

supply, { 2 ) better nutrition of cattle and human beings, ( 3

)

good health to all concerned, { 4 ) increase in agricultural

produce, ( S ) more milk for babies and children, ( 6 ) lactation

for a longer period, ( 7 ) greater regularity in the calving of

cows. We stress the point that an all-round improvement

can be secured through good feeding and good management.

We have arrived at 52,790 Seers of milk for the whole

of a normal year. The population here is 1,519 and the

average milk per individual per year works out at 34*7 Seers.

It is needless to calculate the daily quota per individual. It

is simply ludicrously inadequate.

The custom of tea drinking has grown up in the village,

and it is anticipated that the demand for milk may go on

increasing gradually. Rural visitors to the city of Ahmednagar
for sale of their commodities do not fail to resort to tea shops.

Even village women of the depressed classes indulge in tea.

The extent to which the village folks now resort to tea shops
instead of the Grog shops in the city. is very noticeable. It

is an encouraging sign of the times and furnishes an additional

reason for improving the supply of milk.



CHAPTER 5

VILLAGE ARBANGEMENT

THE SUPPLY OF DRINKING WATER
The village draws its supply of water for drinking and

domestic purposes from wells sunk m the village site. There

are now twenty-three wells which are used by the cultivators

and others. One large well or Barav just on the border

of the village site was constructed by the I.ocal Board.

It was a step-well, but the passage is now being blocked up,

and so no access can be had to the water by the steps. This

is done mainly to prevent the spread of guinea worm. The

Local Board have put up Rahatas ( wheels for drawing water )

at the top. In the morning when there is a rush of women

at the mouth of the well to fetch water, some of them have

to wait for their turn, as there are only three Rahatas,

Besides this well there ate twenty-two private wells (Adas) STT^

in the village site; situated at different points. They are owned

by private persons, and villagers in their immediate neighbourhood

resort to them according to their convenience. No objections

are made by the owners to this common use- Of the twenty-two

wells, four are solely and exclusively used by the members of

the four different depressed castes—Mahats, Mangs, Chambhars

and Vadars.

Excluding a well which is situated on the premises of the

Mahomedan Darga, the remaining seventeen wells supply water

to the rest of the Hindu population of the villager nine of

them ate within the walled enclosures of some residence, and

their water is used only by the owners themselves. They

supply water to the fatnilies of Brahmins (4), Marvadis (2),
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Maratha ( 1 )» Kumbhar ( I ) and Sutar ( 1 ) Water in all these

wells is potable and sufficient in time of normal rainfall*

The Nalla runs hard by, and when it is flowing its water is

used by some of the villagers ar4d members of the depressed

classes. In days of drought there is a dearth of water for

drinking and domestic purposes* Private persons arrange to

deepen the weJJs ( Adas ) in their possession in order to

increase the water supply. From a sanitary point of view,

as all these wells are draw-wells, there is no danger of

contamination of the water, but the surroundings are usually

muddy and are filthy. This is unhygienic and unhealthy, and

stone pavements around all these wells and drains to carry

off water are required, since in their present condition they are

a nuisance to the villagers who reside in their neighbourhood

or who have occasion to use the wells or the lanes near by.

The cultivators spend most of the day time in their

fields ard gardens and they manage to get water from wells

in the jungle. The village cattle are generally taken for

watering to the wells in the gardens where the Mots are

working ; so both men and cattle have plenty of water

throughout the year unless the rainfall is deficient.

For the comfort and convenience of the women folk it

is very desirable that stone pavements and gutters and

, llahafas should be provided for all of thsm. The convenience

ujid of time and labour would more than repay the

cost

The constructior of 3 new Ada f draw-well ) co^ts Rs* 300

to 40G, Stones and mortar are used here for the private

wells which are all circular with a dia^jeter of Ihr^ to four

When once a well is sunk and built, it lasts for more

than a generatimi without any outlay except some labour to

clean it of silt at Jong intervab. This may be a day*s work
(or two labourers coating about eight Annas.
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CATTLE POUND

No cattle pound exists in the village under the Cattle

Trespass Act 1 of 1871. Fortunately for the village, we

hold, none is necessary, as the railway line crosses the

western portion which is all along fenced with wire on both

sides, and cattle are naturally prevented from straying into

adjoining lands. Added to this wire fencing on either side, the

line runs parallel to B Class Forest lands on both sides

which are open to free grazing of the cattle- So the chances

for the cattle to stray are minimized* The nearest cattle

pound is at Ghospuri, a distance of two miles from the

village site. No one will ever, in ordinary cases, take the trouble

to drive cattle for being impounded at Ghospuri, So far so

good. It has a moral as far as the rural life is concerned.

Wilful grazing in standing crops is not so common here as

to cause ill feeling among the parties concerned. We are glad

to be able to record that in Sarola there is no trace of the

violent ill feeling and the family and faction feuds to which

this gives rise in so many Indian villages. The railway line

has divided the area of the village into two part®) one part

consists of three-fourths area of the village and the other

one-fourth area. The banks of the Nallas in the village

provide plenty of ground for cattle to stand and graze. Thus

it is that impoundings are almost nil. This is an economic

advantage and the feelings and relations pf the farmers among

themselves are friendly and sympathetic-

THE VILLAGE ADMINISTRATION

General or revenue administration is based on the

District, Taluka, Mahal and village. It is in charge of the

CoUeclor and District Magistrate of tUe whole district, with

three assistants or deputies and sub-divisional magistrates, one

in charge of the‘ head quarters, and two of sub-divSaions of

district, and Mamlatdafs and magistrates and
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who are also magistrates in charge of (9) Talukas and (3

Mahals each with an Awal Karkun or head clerk who is

also a subordinate magistrate.

The work of maintaining village accounts and records

which \var» formerly done by the hereditary accountant or

Kulkarni of each village remunerated by Inam land, supplemented

by a cash allowance or cash, is now mainly entrusted to

Talathis, clerks on the collector’s regular establishment, who

are in charge of one to live villages. The work of these is

supervised by an Awal Karkun and a circle inspector here. The

whole of the Kulkarni Watan (Annas 16) has not, in Sarola,

as yet been commuted. One share of Annas two remains still

to be settled ; so a Watandar Kulkarni is still appointed for

live years in his own turn, Sarola is one of the 121 villages in

the Nagar Taluka*

The work of the special departments— Education, Forest,

Public Works, Postal, Medical, Vaccination, Agriculture, Veteri-

nary, the Civil Courts and that of the Local Bosrd is organised

mainly on the basis of areas made up of districts and Talukas

as units,

The administrative affairs of the village are continuously

controlled by the Mamlatdor and his staff, who are supervised

by the Collector and Sub-divisional Officer. Officers or sub-

ordinates of other departments only visit the village occasion-

ally when need arises.

The routine concerns of the village are looked after by
the Patils or headmen, one of whom, the police Patil, is

responsible for police mattetfe and has charge of the cattle

pound and vital statistics, the other, the revenue Patil. being
responsible for the collection of revenue, everythbg to do with
survey settlement, and the maintenance of the village records,
and general administration*

The office of Patil is hereditary. Here the revenue Patilki

Watan or right to serve as revenue PatU, hold the hereditary
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remuneration belongs to the Dhamanes, the police Patil Watan

to the Kadus, both Maratha families.

In each case, according to the custom of the Watan, the

representative Watandar (or head of the family) or a deputy

nominated by him is ordinarily appointed to officiate for a

period of ten years. At the close of the period the same

officiator may be re-appointed for a further period, if fit and

willing, or another officiator may be nominated. Here both

paiils are appointed for life. The revenue Patil is assisted in

his V7ork by the Watandar Mahars, who act as his messengers

and servants in his official v/ork, in calling villagers to the

Chavadi or meeting house, carrying messages* carrying the

village records and papers, taking remittances of revenue to the

Taluka treasury and so on-

The Mahar families which have the right of service own

Inam or revenue-free land granted to them for this service, and

they provide three officiators each year in rotation according to

the custom of the Watan which is recorded in the Watan register-

The police Patil has two Jaglyas (village watchmen) or

village police, who are Bhils, to assist him. They are paid in

cash Rs. 10 each annually. It is their duty to patrol the

'tillage and the village lands, keep an eye on Government

lands, common lands and crops, report new arrivals and

suspects, and generally carry out police duties.

The police Patil is responsible for keeping his village free

of crime, detecting and arresting any offenders or fugitives,

reporting suspicious deaths or accidents and criminal offences

to the district police.

The duties of the Patils are multifarious and their powers

and responsibilities as local representatives of Government

extensive; but luckily in a quiet peaceable village like Sarola,

the exercise of most of these is rarely called for. Stilly firom

the influence and prestige which their status gives them, they
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form the keystone of the whole traditional system of order

and administration in the village. They are both the represen-

tatives of Government to the village and the leaatrs of the

community in its dealings with Government and its ofificera.

The following statement gives some details of the PatiU

Kulkarni and Mahar Watans

Particulars of Watan

No. of Takshmis
1

2 1 4

No. of representative

Wfi-tandars : 2 1 16 2
1

Wo, of officiators

Period of service

2

Life

1

5 years

10
*2

annual

1

2
*Veskar

Annual cash remuneration Rs. 113

Revenue Patil ’Rs. 37-4 1

Police Patil ,> 37-4
i

2 Watchmen ® Rs. 10

each annually Rs.

1

1

1

20

Of the hereditary Watandars, the Mahar alone holds

Hadola land as Inam ior service which is separately referred

to under Mahars.

In addition a petty cash allowance is annually disbursed

from the sub-treasury to the revenue Patil tor the village

deities.

The land revenue is one of the mam foundations of

indlan finance and it is realised from villages. For fiscal

and statistical purposes every village has to maintain written

recoti^ of aB its concerns. For many centuries the Kulfearnia

or hereditary accountants used to tnaintain all the official records

of the village. Now the village statistical and account records
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aie in charge of the Patils and Talathis, while they are

current. When they are closed, they are sent to the Taluka

record room. All sorts of documents and papers are there

classified and systematised under Government orders.

Previously the village accountant was appointed from the

Kulkarni Watan Takshims { eight shares of Annas two each )

for a period of five years in consonance with the customary

rotation of service recorded in the Watan register. The

officialor was paid remuneration in cash from the sub-treasury

annuall3^ No Inam land was attached to the Watan. With

the advent ot the Talathi system in the second decade of

the current century, the Watan was partially commuted, i. e.,

one share of Annas two remains to be settled.

The village officers are bound to furnish the cultivators

with any information they require regarding their holdings and

accounts. Now-a-days great advantage is taken of the right

to obtain certified written extracts or copies from the village

and Taluka records, and the people do not depend so much

on oral information given to them by the village officers*

With the diffusion of knowledge and education the rs^ts are

well up in the matter of the correctness of the boundary

lines of their fields and the tree-growth on them.

The position of the Mahars in Sarola is unusual. In most

villages the Mahars not only do Government work for which

they hold Mahar Inam lands, but also do all sorts of

miscellaneous services for the cultivators for which they are

given Baluta in the form of a share of grain at harvest and

also baked bread daily. But in Sarola, as noted dsewhete,

owing to quarrels, this village service is taken now from the

Mangs, and the Mahars depend entirely on their lands and on

their earmngs as independent labourers^

No Panchayat has yet been established in the village*

either under the old ot new Act> and no cO-operative society

has been established.

15
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From the facts mentioned in the section on indebtedness

it seems clear that the system of private borrowing and

lending works fairly satisfactorily and that such indebtedness as

there is, is not felt ab an mtolerabls burden, Co-operative

methods are, therefore, likely to be adopted only when

recognised as, on the whole, an advantageous improvement

on or supplement to the existing system i rather than as

a drastic remedy for a state of things which is strongly

resented*

With regard to Panchayats, the village is healthy, fairly

prosperous, united and well organised on the old traditional

system and markedly free from sectional or faction quarrels

and jealousies.

The villagers do not feel the necessity for a new form of

organisation, and they are strongly averse to the levy of such

new rates as may be required for its maintenance* As in the

case of redistribution of land and co-operation, it is probable

that they will gradually be convinced of the desirability of

positive changes and improvements in conditions and of the

v^ue of such an institution as the Panchayat for helping to

bring them about.

The village has no stable Gratu Panchayat as such for

all times and occasions, but the leaders in the village form

themselves into a Panchayat on such occasions as the celebra*

tion of the Birth Day of Shri Krishna ( Gokulashtami ) or the

Fair of the Moslem Saint. Thus the choice of the Panchas

such affairs is democratic and there is general unanimity

on tiu^ issues for decision.

B.\X.UTEDARS AND THEIR PERQUISITES

In a rural vlhage in the Deccan, there are hereditary

vltlege Servants oseful to the community of the cultivators to

^
whcirm they serviceable in their own crafts and occupation

in coimecticm with agricultural operations. They are called
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Baiutedars In this village the cultivator gives

wages in kind to seven Baiutedars only. We have classified

them below in order of their importance and utility and the

degree in which they are called on from lime to time to

render service to the peasants, giving also the rales at which

they receive Baluta, Generally the rates are regulated in

proportion to the number of the bullocks the cultivator keeps

for the working of his land and wells:

—

No. of bullocks

Class
8 to 12 4 to 6 2 to 3

1 {The carpenter )

( The Chambhar

)

2 (Barber)*
1

72 seers

do
36 seers

do
24 seers

do

3 (Blacksmith)
( The Mang

)

24 seers

do
12 seers

do
8 seers

do
Jrd of class 1

4 ( The Mulani

)

V The Taniboli

)

18 seers

do
1

9 seers

do
6 seers

do
ith of class 1

Thus to a first class Balutedar a cultivator who has

maintained from 8 to 12 bullocks is required to give 72

Seers ( by measure ) of grain of Jowari, Bajri, wheat, gram,

Tur and other cet'eols in proportion or to hand over ps many

sheaves of Jowari, Bajri, wheat, etc* and bundles of crops

harvested as will produce 72 Seers in all, Should the

The barber gets twelve Seers oi Jowari or Bairi giam per mate member of

the cnltivator's family. He also gets a small quantity of any crops sudi as wheat

gram» Tur, etc. which the cultivator has harvested. Xusiead of ha

gets so many sheaves oi jowari or Bajri as will produce the required

quantity of grain. Some cultivators here take service from barbers of

other villages who are paid Tn cash or who are given IBaluta ae specified

above.
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cultivator have grown any vegetables, he gives some of them

for the Balutedar^s domestic consumption. Remuneration in Irind

is paid to the other minor Baiutedars on the same system.

All the above Baiutedars, except the carpenter, also get food

( )
from the cultivator on the occasion of marriages

and other festivities in his family. The whole system is

accepted and amicably maintained by all parties concerned on

the basis of common interest and mutual good will and

understanding.



CHAPTER 6

SOCIAL OPE

VITAL STATISTICS

We have tried to cclisct the figures of births and deaths

from 1894 to 1936. We were unable to find the records for

1899, those for 1894 and 1931 are incomplete, and figures

of cases and deaths from epidemic diseases are only available

from 1901.

Wt5 have grouped figures according to the ten year periods

between census years, 1891^1901 to 1931-1941, and taken

totals and annual averages for these periods. For facility

of reference the vital statistical statement is given on

page 230.

Without information as to age groups, marriages ( for

which there is no system of record ) and minor epidemics, it

is not possible to analyse or interpret the figures satisfactorily.

Apart from this the figures may not be very accurate

especially in the earlier years. The village records of births

and deaths and cases of and deaths from certain epidemic

diseases are maintained by the village police Paiil or head*

man and the village accountant ( hereditary KuUcami or

stipendiary Government Talathi ), who obtain informatiou about

births and deaths by local inquiry with the help of the

village menials ( Mahars or Mangs ) and watchmen ( Jaglyas

)

and then ascertain details by questioning the relatives and

other villagers. Notification by relatives and neighbours

to the village officers as registrars is not yet legally

enforced.
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,
t

1892 h

1893 !•

Iii94
I- t >f> \

!•

1893 55 34 89 r 27 28

lSy6 3fi 2r o2 f 20, 17

1897 2t 33 59 10 SO' 38

1898 24 31 55 9 12| 15

1899 t
loop 29 32 61

^7_|«lj9

170156 382 52157m_
lyo'li 27 30 57 9 11 22

1902 40, JO 70 23 26 28,

1903' 23' 281 51 24 76112
1904i 32 161 48 0 25 14

19051 29 JOi 59 18 24 19

1906{ 37 26 63 19 24 34

19071 26 JO, 56 14 30 11

1908' 40 J2l 72 9 11 13

19091 20 32 52 15 15 26

1910' 35 35 71 12, 15 31

""1310 2S9 599 149 260 310

'

19111 23 17 45 7 18 13

19121 35 31 66 14 24 37

1913 26 171 43 16 33 27
1914' 32 401 72 7 13 13

1915, 18 301 48 3 13
19ia 39 23; 52 5| 13 15

1917 24 21, 45 7 67 76

19181 16 20 30 9 34 47

1919| 19 19 38 7 40 38

33 6 IX
.
>5 .

235^ JS1,286 290

1921 26 '14 4C! i^i 21 'is'

1922 26l 10, 36, 14| 21 20

*
Babies and cluldren died within twelve

montlis of birth.

Census. 1881 1373

Do 1891 1329

[ [ Figures are not available

Census 1901 1573

Plague broke out on 29-8-03. Deaths 128.

Last case on 21-12-03.

I Census 1911 1432
1 1 Plague. Deaths 6.

I

Cholera on 2-8-12. Deaths 15.
I Smallpox broke out on 13-2-13, Deaths 7.

Cholera appeared on 4-8-16. Deaths 9.

Plague broke out on 23*6-17. Mortality 97
Influenza was declared on 2-10-18. Deaths 66.

Cholera broke nut on 17-7-19 and subsided
on 22-8rl9. Deaths 16.

Census 1921.. ...1360

Census 1931.

1 7 still birdts. I Sma&pox. Death 1,
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SUMMARY OF VITAL STATISTICS FOR TEN YEAR PERIODS

percentages

Deaths under 12 montlis nr 11 IF ii ir

Total deaths

Deaths under 12 months
26 26 14 25 34

Total Births

Deaths under 12 month**

29 25 17 18 15

Deaths other than from
Epidemic diseases

i

t 39 21 25

i

34

^ Including totds lor 1931.

T 1897r IB93 & 1900 only for wliich ^tatlsti^s are available.

IT Xn these columns equivalent rate per thousand per annum for the yeats

included 18 given.

X Figures not av^able.
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There is a certain amount of seasonal migration to

industrial centres or for harvesting and of migration due to

famine or scarcity conditions or the local prevalence of

epidemics like cholera and plague*
**

Frfciuenfcly expectant mothers are sent tc their parents^

home fot confinement.

Still with these warnines against relying too much on

the accuracy of the statistics and against accepting averages

over periods of very varying circumstances as representing

seme real * norcul

a

certain amount of enlightenment as to

the general conditions in the village can be derived from the

summary on page 231.

The following figures have been taken out for the decennial

periods in addition to those taken direct from the records:

—

(1} Total deaths under 12’ mouths;

(2) » over „ „

(3) ,,
minus deaths due to epidemic disease ;

(4) Percentage of deaths under twelve months to total deaths;

(5) If i> f) f» births*

For all the totals of births and deaths, equivalent average

rate per thousand per annum, taking the population as the

average between the Census pcjjul&ticn at the begiunlng and

end of the period.

Of course, a henvy de^th rate in one year from recorded

epidemic diseases or general debility due to famine will

naturally be followed by a smaller death rate throughout a

suhsequeiut period, and a cycle of good seasons will be followed

by a Wglier marriage and birth rate and higher total infant

mortality and of bad seasons by opposite results.

The statement on page 23! gives a brief summary for

the years within the different decexmiiatl periods.
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The most important facts -whicli emerge may be noted:

—

(!) Average birth rate from 1900 to 1936 was about 38‘6

per thousand;

(2)

Grade death rate was from 4K5 to 23-3 average 33

;

(3) Death rate from causes

other than epidemics 29 to 23,3 „ 26;

(4) Deaths over 12 months 35.5 to 15.8 „ 25,3;

,y under 12 months 10 to 5 7 7.4;

(5) Percentage of deaths under

12 months to total deaths 22.4

,. to total births 29 to 15 „ 19.6

The apparent Improvement in this last figure is marked.

The figures for the five ten-year-periods from 1890--1900 to

193(>-1936 being 29, 25, 17, 18. and 15, although the rate

150 per 1000 is still very high.

GENERAL HEALTH OF THE VILLAGE

Of the periods and decades we have noticed, the second

decade (1911-1920) of the present century was full of calamities

and misfortunes for the residents here. That misfortunes

never cou'e single is a trile spying. There were outbreaks of

plague, cholera, influenza and smalkpox in quick succession and

repeatedly in addition to ordinary diseases. The details of

deaths from epidemic diseases are as follows:

—

Year Plague Cholera Influenza Small-pox

1911 6

J!912 15
<7
t

1916 9

1917 97

1918 66
1919 51

** A reference is invited to the staiiMical record on page 230.

15 A
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It is necessary to draw

conditions were abnormal:

—

( I ) 1^ annnc 3''carb

{ 2) Epidemics

{ 5 ) Good season
cycles

attention to the years in which

1898-99
1

Decade

1899- 00 J1

1890-1900

1905-06 1901-1910

1912-13
1

1918-19
1

191M 920

1 <520-21 1921-1930

193G-37 1931-1940

1903 Prague

1911 Plague

1912 Cholera

1913 SmaU-pox

1901-1910

1916 Cholera

1917 Plague

1918 Irflittenia

- 1911-1920

1919 Cholera ,

1902-1903
1

1906-1910 f
1900-1910

1913-1917 1911-1920

1922-192f8 1921-1930

1931-1936 1931-1940

U wai. in 1896 that the Bubonic Plague first appeared in

India* but the viUag** fortunately lemained immune for about

half a doyeu years, and it was in 1903 that it first broke out

in a virulent form with 123 victims. Government have issued

special instruciions for checking the disease when it prevails.

Thousands upon thousands of persons are now annually inocn^

fated in India for its prevention either by State medical

officers or by private practioners* By this means widespread

epidenrics with the resulting economic disorganisairlon in rptaf

areas are now prevenledi
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Cholera visited the village thrice. It broke out either

during the last week of July or the first fortnight of August,

when the first rains were scanty and water for drinking was

either polluted or was not available in full quantity. So ii

is for the inhabitants to take the greatest precautions to

safeguard their supply of drinking water. It should be borne

in mind that unless there are heavy monsoon rains just at the

commencement of the rainy season and thereby everything

accumulated is entirely washed off and cleaned, there is

apprehension of cholera. It is for the villagers en bloc to keep

the village site clean in every respect. Any accumulation of

dirt, dust, dung and rubbish is the greatest evil during the

wet months* Sources of water supply may be permangnated

in order that pure water may be available for drinking and

culinary purposes at least. A small quantity of permangnate

of potash is available in Taluka centres* As a preventive

measure, it is worthwhile that the residents should get them-

selves inoculated ; it is harmless*

For the sake of humanity, and for the health, comfort and

safety of the ryots Government have ruled that as soon as

cholera breaks out in any rural area, hamlet or hut, the Mamlat-

dar of the Taluka ( the highest revenue officer ) should pay an

immediate visit to the affected place accompanied by a

medical officer, and take the most care of the patients and

devise measures to check the spread of the disease. Insis-

tence on the observance of regulations laid down by

Government is strictly followed: the greatest good of the

greatest number. At times* cases of extreme distress are

detected, when the Mamlatdar, if he has any funds available,

pays a small sum in money to provide the patient with diet

and clothing as a relief. It is said that cholera follows in

the immediate wake of famine.

It is the simplest and easiest thing to banish small-pox

from the village. Babies and children must be got vaccinated
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as early as possible within three or four months of their

birth. At the outbreak of small-pox, a vaccinator is at once

deputed to the infected locality to vaccinate the unprotected

children The village is free from either malaria or guinea

worm.

The prevalence of any of the epidemic diseases in the

rural area is an economic loss to the whole of the population

concerned. It disorganises the normal routine of the cultivators

in toto.

The Great World War (1913-18) was the most important

©vent of the decade, when prices, not only of staple commo-

dities but of ail goods, ruled very high,

1918^19 was also a famine year ia the Deccan- Staple

grains were not available in sufEcient (Quantities, and Burma

rice was imported into India in considerable quantities to

supplement the local stocks of grain. Prices of rice and other

articles were controlled by the State. India is remarkable as

a country where surplus grain in millions of maunds is every

year stocked and is available to meet her demand in case of

an emergency; but this forecast failed. Why? Because the

cultivation of commercial crops has ousted the staple food

crops the area under which is greatly curtailed. Fodder was

all exhausted. Government arranged to transport grass and

hay from state forests, but the railway freight and other

charges were almost beyond the purse of the common culti-

vator who could not help to keep up his small live stock and

had to take Tagai from Government to buy a fresh pair of

bullocks afterwards.

The annual average rate of births and deaths works out

respectively at S7-6 and 49.9 for the whole series of years.

No accitrate and correct normal rate can be deduced. With

the iiKxease of population the rate varies.

Throughout the whole period of forty-one years the births

ptttdoittinate sHtoept during one decetinitkl period (1911*^201
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when deaths show excess over births. We try to analyse

them as follows;

—

Period No. of births

1

j

No. of deaths
j

4 Plus -Minus

1894—1’900 326 + 56 294 4 31

1

1
+ 57 births

1901—1910 599 510 4 89 do

1911—1920 478 576 - 98 deaths

3921—1930
: 525 370 4 155 births

1931—1935 1 305 4 75 157 4 50 4 193 do

We have already noticed the reason why the deaths

outnumbered births during 191 1“1’920,

It is a curious co-incident that the census figures of 1921

and 1931 are nearly equal to those arrived at by adding plus

and minus figures in the last column:

—

Census Population *- deaths 4 Births Total

1911 1432 -98 1354 1360

1931 1360 4 1 55 1515 1519

li may be inferred that there is neither net emigration

nor immigration here; the difference is very small.

The excellent health of the villagers is by all meam an

economic assets

LONGEVITY

The statement of authorities on vital statistics that the

average expectation of life in India is 24 as against 50 in

Englaud may come as a surprise to many people in this

country, and it is to a certain extent misleading^ though there

are no means to get the statement verified^ The infant

mortality in India is greater than in England, and it is supposed

that this explains the difference. The infant mortality may
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affect the average but not to such an extent. We arranged

to take a census of the residents in the village who were

sixty or more on 6th November 1928. The result is set forth

m the following tables which give the numbers in each caste

for each ten year-age-group from 60 to 100. The actual

age of each individual could only be estimated and not

verified from the birth registers. Probably in most cases it is

greatly overestimated, but for purposes of comparison the

figures are of interest.

No.

Castes

1

Males
1

Fenales Total

1 Bralimin
1 1

1 _ 1

1

1
i

1

1

2 Jain 1 Marwadis) i
3 2

'

5

3 Lingayats ^

1

\
i

1

4 Marath^s 22
1

17 39

5 Mails 3 -
3

6 Lobar 1 1

7 Dhar.gar
- 1

t 1 2

8 Baiber 1 -
1

0 Chambhar
!

1 1

ID Muslims 6 3 9

38 25 63

,

JUbs* 1 to 3 are vegetarians and the rest are non-vegetarians,

chough a stnall community, the Marwadis predominate.

The disparity in the number oi males and females of and

above 60 is very striking when we find that the total number

elmost equal.
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MALES

Castes
60-70 70-80 sO'-go 90-100 Over

100 Total
1 2 3 4 5

Marathas, etc. 15

I

2 - 28

Lingayats B H - 1 1

]ains m 2 1
-

3

Mahomedans ^
1 2 - 1 5

Total

1

16 11 6 3 2 38

FEMALES

Castes
60-70

1

80-90

'

3

90-100

4

Over
100
5

Total

^tarathas 12 B 2 2
f

- 17

Bralitnxn
jB ]

-
i

— -
1

Jams B 1 - - - 2

Dhangar 1
- - 1

k

Mahometans 3 -
;

-
:

-
i

3

Chambhat 1 - - -
4.

I'otal 18 3 2 2 - 25

Grand Total 34 S 5 2 63

It will be seen that all the castes have Contributed their

guota except the vihage MahaVs who have nobody surviving
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after sixty years of age. Why is this so, is not easy to

explain. The Mahar population is ninety-three ( males forty-

three and females fifty ), These sixty-three individuals are

old and decrepit and most of them are unfit for active field

labour or even in most cases for light woik. Some of them

are crippled, some have defective sight, some are hard of

hearing and some are invalid in one way or other The

women stay at home in the day time during the absence of

the members of the family on their lands and do some

domestic work.

Some of the old men try to go out to tboir fields and

sic under ihe sbadt; watching for a few horns of the Jay and

return home before sundown.

In the evening some of these dd folks attend the temples

•f Shri Radha Krishna, Matuti or Mahsdev and bow down
and worship in their own way the presiding Deivy. Some
of them are present at the Bhajan parties and at the

reading of the Puranas when these are held in any of the

temples*

Most of these old residents are healthy and sound, though

weak or crippled through old age^ No case of any specific

disease is noticeable among them.

No special or extra diet is provided for them, but they

take the bame kind of food as the other members of the

houiehold.

It is noticeable that these old people are more poorly
dressed then the younger numbers of the family, and seldom
seem to be -weariijg new clothes. They perhaps mamtain the

habits of earlier times wheti the standard of dress was lower
than it is now, and when the resources of the family are

restricted, naturally the dress of the older people who move
dttk very tittle ts one of the items to be economised.
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FOOD
The cultivators of the village are mostly descendants of

the Marathas of the Deccan, Some of them are proud of

their family surnames such as that of the ancient aristocratic

Maratha family of the Kales, They are not vegetal ians but

use flesh only occasionally and rarely. Amongst the Marathas

there is no restriction as to the drinking of alcohol. Their

daily and ordinary food is very simple and made out of the

produce of iheir own fields, Bajri and Jowari are their staple

grains for food. During the busy seasons they take food

three times a day. The food is frugal and not very substan-

tial. The chief items are:—Bajri or Jowar flour^ Tur Dal or

any other pulses ( Math, Moog, gram, etc. \ A small quautity

of chilly powder, a pinch of powder of turmeric, a quantity of

salt, onions, gai’lic, a few drops of Kardi oil go to make

this simple fare more palatable. Ghee in Very small quanti-

ties is used on rare and auspicious days. Sugar and Gul are

reserved for special days, or for festivities. Wheaten bread

and rice are used as food, but only on the festival days of

the year. A visitor or a guest is given similar food. The

cultivators’ women folk prepare enough food daily in the morn-

ing for the members of the family with a small margin, so

that they can give bread or pieces of bread to the Gav-Mahar or

Mahar on duty ( not as alms village beggars and wandering

visitors. They have a dog to feed in most cases. They

observe some days in the year as fasts in accordance with

their religious tenets or vows. In some families of peasants

food is prepared twice, in the morning and the evening*

There are no different courses—and in some families milk is

given to children with food in the morning, if there is a milch

cow or buffalo or goat. Milk is not now as freely available

for drinking as formerly. The daily ration of food for a man

is on an average staple grain ( Bajri or Jowari ) f of Seer

and pulses ( Tur, Matht gram-

)

16
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The articles of food they ordinarily use are:

(1) Wheat (15) Vegetables

(2) Jowari (16) Ghee

(3) Bajri (17) Milk

(4) Tur-Ddl (18) Sugar

(5) Gram Dal (19) Cocoanut, Copra

(61 Rice (20) Tamarind

(7) Moog, Math pulses (21) Condiments and spices.

(8) Salt (22) Sesamum seed, linseed,

(9) Chillies rapeseed, ground-nut seed,

(10) Onions mustard seed.

(11) Garlic (23) Tea
(12) Turmeric (24) Asafoetida (t^)
(13) Kardi oil (25) ( dried rind of fruit )

(H) Gul or jagree

The daily average cost oJ food may vary from family to

family and it would not be accurate unless there are schedules

for the families concerned*

DRESS, CLOTHES AND GARMENTS
It is very rarely that ihe cultivator has the luck xo

possess and wear silk, embroidered or other clothes or garments

01 any value* In very few cases silken Sadis, Paithanis with

lace borders and laced ends (Padf»r) and Pitambars (silk*wovan)

are seen. Women as a rule wear coloured Sadis called Bands

or Lugadees of rough texture and Cholis with decorative

borders* A Band for daily wear measures 20 to 24 feet in

length and 3^ to 4^ feet in breath, viz-, 14 to 16 cubits and

2 to 2^ cubits. The words Band and Choli may be trans-

lated into English as mantle and bodice* Ordinarily a woman

is lttcl<y to have two Bands and four Cholis to wear year in

and year out* The women here do not wear different clothes

for the difTerent seasons and occasions such as summer,

autumn, evenmg dress or costumes like the western woman/
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zuad they have no stocks or hoards of clothing. Whatever

clothing and apparel they possess are for constant wear. They

keep their garments clean by washing them daily themselves.

They change their garments once daily. They have no need

of a washerman or a washerwoman. No expense is incurred

for washing or tailoring the year round. Among Hindu

women, as a whole, the dress consists of three portions only,

never more, though they may have two only. These are a

skirl, a bodice and a mantle; but the women here have two

only, viz., a mantle and a bodice. In most of India dress

is cheap, simple and durable- Shoes are pot, in general, worn,

though rough slippers of leather called Wahana or Chapals

( sandals ) are used for going to and returning from the fields

or gardens. We would like to quote a reference to the female

dress from a book edited by Otto Rothfield, Esquire,

F. R, G. s., I. c, s. ( retired ) called “ Women of India ” which

runs as follows:

—

“ Pleasing is the contrast of Indian mantle, gracefully

draped over head and shoulders and falling in vertical folds

to the feet and of the gaily stJiclied and fitting bodice of the

Hindu ladies.”

In short, the apparel cf the peasant women consists of

two garments only. They are cheap and last for the whole

year round without any variety and with no fear of any

change of fashion. A girl of five to ten years of age wears

a bodice and a kind of skirt made out of a single coloured

checked cloth. These are called a Choli and a Parker*

Children's clothes are relatively dear and school girls' frocks

cost as much as their mothers.

The man also wears very simple garments made of cotton

clolht He wears a turban on bis head, either coloured or

white. He has a Kudta or a Bandi to cover his body (a

sort of shirt ). He wears a Pancha round his loins reaching
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his knees, Now-a-days one may fmd coats used by some of the

cultivators* He also uses a blanket called Ghongadi. These are

the only four items of men’s dress, Bandi, Kudta or shirt, coat,

turban and Dhoti or Pancha complete his whole suit or dress.

The price of men’s and women’s garments or clothing may

vary according to their length and the qualitv and texture of

the cloth, but not very much. The following may be taken as

a summary of the requirements of the cultivator for a year:

—

FOR A MAN

1 Turban at Rs. 2 to 5 :

2 Dhotis or Panchas at Rs, 2J;

2 Coarse Bandis or Kudatas at Re, 1 to each ( shirt );

1 Coat of cloth at Rs. 2 to 3

;

I Pair of shoes of leather at Rs, 3 to 4 ;

^

1 Ghongadi at Rs. 5 to 7 ;

1 Pasodi ( cotton blanket ) at Rs 3 to 4*

The total cost of the whole outfit for a man may
amount to Rs, 18 to 24 a year.

FOR A WOMAN
2 Bandas (coarse Sadis) or Lugadees at Rs. 3j' to 6 each;

4 Cholis at Annas 12 to Rs, 2 each ( bodice)

;

1 Pair of Vahanas of leather at Annas 12 to Re, 1

;

1 Blanket ( local ) at Rs, 2 to 3

;

1 Fasodi at Rs» 3 to 4

;

Glass bangles Re, 1 to 2 ( four times ),

The total annual cost of the whole may thus amount to

Rs, 20 to 30.

It may be noted that the cultivator and his wife can

hardly get these cheap and simple garments annually. The
women at least find it necessary to get the old bits of their

torn Bands stitched and sewed together to make a full

length Baud which they can tise for some purposes. We
f? a bdavy thiag laatiag M- more dm two years. The pair

mere than S«er$,
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cannot help remarking that a peasant woman is very fond of

wearing a Choli ( bodice ) made out of a Khan with a

silken border, intertwined with flowers or the like, costing

more than Ks, 2i,

Generally most of the householders have two to three

children, and they are required to provide them with garments

for wear ( they may be coarse ) and with beds, etc. Their

garments may cost Rs. 7 to 10 and beds Rs. 3 to 5. But the

poor cultivators can rarely afford to buy these annually and

their children often go without sufficient clothing.

KIT, fURNlTBRE AND UTENSILS

It may be noted that the cultivator has no furniture of

the kind familiar in western countries, such as chairs, tables >

stools, benches, trunks, cupboards, wardrobes, mirrors, pictureSj

carpets, easy chairs, sofas, pianos, gramcphones, sewing

machines and so forth. These things are luxuries far beyond

his resources. His house is conspicuously bare of these

articles of furniture. He feels no need for any of them. His

standard of living is very simple and poor. He has the habit

of silting on the floor. His ordinary household furnishings

are very simple. He has one or two cots ( Khat, Baj or

Charpai ) made of a frame of common or Raywal wood on

four legs fashioned by the village carpenter,- with a net or

web of rope stretched over it. Rope sufficient for one cot

costs Annas 12 to Rupee 1. It is the business of the

village Mahar or Mang to twist or weave the cot for a small

payment of Annas 2 to 4, or, in kind, in the form of two

rounds of Bajri or Jowari bread such as is consumed by the

cultivators. Now we may be able to And one or two deal wood

boxes at his house. A great many cultivators, of late, go to

Bombay for labour and find it convenient to use steel trunks.

Sc many of them possess such small cheap steel trunks* He may

have one or two local woollen blankets called Ghongadis.
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A Ghongadi may cost anything from Rs, 3 to 6* He may

have one or two Pasodis or sheets made of rou^h cotton

spun and woven by hand, made of coarse yarn less than ten

counts. His woraen-folk generally use one or two blankets

called or ( Ghongadi ) and make a sott of patch-

work quilt or cover called a Godhadi (qt€Nt)from old bits

of cloth patched together and stitched in rows. It may cost

from Rs. 2 to 4, Pillows are rare luxuries. Pieces of gunny

bags ate sewn together to serve as floor coverings or carpets-

Though the cultivator produces cotton, he ha*^ seldom any

cushions or Gadis (nift) for his own use.

The equipment of the cultivator's household in the matter

of utensils is poor, simple and plain like the standard of living

which it serves. Needless to say be has no silver ware,

such as cups, basins, spoons, vases etc- He has in many

cases copper, brass or iron pots to carry water from the well

or other source of water supply. They are Ghagar, Handa,

Gund, Tapela and Hand. Their costs vary according to the

metal of which they are made, the current prices of the

different metals and the weight of the pots. An ordinary man

may have the following in his household:

—

1 Ghagar ( copper or iron

)

I Handa ( m »> brass )

1 Tapek ( „ „ „ ) 51^

1 Tava (griddle) of iron (Annas 12 to Re- 1) for baking

bread and cakes,

2 to 5 Paratis ( a circular and edged dish of brass

)

accordbg to the number of members of the family. *TW
I to 3 Bhagunas of different sizes (brass),

1 to 2 Palis - a ladle ( 1 iron and 1 brass )-

1 K^hai ( a frying pan ) ( iron or copper ).

I Kathavat (wooden bowl} (Annas 12 to 1 ).

X Chain ( wooden ladle ) ( Annas 2 )-

I Gangak Qt bucket ( iron or brass ).
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2 to 5 Thalis or plates ( made of bell metal or brass ). «r|[^

2 to 7 Vatis { or cups ) of bell metal or of brass,

2 to 4 Tapelyas ( brass ) of sizes.

1 Vili ( iron ) tof cutting vegetables,

STONE

( 1 ) A grinding mill
( )

Re. 1 to 2

(2) A ?.lab for bruising (Tr^r) „ 1

(3) A Varvanta ( muller )
(<fT4df) As. 3

(4) A mortar 12 to Re. 1

WOODliN

(5) A long postle 52

(6 ) A cradle (^TTcS'^f) Rs. 2 to 3

( 7 ) A snmll plank or board on

which to sit at meals ( two

)

(qra) or (Prt) 1-8

(8) A churning staff or handle As. 12 to Re, 1

( 9 ) An iron bucket for drawing

water „ 8 to 12

(10) A clumsy iron lamp for Kardi

oil or a tin lamp for kerosene oil „ 1 to 2

(11) One rope ( Aloe fibre ) n 8

The value of the whole lot of articles may varv from

Rs. 30 to 60 according Ic the metal, size, weight and work*

manship. Every hoMsewIfe has her choice. We have made

an attempt to give English eq.ai\ Aleuts of the several things^

They are not quite identical but may serve to give an idea

of their respective uses. In most households earthern pots

and Chatties are used for carrying water and for cooking

purposes. These pots and Chatties are made by the village

potters in the village. They grind up the earth very fine and

prepare the clay by pounding it, making it wet and mixing

the mud with a sprinkling of strawv
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In many tonses there are old arrangements for light

during the hours of night, viz. lamp stands of copper and iron

of dilFereiit sizes. Kardi oi castor oil was formerly most

commonly used; but now, ov/ing to high prices, Kardi, castor

or ground-nut oil is very little used. Tin Chimanies

kerosene lamps with round solid wicks costing one

to two Annas, foreign lamps with globes costing As. 8 to 12

and stable lanterns at Re, li to 2 are in common use*

Table lamps with properly designed burners which are

used in shops and in large towns aie hardly ever to be seen

in the villagers houses. This makes it impossible for tho

people to do much reading or fine work of any kind after

dark.

ORNAMENTS ATTD TRINKETS
As a class the cultivators have no vau^dble ur artistic

jewellery. ?.^Iost of the v/omen folk wear silver ornaments as

a custom. The cultivator of better standing and status in

the rural area has to have gold and silver ornaments to be

worn by his wife and the other female members of his family

if he can aftbrd it.

A list of ornaments and trinkets is annexed. We shall

name the full set of ornaments usually worn by a woman.

There are ear rings and ear ornaments of gold in pairs

(Bugadya, Karnaphul, Kudya and Balya) which are attached

by piercing the upper and lower parts of either ear. A wide

circular nose ring of gold with peails is possessed by the wife

of the peasant as an auspicious sign. Round her neck are

warn necklaces { hlangal-Sutra, Vajratik, Putalya, Jalicha-Mam

and Chitang) of gold. A silver ornament called Sari adorns
^ iieck and a portion of her chest. Silver armlets in pairs

called DandoiyaSi Tolabandyas or Velas are put on firmly

round the above the elbows. Then there are wristlets

(Gothas) and made of silver worn round both the

Wtiata, Silver or goU rinipj ‘grace the fingers.
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On both the ankles are put Kadolis and below them

Sakhalis made of silver. A pair of Virodyas and a pair of

Jodavis made of silver (sorts of rings) are worn on the ends

of the toes of both ihe leet. Some of ihe ornaments aie

worn not only as an adornment but essentially as distinctive

and symbolic marks of austerity (Saubhagya) and ceremonial

purity ( Mangal-Sutra, Nath, Putalya and Jodvi). This custom

has acquired religious significance.

A boy wears round his neck a silver ornament called

Sari. A pair of silver bracelets called Kadis ( rings ) is worn

round either of the wrists. A silver Kardora is wound round

the waist tightly, A small boy puts a silver ornament called

Toda on his ankles.

The shape and to some extent even the colour of dress

and the design and manner of wearing jewellery are among

them distinctive marks of social rank and ceremonial purity, in

a word> of caste, which are guarded jealously as if almost sacred.

LIST OF ORNAMENTS OF FEMALES AND GIRT S

GOLD Value Rs 1 SILVER Value Rs.

(Nose ring)* <o efts’ 3ft^ (Ankle ebflips)* 75

(PendcnO* 35 ^[55 '*0^ (Anklc-wirc rings)* 10

(Neck ornament)* QO Wr>P*TT (Variety of anklets) la

(Bead)* 3
1

(Armlets)* la

(Ear ornament)* 7 (VriBtleta)* 4

(Ear ringf)* 3 ^ (Ring)* 1

5'^’^ ( a it
)*** la yfftf (Toe ring,)* a

(Neck band) loo 5fRr
( do )* a

<»i3ilv4V ( (Jo
)’i‘ a

(W^eddinj string)* 4

(Ring) tS

(Ring vitk MoKar) 4d

(pendent) 35o

( Neck ring ) 100
T

* Tliese are common,

16 A
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LIST OF ORNAMENTS OF MEN AND BOYS

GOLD Value Rs.

(Wiiatlete) lOO

(PenJent ) 35o

r^«lr^VoI\ (Ear ring 'vitli

pearls)* 3o

arfn^l- (Ring) 40

Ear rings )*** 10

^ (Neck ring ) Oo

SILVER Value Rs.

(Wristlets)* i3

(Ankle ckalna)* 0.5

(Twlat for tke loina)* 5

(Neck ring)* ^

(Ring)* 1

Every householdei does not generally possess all these

noted in the list. The value given in Rupees is for the

jilairest or simplest and commonest type. Those who can

afford it can invest any money they like.

marriage among the MARATHa\S

The Hindus have recognised eight forms of marriage from

the earliest period of the Pauranre time. Now all of these

forms have become chsolete except the two known as ( 1

)

Brahma and (2) Gandharv (Re-marriage of a widow)

which have undergone many changes. Like the western folk

among the Hindus^ marriage is not considered a personal

affair^ but is treated as a sacrament binding on* both parties

throughout their whole life* The traditional conception is that

it is eternal. It is not a civil contract which can be terminated

at the will of either party concerned. It is a traditional custom

that the couple formally should go through the ceremony at

an caily age; because the bride is virtually brought up and

bred up in the family of her husband’s parents that she may

get herself fully associated with and accustomed to the manners,

traits» customs, etc. of the said family. It is a school for the

formation of her character and a sort of apprenticeship to

full memberjaihip of the family. The word^ marriage, is, at that

stage, a mmotner, and it does not connote the western idea

* These are eonuapa.
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and sense that as soon as the ceremony is over and the

nuptial cakes are broken, the western couple enter on their

married life. No; the nommal Hindu couple (the boy and

the girl) are bred up almost together, ana tne bride has tUe

opportunity to get herself trained and educated under the

directorship, perhaps the dictatorship of her raothet -in-law and

her husband's sisters, if any. It may surprise a foreigner,

if it is added, that the couple is not even on speaking

terms, even privately. There is no occasion for them to

meet during this period. Each may watch and observe the

other silently; get fully acquainted in that way. It is a

period of probation for the girl. The wedding ceremony has

only recognised the boy and the girl as the future husband

and wife. The foreigner's notion of a Hindu marriage of a

young girl and young boy is quite wrong from the standpoint

he takes We have tried to give a correct and unbiased idea

of the Hindu so called marriage. The ceremony, though taken

in early life, is a sort of betrothal sanctified and solemnized

and announced to the public at large. In the modern term it

is a sort of registration. So the ties of marriage are tightened

as the years roll on and as the parties grow up. Divorce as

such is unknown to the Hindu women; the scriptures prohibit

it; custom rigidly bans it; it is absolutely rejected. Polyandry

is unknown here; polygamy is customary here and practised

in some cases. Monogamy is not the rule as in Christian

countries, though the Hindu scriptures recommend and commend

it. A vow to have only one wife is applauded in the Hiqdu

communities. A second wife is, in many cases, taken for the

purpose of progeny, if the first wife is barren or has lost

hopes of any offspring In many cases the consent of the

senior wife is obtained and given freely for the taking of a

second wife. The patties ate interested to have the succession

and lineage continued and perpetuated specially by the birth

of a son who is required to perpetuate the family and to
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offer oblations to the deceased ancestors. The idea is sacfed

and spiritual. A foreigner may ridicule it or condemn it; but

vre are not sitting in judgment here. If we are the Aryans

coming from the same stock residing in the neighbourhood of

the Caucasus Mountains in the South of Russia, or according

to the other theory in the Arctic regions in the pre-glacial period,

before we departed either to the West or the East the Aryans

had one common idea. A great body of testimony has been

accumulated that in all civilised nations it has been

acknowledged that the Aryans who migrated to the East have

taken to and followed the rites, customs, duties, etc. intact in

their new and adopted homes either in India or elsewhere. To

the western mind the old customs may appear to be crude and

primitive; but which of them is preferable is a difficult ciuestion.

The fact is that the custom and idea go back to remote times.

* Love laughs at locksmiths ' is a familiar adage for the

Europeans, but for the Hindus—particularly the Marathas—it

has little meaning Among the Marathas romantic marriages

are unknown.

NO COURTSHIP

To the boys and girls here the practice of courting

prevailing ip civilised countries is unknown. Among the

cultivators here marriages take place in girlhood and boyhood

at very early ages, though at present the ages of boys and

girls are raised to fifteen and ten respectively* In towns and

cities among the high caste Hindus, the ages are by force of

custom and by following the westein methods extended from

eighteen to twenty^four years and fifteen to eighteen years. The

villager takes a long time to follow and imitate his city

cousins. Ages for the marriage ceremonies have been much

improved, and it is believed that more rapid progress is

possible in the neat future. An enactment is now passed

to penalize any marriage that takes place before the standard

ages or legal ages.
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In the Hindu scheme there is the dislike of babies (girls)

and it is usually deemed a heavy and unwelcome cash liability.

The son is often preferred to the daughter* Why is it so ?

We have explained it lully in the last paragraph.

parents’ responsibility

It is no doubt a tedious* wasteful and anxious task for

the parents to seek and choose a bridegroom for their daughter

when she is likely to attain the ago of puberty. The Marathas

are very keen as to ( 1 ) the lineage, ( 2 ) the pure caste, ( 3 )

the respectable family, (4 ) the landed property, ( 5 ) good

connections and relations and ( 6 ) the bridegroom’s education, age

and other guaJifications, To the parents of the bridegroom these

considerations are far more important and essential* Each tries

to get a suitable match equal in all respects. A fair girl who

is well educated and has a knowledge of domestic duties stands

a sure chance of success in a welbto-do family, Finally the

astronomical positions of the ruling stars at the nativity of

the bridegroom and the bride are taken into account* Approving

these conditions the parents on both sides come to the terms

of settlement which may be divided into sections or groups:—*^

( 1 ) Salankrit Kanyadan
( )

with or without

a dowry; (2) Dowry to the bridegroom; (3) Each party’s

willingness and readiness to bear the expenses falling

to his side; (4) Bridegroom’s parents to meet all the expenses

for both the sides and ( 5 ) Satelote a system of

exchanges. The terms Salankrit Kanyadan and Satelote

need explanation* Salankrit Kanyadan means a solemn gift of

the daughter decked with ornaments and clad b clothes and

garments of brocade and silk» The parent of the bride

Undertakes to give her in marriage in a spirit of charity or

gift wearing auspicious gold and silver ornaments of the wedding

free. The central idea connotes that it is the highest religious

sense of duty to give a gift or alms of the daughter^ To the

Hindu mind it is a blissful act of charity*
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Satelote means an exchange of brides- A, B and C have

each of them a son and a daughter as well. They are kinsfolk

or distant relations of different Gotra, A*s daughter is given

in marriage to C*s son and B’s daughter is wedded to A*s son

or vice versa. The parties arrive at such a compromise of

exchanges, and the marriage expenses are borne by the parties

concerned according to their terms of agreement. At times

A and B make exchanges of theii sons and daughters, but

such cases are very rare. In exceptional cases ot poor people

the system of Satelote ( exchanges ) is resorted to.

It is a tradition or custom that the parents of the bride-

groom and the bride undertalce to supply the things to the

bride and bridegroom respectively as follows;

—

BRIDEGROOM S PARENTS

(a ) ORNAMENTS TO THE BRIDE

Rs.

Tive golden Pucalyas 35

A pair of Todas

( silver anklets ) 70

A nose ring of pearls 25

A ManUT^Iagal-Sutra ( gold

beads to be strung and

worn round the neck) 7

A paii of Viiudya and

Jodvis

( "-ilver toe rings ) 3

140

(b) GARMENTS TO THE BRIDE

Rs.
Three or four Sadis with

one of silk lace borders

for ceremonial wear

15= 15) 30

Four bodices includbg

one of brocade or silk 5

35

A pair of leather shoes 1-8

(c) PRESENTS OF CLOTHES

Rs.
One Sadi to bride’s mother 5

One Sadi to her sister

One extra 3

J2

Grapd Total Rs. 188-8-0
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/

bride’s parents

(a) garments to the

BRIDEGROOM

Rs.

One or two turbans, Rumals,

etc. ( head-gear ) 6

One coat or more 6

A pair of Dhoties silken

bordered 8

A pair ot CJpatue ( lace

bordered ) 8

m\ pair of shoes siik

oruainented 2

A gold ring if available 30

60

(b) PRESENTS OF CLOTHES

Rs,

A Sadi to each:

—

grooms’ mother 6

„ sisters 6

„ others 3

Six bodices 5

' 20

Grand Total Rs. 80

These can always be curtailed as the parties choose.

Generally most of the items mentioned above are supplied at

a small cost as they like and the money value may be much

less than that mentioned. The parlies can dispense with any

of the above items.

It may be worthwhile to narrate how marriage cere-

monies among the cultivators take place and how funds ate

made available- Among the poorer sections of the community

a parent is ready to give his or her daughter in marriage on

some such conditions as the following:

—

( 1 ) A cash payment of Rs. 25 to 50 or more;

(2) Delivery of a quantity of wheat, two hundred to

three hundred Seers or morei at eight Seers per Rupee

Rs- 25 to 35;

(3) A gift of a number of Sadis, perhaps about 6, at

lis» 3 to 5 each, i, Rs. 20 to 25*
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These are ordinarily the minimum conditions, but the

items may be increased or decreased by mutual agreement

between the parties. The things are supposed to be given to

the bride's parents to help him or her to carry out such

marriage solemnities as are imposed on the bride's side.

Thus it is that the bridegroom's parent has to undergo a

tedious ordeal to supply the wants of the other side. Adding

to the payments he makes, he has to incur expenses on his

side and for the giving of feasts to the castefolk and others,

to supply clothing for wear and to make ornaments, etc. for

his prospective daughter-in-law. The whole of the cost, in

the long run, falls on the bridegroom’s parents; the bride is

free from any money liability. This practice prevails except

in the case of well off cultivators who are ready to incur

the expenses which fall to their respective share or side. In

the case of well-to-do hlaratha families the practice of giving

a dowry with the bride obtains.

We have mentioned the minimum terms, and it may be of

interest if some indication is given of the maximum terms,

{1 ) A cash payment of Rs. 200 to 300 to meet minor items;

(2) One thousand Seers of wheat at Rs- 125;

(3) A gift of 12 Sadis at Rs, 35 to 45.

We have shown that ordinarily the whole of the marriage

expenses ultimately fall on the bridegroom’s family and that

these may amount to about Rs, 250.

Among the INfarathas of higher class the form of the

marriage ceremony is exactly like that which prevails in the

lirahmin roinmunity. The ordinary Marathas cannot afford to

have their marriage ceremonies performed according to the

Vcdic rites. The Marathas consider themselves to be Kshatriyas

and if they are initiated in the thread-ceremony, they are

Dwijas (twice-born); so they are entitled to have the marriage

ceremonies performed amidst the chantings of the hymns of

the Vedas; and they perform the Homa (Vedic fire) ceremony.
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The poor cultivators conform to the Pauranic ritual. Formerly

the ceremony was always performed by Brahmin priests; but

since the advent of the Satyashodhak Sabha ( a Maratha associa-

tion or institution lor religious and social purposes), Maratha

youths have been trained and initiated to solemnize marriage

and other ceremonies instead of the Brahmin priests. A Maratha

youth officiates as a priest in many cases among the Maratha

cultivators, though not in all, as a Brahmin priest is still

preferred by many. Two small pamphlets in Marathi on

marriage ceremonial have been compiled and printed for the

use of the community. They are:

—

( 1 ) GHARACIIA PURoniT
( )

priced Annas

derhcated to the late His Highness Maharaj Shahu Chhatrapati

of Kolhapur;

t 2 ) SWAYAMWAR PUROHIT priced Annas 12;

printed by Krishnaji Karkaji Chaudhari of Karajgaon (Berar)*

There are some more books coirpiled with the object of

training Maratha youths in the duties of priests; but we

could not obtain any of them. The ceremonies are performed

on the same lines as those performed by the Brahmin priests.

Among the Marathas inter -caste mairiages are unknown;

they are not even contracted between the members of different

sections of communities who dine and drink at the same

table, not even as- a special case between Uiembeifr of

particular groups, such as Marathas and Malis. The marriage

tie is rigidly confined to the single section or community,

even a marriage between Marathas of pure and misced descents

In short, the idea of mixed marriages is foreign or repugnant

to the Maratha mind* But mixed marriages among the

cultivators of poor parentage are not so unusual. As in other

spheres of life, education and wealth are passports and are

likely to overcome the traditional objection to mixed marriages

among the cultivators. As the Hindu marriages take place
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after due and full publicity and in the presence of relative?*?

guests and the whole of the village—men, women and children,

village officers, shop-keepers, Savkars, Kumbhars, Dhangars,

Mahars etc.; no record is kepr and none is ever required.

The principal items which go to make up the whole

marriage ceremony are:

—

t ^mx 5^, ff a fssr. 3

srf^nssr 4 5 e 7

» o . 10 ^rffp^sr, 11 Trm PrfV^T'Jr

tn 13 14 ^'srr^iT. 15 '71^^. i6 arf^-

17 33 19 'foi 60 «ff'?rT^. Qi

aa Hpprs^. 23 24 a5 26

a; 5ywig;i5F5T.

It IS, no doubt, a long list.
‘

5'lie cerejnomals of Hindu

marriage are not as simple as. the Christian marriage, where,

after the engagement is publicly announced, the aitendance of

the bride and bridegroom at the Church and the presence of

the Clergy along with the bride, bridegroom and their parents

and friends complete the whole social ceremonial. The religious

ceremony, the giving of the bride, the signing of the register

by the parties and a short sermon bring up the whole ceremony

to a close in an hour or so. The btidad party repairs to the

home of the biUe "where the bride’s cake is broken and perhaps

a meal or some refreshment is provided for the guests, and

then the newly manied pair set out for their new home.

This one formal ceremony initiates the stage of complete

separation between parents and their sons and daughters.

In the ca^e of Hindus, first the betrothal ceretrtony formally

takes place, when the father or guardian of the girl offers the

hand of his daughter to the bridegroom whose father similarly

accepts the offer and in token he gives her garments and

ornaments to wear and articles to be put into her lap (Oti)#

The veddlng cerenjony and celebrations, the most iroportani item
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The bridegroom has to spend about Ks. 5 on this, plus

the price of the ornaments i. e. Rs. 10 to 25 in all. A
feast is at times arranged by the bride^s parent to honour the

bridegrooms parent and guests.

AUSPICIOU3 MONTHS AND DAYS POR THE WEDDING CEREMONY

As in the case ol other Kindus, the ceremonies and

solemnisation of ihe marriages among the Marathas do nut take

place in every month of the year, but are restricted to certain

months, viz., ( 1 ) Valshakh (2) J3'eshtha (3) Msrga

shirsha ^ ) Magh ( 5 ) Falgun according to

the Maharashtra Calendar.

Again no ceremony can actually be performed on any day

one chooses and likes, but ^the days ( Tithis ) are specially

scheduled for the purpose as auspicious and noted and

mentioned in the annual almanacs. Generally some particular

moment and hour of the morning or evening ( Muhurta
^

is held religiously convenient and suitable.

Most of the Maralhss are farmers and are very busy with

field or other agricultural operations in the last three of

these months. They, therefore, find it most convenient and

advantageous to solemnise marriages in the months of Vaishakh

and Jyeshtha, when a large majority are free from work and

have enough and to spare of their agricultural produce, e. g.,

the wheat, gram, Tur, Kardi oil, Jowari and even perhaps

Jagri which are required for a marriage feast, or have sufficient

funds from the sale of their year s crops to purchase all that

is needed. When it is found to be impossible to arrange the

marriage ceremony for the auspicious month or day, some of

the cultivators, if they are in hurry for the solemnisation, can

repair to the Deity at one of the holy places:

—

( 1 ) Giri,

( 2 ) Kumbhej,

( 3 ) Kopargaon Bet,
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and go through the wedding ceremonies and rituals there in

the temples and in front of the Deity at any time.

Then follows the Tila which means that the bridegroom

is finally accepted, and he lo piesented with a new dress

and a turban ( costing Rs. 5 ) by the bride's parent. For

the reception of the guests, etc. arriving for the marriage a

Mandap or a Pandal is put up, and it is on an auspicious

day that the first post is fixed,

MANDAP OR PANDAL AND THE CEREMONV

As the day of the wedding ceremony approaches, a

Mandap or a Pandal ( a temporary structure of wooden of

bamboo poles and rafters covered with straw* leaves and

branches, corrugated iron sheets, sacking or cloth'^whatevef

may be available and within the family's means) is put up at

the residence of the bride's parents where the actual marriage

ceremony is to be performed. The Pandal is spacious enough

to accommodate the assemblage of the villagers, guests and

other visitors. A small piece of ground in the Pandal is set

apart for the construction of a Bohale ( a raised platform

made of raw bricks with a back ) according to the measure-

ment of the brides paces> It is decorated and the back is

raised tapering at the top, and on each side xows of baked

eorthern jars^* Gaurihar are set out and arranged

one upon another* The Bobale is used as an altar for the

wedding fire { Horn ) to be worshipped and kept burning by

the newly married couple. The surface of the ground in the

Pandal is made smooth and even and is spread with carpets,

Galichas^ ( cotton sheets or tugs ) and such other coverings as

are procurable for the use of the assembled visitors. Females

are separately accommodated, Gadanganer is the next stage

at whicdt a fea&t is arranged for the near xdattvea who do

not take food during the period of the Devaka as a religious

observance. Its object is to ask the blessings of the family

Deity to ward off evils and evil spirits- “We come then to the
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Devaka Sthapan ^FPf) when the presence and favour

of the presiding Deity of the family throughout the wedding

ceremony is invoked. The Simant Pujana means that either

the party of the bridegroom or that of the bride, whichever

comes from another village, is received at the bounds of the

village with full hospitality, the party is taken to the village

in procession with musicians and band playing, elc«, until the

bridal party reaches the village precincts and the Maruti

temple. Here the bridegroom gels new clothing, head-gear, etc.

from the bride's parent. Then follows the Halad ( turmeric

ceremony ) which involves the anointing of the bride with

perfumes, etc. mixed with turmeric powder before she takes

her bath^

HALAD CEREMONV

It is the custom among the Maralhas that some days

before the day fixed for the marriage ceremony, or even just

some hours before it, the girl who is to be married has to

go through the ceremony of Halad, which consists of the bride

being anointed with scents and wet turmeric powder by

married women ( Sm^ashni ) and being made to take a

long bath of hot water supplied .by thenL During the ceremony

tomtoms ( drums ) and music are played> As soon as the bath

is over, the bride is smeared with Kunku and turmeric and

clad in special garments and she wears a Bashing (cnf%^r) on

her forehead. A portion of the turmeric powder and anointment

( remainder ) is sent to the bridegroom who is like*

wise anointed and made to take his bath at his own residence,

at the hands and with the help of wives with music playing.

Then he is clothed and wears a Bashing on his forehead, Tlie

assembled wives are given Halad and Kunku before they do

any other work. Just before the moment of the actual

ceremony the bridegroom is taken from his place in procession,

on a mare or horse with a band of musicians playing in

ifeont, to the Pandal where the party of the bridegroom is
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received by the bride’s people and the groom is carried to the

Bohale and made to sit on a wooden board, Pat (TfcT)

or Chauranga and the bride is taken in arms clad

in her wedding attire to the Bobale and made to stand face

to face with the groom standing- The priests in charge arrange

to throw and hold a shawl or some other fine piece of

cloth as a screen between the bride and bridegroom and

commence to chant Mangal-Ashtakas (verses, etc- ) with a

loud and sonorous voice, and at the end of each conclude

with the words Savdhan (^rT^rsTPr). With these words, showers

of Akshala (sr^TcIT), Jowari seed coloured yellow with wet

turmeric powder, are cast at the pair e. g. in recognition of

the fact that the parties are now being united as husband

and wife. So one Mangal-Ashtaka after another is chanted

and at its conclusion the casting of Jowari seed at the couple

goes on from all sides of the assembled party. The chanting

of verses continues until the auspicious moment, when the

final showers of Jowari are made from all sides and the

screen or curtain is drawn up or aside in token that the

wedding ceremony is complete, and the gathering clap their

hands. The band of musicians* in attendance play their tunes

in harmony to mark the happy event. A distribution of

Pansupari (Attar, Gulab and flowers, if available) to the

gathering proceeds on behalf of the bride and bridegroom in

honour of the solemnization of the wedding. This is the

central idea of the Hindu marriage, with the view to give

wide publicity that the parties have been wedded and tied

together as future husband and wife. The Hindus have no

registers of marriages and no regular records. But all is

this a proclamatiou about the marriage- After the distribution

of the Pansupari the visitors disperse making greetings to the

parents of the bride and bridegroom. Womeii assembled to

witness the marriage ceremony are given Halad and Kunku
with Pansuftfiti and cocqanuts if available.
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AND

Later on the other items of the ceremony referred to axe

rapidly gone through, sometimes some of them may even be

omitted. If agreed to by the parties and if possible in the

small hours of the following morning the ritual of Kanyadan

is solemnly performed by the parents of the bride in

the presence of kinsfolk, relatives and guests. The bride then

is admitted as a member of the groom’s family which is known

as Zal Some gifts and presents are exchanged.

Then a procession is airanged in which the newly married

couple is taken in a conveyance or on horseback with a

band of musicians playing and with a display of fire works,

if available, followed by men and women to the groom's

quarters. The last items of ceremonies, viz, Sun-Mukh

and Lakshmi-Pujan are performed at the bride*

grooms house in the presence of the guests and relatives.

The Goddess Laxmi represented by an image made out of

kneaded wheat floUr is worshipped^ Then all rites, rituals and

ceremonies are over^

At the convenience and desire of the parties these final

ceremonies
( )

may be put off for three

nights% The intervening days are spent in feasts given

alternately by the parties.

A FEAST

A marriage feast among the Maratbas commonly consists

of:

—

U) Telachya or Purya (small whaat flour cakes rolled

and fried in boiling Kardi oil in a fry-pan (iron) called

Kadhai (2) Cooked rice, (3) Varan of Tur

pulse (a kind of porridge boiled and stirred in hot water, (4)

Alanvada (small bits or pieces of gram pulse flour kneaded

and thickened and dried in the svm) boiled in water with salt,

spices and: Kardi oil, (5) Gulavani (sxnall bits of Jagri

boiled in water), (6) Ghee, (7) Any vegetable, if available.
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Either of the parties make it a point to entertain theii

relatives, guests and friends in the company of the ne^vly

married couple. The parents on either side are at liberty to

provide more expensive foods and dainties such as Ladus, Lapsi,

Shira, etc. if they please. Such cases are rare here, but in

exceptional cases the parties vie with each other in lavishness*

Most of the Maratha residents here including men, women

and children and their guests are invited to the feast. Factions

frequently mar such occasions elsewhere, but we gather that

here in the village cordial harmony prevails. Food for the

feast is prepared by men and women working together from

earl3' morning. On these occasions every kind of assistance, even

the fetching of water for drinking, etc. is readily, cheerfully

rendered by the kinsfolk without expectation of any recompense.

Cooking pots and utensils are brought on loan from those

who possess them and care is taken to return them washed

and cleaned. Here there is not, as in some villages, a stock

of big pots and utensils necessary for such feasts kept by

the village Panchas who let them on hire. This is a very

convenient system. Once these things have been purchased, it

they axe carefully stored> they may continue to be useful

for generations. The charges levied for hire may be utilised

to repair and replace worn out utensils.

Towards evening the whole of the food is ready for

being served. Those who are invited flock to the marriage

Pandal to partake of the food, bringing their own metal pots,

plates, trays, cups, saucers, etc. When arrangements for

seating the guests have been made, the men take upon

themselves the duty of distribution. Generally all males take

precedence at the feast and females follow them. The number

of invitations depends on the circumstanees and condition of

the host. But it may be taken that sufficient food will have

to be provided for about a hundred people at least, men

women and children, the cost of which would be as follows;

—
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DETAILS OF FEAST EXPENSES

Rs. Rs*

Wheat 65 to 70 Seers 8-0 Chillies 0- 6

Rice 12 »»
2-0 Mustard seed and

Tur pulse 8 99 1-0 1

1

King (ffg) 0— 4

Gram pulse 8 II
1-6 Turmeric powder 0- 2

Jagri 8 S» 1-0 Grinding charges 0-10

Kardi oil 6 wt 2-0 Fuel six maunds 2- 0

Ghee 1-0 Vegetables 1- 0

Salt 0-8

Total 21- 4

A PROTEST

By the by the leading Maratbas here protest that theic

marriage expenses are neither excessive nor exorbitant; that

every Maratha incurs expenses in view of his status and

social position and that he cuts his coat according to his

doth; that charges for food and diet are necessary by reason

of the large collection, or group of the Marathas, However,

the poor families are excused the provision of 'grand feasts.

The solemnization of a marriage is the one and only great

occasion in the life of a married couple—say, fifty to sixty

years. Suppose Rs. 500 is the expenditure for the marriage

for the liie of fifty years, Rs* 10 work out as an annual

outlay. The Hindus, say the leaders, enjoy the celestial bliss

in their system of marriage. Even the poorest families among

the Marathas can solemnize the marriage without very great

expense, say, for Rs. 100 to 200. The idea of the marriage

implies the continuation of the line of descent which is held

religiously sacrosanct. It is deemed holy to provide men with

food and it is an act of charity.

hlATERNITY AND THE VILLAGE DAI

The majority of population of the village is homogeneous

and is of the warrior caste known as the Marathas. iij

17 A .
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accordance "with the old custom the Marathas who have some

relationship with the leading and foremost families in the

Maratha Raj observe purdah to a certain extent. The

word must puzzle a westerner. Is it mysterious? No, it is

a system of secluding married women in a four-walled house,

introduced, it is said, by the Mahomedarx invaders. The

women are not to be looked or gazed at by any person

other than their sons, brothers and fathers, and they have no

communication or intercourse with any other men. At the

time of the Mahoraedan regime the Hindus copied it and

adopted it in their families. The Hindus considered it as a

mark of social prestige. But with the disappearance of the

Maratha Raj and the downfall of the Mahomedan rule this

(mediaeval) custom or use had almost died away in the

Deccan villages with the advent of the British regime and customs

of the West. The Christian Missionaries played an important

part and the Christian converts, specially women who tried

to imitate their western sisters, gave a final blow to th^

purdah system. We have noticed during our study for more

than a year that no seclusion of women is maintained here.

But child marriages are very common, according to the old

Hindu ideal, though the age of the girl has been, ‘of late,

raised a little. Girls in India become mothers earlier than

their sisters in the West. Generally the Hindu girl bears

children at sixteen. The scientists assert that it is due to

the tropical climate. The first child delivery is very trying

and creates anxiety for both the husband and the wife and

their parents. In most cases both of them are very young,

scarcely out of their teens. They have little worldly experience.

Both of them are, as a rule* illiterate- Their judgment is

immature and unsound. The husband has practically no

knowledge of the diSicuUies and distresses of a woman's

maternity and its dangers. The husband's mother* though

experienced, has not always the full confidence of her son's
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wife, and is looked upon through reverence and awe as sacrosanct,

and so the ( girl ) wife manages to proceed for the first

delivery to the house of her parents some lime before delivery.

Her mother takes care of her healtii and watches her day

and night. From the moment of her daughter’s arrival she is

busy collecting things for the hour. With her pool resources,

she manages to get the things ready:

—

( 1 ) A Charpai ( ) ( the wooden frame of a bed )

;

( 2 ) She has to get it v/oven and twisted with rope of

hemp fibre;

{ 3 ) A woollen local blanket, if available, two pieces or

more;

( 4 ) An earlheni pot for lighting and keeping a fire or

hearth near the cot;

(5) A list of indigenous medicines; with money she

purchases the items of the medicines in a grocer’s shop, if

available, or gets them from shops in the nearest village;

(6) Cow-duDg cakes make much smoke and give a lot

of trouble to the sick and the baby; she procures a sufficient

quantity of charcoal;

(7) If she has no pieces of gunny bags or old blankets,

she gets them on loan to make them into a curtain or screen

for the use and comfort of the baby and its mother;

( 8 ) She secures on loan a big metal pot, if she has

none in her household, for boiling water for bath of

the baby and its mother, also to supply the mother with hot

water to drink;

{ 9 ) A Kudal (f^) ( pickaxe ) for digging a Nhani

( a space for bath ) near the spot on which the wooden cot

lies; a wooden board is left on the Nhani; if it is not available

a flat slab of stone is kept for use as a Stool;

(10) She engages the services of her Dai, if she is

available^ or some other known Dai;
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(11) She gets a room ready for the accommodation of

the baby and its mother for ten days; ordinarily it is a

dingy and dark room with no sufficient ventilation:

(12) A wooden cradle wiih a long and strong rope to

hang or suspend from the roof

:

The improvement in the rural Dais' status and their

organization is an economic gain to all our ryots. The

cultivator's wife is a good assistant to her mate in all field

work. When she is confined the work falling to her share

suffers. Field operations must be punctually undertaken and

performed, else the crops fail to yield expected results* The

days of convalescence for a cultivator's wife are generally few

and limited to three weeks at the most, unless utmost care

is taken in the pro-natal days. What is needed is a good

nourishing diet and full rest to the patient. What we w«nt

to secure is the physical well-being and comfort for the

agricultural population* if possible with the aid of an economical

organization.

Picture to yourself a cultivator's family with five members

(a husband and wife, two children and an old mother).

The cld woman can hardly contribute much labour; of the

children one may be useful as a cow-boy; the other is a girl

of five years old. The operations performed by the wife have

almost come to a stand. It may be worthwhile to stress the

point that the occasional loss is a dead loss to the cultivator.

In some advanced Maratha families the woman in child-bed

is given a dose of brandy or whisky as a stimulant. She is

anointed with a few drops of brandy before ahe takes her

daily bath.

THE UAl's WAGE OR PEE

A Dai's wages depend on the difficulty of the case and

the pairs she takes^ If the woman has an easy child-birth, as

Is usually the case, the Dai earns as follows;-^
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O) If she is engaged for the occasion once she is given:-

(A) If a daxaghter is born, 2^ Seers of Bajri and li

Annas for the cutting of cord and Annas 4 (bangles). She

takes her food on fifth and twelfth days at the house of

her patient,

(B) If a son is born, 5 Seers of wheat and Annas

five for cord-cutting and Annas 4 (bangles) and a Khen

(^^)- She takes her food on fifth and twelfth days at

the house of the patient.

(2) If she is engaged for the first fifteen days of conva-

lescence of the woman, she is paid Rs, 6 in cash, besides she

lakes her food daily for the period.

As soon as the woman is delivered of a child without

any trouble, all the wives (Suvashuis) assembled in the house

have their Otis (eiteTT) supplied w'th a handful of grain and

pieces of cocoamit as an auspicious thing They ate given the

customary Halad'-Kunku. On the fifth day of the child-birth the

woman in child-bed has to perform the worship of the goddess

Satvai in order to invoke her blessings on the new

baby and its mother. The Dai is also fed in the evening with

food along with the woman in child-bed who keeps fast for

the day. It is the evening time that is observed as very

propitious for this worship. The Goddess is called Satvai

and it is supposed to control the child^s destiny, and it

is said that the future of the child is recorded by the

goddess on that day; so all the writing materials ate left

ready at the place near the child’s cot with other articles.

We do not want to ridicule or deride the idea which has

been current for so many centuries; but what we want

to suggest is its economic side. It may be regarded as mere

superstition by the orthodox, but the peasant woman observes

it faithfully. For the first twelve days the food of the woman

is very poor and it consists of Bajri Kanyas (meal of Baiti)

for the first five days and thereafter o' piece of bread Bajri
1
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with Kardi oil (one sixteenth part of a Seer a day) for the

rest of the days. It is said that for the first twelve days no

substantial diet is allowed, because the digestive power of the

woman has become very weak. We are not concerned to say

if they follow a light or wrong course; but the women folk

are too conservative to adopt any western method. The child

is allowed to suck its mother from the third day. After bath

on the first clay the baby is given a few drops of castor oil

followed after an interval of one hour, a few drops of honey

and drops of cow's milk. Our readers will be surprised if

they are informed that a small dose of opium is administered

to the baby even from the fifth day of its birth* What a cruel

custom it is I Is it economic ? No is the emphatic reply.

How can the practice be slopped ? It is not a simple

proposition for solution. As at present situated compulsory

primary education among the rural masses for the children of

both the sexes is the effective remedy; the scheme of compul-

sory education has been postponed sim die for lack of funds.

For the first ten days none of the members of the

household are allowed to come into actual and personal contact

with the baby and its patient mother. Both are considered

as unclean though they are daily anointed, washed, rubbed

and warmed- So she and her baby are let alone. The woman

takes no part or share in her ordinary domestic duties.

The Hindus have made a rigid regulation that nobody should

touch her and her baby except the Dai, and if any one does,

a bath is necessary as a purification. It is observed as a period

of contamination. It is meant as a period of rest* Is it

superstitious ? It is an ancient ritual enjoined by the Hindu

Shastras. It is a custom handed down from generation to

generation*. The Bible recognisces the custom. (St. Luke-II, 22).

Miss Mayo has, in her “ Mother India/* made great capital

of the contammation and pollution as supertitious, and has

tried to hold the Hindus to obloquy, in vain. As a rule
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delivery is always normal, and abnormal cases ate very rare

and may be beyond the skill of the untrained Dais. But in

cases of emergency, where no medical help is available, the

Dai would not sit idle with folded hands and call Jupiter to her

help. She tries her best to relieve the patient and God helps her.

To return; On the twelfth day the woman in child-bed is

again required to perform worship by going out of the house,

just near the precincts of the village. With this ceremony

the woman is at liberty to attend to her ordinary business,

if she wants to, and is able. It must be borne in mind that

she is still convalescent and it may take some weeks before

she recoups her health and regains her former vigour. After

months or more, her husband or his parents arrange to

lake her with the baby to their village home. The husband

gets the following things ready;— Rs*

( 1 ) A silver Sari ( neck ornament for the baby ) l’-4-O

{ 2 ) A pair of Vales ( anklets )

( 3 ) A pair of silver wristlets ( Bindalya )
1-4-0

(4) A Sadi for the lady with a Khan or bodice 7-4-0

( 5 ) A Sadi for the lady^s mother with a Khan 7-4-0

( 6 ) Some auspicious things for the woman in child-bed, 0-8-0

Provided with these articles a party of two of the

husband's household proceed to the wiiVs village with a

conveyance. On arrival the things are duiy presented to the

women-folk there before they are put on by the persons

concerned. The mother with her baby is driven to her home

to the village of her husband or his parents with new bangles

on her wrists. Her mother gives her new Sadi and bodice

to put on. The baby is supplied with tiny garments.

We must note that in very poor families most of the

items, save item No. 6, ate dispensed with. But it happens

rarely in spite of the circumstances of the patties concerned.

It sometimes happens that all the articles are procured, but

at nominal cost* It is a mutual and social relationship and

the ordinary convention and customs are followed*
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The ceremony of naming the newly born child is

performed according to the convenience of the parties concerned.

It is generally celebrated on the twelfth day of the baby s

birth. Either it is performed in the place of the birth of

the child or in its father's house on some other convenient

day. The ceremony takes place in the evening when a large

number of women (generally married women] are collected;

they put the baby in a cradle hung in a cosy room with

soft and new clothes and trinkets; they rock the cradle (*Tlo5wrr)

to and fro; they sing songs of the famous Pauranic Rama.

They call the baby the name chosen by the husband's parents,

etc. Then a small quantity of sugar and cooked gram and

wheat
( )

are distributed to all who are in attendance

to solemnise the ceremony of naming. Betel nut leaves and

betel nuts { cracked ) are also distributed to all present.

When a name is to be given* the women invited for the

ceremony bring with them presents of cloth and small trinkets

for the baby and Khans for its mother. It is a common rule

for the observance of alb Such presents may cost in the

least Re. 1-4-0 or the cost may be curtailed to a few Annas

if the donor is very poor.

On the day when the ceremony of giving name takes

place, the father of the baby or its grand-parents arrange

give a feast in celebration to all of his or their relatives,

frientls and others. It is quite optional to give a feast and

lo invite as many persons as one pleases. We have cases

here in which no actual or regular ceremony is held to

celebrate the giving of the name; but the casual calling by

the parents of the child of a particular name is considered

as- settling the name of the child.

The mortality among children within one year of their

birth is excessive in the mofussil rural villages for obvious

reasons: (1) The pregnant women here are from the peasant

class; (21 As a class the Deccan peasant is proverbially poor;
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( 3 ) Their food is not so nutritious as to fully sustain two

lives—womans and baby’s; (4) The peasant woman is heavily

burdened with household cares, anxieties and field work which

is arduous and tells on her health; (5) She has no sort of

recreation or diversion; (6) She is illiterate and is ignorant

of what is taking place in other places or in the world;

( 7 ) The male population is partly illiterate; (8) They have no

incentive for social advancement; (9) They are very conservative;

( 10 ) Conspicuous absence of any scientific or medical institution

in their locality.

To sum up:—There is here no ante-natal clinic. Whether

it is required is a point for the villagers* consideration. The

villagers whom we consulted are not in favour. Though they

admit that small ills appear at the initial stage of pregnancy

and that they must be checked and remedy sought for them

through experts, they are doubtful. They plead that in rural

areas pregnant women get more than sufficient exercise, get

fresh air and light, get potable water to drink, and think*

that no good can come from any ante-natal clinic; that

small ills are removed and the patient is made free or cured

by their ordinary medicines in their homes. What they plead

and urge is that the expectant mother does not get diet, e.g-

milk, ghee, honey, wheat, pulses, etc, in proportionate quantities

to maintain her in a sound state of health—herself and her baby.

They contend that their method is very simple, easy,

very cheap and calculated to give their women-folk comfort

and health; that the doctor’s bills will deprive them of what

little they can procure. Relief in the shape of diet is

essential. A sound body is the key.

According to their calculation a case of delivery of a

woman costs them Rs. twenty-five to fifty depending on the

circumstances of the woman in child-bed.

^ The question of the dietary of the pregnant ’V^oman

. all through bristles with difficulties specially in the caSe of poor
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women. Roughly 50 % of the women here seem to be below

normal health and fitness.

The system followed here is the old traditional one, but

it must not be inferred that the inhabitants are against any

western method. They are fully aware that the western

method is scientific and hygienic and conduces to the health

of the woman and her baby at all stages. But medical advice

and aid in emergent cases are not at hand and are very

costly, and the means of the cultivator are very limited.

Generally he has no savings to fall back upon. In many

cases the cultivator has only to meet the bare expenses as

noted, but in exceptional cases (which are few and far between)

he needs to run into debt. In lean years it is considered as

a calamity if any woman is on the eve of delivery. However,

we may emphasise that delivery cases of exceptional difficulty

are rare, one or two during the course of a couple of years

or more. We have no data to work out any percentage.

Many pregnant women from rural areas now take

advantage of matomity institutions started in towns and cities

by charitable persons- Though the fees and charges are

moderate, the cultivator finds it hard to pay a bill of even

Rs.. 10 to 25 for the first ten days.

Diffusion of knowledge and education in rural areas may

go a long way towards improving the standard of living*

coupled with the money earning capacity.

We have dealt with the subject in detail that the reader

may be able to understand the economic aspect of the

question in all stages and in all families. The labour of the

cultivator and his wife are their main economic assets in the

long run. They must do without a large portion of hor

earthings when she is delivered of a child and confined to bed.

In most families' of the peasants the earning^ of the couple

taken together ate barely sufficient to make both ends meet.
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EDUCATION

A primary school was started in the village in the

sixties of the last century* 7th September 1868. It has been in

existence for nearly three quarters of a century. The progress

made by the school has been very slow. We were able to

procure the following information:

—

No. of boys Expenditure ( annual

)

Year
On the roll Present

Receipts
Teachers’ pay Stationery

April

1919 50.6 32.6 12 324 18

1920 54,4 38.1 15 336 18
1921 34.7 45 • 18 336 18
1922 52-9 43.6 17 660 18
1923 52.9 39-8 20 660 18
1924 53.1 44.9 22 360

:

18
1925 73,7 58.5 35 912 18
1926 81.7 65.6 46 1032 18
1927 76,5 60.2 11 924 18
1928 JOl 78 1224 24
1929 113 85 1752 24
1930 125 83 1860 24
1931 103 84 2004 24
1932 126 95 2100 . 18
1933 123 99 1884 21
1934 115 84 1872 21

1935 110 86 1896 21
1936 ni 100 1920 21
1937 102 95 2172 21

1938 117 100

The school has been maintained for all these long years

cut of public funds. As all the old papers and registers are

periodically destroyed, we could only obtain statistical informa-

tion for the last nineteen years^ However, these details may

be sufficient for the purpose of giving a general idea of the

spread of education in the village.

The statement gives information of the number of boys

on the roll attending the school on 1st April of the years

teferred to. The other portion of it gives the receipts and
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expenditure for the said period. With the introduction of the

system of free education the fees were abolished. In addition

to the cost mentioned the Local Board has to bear the

burden of the annual Pension Fund contribution at eleven per

cent of the teachers’ pay and cost of repairs and prizes.

The Board has undertaken to bear the cost of the Bias class

attached to the school here, and also the cost for tools and

implements for the same. Before the abolition of fees the

boys of cultivators used to pay less fees than those of other

boys.

Now no fees are realised, and the school receipts are

nih Cost of its maintenance has gone up of late years. It is

nearly more than f of the village land revenue. For a

population of 1500 souls a sum of Rs. 2500 is spent annually.

Within the last decade the cost of the teachers’ pay, etc.

has increased from Rs. 1000 to 2500, and it works out in

the ratio of 2:5- Let us look to the number of boys attending

the school during the period. It is from sixty to one hundred,

that is to say the rise is 3:5- Many boys from other

villages attend the higher standards. So the attendance is in

an Inverse ratio. A perusal of the statement is not encourag-

ing, Though there has been an increase in the number of

literates here and in the neighbouring villages, the cost is not

commensurate with the number of boys in attendance. Has

the District School Board, Ahtnednagar noted the disparity and

with what result ? This slate of things has continued for

past years and it deserves consideration.

A short retrospect is necessary. The period to be

covered is, no doubt, a long one, nearly three quarters of a

century; but it was not eventful. It was one of the abnormal

protracted infancy of the village school. It was marked as

a period in which the masses of the cultivators were apathetic

and listless as Cat bs their education was concerned- The

cultivators had, from time to time, urged for, the redress of
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tlieir grievances and improvement in matters of education, and

the main grounds pleaded are:

—

{ 1 ) The education inaparted in the rural schools was

npto the Marathi IV standard ( or even less in some schools

)

the passing of which was not held sufficient as the qualification

for the public service-

( 2 ) Some boys who left the school after going through

the said course satisfactorily had to forget as years rolled on,

what they had learnt during the course of live to seven

years, as there were no facilities in the villages for further

progress or for keeping up their knowledge,

(3) They had no occasion to make use of what they

had been taught in the schools in any of their agricultural

operations-

(4) Some of the boys, after leaving the school, became

unaccustomed to the toil and endurance and hard labour of the

fields and it was thus that they became drones or idlers- In

some cases the cultivator was ordinarily not so well-off as to

maintain them,

( 5 ) Most of them took a long time to be trained in

all branches of agriculture. They had to learn everything

<r6 initio after a comparatively advanced age^

( 6 ) Most of the rural schools were one teacher schools.

One teacher had the charge and responsibility of managing

five different classes ( Infant to IV standard class ) with a

small number of pupils. So their studies were not so very

studious or progressive.

These and some other causes have, it is said, culminated

in the failure of education in the rural schools.

Tt is for the rural boys who have recently left the school

as literates and axe now on the threshold of their career in

thxiS world to make the best of the situation. They are

endowed with good talents and have a very liright prospect
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which their predecessors had not the good fortune to have.

Everybody in India, whether an Indian or an American or

a European or of any foreign nation is interested in the

welfare of the Bharatvarsha-

During the pre^Reform days (1919), the Educational

Department made changes from time to time in the system of

primary education, at times late in the day* Government of India

were also pleased to make a special grant for education of the

masses, but it is to be regretted that the line of demarcation

laid down by Government and taken by the cultivators differed

After the Reforms of 1919 the Government of Bombay,

with the help of Ministers, passed the Primary Education

Act ( Bombay IV of 1923 ) for free and compulsory elementary

education. It had, no doubt, good effect* Here the school

was teaching upto IV ( Marathi ) standard until 1924, when

V standard was added in 1924 and VI and VII standards

were introduced in 1925 and 1926 respectively. Thus by 1926

the school here was a full primary education school. We
need not go into the details of the working; but it can

safdy be stated that the school had to its credit pupils, both

boys and girls, who had passed the Vernacular Final

Eamminatiom Some of them have now been serving in the

Educational Department. There are others who have had no

opportunity to add to their knowledge in the village. So it

may be noted that during the last decade good progress has

E>een made.

With the Provincial Autonomy in 1937. the popular

Ministers devised ways and means to improve in rural areas

the primary education. An amending Primary Education Act
has! been lately passed ( XII of 1938 ),

Writers on economic books have pressed and expressed

often and often that in the rural areas farm diaries, family

budgets or accounts are not maintained. It hampers the

comparative study- It is belter that some steps may be taken
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to comply with the wishes of the economists. These items

may form a part of the curriculum of the rural schools.

Boys in the school are given physical exercise. Drill, etc,

are taught to the pupils at hitexvais and in batches. Modern

games and sports are not so much practised here. Even

Indian games such as Khokho , Atyapatya

are occasionally played. Gymnasium has been practised by the

boys. The Local Board have supplied the following things

for the use of the school:

—

Twenty-four pairs of Legims eight Jodyaa

ten dumb-bells, one iron bar, one Malkhamb and

forty-eight Lathyos (staves). Boys have wrestling

matches among themselves. Drawing is taught in school hours

as a subject of school curriculum. The subject of nature

study is a new addition but tliere is no room on the school

premises for a small flower garden. Music is not particularly

liked by the cultivator and he can spare no time for it,

BIAS SCHOOL

Inaugurated by the District Local Board, Aimednagar a

class was started here for imparting education solely in

agriculture and purely for the propagation of the industry, on

the lines of the Bias schools, conducted by the Agriculture

Department in the rural areas* A class for the beginners was

formed on 11th July 1928 for the boys of V and higher

standards. The head master took responsibility to give them

tuition in three courses:

—

( 1 ) Agriculture, ( 2 ) Carpentry and { 3 ) Weaving,

11 is a new idea for the farmers here to have the good

fortune of having a plot of land for the training of their

boys in their own industry at the very door of their houses.

We do not wish to critisize. What we like to press is

that the farm may be worked ef&ciently. An area of forty-one

Gunthas of farm is barely sufficient for twenty-six boys now

under training ( 1937-38 )% Why so many boys attend the
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class is obvious. It is an agricultural village, even boys of

Marvadis, Brahmins, Lingayats, etc. are receiving training.

It shows how the wind blows. Farming is a national industry

ol India and is the main stay of the large majority of the

population* It follows that training in farming may be adopted

even in preference to the whole course of the secondary

education, specially in cases of farmers’ children. We encourage

the cultivator to make strenuous efforts to increase the produce

of his farm and we are bound to give him a helping hand.

The Local Board have supplied for the use of the school

the tools and implements, etc, which are detailed:

—

CARPENTRY IRON SMITHY

(i) Sav

(a) Cliiscl {1%’Pt)

{ 3 } Ad*e {^T^)

( 4) Axe

(5)

Ctir{)enter’4 (jlane ('C'^l)

f 6) A tfei o£ ckUel

(i) {‘Iirdl)

(a) Anvil

(3) HaaTiuier {W^)

(4) Pincfra (^f^)

(5) PuTWik

(o) Chisel

(7) Hammer small

(b) Gimlet (fTRrtrs)

^9) Sione uud Strop

WEAVING

(k^) (<) Loom (wheel) (<^lc)

Li addition to these, the articles noted are also supplied:-^

picl::a\e, irox« basjcet, sheaveSj^ hand hoc, rake and scraper.

We axe glad to note that these are more than sufficient

for the daily routine. Carpentry and smithy are associated

with the agricultural tools and implements. But each and

every boy cannot be expected to be proficient in either, but

a smattering knowledge of them is welcome and may he

nseiul in emergencies and light accidental breakages.
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The dhurrie or carpet weaving is taught here. It is a

question if it suits as a home industry for the village and

if it commands market. There is ordinarily no sale for such

carpets here, nor are they so much used by the villageis.

Let us have the weaving of Panchas (>T^) or Dhotis (sftrTK)

or any other coarse cloth and so on; and if it is not possible,

let the pupils be taught to make yarn or thread from cotton

with simple, cheap and easy indigenous tools and machines.

It is often and often suggested that for the training of

boys in agricultural subjects, they may be allowed to stay

and study in the school class, for, say, three hcura either in

the morning cr in the afterncon, and spend the remaining

hours of the day in their gardens or fields in following their

routine agricultural functions and pursuits and making experi*

ments of what they have been taught in the school. It has

the double advantage, vi^:—( 1 ) putting in actual practice and ( 2

)

gaining experience of what they have learnt in the class. The

idea seems reasonable and feasible. It is not possible to refer

to the whole scheme here, but if it works well, it would be

possible to reduce some of the school staff with a longer

course and term.

It is expected that it will be necessary to find work for

the sons of the farmers in the near future, if they are not

now given impetus and succour at this stage to improve

their farm produce.

Today we are confronted with the unemployment problem

of graduates i^d others, and, we are afraid, we may have to

deal with the same problem with regard to the farmers’

children.

THE VILLAGE POST OFFICE

There is here a branch post office under the manag)e*^

meht of one of the teachers of the Marathi school who
receives a small allowance of Rs* 6 per month for the charge.

; 18 A
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He is assisted by a servant on Rs, 18 per month, who carries

the mail bags to Sarola railway station once in the early

morning and brings the incoming mail bags from the postal

t railway ) sorter of letteis, etc* for the village and other

neighbouring villages. The mail peon also serves as a postman

for the villages of Khadaki, Khandala, Astagaon, Babhurdi-bend

and Sarola railway station as well. Excepting Sarola and

the Sarola railway station premises which are daily served

the other villages are served in rotation, vi2. Astagaon one

day and the remaining villages the next day, and so on

during the course of a week. The annual cost of the branch

post office comes to Rs, 288, articles of contingency being

provided by the head post office at Ahmednagar, No house

rent is paid, as the postal business is done in the school

building The branch post office here transacts the following

business

:

( 1 ) Money orders;

(2) Registered letters;

(5) The V. P. P. articles:

(4) The savings bank;

(5) Ordinary letters and cards.

The insured articles are not accepted here.

The Postal Department arranges to reckon the annual

income by taking a six-monthly census of the business in

the months of February and August. We wanted to make

an estimate of the probable Income and cost of the office and

assess the economic value and ascertain the convenience to the

rural population with the help of these statistics. The Postal

Deparment refused ( on the score of the labour and cost involved

in the collection of the figures) to supply the naked and bare

figures according to the periodical census for inclusion and study.

It is a new idea to consider the economic value of the service

and utility which have not yet been examined or touched upon
in any of the books on Judian economics. It is simply a
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surmise to fix the volume of business in terms of Rupees. It

may be concluded that the post ofHce has so far worked at

a profit.

There appear to be postal savings bank accounts here;

the depositors may be mostly from the cultivating classes.

It is gratifying to note that we have cases of the poor

villagers practising thrift.

The number of depositors and the total amount of deposits

outstanding on the first day of April (financial) would have

thrown a flood of light on the economic side of the villages,

but for want of statistics. The millionaires of the Reserve

Bank of India realise interest at 3 per cent per annum

on their deposited amount; whereas the rural depositors from

the poor farming classes are only able to get interest at

2 pel cent per annum. Interest in both cases is a charge

on the Central revenue. It is an anomaly. Is it not a

grievance of the rural depositors? It is no question whether

the cost is a direct or indirect charge. The economic fact

remains that the farmers get interest at a rate lower than that

of the magnates and wealthy citizens. It is for the reader to

form his own judgment.

We have no statistics, but we can press that owing to

the increase in postage rates of letters and cards the volume

of business tends to decrease. It may not be reliable to base

the net increase or decrease in postage revenue from an

isolated case. It may be noted that the Postal Department is

one of the commercial departments. The rural agricultural

classes, including labourers, are very poor, and the saving of

one or two pice is important to them. The cheapest postage

at least for a single card and a single letter is very desirable,

if the habit of communication by post in rural areas is to b©

increased and developed. Labourers in the United Kingdom

get daily weges at four-fold or more of those of the field

labourers in India, while the lowest postage is on almost
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the same level for both the classes of His Majesty’s subjects

is obviously inequitable. It is the half truth if the present

postage on a card or letter continues.

The utilisation of the services of school teachers is

obviously economic, and e^ciency can be obtained and

tnaintained ea?ily. It follows that it may lead to the loweiiug

of the postage^ so that even labourers can make use of postal

facilities more than at present. We may ventuie to hint that

now it is time to reorganise and evolve.

THE INDIAN TERRITORIAL FORCE

It IS ot interest to * note that the village has two

members of the new Indian Territorial Force. They are;

—

1 Sepoy Baburao Kashinath Sase,

2 Sepoy Narayan KrishnajI Half*.

Except for a short period in the year the sepoys of the

Territorial Force can stay at home in their own villages and

follow their Oidinary pvocation. As at present arranged the

annual training is held at Belgsmm of the Bombay Presidency,

and the sepoys go there in the month of February and are

in camp for one month (March) and daring their stay they

are given the training:

—

fl) Drill,

{

2

) Rifle exercise.

( 5 1 Shooting.

{ 4 ) Physical training,

( 5

)

Study of standing orders.

The sepoys go to Belgaum at Government expense and

they get Bhatta or travelling sdlowance. For their stay at

Bidgaum for the v'hole period their mesa charges are met at

Government cost and in addition each sepoy receives an
allowance of Rs» 16 a month. He gets a uniform and a rifle

when he is ttudetgoiug the course at Belgaum. Both of the
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sepoys from here are Marathas by caste and they can read

and write Marathi. Baburao is a Talathi and Narayan a

cultivator-

From the neiglibouriug village of Ghospun two Brahmins

are sepoys in the Indian Territorial Force*

GOVSRNMENT SERVANTS AND PENSIONERS

Of certain permanent resident families here some members

are or have been in the service of Government eloewheie. The

following list gives the necessary details:

—

IN SERVICE NOT RESinENT IN SAROLA

o' Designation Caste
Monxhly
Pay Remarks

CIVIL

1 2 T^athis Brahmin 80 at Rs. 40 each
f 1 at Rs. 30

2 2 Police Constables Mali 50 \ 1 Rs. 20

q f 1 Jail Jamadar St 45
\l Naik »» 30

4 2 Jail Naiks Maratha 60 at Rs. 30 each

5 : 1 Postman Mahomedan 18

1

1

j

MILITARY

i

1

6 1 Naik Maratha 40

7 2 Sepoys 40 at Rs* 20 dack

LOCAL BOARDS

S 2 Teat’hers Maratha 70 at Rs. 35 each

9 2 >> 50 at Rs* each

10 1 Teacher IS

11 1 » Mahomedan 25

121 1 Mahar(Hari}an] 15

Total 538

Annual .. Rs, 6.456
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CIVIL AND MILITARY PENSIONERS ( RESIDENT IN SAROLA )

6
13

Designation
j

Caste
Monthly
Payment

Remarks

13

CIVIL

1 Sub-Registrar

1

Maratha 90-8
!

1

H 1 Police Jamadar 1) 22
15 1 Fostnian

,
Mahomedan 15

16

MILITARY

1 Subhedar (65)35+10* * Jungi Inam
17 1 » (65)60+ 5*

13 1 Sepoy 6
i _

Total

Annual Rs.

Grand Total

263-8

3,162

9,618
%

Thus Rs. 3,162 per year comes into the village in the

form of pensions, and members of resident families elsewhere

have an income of Rs. 6,456 per year.

BxcepL Nub- Ij and 18 the remaining persons own arable

land in their own names or in the names of thtlr kinsfolk-

During the absence of Govrnment servants their lands are

either cultivated by their relatives or let out on rental. The

pensioners manage their own lands.

The term Jungt Tnam (sfiflf ^nr) may be explained.

The sum represents monthly payment in cash from the

Government treasury for three generations including the present

recipients. Government of India were pleased to grant these

luams in consideration of the men having taken active part

in the Great War, In addition to the cash payments, both

Subhedars were granted land on the non-transferable tenure

free of angr occupancy price for cultivation in other villages

is the District.
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LITIGATION
There is no statistical information available as to the

extent or importance of litigation in the village. Any attempt

to collect data is a hopeless task. The Deccan villages are

not heavily involved in either civil cr criminal litigation. It

is true that at times the cultivator has recourse to the revenue

courts when a dispute arises with regard to his land, well or

crops; but the revenue courts give him speedy, cheap and quick

decisions.

Cases of cattle theft and simple hurt and assault are few

and far between. In most cases of this nature a compromise is

brought about by the villagers themselves to maintain smooth

relationships with each other,

Savkars and money-lenders sometimes drag the peasant

into the civil courts for the recovery of their old debts.

These cases linger on from year lo year with postponement

after postponement. The bill of costs goes on increasing.

We have here in the Deccan a special law in consequence

of the riots passed by the Imperial Government, called the

Deccan Agriculturists’ Relief Act (XVII of 1879). The

salient and important provisions of the Act safeguard the

interests of the peasants concerned. There were several

amendments from time to time in order to give greater

facilities and protection to the cultivatotf but our expectations

were not fully realised. In the long run the cultivator, in

extrema cases, has had his ancestral land or parcels of land

sold* The sale is conducted by public auction through the

Mamlatdar of the Taluka in order that the cultivator may

not suffer monetary loss and there may be fair play far the

cultivator as well as his Savkar.

OPIUM
The consumption of opium is generally condemned as a

vice, and yet most of the babies hete are given small doses

of opium by their mothers. Generally children Are gplven
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opium till they are three years old; but they do get it even

after in a few cases in which the child is given to screaming

and crying, so as to disturb the sleep of others at night.

We took an enumeration in July of babies under three who

were dosed with opium. The result of our inquiry is interest-

ing and it is noted below:—

Caste

No. of children under 3 years
Weekijf

Total
No. of

Consumers
cost

Mctiatha 25 36 6] 46
Rs* As.
5—12

Mali 3 4 7 7 0—14

Brahmin 3 1 4 2 0— 3

Marwadi 0 2 2 3 0— 2

Lingayat
1

1 0
1
L I 0— 2

Carpenter 1 0 1 0 0— 0

Barber 0 2 2 2
1

0— 4

Teli 1 0 1 1 0— 2

Soaar 0 •f

X 1 0
1

0— 0

Cbambhar 2 1 3 3 0-- 6

Bbil 1 1 2 2 0— 4

Mahometan 7 4 11 8 3— 0

Mahar 3 7 10 6 t—n1o
Lohat 0 0 0 0 0— 0

Ramosbi 0 0 0 0 0— 0

Native Christlao ] 0 1 0 0-- 0

Total 48 79 9—1

3
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Most of the women spend Annas two a week on opium,

some Annas three and others Annas four a week. There is

of course no record. So we have adopted, to err on the

safe side, a general late of Annas two a week per child.

The total population of both boys and girls under three

years is 107, to 79 of whom opium is given daily

;

a few take it once, some twice and some thrice a day.

Twice is the common practice, once in the morning and

once at night. A dose of opium given to a child varies.

In some cases a dose is as small as a grain of Bajri, in

some cases it is as big as a Jowari seed or even a Tur grain.

73.8 is the percentage of the opium eaters here i. e. three-

forths of the children are drugged by their well-meaning

mothers without any real benefit or gain, notwithstanding

the fact that the health of small babies is thereby much

impaired. Do the mothers love their babies? Yes, of course.

But they just follow the old habit of centuries. The

children are made feeble and weak and probably some succumb

to illness. Opium is a narcotic and its use for consumption

in a hot country like India brings on stupor in addition to

that drowsiness which is brought about by the heat of the

sun. It is sometimes claimed that opium keeps off cold or

diarrhoea; but on the whole, from the point of view of health,

it is undoubtedly injurious, and infants must be kept free from

the drug. In this village twenty-eight children ( 26,1 per

cent ) do not eat opium and their health is as good as or

still better than that of the others- It is for the mothers to

learn how to feed and otherwise to take care of the children

in all other respects. They can and must imitate the

mothers of abstainers. Their duty is to get rid of the evil

habit once for all.

Now again, the use of opium involves the parents in an

extta outlay at Rs, 40 a month, which works out at Rs. 480

per annum or in round figures to the tune of Rs. 500, which

19
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is not a small sum for a village which pays annually to

Government the land revenue assessment of Rs. 2850, u e.

nearly one-fiflh, which is mainly paid by parents who give

their children opium. So one-fifth of the profit or savings is

sacrificed in an evil way. Can these people find no better

use for their money ? With the money so saved, It would

be better to purchase a herd of twenty to lwenty«five cows

annually for the village and to supplement the present quantity

of milk for the children and their mothers. We do not wish

nor do we expect that such a change is possible in a short

period. But it would be possible to buy five coWs during the

coarse of one season and so on. From the Vedic times the

Hindu scriptures have held the cows' milk as nector or ambrosiav

The next thing for us to ascertain is, if there are here

any adults— either male or female—addicted to opium. The Use

of opium by adults is severely condemned by public opinion,

and any one who is known to indulge in the vice is a

marked man; so naturally we Were Unable to get any accurate

information, “The surreptitious use of the drug by an adult

ruins his reputation. Fortunately their number is very insigni-

ficant* It is a vice; but it is believed that with substantial

and nourishing diet, adult consumers can keep in sound and

robust health Otherwise they become emaciated and lean,

and lose, by and by, the little energy and vitality they had.

In these days of stress and strain adequate and nutritious food

is not so easily procurable. The habit of taking the drug

is ruinous, both economically and morally.

xiijLxge vices and failings

In some of the Deccan villages there exist soitne or

other of these vice^i and evils. We may enumerate them, but

it may be noted that they ate not attributed to pattioular

individuals itt tbis village. We have, in relation < to other

mattes, tried ttf indicate how far they adversely affect ,tha
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social and economic life of the village* In many cases they

cause economic loss or injury, either to the individual or

family, to the caste or to the whole village community j

without distinction of caste or creed.

We propose merely to enumerate the sources or causes of

trouble in the village which have been brought to our notice:

—

( 1 ) Drinking

;

( 2 ) Opium, Ganja, Bhang and Charas;

( 3 ) Chewing and smoking of tobacco ;

(4) Keeping of Kolati or other mistresses;

( 5 ) Tamashas and dances

;

( 6 ) Gambling;

{ 7 ) Factions;

( 8 )
Vexatious litigation ;

( y )
Improper or unwise use of the power of excommu-

nication ;

(]0) liiicit grazing and cattle impounding;

(11) Wilful damaging or destruction of implements, cattle

or crops;

( J2) Arson;

(15)

Inter-caste quarrels at caste feasts, etc.;

(14) Quarrels as to social precedence on the occasion of

Dasara, Holi and Pola holidays and processions of rival

deities in the village;

(15) Petty thefts and pilfering;

(16) Belief b witchcraft or sorcery;

( 17

)

Quackery

;

(18) Superstition, especially belief in, and fear of, goblms

and half goblins;

(19) Gypsy fortune-telling;

No doubt there may be many more. We have referred to

these to mdicate that there is plenty of scope for reform and

improvement in village life in other spheres than those with

which we have mainly concerned ourselves—those of economics

and general social organisation.
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THE STANDARD OF LIVING

It will be useful if the description of the condition of an

ordinary cultivator in the Deccan given by the Deccan

Agriculturists' Riots Commission in 1876 is mentioned heie^

The Commissioners say in paragraph 53 of their report

( page 37 ):—

Enough has been said in a previous chaptei of this

report to show that we ate dealing with a region of a very

low standard of productiveness and with a poor population.

The estate of an ordinary Kunbi ryot, exclusive of his land

and produce has been estimated by competent authority to be

IHtle more than Rs. 200 in selling value. It will be some-*

what as follows:

—

Rs.

Live Stock 125

Implements and Utensils

House So

Miscellaneous 20

Total.,. ...215
"

As the V illagc of Sarda Kasar was, along wfth the

surrounding villages, concerned in the riots, the Commissioners

made personal enquiries after visits to those places/ Their

observations on the economic condition of these villages are

of great interest and may throw much light on the present

state of things m the village.

TKE old STAri»ARD OF LtVl^C

Before describing things as they are today, a word must

be said of tlie past* About 6fty years ago a culivatot and h.i&

hmily lived on calces of the Horn of Bajri or Jowarf baked

and eaten with porridge or curry ffavoured with onion, garlic^

cbiDies,. salt, coriander,, etc. Buttermilk was tlien available in

many families. Dress too^ was simple, A laftran wore a Langoti

(Wteft) 7^ )c i* of coarse cloth round his loins or a pair of

short breeches, coarse, reaching to the knees, with a tie of

aiikea. Kardora and had a short scarf over bie
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shouldeir. A white or coloured turban of small dimensions and

a pair of heavy native shoes completed the everyday dress of

the majority of the men. A Barabandi came into

fashion afterwards and was followed later by a Kurta

{ a shirt X In the ordinary house mud-walls were built in an

oblong form and Khanas
( )

or posts of Raywal

timber suppottiug rafters of milk bush plants as roofs^ were

put up along all four walls on the inside leaving an open

space as a courtyard in the middle^ A portion of the

construction was set apart for cooking purposes and for

rooms for the members of the household. Another portion

was Used as a stable for the cattle and a third portion

was utilised as a barn or granary or for the bins or jars

for the storage of grain, etc- A secluded corner was screened

off as a baih*room for the use of the women folk.

The Kunbi women wore a short cotton Sadi (fourteen cubits

long) of rough texture without any Kasota* )• Sadis

Were then manufactured of coloured yarn* but as fast aniline

dyes { German colours ) were not then availablCj the Sadis

soon became faded and their Warps and wefts shrank easily.

Fast colours were not so common then, A short bodice

made of pieces of coarse coloured cloth cut and sewn

together covered the chest and back.

The dingy hut about 15 5< IQ feet> the roof thatched

with Bajri or wheat straw, with dwarf mud walls on four

sides and a doorway in one of the wall^ Which was

common then, is now rately seen> It was a poor tnan^s hut

such as a Ramoshi, now-a-days, may use as a temporary

dweUingv

During the last generation many changes—social, morah

religious tod economic have taken place. The old order of

things has been greatly modified or altogether abandoned

,

'*
The hem of the Sadi tucked behiial into bet waist band.
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Many articles formerly in common use in the villages have

been discarded or replaced. Many things have gone our of

fashion. Many new articles have been brought into use axid

home-made articles have been banished from the ordinary

homestead. A mere list of articles which are no longer in

use is interesting and suggestive:

—

( I ) Earthem pots, pans, vessels for cooking, boiling and

carrying water;

( 2 ) Shikekai ( pods used like soap for washing )

;

( 3 ) Rithe (soap-nut);

( 4* ) Coloured glass bangles (indigenous or Indian made);

( 5 ) Kardi oil extracted and prepared by women folk;

( 6 ) Brass lamp stands (rushlights) and iron lamps

(cruisies) for burning sweet oil;

( 7 ) Clumsy ladles made out of pieces of wood (^’'TT^);

( 8 ) Grinding stones and hand nulls;

( 9 ) Old earthem Chilims {tobacco pipes);

(10) Old four-sided or four-cornered glass lanterns lor

use with Kardi or cocoa-nut oil.

The Deccan Agricultmists* Riots Commission on enquiry

found that the cultivators here were deeply in debt. The

indebtedness of the village to various Savkars amounted to

Rs. 20j000» It must, at the same time, be borne in mind

tl^l money then had more tlian double its present purchasing

power. The village boasted no great natural resources or

advantages. To a great extent the prosperity of Sarola is

due to one fortunate circumstance. But for the railv/ay

line tunning through the lands of the village it would have

remained largely grazing ground for the pasturage of the

Cattle or a grass reserve for the Remount Depot, Just like

The neighbouring village of Ghospuri. The opening of the

Dhond---Maninad railway line (a State railway) in 1878

marked the beginning of more prosperous days for the village.

Many of the villagers found work on the railway line of in
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the railway station in some capacity or other, and thus

their earnings were augmented, and they began to be able to

lay by some moneys

THE FRE3EN1 STANDARD OF LIVING

Let US glance at the rise in the rural standard of living

that has taken place during the last thirty or forty yearsv

The subject is of importance, since when a standard of living

has been stabilised for centuries, a rapid rise is likely to have

far reaching effects. Now dominant forces are awakened and

the competitive factor comes into play. Below a certain

standard of living men tend to be inarticulate, but once they

rise above this point, they not only feel their grievances but

assert their rights. The history of Germany and J^rance

contains more than one warning of this^ For instance, the

German Peasants' War of 1524 took place, not in the North

and East where the peasants were little better than serfs, but

in the West and South where they were accustomed to well-

being and where their holdings were thick on the ground. In

the Punjab in 1923 we had a hint of a similar possibility in

the Sikh Babbar Akali movement* ( *‘ The Punjab Peasant*' by

Mr. Darling, i. c. s,, 1925, page 156.)

The dress of a cultivator now consists of a turban,

Rumal, Gandhi cap or ordinary cap, Dhoti ( a piece of white

cloth 8 X 2^ cubits long wrapped romrd the waist and drawn

Up between the legs), a pair ot country shoes, slippers or

boots. A short coat or jacket either of coloured or white

cloth is woruv The man who can affoid it wears a shirt and

a jacket aft well as the undergarment. Well-to-do cultivktora

may use garments half cotton and half wool for choice. These

garments axe all sewn with the sewing machines which are

to be seen in every village. All garments are, in most cases,

sent to the washerman at intervals, but if the cultivator is

poor he has to do his own washing with a piece of soap.

Gandhi caps specially or other caps of coloured woollen or
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cotton cloth are niuch in evidence, but no hats are worn here.

Lace bordered and coloured turbans are often met with. Fancy

buttons manufactured out of horn, bone, etc. are procurable

in great variety. Most of the men are smokers of Bidis (f^^)

which can easily be carried in the pocket of the coat with

a match box A considerable trade in Bidis has developed.

The woman of a cultivator’s family will ordinarily have

Sadis ( 16 by 2} cubits ) fast coloured and woven by Indian

weavers with Japanese silk borders of real or artificial silk, two

or three bodices with silk borders well cut and sewn on the

Singer’s sewing machine fastened either with buttons or small

hooks. "Most of the women formerly used to cut and make

their own bodices. These garments are so arranged and cut

that the silk borders are displayed to the greatest advantage.

Tt is in their small world the fashion of the day. Coloured

chintz and white Patalas with printed borders

manufactured m England are often worn, because they are

finer and lighter than Indian fabrics. Unlike their western

sisters, the Hindu women use no bonnets or hats. They

wear no headgear. Instead of wearing men's cast off shoes,

as they actually used to do* women folk here now wear

simple and cheap leather sandals outside the homestead

throughout the year. A pair costs about As. 10 to 15.

In England wheaten bread was adopted as a staple food

two hundred years ago; in the Punjab too wheat, of late,

has become the staple food. Here wheat and rice are more

in use now than formerly. But on the other hand milk has

become scarcer than it was some years ago. Milch cattle are

poor and poorly fed. Goats’ milk is widely used by all. Jagri

is used than formerly, but the consumption of sugar is

Increasing steadily. Sweets are more in use than formerly.

Tea has reached every corner of the village and is drunk

once or twice a day by many, probably by a large majority.

Pulses, chiefly Tur and gram, are extensively consumed as they
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form a part of the staple diet. Ghee is not so readily

available. Kardi oil (safflower seed oil) is edible and is much

used in seasoned food and also for frying food and meat.

Among the Hindus ihere are both vegetarians and non-

vegetarians, Vegetarian ascetics think that less they eat the

healthier they will be; but this is certainly not the case with

those who have to live by their hands. Agricultural operations

require hard labour and toil, and men or labourers perforce

eat more than those who do no manual work. “The more

exacting the labour, the ampler the diet/' is^ a golden rule for

all climates and people. India is no exception, and it must

not be forgotten that as the heat of the day is more oppres-

sive, the labourer requires more food and vegetables. It

must be stressed that if a higher standard of work is to be

maintained, as agricultural progress demands, more and better

food should be available- Not only that more food should be

consumed, but also the diet should be improved in variety

and quality. Fruit and vegetables are grown in various

gardens here. Oranges were hardly known forty or fifty years

ago. In this village oranges are now grown and the best are

sent for sale to Bombay or other centres; but the inferior

sorts are consumed locally. Oranges however are mainly a

purely commercial crop. The system of disposal in Bombay

brings home strikingly the advantages of quick railway

transport. Oranges plucked in the afternoon in Sarola gardens

can be sent by the night train and sold the following morning

sound and fresh in the Crawford Market. Most of the culti-

vators here have their own wells, and most of these afford

a sufficient supply of water for irrigation in years of normal

rainfall, when ordinary vegetables are also plentiful. Sufficient

could .easily be grown for domestic consumption also. Oranges

jEind a good market in Bombay, not only from Sarola but

from many neighbouring villages. On the 31st March, 1928,

a number of small orange fruit parcels in bamboo baskets

19 A
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from villages were awaiting on the railway platform here, to

be despatched to Bombay by the 9 o'clock night train.

Naturally consumption of oranges in the villages is limited

to inferior fruit.

HOUSING

Housing comes after food. In Sarola we now see some

double storied houses, built solidly in stone and mortar with

fine teak timber posts, beams and other wood work* Such

houses stand on high stone platforms with an Ota or verandah

in front. High compound walls, as tall as the second story and

built of dressed stones in lime and mortar and plastered, are

equally noticeable. A casual visitor to the village is tempted

to enquire, who are the owners of these. In most villages the

obvious answer would be the money lenders or Banias. But

now, as often as not in this village, such a house belongs to

a cultivator or a Mahomedan. Very recently a Marwadi here

constructed a bouse with steel girders and in stone, chunam

and mortar. AH the wood work, the posts, beams, boards and

planks were of first class teak well finished and polished. Iron

chains, hinges, hooks, brackets, nails, screws, bolts, rings, etc.

were of the latest available type* One of the cultivators here

has made a farmhouse in bis garden, roofed entirely with

corrugated iron sheets and enclosed with dressed stone walls.

Small posts and rafters are used to support the corrugated

iron sheets. A further development—one of the cultivators has

built here on his land a farmhouse in stone and lime

masonry roofed with Mangalore tiles. Corrugated iron sheets

are freely used in many case.s. They are preferred because

they are durable and lessen the risk of fire. An iron roof is

not leaky in the rainy season. Tt cannot be so easily removed

as grass or straw thatch. In spite of the greater cost^, it is

very eonvenicnti and this marlcs a change in the mentality of

the cultivator^ He is not ignorant that the iron sheets are a

foreign commodity. Mote windows and other openings for
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light and sunshine are to be seen. Very few of the old type

of pitch dark rooms with no provision at all for light are

to be found, and they may be opened up before long. The

cultivator and his family are out in their fields or gardens

during the day, and they have little occasion to notice any

need for light and sunshine in their houses. In recently

built houses no accommodation is made for the stabling of

cattle, and they are provided for separately outside* This

change in custom gives greater comfort to the inmates of the

houses and it conduces to their health in the long run.

Even a casual student of economy can easily perceive that

durmg the last thirty or forty years a rise in the standard of

living hi one way or the other has been in evidence in rural

India in general and particularly in the village which we have

been studying. The rise has not been automatic, abrupt or

uniform but a slow process made up of innumerable small

adjustments and changes, because the rural population is too

conservative to adopt innovations until their value and useful-

ness has been fully brought home to them. To give a

complete account of new articles brought into fashion and

use today is beyond the scope of these notes. Apart from the

fact that the mere recounting of names cannot be expected

to give any idea of a considerable number of things in use

in the sphere of our daily activities, still we give a short

list of articles now in general use in the village.

To those accustomed to the lavish material equipment of

the West, the list may seem merely dull or ridiculous. In

an Indian village like Sarola, it gives a double picture—of

what the people did without until recent years, and of what

even now to them represents a relatively higher standard of

comfortable living.

( 1 ) Copfiet pots, utensils, vessels, pans, cups, Lotas,

ladles

;
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) Brass pots, utensils, pans, water vessels, jugs

;

( 3 ) Aluminium cooking pots, utensils, dishes, spoons,

plates, trays;

( 4 ) Iron pots, vessels, buckets, baskets, trunks, locks,

keys, nails, iron ploughs, wheels, pulleys, pipes, wires, sheets

;

(5 ) Steel razors, scissors, knives, saws, awls, needles,

pins

:

(6^ Cycle accessories such as tyres, pumps, tools, bags,

bells* pedals, rubber shoes, canvas boot«, brushes, tin cases ;

( 7 ) Caps, buttons, books, stoves, hurricane lanterns,

pencilsj pens, nibs, looking glasses, globes, paper and stationery,

chimneys, glass bangles (multi-coloured), matches, twine, thread,

soap, sugar, spirits, candles, spectacles, glass bottles, tea,

coffee, Japanese toys, umbrellas, kerosene oil, petrol, salts,

Singer's sewing machines, combs, rings, grinding machines,

oil engines and pumps for drawing water for irrigation from

wells

;

(8) Cotton piece goods, yarn, checks, shirtings, hosiery;

f 9 ) China ware, cups, saucers, vases, jars

;

flOl Medicines, pills, tablets* powders, specific medicines

for fever, ague, etc,, preparations like vaseline.

Now cycles have become so common that they can be

seen in most villages and hamlets; but in this village only a

dozen are to be found Why is this ? The village site is not

well laid out and it is without any good streets or lanes.

There is no made road leading to the village gete; nor are

there any good well surfaced paths leading to the gardens and

fields in the village. The railway station is within a mile of

the village and a journey by rail is easier than by cycle, A
motor service has lately been started.

From the foregoing, it is abundantly deaf that there has

been during the last 40 years a rise in the standard of living

among the cultivators, it has undergone a change for the
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better, a phenomenal change. We do not deny that the village

lie^ within the zone of the l')eccan constantly liable to famine

or scarcity, that theie is only one good year in every three

or four. Dr, Harokl H. Mann, ex-Directot of Agriculture,

Bombay came to the same conclusion that in a group of ten

years, the Deccan village found three seasons normal, three

medium and the rest either bad or of scarcity.

Since the Great War (1913-13) there has bean a great

rise m the price? of all commodities and agricultural produce.

Who is benefited by tue rise ? All the gains were duly earned

by the producers. The use in pncco was more than 20 per

cent In many cases. During the war some things which were

very cheap at ordinary times sold at exorbitant prices* All

the belligerent nations in Europe were, during the seven or eight

years, so unsettled as to be unable to carry on the ordinary

pursuit of agriculture and make their soil yield the usual crops;

not only that, but they were forced to buy their supplies of bare

necessaries from other countries, such as India, Japan, America,

Australia, etc. During the progress of the war. India was

supplying food grains, clothing, juto, rice, coal to the different

theatres of war in Palestine, Asia Minor, Turkey, Africa

France, etc. Even she was enabled to send her sons to all

these foreign lands to serve the British Empire, and she in

return received remittances of money therefrom. There were

men on active military service from this village.

During the war, immediately after the war and for long

after the war, labour has been very dear. Since the armistice

in 1919 during eignt years the pre-war rates of wages have not

yet been reached and nobody knows if ever the pre-war rates

will again prevail- Like other industries which were handicapped

by the excessive cost of production, the agricultural industry

suffered. So the cost of agriculutural produce naturally

increased. But the labour cost or increased cost enter very little
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into the account of an ordinary cultivator whose holdings

are small and who himself works on the land assisted by his

women folk and his sons. Practically the small holder gains

in the long run in the matter of high labour cost. All these

factors play an important part and tend to increase his

gains- Saxola grows no cotton and so did not share in the

abnormal profits reaped by the villages in the cotton tracts

when prices were high. It was during this period of high

prices that the assessment of land revenue on the agricultural

lands here was revised and raised. The revised rates were

introduced from 1920 and they rose from Rs. 2,324 to 2,734, so

that Rs. 410 have been paid annually in excess of the

previous amount- In addition the cultivators were subjected

yearly to the levy of a cess of about Rs. 85 for compulsory

primary education under the Primary Education Act, 1923-

It may be urged that the change in the circumstances of

some four or five families does not imply that all classes of

families in the village are much improved in all respects,

that these families alone do not make up the whole village

and that some of our generalisations refer to conditions among

the mote well-to-do cultivators. First we must note that we

have been tracing the situation for forty years or so and have

been dealing with the last two generations. Take for instance

the houses in the village built within the last forty years

or so. Compare them or any of them with the thatched and

mud walled hovels still existing in the village; old houses

with the roof covered with rough and coarse rafters of

milk-bush plants. We may count forty houses built in stone

and mortar with poles and beams and posts well fashioned

either of teak wood or Nimb wood. Rome was not built

in a day,** Is this no improvement ? Is this not to be

considered a rise in the standard of living? That the present

houses are more comfortable and convenient than those which
<

they have superseded is a visible proof.
^
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The garments and apparel now worn by men, women

and children are better and more costly than those of the

type and fashion worn and discarded during the previous

forty years. The new garments are more durable and

comfortable than the old.

The people generally now wear more clothes than they used

to. The fashion of covering a part of the body only is gone for

good. Even the members of the depressed classes have assumed

a better style of dress than the old traditional one. We have

made a brief reference to what clothes were in use formerly

and what are in use now. The women and children of the

village Mahars were half nude. Clothing was as simple and as

scanty as possible. A man or a woman rarely had a change

of clothes. We have all our textile mills in India turning out

cloth for the use of the people. In addition we get cloth

imported from England. Japan and America. The consump-

tion of cloth and yarns is considerable. The improvement in

clothing is universal, right down to the poorest of the masses.

The only distinction is that the garment.s may be of fine

thread or of coarse thread or of superfine thread* Silk, half silk

and half woollen garments are in evidence anywhere and every-

where. It does not matter whether the silk is real or artificial.

We have all these tastes and they are gratified. It must be

admitted that cases of half nude men or women are still

observed, but they are rare exceptions.

Even if a change for the better is admitted, it may be

contended that it is not an all-round uniform change, but

that it is for the few. One uniform type for all can never

be the rule. Taste, fashion and social position, costs involved

and the like are the factors to be borne in mind, which

determine the use.

The question is if anybody has fallen to a lower standard.

No is the emphatic reply; but there are certain circumstances

which may tend to dimmish the stardard of living.
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The causes that \sill lead to the lowering of the standard

arc as folluw*^: —

(l) An increased i>opulatioii without any corresponding

area of uncultivated land to depexid upon;

(2^ An abnormal and sudden fall in the prices of agri-

cuUural produce;

la) There must lje no lelaxation in the development of

industry and impiovement of agricultural methods;

lb) If there is ^-urplus population it must migrate to

seek labour elsewhere;

fr) If th^* population engaged in agriculture on the same

area of land continues to increase, the laud must be

made to produce more by improvement in the variety of

crops grown* the quality and yield of each crop and the

methods of cultivation*

Now in 1937 the prices oi agricultural commodities have

fallen even lower than before the Great War, but the standard

of Using of the villagers has not undergone any change for

the worse. Whth the fall of prices of held produce, most of

the prices of other goods such at. cotton fabrics (Japanese),

iron articles, metals and so on have gone down also.

The peneral gradual full in tlie money prices of all goods

and the fall in the gold value of currency naturally gave a

double Tiront to tlie cultivators whose savings were embodied

in gold ornaments und trinkets.

HAPPY HOMKS AND HVGmNiC
^a'KlJETS AND SDKKODNDINGS

U IS a practice in vogue in most villages of the Deccan

that before daybreak or soon after suoriae, the housewife or

some women of the kouMihold makes it a point to sweep and

clean the ground floor of the bouse, rooms, apartments, * stables

court yard, TiiisHi Vrmdavan doorways an

otAside el houses, a portion of the street in front
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of the doorway; slic goes on to sprinkle water mi^ed with

cowdung over the whole of the courtyard and the last four

places mentioned above, and in this way the dust nuisance is

checked and minimioed. Thus a portion of the public street

or road passing by the building along its outer wall is kept

clean. It is noticeable that as a result of this custom the

whole of the village streets and roads are kept clean and smooth

without any outlay- This laudable custom still persists and

is scrupulously adhered to in many households. A Rangoli’^

is drawn as a symbol having religious significance on

the swept and clean surface of the ground immediately in front

of the doorway and near the Tulshi plant- These are treated

as religious observances. The Bhagvat VIL 11* 26 runs:

—

The essential goodness and value of the rural life may be

either socially, Ti-craily cr cconcmically realised. Unfortunately

there are no such salutary customs and traditions with regard

to most of the other household ana village attaiigemenls for

maintaining oider and cleanliness. Conditions beyond the strip

adjoining the individual owuer*s doorway seem to be nobody’s

business. Social custom and religious sanction deal only with the

family and its dwelling, not with the community and the village*

Let us, however, refer to the principal kinds of nuisances

that have now crept in gradually and almost universally in

the Deccan and Khandesh villages and in their immediate

environment.

The measures which are required to improve condition in

the village as a whole may be summarised as follows:

—

{ 1 ) Stoppage of the practice of allowing dung heaps to

be scattered promisculously

;

*

Figure of §§ Swastika or of plants, leaver, etc.

20
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( 2 ) <Jr on a piece of the village site and arranging to

store such rubbish and manure in pits at a distance from the

residential part of the village site;

( 5 ) The provision of nusonry, earth or wicker ware

leceptacles for the storage of rubbish, ashes, refuse, remains

of animal feed ip tho owner’s garden lands, etc,;

( 4 ; Stopping ih^ use of village streets or corners for

answering call of nature overnight;

( 5 ) To arrange to carry off bath and domestic water

thiough c drain and not allow it to run over the street;

allowing it to soak into the ground adjoining houses is

unhygienic and injurious to health in the long txmi

t G ) Punctual removal of sweepings, rubbish, etc. from

houses

;

( 7 f The enclosure cf vacant plots of giound covered over

svith prifdcly i<ear, tj^hich »s almost destroyed b;>' the cochineal

insects and incidentally to ascertain the ownership and

reSiponsibiHt> for the condition of such plots

;

t } To fiU in and level all pits, holes and trenches so

that storm water may not stand there;

To avoid making excavations: in which dirt and

water may accumulate;

fin) To remove gnibs or (»thcr vegetation L'om the

Enud-tops of houses;

ill} To eradicate all tank vegetotion gtcxni during the

rainy season fro::: open places or spaces and the sides of

streets at the time of the Divalt holidays;

(12) To divert storm or rain water tunning on the

to the road-side gutters by joint arrangement of the

orptmera of the houses;

(13) To diain off 'valer accumdating tound public wells

so an to avoid its on the streets
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These precautions and remedies are very easy, simple and

cheap. The personal attention and interest of the owner is

needed. There are no objections on religious grounds.

With regard to priv^y and latrine arrangements it can

only be said that in the greater number of villages, there are

no proper arrangements of any kind, and that in consequence

in all but the smallest villages conditions are intolerably

insanitary and inconvenient. The question of the most satis-

factory practicable system is one that must be settled separately

for each village in consideration of its size and situation

and surroundings, the nature of the soil and climate and

weather conditions, and the habits and prejudices of the

people; but it is certain that a satisfactory system can

always be devised to suit local conditions.

MOTOR SERVICE

Recently a regular motor service has been started between

Ahinednagar and Sarola-

The motor bus, with fifteen seats, runs daily from Sarola

to Ahmednagar (l4to 15 miles) and back serving the villages of

Sarola, Astagaon, Ghospuri, Khadki, Khandala and Arangaon.

The road as far as Khadki (about three miles) is a rough

country track over hard Murum, There it joins the main

Dhond-Nagar road.

From Sarola the journey takes m houri and the fare

charged is 4 Annas,

On the Ahmednagar weekly Bazar day, Tuesday, the bus

makes two trips.

The situation is characteristic of the present stage of

development of the road system.

Although Sarola is a large village, it has hitherto had ne

proper made feeder road to join the main road, because it is

served by the railvray; but the demand for the motor tt^sport

facilities has led to the running of motor vehicles three to
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There i*; generally no arranKem^nt in the household for

ihe dogs to quetich their thirst; they repair to rivers, streams

or wells for obtaining water.

It is asserted that when clogs are solely and exclusively

fed on milk they retain a kc-ener sense of smell. This is

the reabori wliy the herdsmen keep theii dogs cii milk exclu-

sively. They ."an alford to supjilx enough milk either of goats

or sheep.



CHAPTER 7

EOONOMIOS

LAND REVENUE

In India there are two main types of settlement of

land revenue; permanent and temporary. In the Bombay Presi-

dency in which Sarola is situated, the settlement is of the

latter type. Fuither ^t is Ry^twaii. The assessment is fixed

on the individual field, not on the village as a whole or on

the village community or on the whole estate of a Zamindar

or Landowner.

The system is extremely complicared, but it is based cn

the principle that the relative productive power of all the fields

of a Taluka is fixed once for all by examination of the physical

characteristics of different parts of the field, constitution,

nature and depth of soil, admixtures of sand, gravel and Hme>

configuration snd slope of the surface, as these are known to

affect productivity under the local climatic conditions and

type of agriculture. Within each village allowances are made

for special advantages from water resources and from distance

from the village site from which the fields have to be worked-

The relative productive capacities per acre are expressed

in term? of an Anna scale If the besc normal land is 16

Annas, than land half as productive will be 8 Annas, quarter

as productive 4 Annas and so on. The unit for settlement

of actual assessment is the Taluka containing perhaps 50 to 200

yillages. Within the Taluka separate tracts or groups of

villages are selected in which the general economic conditions
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SIS regards systems of agriculture, backwardness of populatron,

romniunications, marketing facilities, climate, etc» are fairly

homogeneous.

For each such tract maximum rates” are fixed. These are

the actual rates for standard land rated at 16 Annas and

the actual assessment \)ct acre for each field is the standard

rate muUiplic<I by the classification in Annas divided by 16,

e. g,, the assessment of a field classed jis 5 Anna'=? will be

i\ of the standard rate.

In making a settlement, the method is by trial and error.

Different rates ate tried for the different groups and the

results of applying them, on the assessment of Individual

fields, villages and groups ascertained and compared with the

assessment for the individual fields and the totals for the

Vtildes, groups and Taluka under the existing settlement.

Every sort of change in conditions has to be considered :

change in the general level of prices, in the relative levels of

pricei* of different crops, in the proportions of different crops

Arnwn, in communications and marketing facilities as affecting

local prices and and so on, and evidence of any inequity

m the current as<?es«iment indicated by levels of rents and

httles, leaving of land uncuUivated, etc. Further there are limits

to the extent by which the rate of assessment can be

mcraasetl for any fiohl or for larger units fixed as a matter

of jjoUcy.

The classification:, of different types of iaiKi, e. g., rice,

dry crop and irrigated hind are separate with different

maximum rates

Thus although the relation between the assessable va,lU65

ot atl fields within each class in each village Is permanently

ftaed by the original survey classification, there is unlimited

flcope for vasybg actual kvela of rates through the application

of difmem ataiKfard rates for the types of land in each group

iisA W chenghig the groups* Thus tn effect it Is possiHe to
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have different rates for each village. The result ot successive

settlements, each modified in the light of the working of the

previous settlement, is that by now the adjustment of assess-

ment between fields within the limitations imposed by the

original soil classification on the basis of capacity to pay is

probably on the whole very equitable*

Sarola was brought under chisslficcaiou in the fifties of the

hist century and assessed under this system for the first time

The assessment has been revised twice after the lapse of the

guarantee for thirty 5'ears, in 1884 and again in 1920 (although

it was due for revision in 1915 ) to bring it into line with

the other villages of the Nagar Taluka to which Sarola had

meantime been transferred from Parner, On both occasions

the assessment was raised mainly on account of the gradual

rise in the level of prices, ^^''e give the result from the

survey and settlement reports.

Year
}

Land

1

{

Area in acres 1 Assessment in

I Rs. _

Original Survey Dry 3302 1232
1851-52 Garden 159 452

3461 1684

Revision 1884 1 Dry 3540 1830
: Garden 294 494
1

2324

2nd Revision 2227
1920

'
507Hi l 3828 2734

20 A
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The maxiroum rales and average rates per acre for the

whole village are (dry crop):

—

Kates 1
Average assessment per acre

1

Maximum
Standard

Rs.

1

All .fields

1

“

Dry crop
fields only

1

'

Original Survey ,
1- 4-0

1

0- 7-9
;

0- 6-0
1

First Revision 1- a -0 0- 9-3
1

j

0- 8-6

Second Revision f

1

1-12-0
J

0- 1 2-2
j

0-10-0

Thus there has been an increase in the assessment of the

village from Rs. 1,684 to Rs. 2,734, i. e., by about 62 per

cent in seventy years. Between the last revisions there is an

increase from Rs. 2,324 to Rs. 2,734 of Rs. 410 or about 17

per cent in thirty-five years.

In addition to the land revenue the cultivators pay Local

Fund Cess of one Anna in the Rupee and an additional cess

of one Anna iu the Rupee for financing compulsory primary

education, i. e,, two Annas in all. This makes a total pay-

ment of rates for the village of about Rs, 342.

With the present population the payment of land revenue

amounts to about Rs. 1-11 a head and of Local Fund Cess

to about As. 3- 2 pies per head.

AKNEWARI OF CROPS

The outturn of crops here has beeir calculated and

wptesaed in Annas. - 16 per Rupee. The bumper crops are

claieed as (l) more than 12 Annas, (2) normal as 12 Annas

and (3) le^ than twelve Aunaa according to the propprtion

trf tlw onltUrn to normal. The recorded Ahnewaris for

tk years for which the figures ate available are ad

Itrfhwrfer-' ^
,

>
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Year
Annewari of crops

Kharif Rabi

1908-16 Not available

1916-17 in V ^
IV/ J

1917-18 It

19i8-19 Not available

1919-20 8 to 12 As,

1920-22 Not available

3922-23 8 to 12 As.

1923-24 6 to 8 As.

3924-25 8 to 12 As.

1925-26 3 to 12 As.

1926-27 4 As. & under
1927-28 8 to 12 As.

1928-29 6 to 8 As. 6 to 8 As.

1929-30 6 Annas 8 Annas
1930-31 8 „ 11
1931-32 6 to 8 As. 6 to 8 As.

1932-33 8i Aniiaa

1933-34 6 to 8 As.
1934-35 6 to 8 A<i II

1935-36 >>

These estimates are the result of the personal judgment

of local officers, the standard being their idea of a normal

good crop of 12 Annas. As there can be no such definite

concrete standard which can be specified or measured or

chocked, the figures cannot be accepted as a correct absolute

measure of the relation of each year's crop to an accepted

normal. They are of value, however, as indicating the

variation in output from year to year*

During the seventeen years, if these figures were accepted,

there has not been a single year in v/hich the cultivator was

able to raise a bumper crop, i. e., more than 32 \nnas, which

is termed normal For how many years were the crops

pormah u e>» Annas 12 7 It appears that the crop Annewati

varied from 8 to 12 Annas for five years. The mean of 8 to

12 Aimewari is Annas 10* On this basis it follows that Ihe
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cultivator had had no normal crops during the long period

ol seventeen years. It may be said that though the crops were

never abnormally deficient except in the year 1926-27, they

could not be described Xo very good according to any

standarcU of nune favourably situated countries. There wete

no remissions of land revenue, and suspensions were granted

<mre only in 1926 27. It would have been logical if the method

of calculntion of Anrewaii laid down in Government Reso-

lutio:i. Revenue Department, Ko. 7392 of 1911 referred to

at page 1 C6 ot the Land Revenue Rules 192 1 had been

followed.

It would appear that according to the scale of appraisal

develoi'>ed in practice the actual normal—what the cultivators

are entitled to expect in a year of average rainfall—has been

the 8 to 12 or 10 Anna crop, not th3 12 Anna crop,

INDEBTEDNESS

Erom the report of the Deccan Agricultural Riots

Coramis^slon in the beventieb of tne last century, it appears that

the whole village of Sarala was then indebted xo money

lenders to the extent of about Ra. 20,000,

In 1929 we made inquiries in the village and examined

the Record of Rights (in wbich all debts secured on land

are entered ) and ascertained that the debt due by the villagers

OR landed security amounted! to about Rs. 8,000 in addition

to Rb, 2,467 of Go^ernmeal advances (Tagai) which was

all repaid with interest within the next three years, i* e.,

by 193L We learned that the local shopkeepers had debts

due to them amounting to about 3,000 in all. At

ikat time, therefore^ the total debt due was about Rs. 15,000,

or taking the popukttoa of the vUl^e in round figures

u J500t about ItSp iO per head or Rs. 50 per family, it

emt be tememl)ered that quite a large proportion of this

Iftftdiog is between the cultivators themselves^ that the total
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is not a burden on the village as a whole* Very few

individuals have debts exceeding Rs, 500, and the average

total lies between Rs, 50 and Rs, 300,

Some of the cuitivators do businehs as money lenders*

With regard to savings^ many have deposits in the postal

savings bank, instead of keeping all their savings in the form

of hoarded cash or ornaments as they used to do. We could

not, of course, obtain any information as to the extent of

these postal deposits as the records are confidential.

It can safely be asserted that the burden of debt in SpTola

is neither excessive nor very burdeuEomc,

Debt is incur: ed as a rule to meet unusual heavy

liApendituie on marriages aud ceieiuonies ^^or expenses of

maintenance and cultivation after a year or cycle of years of

crop failure or scarcity,

A thorough examination of the position as reg<irds indebted-

ness would have required a much more exhaustive inquiry and

analysis of documents and transactions than we were prepared

to carry out: but summaries of the statistics immediately

available from records may be of interest as showing the scale

of transactions of different kinds in the village. Most deeds

relating to land passed by agriculturists require to be registered

and after registration extracts are sent by the sub-registrar

to the village for embodiment of the details in the village

Record of Rights, All oral agreements or documents affecting

land, whether registered compulsorily or voluntarily or not,

must be noted in the Record of Rights,

We have taken out a summary of transactions for the

last decade (1927 -*1936) dividing the documents into three

classes:

—

I Sale of land;

II Usufructuary mortgages

:

III Simple mortgages,
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Year
No. of deeds

^

Total
I

!

III I 11

1927 4 4 4 3850 799 5349

1928 6 ?2 0 5035 0 9185

1929 0 o
'>

J 3081 850 6331

1930 ft 4 3767 1390 6157

1931 3 3 \ 852 1300 40000 42152

1932 8 8 B 6360 1675 575 8G10

1933 1 7
1

3 2785 840 99 3724

193+ 4 e H 1 965 975 1400 SO-IO

1935 6 2 0 2825 450 0 3275

1936 11 3 9 6273 1450 11496

j

53 29 36393 14340
t

48886
j

99619

Leases for a period vrith premium or rent paid in advance

are not included, as they are very fe^^ and the amounts are

mconsiderabie.

With re^iatcl to these it may be said that in many cases

the sales aie really sales with leases to the seller and with

an unwritten agfreement to *ell back—virtually mortgages

without vo^sess^on,

Further, within the period, many of the transactions may

be sales or resales ot the same land. Partial and intervening

repayments (or in Instalments) of debts And no place in

the Eecord of Rights. A full anals^sis of the position could

only be made after examination of all the transactions individua!b^

tn 1931 there is one Quite abnormal transaction, a simple

ywtga^ for Rb. 4ft0^ Omitting this it wi)l be seen that the
*

total avffiBber el
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nunual total of

Sales varies from Rs. 852 to Rs, 6360 aversige 3640;

Usufructuary mortgages from Rs, 450 to Rs, 4150 average 1434;

Simple mortgages from ... Rs. 99 to Rs. 3773 average 889;

All documents from ... ... Rs,3275 to Rs, 11496 average 5962

;

Mortgage Only 2324.

The annual amount of land revenue is about Rs, 2500

and the annual rental value of the whole lands of the village

could safely be put at about Rs. 10,000,

With regard to the recovery of debts contracted by agri-

culturists, it may be worth noting that during the last decade,

agricultuiists* land was sold outright only ( under civil courts"

decrees ) in the cases noted below:

—

Date of sale
j

S. No.
Ared ' Assessir#*nt Amount of sale

price Rs*A. G. R. as p

16- 6-28 6-7 00i 1 1800

.. „ 28
* 96-24 70—6—7 1975

2“ 7-28 463/7 1-25 2—1—0 400

15-10-31
j

135 1-25 1—6—0 102

26- 3-34 263/7
i

1-27 2—1—0 75-9

This means that while the average amount borrowed

annually was Rs. 2,322, the average value of land sold in

recovery proceedings was Rs. 435, and that in the last eight

years it only amounted to about Rs. 60 per year. In other

words the amount of debt recovered by the sale of cultivators'

land was negligible-

THE DECCAN AGRICULTURISTS’ RELIEF ACT
The cultivators ia some villages in the Districts of Roona

and Ahmednagar were very heavily in debt and the amount

^XWe aife sex^eral survey numbers atwl several pieces^ so they are omitted.
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of debts in a large majority of ca>ses was beyond the power

and resources of the cultivator to pay so as to free him

from the clutclies of the money lenders, who usually belonged

to the Piania class. It is said that some of the money

lenders harassed the Kuubi debtors against whom

there \we civil couits' decrees for execution. Some of the

rechless cultivators wore so much embarrassed that they bad

a regular campaign against the money lenders, demanding back

the bonds, mortgages and other deeds relating to their lands.

In order to get the deeds back the cultivators terrorised their

Savkars* On gaining the possession of title deeds, etc. the

cuJtivators in some cases destroyed them. But this crusade

against the money lenders was in full swing simultaneously in

many of the Deccan villages; thus there were agrarian riots

in some vill^es in 1874 arising out of economic causes. The

riot had very little political significance. During the pre-

British days what then known as Mirasi tenure land

was not ordinarily transferred to any other family. For all

practical purposes such land was deemed inalienable. It appears

in some cases the Mirasdats (fHiPERfR) were dispossessed of

their land which passed to strangers in compliance with the

law then in force. The Mirasdars did not like the change of

the long prevailing custom. The riots were originated by the

cultivators who had an economic grievance. It may be noted

in pushing that the Homhay Land Revenue Code, 1879 had

not then been passed, 'rhe Government of India tlien appointed

a Commission to investigate the whole matter.

During tho <our.se of enquiry the Commissioners visited

many villages, inspected some of the scenes and examined

ft Iwrfpa nambtit of witnesses from the cultivators' classes,

the Sftvic^tft end » host of Government officials, such as the

sevesttft oflBcerSi survey officers, judicial officers, sub-judges

and s» dn- The Commission submitted their report to the

CMef Secretary to Gtyfetntmni of Bombay in 1875, '
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With the approval of the Imperial Legislative Council

the Deccan Agriculturists Relief Act XVII of 1879 was

passed for the cultivators in four districts of the Bombay
Presidency—Ahmednagar, Poona, bholapui and Satara. Some

provisions of the Act were extended to other districts in

the Presidency from time to time, The Act has always been

in force here in this village. It is a special enactment to

guard and preserve the cultivators* interests in their lands;

it is full of concessions made in favour of the peasantry.

In order to grant relief to the indebted agriculturists,

provisions are made which modify and limit rights under the

ordinary law. We do not wish to tire our readers with the

details of the Act; but it may serve a good purpose if we

summarise briefly the broad features of the Act:

—

(1 ) The term “agriculturist** is very exhaustively defined

in the Act and it includes even an agricultural labourer; the

words, “ earns his livelihood wholly or principally by agriculture/*

are very important and widen the scope of the Act and have

far reaching effect as far as the agriculturist is concerned. Most

of the present day small and fragmented holders come under

the said definition ; but even big land-holders can take

advantages of it, when they can delinitely prove that they

earn their livelihood principally by agriculture, i. e.^ a big

land-holder with some money lending business, though liable to

the levy of Income Tax. can be brought within the purview of

the definition, if it be proved that his income from agriculture

was more than his income from other sources. It is very

liberal, though such typical cases are few and far between.

The number of economic land-holders in the Deccan is very

limited and out of proportion to the small and fragmented

land-holders;

f 2 ) Save petty cases, jurisdiction is provided by law for

the subordinate judges of the first class> 1 e., an experienced

and higher grade judge is to try the agriculturists’ ^uits;

21
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{ 3 ) An agriculturist is permiUed to adduce oral evidence

or agreement, notwithstanding the provisions of section 92 of

the Indian Evidence Act, 1872, a very important concession;

(4) The court is bound to make a thorough investigation

into the histoiy of the transaction between the parties;

(5) An agriculturist may seek a redemption of the mort-

gaged property or a foreclosure as well, on favourable terms;

16) In case of decree for redemption, iorcclosure or sale,

the court shall direct that the amount of the decree shall

be paid in instalments;

( 7 ) Arrest and imprisonment of an agriculturist in

execution of a decree for money Is abolished;

(8) Immoveable property belonging to an agriculturist

is exempted from attachment and sole in execution of a decree,

unless it is specifically mortgaged for the repayment of the

debt to which such decree relates;

( 9 ) The Collector is empowered to set aside a sale of

immoveable property belonging to an agriculturist, if he

considers the price bid at the auction sale is inadequate.

(10) Courts on the lines of those of the judges de §aix

iu France and Switzerland were suggested for establishment

;

courts of village MunsiiTs may be constituted within two

miles of the site for the adjudication of the claims when the

subject matter of the suit does not exceed Rs« 25 and which

is against an aguculturu^t ; it is necessary to provide a cheap,

easily accessible means of obtaining ready justice in petty

cares without keeping the tultivntor away from his land;

(11) instruments executed by an agriculturist are invalid

untaas executed and registered by the sub-registrar whether they

taay W for payment of money or charge upon any property;

{l^) to the four districts of the Deccan--Ahtnednagar,

Satara and Sholapur which for the most part lie

within ihe recurring famine sone, the cultivators never really get

their head:^ above water and get no breathing space in which
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to save money from their scanty produce, sufficient to make

payments to the money lender, in discharge of his debt,

and if the period of limitation is short, the situation is

accentuated ; the Savkat must hurry up to file a suit. So to

minimise the debtors hardship, the ordinary period of limita-

tion has been extended so that recovery may await the occur-

rence of good seasons. This is very important and convenient

for the agriculturist and the money lender as well. The

Deccan Riots Commission had recommended this deviation

from the ordinary law of limitation;

( 13 ) The co-operative credit societies registered under

the Co-operative Credit Societies Act are exempt from the

provisions of the Deccan Agriculturists’ Relief Act;

(14) The money lender to whom any agriculturist makes

any payment of money in liquidation of his debt is bound

legally, at the time of such payment, to tender to such

agriculturist, whether he demands the same or not, on pain

of a criminal prosecution, a written receipt for such payment.

These provisions are very excellent but they remain a dead

letter. The money lenders avoid or evade the passing of any

receipt for the payment made and the cultivator can seldom be

expected to come forward to lodge a complaint against his

Savkar and so incur his displeasure; the provisions are, no

doubt, excellent in intention but they are simply ignored by

the money lenders. The object of the law is frustrated and it

is disobeyed with impunity- The only way to ensure that

there would be at least some possibility of the provision being

invoked would be to make the offence cognizable by the Police

but bailable.

In addition to these provisions, the Government have

been pleased to make more concessions in favour of the

agriculturists:

—

( a ) Power is del^ated to the Collector to execute

decrees against the immoveable property of agriculturist
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fb) Conceissions lui\e been made in the form of reductions

and ^cmis^ion of stamp duties and remission of court

fees.

The original Ad \vas an experimental measure, and as it

has been in fouu for neaity half u century and its working

wtw <»l)o\vn to i)o defective, it has undergone changes from

time to time*. Anieiichucuts, modi Heat icms and repeals have

been made by more than twelve supplementiy enactments by

the Legislastuve of the Supreme C Government as well as the

Provincial Government.

It was enacted by (rovernment with a vierv to ameliorate

the condition of the cultivators, but they have not been able

to reap the full benefit, partly on account of their own

ignorance and lack of education. It is for the educated

agriculturists to try to find out the latent defects of the Act

and suggest remedies. It 5s for them to remove difficulties

and make the iVet more and more useful. The possibility of

evasion by chicanery and trickery on the part of some of the

money lenders to defeat the provision of the Act must be met

by immediate amendments to make such evasions impossible.

In practice all the t^osbible short-comings of an enactment

can never be foreseen, and the process of amendment, whenever

they become evident, which should be immediate and continuous,

nearly alway-^ too long delnyecK The precarious rainfall in

foul dj^ttict^ o( the Derraii, specially in the area liable to

constant fumine, the piincipal leasoa why the full advantage

ol speriiil provisions of the Art does not accrue to the

agticuUuti^tr a« it ought to, in the ordinary circumtaiices or

course of events or as contemplated by the framers of the

Act end by the Deccan Hiots Commission as well. Some of

the mtmey leuders of the agriculturist class are very astute

and Weil educated aPd have considerable legal acumen, and

are quite aide to take advanta^ of the Subtlest intricacies of

the Jaw* Every prfei - o! law of doubtful or ambiguous
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inteiprelation is taken in appeal to the High Court and an

authoritative ruling or pronouncement obtained from the highest

court in the Jand foi the guidance of the lower courts* No

less than five hundied rulings have been reported in the Law
Reports, Money lenders are, of course, much superior in acumen

to the ordinary cultivator of the Deccan, Still to their credit

they have fought well to make the best use of the enactment

specially meant for their protection. Money lender versus

Cultivator is an unequal match. Education versus Illiteracy in

every respect, and the victory is sure to be on the side of

the stronger (because knowledge is power), in spite of the

concessions granted by the Act coupled with the good offices

of the presiding judge in favour of the agriculturist. The

sub-judge is helpless when the agriculturist is unable to place

his case and its legal bearings before him, and when he is

also incapable of meeting the points raised by the plaintiff

and bringing out the weaknesses of his case. In the village

some cultivator debtors now complain that their interests were

not logically and intelligently pressed at the hearing and some

lost their case for default on the broad assumption that the

Savkar (plaintiff) had a better case and the debtor (defendant)

had a bad case.

The Act has been in operation for nearly half a century

and out of curiosity one is tempted to ask if the agriculturists

have thereby, in any way, benefited. We need not remind the

readers that the Deccan cultivator has a pyramid of W'oes,

real or imaginary, and the Act did not prove a panacea for

all the ills from which India has been suffering along with

the Maharashtrians. It was not a magician's wand and it was

not expected to afford relief in each and every case. No one

can claim that the Act worked a marvellous change. No, far

from it; nobody dreamt of such, a metamorphosis* It is an

admitted fact that the Act has saved a large number of the

agriculturists from being expropriated from their hereditary
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lands for the discharge of their debts. This result must be

appreciated and applauded. The effects that are produced by

the Act are:

—

( 1 ) The sale of agricultuxists’ land was so much

restricted and hcdge<l about, with so many terms, that a sale,

pure and simple, outright, by the civil courts^ officers, has

become a myth;

I 2) Accounts of the money lenders are examined and

scrutinized by the civil courts instead of the public auditors,

very minutely, because the debtor being illiterate, is unable to

sugg:est flaws in them; the court is enabled to examine the

history of the debt and to make out an account of money

actually due;

( 3 ) Sale proceedings of immoveable properties are

invariably held by the Mamlatdars of Talutas and not by the

civil courts^ Bailiffs;

( 4. ) Whenever a decree is passed, the debtor is required

to pay the decreed amount in instalments which are fixed in

\icw of his capacity;

\ 3 ) Exorbitant rates of interest, 24 to 36 per cent (and

more) are bann^il for over, whenever the courts have to settle

them in pnrsuanre of their duty;

fTfll The evrension of the period of limitation granted

to ugricuUurists ha<4 facilitated repayment, when lean years

uitervene, though it tends to curtail the resources of the

cultivator over a longer time.

I 7 ) Eit’tUioU'! valuaiiiMis" of laud are entirely stopped as

the debtor has an option to challenge the prices if incorrect;

{ 8 } The e^eptopriatien of land is to a large extent

(9) ba many cases the CMUtvator in the long run has

h$fsn freed from the money lender^a clutches. The numbet of

dAtOfs has a^mpairaUvely fallen j
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( 10 ) Prudent cultivators hesitate to fall into the Savkars*

snares, i, e., to agree to their terms, in opposition of the

sacrosanct provisions of the Act;

( 1 1 ) Nominal conveyances of land have been on the

increase oving to the ignorance and improvidence of the

peasantry, instead of simple mortgages or usufructuary mort-

gages; to all intents and purposes, such sales are nothing but

usufructuary mortgages, though not so legally recognised;

( 12 ) The execution of simple money bonds is now ruled

out of court by the money lenders;

( 13 ) It is said that the amount of consideration in

deeds passed by the cultivator is stated in excess of the real

amount, simply to hold in check the debtor to the true sum,

so that if the debtor defaults, the suit would be for the

whole sum plus interest mentioned in the deed; ( cf. last sub"

paragraph of paragraph 353 ( page 419 ) of the Report of the

Royal Agricultural Commission);

( 14 ) An intrinsic security for credit based on the land

of the agriculturist has never been taken into account by

the money lenders, though the value of land has increased

gradually.

We wanted to investigate some of the cases cf agri«

culturists from here, who were litigants in the civil courts,

but it was not possible to procure full and reliable information

Even copies Of judgments or orders were not available. No
statistics are forthcoming,

A Savkar is sure to levy a deduction (TpftefSr) at Rs. 5

per cent on the amount advanced in addition to the cost of

registration, etc. of the document to meet the cost of the

probable litigation, if the debtor fails to pay as stipulated. In

short, the cultivator must consider himself lucky if he

receives a sum or hard cash of Rupees ninety in every case of

a document of Rs* 100; ( cf, the case of a man who wants to
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torrow Rs, 50 referred to at page 157 of ** Economic Studies

of Some South Indian Villages ^ by FroL Gilbert SlateiJ

To a very large extent the Act has been successful,

despite the fact that the nion&y lenders were all up in arms

against it-

The «*xec\Jtion of ;\ nonunul sale deed in favour of Savkaxs

is the order of the day, and the debtor lemains in actual

possession of the mortgaged land as a tenant or lessee and

pays rent and intere'^t in discharge of his debt; so the sale

deed is virtually a usufru('tuary mortgage and the principles

of redemption can be ronvenientb applied.

MARKETS, BAZAR AND FAIRS

No tegular daily bazar is held here, in the village there

are shops for the sale of commodities. All sorts of shops

are patronised by the villagers. Ordiuaiy and common articles

for every day use are available here- A statement is subjoined

showing tlie number o! shops and the stuff in which they deal.

{1)2 Grocers.

12^ 3 Sellers of betel-nut

leaver, tobacco and

Bidis,

^11 I Sweet-meat seller,

^ 4 } 1 Cloth

\31 i GrTain seller.

1

6

^ I OU-rndW*

{7) 1 Shroff,

^8)1 Gold-smith.

(9)2 Tailors,

no) 3 Carpenters.

Ul) 1 Iron-smith.

tl2} 2 Potters.

1 13) 1 Fruit seller.

The! l^rii dealers h^jre make purchases of groceries, cloth,

wait, iron, Jagri, kerosene oil, metal pots and vessels,

etc. from the dealers and shopkeepers at Ahmednagar.

Graiin of all sorts is the produce of the land here. In

norrhai the village has its own supplies of food. The

cattle and animala in the village have to depend on

fod<ter, gra® and grain &ctym in the village. Ip short the

village ie m respect of these commodities.
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BAZAR AND FAIR

Hete there is an annual fair held in honour of a

Mahomcdan Fakir known as Nirgunshaha Avaliya on the 5tli

of the bright half of the month oi Chaitia, just outside the

village gate near the Local Fund well, in front of the moaciue.

No information is available as to the date when the fair

was inaugurated* This year the dale fell on Monday ( 26th

March, 1 928 ) which the Hindus observe as a sacred day and

no animal sacrifice in pursuance of a vow is religiously

performed; so the fair was postponed to the following day,

Tuesday (27th March 1928 ), when the villagers were

permitted to sacrifice he-goats, kids and sheep. The slaughtering

was conducted by the village Mulana who has the sole right

to do so here. The details of animals offered for slaughter

are:

—

(1) Number of he-goats killed 75

{ 2 ) Number of sheep killed 50

valued at about Rs. 200 to 250.

hlost of the animals slaughtered were offered by the

local cultivator's, generally in fulfilment of vows made by the

women-folk. The night v/as spent in ^easting.

Ahmednagar dealets \isit tlu lillage on the occasion of

the annual fair, bringing sheep and goats for sale. Batchers

too go round the houses of farmers and at the same lime

buy the raw skins- The usual prices aret”-

( I ) For a goat-skin Re. 1 —
[ 2 ) For a sheep-skin As, + 8.

Xt night after 10 p na, there were groups of visitors and

villagers roaming here and there until five Tamasbas

were ready with pieparations for exliibitiug their shows* The

rest of the night was spent in witnessing Tamashas* There

was a display of country fire-works near the mosque and

many persons were attracted to it

21 A
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On the j»iomicK, there weie a numbei oF booths anct stall®'

us below:"“

Confectioners 12
1

lohans 1 sellers of brass uucl

L eu 3 1 copper U mkets? eto.

)

10

IJetel-nut Uuve'* T) Tailon (petty 1 3

b'ruit !
“ Oltttiis

"
4

Plowcr sUop^ fi Toys (Japanese and utheis) 2

“yaniupuir* i pU J 1 Ivlianvala (cloth

Picture I for hodue^ 1

E^honogruph 1 , Clotli 4

Bangles 4 Coppersmith 1

Most ot the stall keepers were from Abmednagai. All

the shops were crowaed with customers, l^easant women and

tlieir chlldien were seen e\’erywhere making purchases. The

shops of bangle seUeus> tailors
>

Ottatis, Joharies, toy dealers

^ere thronged with women folk. Confectioners were supplying

various sweets suited to the tastes, and fancies of their

customers. Three of the confectioners were making and

IMreparing fresh Jilabies and seemed to be doing verj"

well. It is not easy to estimate the earnings of each of the

shop here. Kone, it appears* kept any accouutsi but we can

makd an approximate estimate of their ssUcst—*-

liu

u> Three confectioner®.
^

^

mo J50

i p Tile rent oi tht» rrmfectiom*!®- 50 - 00

1 i ( Tea 10 15

1 4 JobarK and OttatN 5 10

(St Bangles S - 10

\&> Tailors^ 3- 5

(y> Cloth SO — 100

(i} Khanvatn 10 - 25

(9) Cbj^rsnnth 2CJ0 400

Tb6 Whotfl of tite purchases mas* have atnountwl to

Ks. \5m i0 mu
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The fair was attended by 3,000 to 3,500 persons ( men

women and children ) who were mainly drawn from the

neighbouring villages, viz, Ghospuri, Astagaon, Akolner,

Khadki, Kliandala, Babliurdi Bend, Araiigaon, Sapa, Hanga,

Parner, Upclhup, Rayalala, Valvana, Kamargaon, Chas and

Ahmednagar. Atliletes, gymnastics and wrestlers attend tin*

fair from places as far as in Poona, Sholapur, Nasik and

Ahmednagar districts. Amaieures, lovers of sport and others

visit the fair to witness the feats and tricks displayed by

the mesllers. Most of them are in groups of associates and

companies. The village cultivators arrange for their meals

free and in hospitality. Some companies nre sent to

take their food with one individual and some go to another

cultivator to have their meals, and in this way most of the

visitors are entertained by village Mavathas. Ahmednagar

contributed about one thousand visitors, mostly shop-

keepers and wrestlers. There were seen many conveyances

near the scene *

(1) Three motor lorries aud cars;

12 ) Thirteen horse Tongas;

(3) Twenty-seven country curls;

( 4 } Twenty-nine bicycles

;

( 5 j Twenty-five riding ponies.

The five parties ( Tamashas—troupes of players ) were

given gifts { Bidagi ) in the morning of the 28th till noon, fn

the afternoon there wore wrestling matches between wre.stlera

from villages far and near- The matches took place and the

successful wrestlers were given an Intim ( prices ) by the

Panchas in the shape of a turban, u Dhoti, a silver Kada

( wristlet j or cash. The wrestling matches were continued till

sunset when the men from other villages departed. About 135

wrestling matches took place in the afternoon.

A committee of the village Panchas is annually formed.

It looks after the orfifamzatlon of the fair and the collection
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01 subscription from among the resident villagers. They liavo

fixed a scale for the current season;

—

(IJ A well-to-do peasant Its. 2 and above

(2f An ordinary peasant j, I ^nd above

A labourer As. 8 imcl above

As uu* year i i9Jfj) was not a good one, the rates were

lowered. \\\ give an accC)Unt of the receipts and expenses

for fciit* year Tln^ fait was held cm 27th Maich 1936j

Chaitrn Shudh 5 Shaht* 1857, for the celebration of which the

stib&criptiott of the re^^idents and details of expen&es ate given

below;-

'

RKCfi-IPTri

Rs.

Subscriptions raised

cy the residents 285

EXPENDITURE

White'washiug ( the mosque

and the tomb of the Saint ) 5

A green silken covet for the

Avaliya’^s tomb and flowers, etc. 5

Procession ( twice )
Kitson

lights. to

A liand of mosicianft 19

Rxtra rich diet to wrestlers 25

A tea party to visitors Vhh

I’anstfpari !(/

Rire%YOrhs 2il

T-ights in the mosque 8

Shows ( Tamashas ) night 10

Rewufds to succe^fnl

wtesUers: - -

(a) Cai.U Ks. 80

(b) Turbans& Fat akas 9 3

175

Total 285

msA rewards are of, small

Total Ks- m
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Some of the visitors drew water for drinking from a pool

in the bed of a Nalla which runs hard by the grounds of

the Fair* There was* a rush of visitors from 9 a» in. to

3 2 noon on the 28ih. A very largt crowd of spectators was

in attendance and awaiting* at the wrestling pit which is so

large that it might be called an amphitheatre^ It is a plaoo in

close proximity to the mosque and ia enclosed by walls on

all the four sides, but the inside is provided with sloping seats

In stone and earth rising one above the other f like a flight

of steps )• A seat can hold 50 spectators and in the centre

of the amphitheatre there is an arena for the combatants'

The arena is strewn with sand and red earth. It is open but

shaded by trees* It is like a miniature classic amphitheatre^

What purpose does the annual fair serve ? It gives an

opportunity for recreation to the cultivators here as well as

those from other villages* The days are spent in enjoyment

and amusement by the villagers who have just been able to

spare some hours from their toil and labour. Wrestling is

the favourite sport here. They have no other kind of sports

here, either Indian or Western, except the different matches

and combats between the wrestlers residing here and there in

the surrounding villages and specially those from Ahinednagarv

The visitors from Ahmednagar had had to pay railway fares for

the journey and back at As» 4 per trip. This w^ouid bring in a

revenue of Rs. 300 to 400 ( which is a moderate estimate) to the

3?ailway Company ftom the proceeds of railway tickets.

The various shops here were patronised hy the women

folk who make it a pcint to supply certain of their domestic

wants at thib fair.

(1) Bangles for the yeat}

( 2 ) Choice gammts for their small children and babies

;

( 3 ) Jodvis and small showy trinkets, glass beads, etc.

for themselves and their babies and children;
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(4) Pieces of bodice cloth of their personal choice;

{ 5 ) Sweets for tlie whole of the household

;

( 6 ) Metal pots and vessels for domestic use*

The current year fl92S) was a ftood one. The crops were

i^oodi the annual season was at an end. The cultivator is only

able to make or show sa\inKS annually at this season of the

year ]>articularly. Me has a breathing space just now. Some of

the visitors were entertainwl by the residents as Ihcir guests.

To sum up the finances f)f the fair in a few figures:”-

Rs.

Expenditure on laihvay lares aniountecl to 400

Hire of motors 175

Tongas, carts, etc. 125

Shop-keepers* sales 2000-2500

The popular subscriptioit 350

The animals slaughtered 200--250

The wrestling matches i’t)mmenced after 1 p. m, in the

afternoon, and there had been more than 125 wiestliiig

matches by the time the sun went down. Such a monotonous

programme for more than five hours becomes rather wearisome.

It might be mudhied to include other $purtS 5 games, etc> for

the recreation ut those assembled We know that in recent

years other Indian soorls and Western sports have become

popular and crowds of «»ager spe<’tators. Some of the

following might be tried:

—

INDIAN

V I 1 Atya-Pat^-a

^

2

' Khokho

(3) Cbendu(ilair

{4f Viti^^andoo

i 5) Lfizini, etr.

WKSTKKK

* 1 ) Hockey

^ 2 ) Fool-Ball

( 3 ) Races

‘ 4 1 BiAiug

there might be spoils for all tastes. School

hoys migbi hav^ part of the programme allotted to them and

be iitt opporiuntty to compete in such sports. It i^
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an agricultural village and the fair is attended by farmers, so

even matches among the cultivators in agricultural operations

such as ploughing, harrowing and drilling may be welcome.

Other objects may be added. Wlmt we want to stress is

that progressive e^kcrcises may be adopted. New ideas must

be infused in the new blood. The scope for sports may be

so enlarged that many varieties should be introduced and

different competitions may be available. Can the Panch

committee hnd no scope for girls and women attending the

fair ? They may be allowed to devise and manage their sports

on a very small scale at the beginning. It will rest with the

leaders to adapt themselves to the changes that are introduced.

Even school boys from the* neighbouring schools may be

invited to take part in the sports here. Of course the

traditional attraction of the fair is wrestling and nothing else )

but it is a Question, whether the occasion should not be

taken advantage of to develop interest in the newer sports

which Were unknown when the fair was established.

It is gratifying to note that all the visitors from other

villages were supplied with food gratis by the villagers. This

t.s the Hindu hospitality shown to guests arriving at one’s home.

V\^en the farmers make common cause, they are sure to be

successful. Unity is the watch wore! in such undertakings.

The fair is held in honour of a Mahomedau Peer, but

the whole organization is run by the Hindus. The Maho-

medans here number 152, Most of the arrangements are made

and carried out by the Hindus themselves, and almost the

whole of the subscription is paid by the Hindus. The subscrip-

tion paid by the Moslems amounts to about Rs, 25 to 30. On

the whole the fair has continued in ‘existence for many years,

from year to year through the good offices of the Hindus,

Should they refuse to lake part in the fair, the Mahotnedans

may, perhaps, with the help of their co-religionists from other

places outside, be able to pull through sluggishly for a year
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or two. So it i.s the bouiideii duty of the Mahomedan

residents here to preserve the unity of the Hindus and

^Tahomedans loyally.

WKKKr Y nAi:AK

No weekly Ba^ar is held here. The residents deem it a

necessity in these days when prices ot all commodities, specially

primary and afifncultuial, fluctuate from day to clay. Broad-

castmif profjramnu s; are even now used for announcing the

daily pritxs ruling in mitres of trade, e. g., Bombay. The

weekly iki^ars are attended by outside traders, dealers, etc.

With their goods for sale they tend to control and regulate

the rates anti prices demanded and charged by the local dealers,

traders and shop-keeper*-. It is on economic grounds that the

villagers feel the want of a weekly market. None has yet

been started.

Hawkers, bangle sellers, drapers, coppersmiths and other

sundry dealers vi<5it the village otl and on. They attract

customers on their own terms. Generally tiie women folks

are their customers.

THE POLA FESTIV.iL

Cnlike Vhmednii;iar city and the surrounding villages

where the J^ola festival imnually held on the Amavasya

( )
of the month of ShrR\an (the lost day of the

black half ot the month ) Sarola observes the Amavasya of

the month of Bhudrapada as a festival in honour of the

Atork theii wealth. Both localities hold their Pola cele*

l>rattons liuriwR the hitter part of the rainy season- We made an

jjtlempt to ascertain why the festival is celebrated on different

days in villages so near each other, but no satisfactory and

pfetisible eqilanatiun was forthcoming; only that Sarola and

the neighbouring villagCH have l>een observing the festival in

conformity with the i ubtoin of the Puona district from

a very long time. Uii this day, the cultivator abstains

from taking any work from any of his bullocks^ whether it
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he emergent or otherwise, or whether it may cause him loss

or damage. In short, the cultivators bullocks have a holiday

on this clay- From early morning ’each of the cultivator

takes extra pains and care to get all his bullocks, cows and

calves washed, combed and cleaned. He manages to liave ifie

horns and nails trimmed, pared and made smooth and polished-

The hair of the bullock’s tail is clipped and combed, leaving

only a tuft at the end. He takes the greatest delight in

decorating the horns of his bullocks and cows with different

paints such as Geru (^), Hingol Gulahi

and other colours, etc. and also with small bits of gold or

silver leaf ( Begad ). He gets tassles, Gondes made

either of Chavar* or coloured silk, coloured yarn and

coloured wool to suspend from their horns, Palas trees (TO’ff)

are not found in the village; but their roots are got from the

villages on the borders of H. E. H. the Nizam’s dominions.

Around their necks are put on strings of various colours of

glass beads—small and middling; also chains of copper and

brass hang from their necks; bells, small and big, of bell-metal

are woven together either on leather straps or threads or hemp

strings and they are put round their necks. Brass Sheinbis

. a cap for the horn ) are made and lixed at the ends

of the bullocks* horns. Thus the decorations are made in

different ways and in different methods according to the taste

and the resoutces of the owner-

At about noon the cultivator has his bullocks weddecli

{ as they term it ) and sees them named ; cakes or bread

made of Bajri flour are broken into crumbs and mixed together

with a quantity of Kardi oil and Jagri and the mixture

called Malida forms the food of the bullocks for the

noon. It is treated as a dainty. Some cultivators make theit

bullocks swallow a quantity of Kardi oil.

‘'Roots of Pahs tree spedally made into fibres,

t It is a queer practice ifl vogue.

!22
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Late ill the afternoon, the bullocks in the villapfe are

collected near the temple of Shii Maruti in charge of the owner

or his servants fully adorned some with Bashings ( though

ui exceptional c‘ases ) which are made of frames of split

bamboo pastt‘d o\i*r with coj(jurccl papers and set with small

hits of nii(‘a or pitn es of glass. They are gaily decked wdth

silk t>v other garnirnt.> of valut*. ''Phe wdiole of the area in

the neighbf»nrhood of the teni])h‘ is alive uith groups of

Imllocks of diffcU'iit onneis and presents a picturesriue sight#

It i*^ more than an annual OAliibition of cattle in the village

in the modern 'len.Ne. The whole of the village bring their

cattle here, and at du'^k- they are taken in procession througli

the village. In Sarola the officiating Pattis { Kadus and Dhamixe

)

Have the hereditary right to take a pair of bullocks at the

head and in advance of all the other village cattle which

follow the leading pair.' iii any order they like, but precedence

K tecogni/fed and ullovvvd to the pairs of the Patils. The
pair of the Kadus Patil leads* on the right and the Dhamne
Path < on the Vft, So the twi^ pairs of bullocks are formed

up in ttiis fashion before the actual procession starts.

I^efore the> leave thu tempi e, each bullock is presented

to (Ifod Maruti and made to bow down, and then it joins

the none but the Patils have any customary right

fed prert ik i,rid ot»iers t follow the lead in any order they

raOdH. V. snetu the r40c<’*,siou passes through the village

g'ato tJi'V rUe disfifi'M 1 and taken in a sort of parade to their

own piaic- \y thMf rtspu*ti\e routes with bands, tom^-tom
iv«d muMhirvuv pUyiut,, witii irntn])cts and horns blowing under
torch or Kilsoii L^rnp^. On arrival at then destination,

the bimsewife or any other Suvushna (married woman) in the

hou^ conies fouvard to the door with a tray, together with
thinsrs such as Xiranjan

/ ^
Iightedj Halad and Kunku

and Akshata offers the bullocks water, Kunku, Ilglad,

and AkshaU and applies a nose^ting or other golden omamgnt
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to the foichtfuci of lire bulIocKS and takes round or moves

the Niranjan in a circle in front of the bullocks in a wave

offering. A set of mud or earthern images or pictures ot

bullocks I five in numbei aiKl a cow ) are worshipped iii every

household and special cakes ( Puran Polyas ) ute first

given to the bullocks before anybody can paitake of them

The owner or a member of the family observes a fast for

the whole clay, and after feeding the bullocks the adult male

members of the cultivator*^ family assemble together at the

dinner table, and if there be any inteiestiiig incidents and

episodes during the course of the day, they are narrated by

the trember who witnessed them. The Pola dinner is the

occasion for discussing everything pertaining to bullocks and

cow^s, old and new, in the village.

We would like to detail the expenses a cultivator incurs

in the celebration of the Pola festival. It is true that some

items of the expenses are annually recurring, while others are

non-recurring. Most of the things are purchased once for all

by the cultivator :

—

( i ) Brn‘^‘« or coJ>l>er anaall bells (

missing arid broken bells, chains, Shenbis, beads, covexg, etc*
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What amount of any of these thingb are necessary, depends

on the condition of the cultivator and the stock of cattle he

keeps; but it is ascertained that at least two pairs of the

things are required for use, Most of the things are serviceable

on many other ticcasions.

An ordinal y t ultivator nmN to spend Ks. 2 to 5 on the

Pola festival, besides the iti^ms inferred lo above. A pool

cultivator n*ay puinag'e to i»e fru‘»al and limit his expenses

say to Ks. \}j oi so much as he can aflord at the time.

At thi'^ festival the cultivator's wife has to distribulo

food to village Muliars, barbers, Kolis^ washermen, servants

( private ^ eti':?aged on yearly or monthly contracts, beggars?

mendicants, Fakirs, Gosavis and Bairsgib? Guravas, potter's

and Chamhhar'?, and also to several village deities*

So .'-he hail '1 lot of food to provide? and prepares extra

food in addition lo the quantity ^he needs* for household

consumption. The distribution of food as detailed above is

not restricted to the same quantity ami to the same people:

VI varies, but Its money value must be fixed at Anna I to 2

or less. Even a poor pea«iant manages to distribute food in

quaiuittfc«. Some of the village servants arc hereditary

Watandar**^ and lecr^ive footl on such occasions as the Pola in

the sliape ot peiqui-^ite'- due tor their services. In this village

no Muiiur WatanJar is permitted to do private service for

attv of thv lyots and he receives no perquisites, but as the

du hit* work instead, it is they who get the share of

foosl and such perquisites in kind.

One would like to know ^how' the Pola festival was

perfonited in olden days, say a century ago- \'l'e were unable

to find any uccoimt of it; but for the last five decades wc
hxd $iccoimlK from individuals still living* The British rule has

litven peace and order far the lost century, and the festival can

now be celebrated with carefree rejoicing. Every one feels
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himself secure "with ail his live-stock. Things and ornament§ etc.

referred to for the decoration of the bullocks are now more

easily and cheaply procurable than two or three decades ago.

Every year some new' innovation aPj^ea^s in the village- So

we think that the festi^'^al has undergone no material change

or alteration. But it is observed and widely performed. Village

quarrels as to precedence are settled. The spirit of the Pola

festival as observed by the cultivatoi is unfamiliai to the

Westerners.

THE HINDU HOLIDAYS, ETC,

The Hindu, specially the Maratha, observes the annual

ceremonies and daily \rorship of his titulary or family

deity in such fashion as appeals to him in accordance with

his faith. In addition to the worship of the family

deities most of the Marathas here daily worship one of

the following common deities in the public temples or

places:

—

( 1 ) God Maruti ( Monkey God )

;

1 2 ) God Mahadev

:

( 3 ) Radha Krishna-

Auspicious days and festivals in a year are devoted to

the worship of these deities in public places, in addition to

the family deities. We may explain the word worship

as it is used by the Hindus. An individual prayer or a public

prayer in a church or a mosque offered by the Christians or

Mahomedans does not connote the full significance of the

Hindu cult of worship. The Hindu must never touch an

image of his chosen deity without taking a bath in the

morning either with hot or cold water according to the status

and circumstances of the devotee and without having put on

freshly washed and dried clothes* generally a Dhoti round his

loins and an upper garment^ Both males and females observe

the same sort of rule. Before proceeding to the worship the

Hindu provides himself with the necessary ritual materklst—
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{ 1 ) A quantity of fresh water in a pot

;

(2) A small quantity of sandal wood paste;

(3) Flowers, leaves ol the T3el (^5?) tree, leaves of the

Tulshi plant and Durva

f4) Turmeric powder ami Kuuku (red powder);

(5) A handful of rice called Akshata

i.6) A ha of camphor and an incense stick with a

match box

;

(7) Uetel nuts, puats ot rocoanut and betel nut leaves;

( 8 ) A Niranjan or o liny metal lamp with a cotton wick

dipped in a quantity of yhee;

[ \) ) A binall quantity of a mixture ( )
of milk,

curds, honey, s>ugar and ghee in a copper or brass

saucer .

3Iost of these articUs aie essential for ordinary w'orship

on occasions of importance They may co«?t Annas 3 to 5,

but if a cultivator Cctnnot afford tltit? for any occasion he

» urtails the list,

Here the Muratha M^neially observes annually most of

the foUo^^in^ holidays or days of festivities or days for fasts

and devotion, etc.:

—

(i) (a) ^TT ^tf=TT7r (Ntw Year), HO (c)

5T. t\;

(i) 4sTrrT...iWFJ^ffnn (A Jay in Lnoni- oi‘ the Je

Aiiicefttor^ ol the f&iiiily);

( 5 )
?

f ( i he Wife ohaerves It to propitiate God

^nr to grant ion§ life to her huahsnd )j

{4) {'A Lit);

(5 ) (h) of

the birth of Kriahna );

{&) S{raT??...(a) *n>|ST (W^crahii, ol' GoJ GaneaK),

Tb) <iteT}
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(7) Snf^.ST^fTr ( In reverence of Goddess Devi ))

(s) 'l'lIa'P-(n) f^TSr (\^ '^oraliij') of Goddess Daxmi), (Is)

(fast)',

(9) { In rcA'erenac of God w^n);

(10) ff'f'AH Vid ( file "arile oirserves this liollday )!

(11') iTR.... irfrf5iT?T^ ( Portlic wor* liif) of God Slilva, fast);

(12) 'fir^'T..f^rtnTr (Hal;) Minclu l)onfir^;

Along with other Hindus, the hlarathas here observe these

holidays and festivals traditionally as a religious duty and an

occasion for a feast. We need not name the articles of food,

as they vaiy and it may not be of interest. We xna^’’

describe the sort of food they consume on such days as rich

from their o\vn point of view. The non-Hindus do not lake

Jiart in these holida5''s directly, but some of their women folk

and children are impressed and tend to imitate their Hindu

neighbours to a certain extent. The use of flesh is banned on

these festival days, and even the Marathas abstain from the

use of meal, though they are at liberty to eat it at other

times. Before partaking of the food prepared for the occasion

the members of the family always offer some portion to the

deity of the family as a sacrament. When a holiday conies

round the family lis^s to incur extra expense. The items of

food and dietary are various and arc used by different families

ill different forms; so it is no easy thing to calculate the

additional expense. We may put it down at Annas 2 to 4 per

diem per member of the family. Some persons purchase new

clothes for these holidays. The new produce of the Kharif and

the Rabi crops of the season is ready at the time of the

Dasara and Divali and the Sbimga holidays respectively. The

additional annual expeUses for the celebration of these holidays

may be reckoned at from Rs. 20 to 50 according to the circum-

stances of the family, at a moderate estimate. It is true that
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poverty may reduce the cost in many cases. We have not

taken into account any outlay on account of new clothes,

which may increase the bill. As economists, we cannot ignore

even such small extra expense?,

HOME INDUSTRIES

The following is a Use of the crufts or home industries

can led on in Sarolar-

t 1 ) Carpentry and smUhwork (Sutai and Loharj;

(2) Shoemakhig and other leatherv;oik { Chambhar )

;

( 3 } Pottery ( Kuinbhar )

;

( 4 ) Ropemaking ( hlang )

;

(5) Weaving of woollen blankets or Ghongdyas (Dhangar);

( 6 ) Goldsmitu and silversmith’s work I Sonar )

;

(7} Masonwwk ( Maistri or Gavandi );

f 8 } Tailoring ( Shimpi );

i 9 ) Kardi oil crushing ( Teli )

;

(10) Making of Eidis f cigarettes rolled in leaves instead

of paper);

(11) EartJnvork \ Vadar );

(12) Flour milling.

The pr(>ducts of these cottage industries ate almuot

entirely for local consumption* All are carried cm in a

mort m primitive Raw materials are for the

most p*ut locally available. The few things which are

not are brought irom Ahmetlnagar Bazar* Most of the tools

and appliances used ure of traditional indigenous l3rpe, but

some are imported. The goods turned out are also o£

simple traditional type and character, plain, cheap and

duratee. The craftsmen live very simply and poorly. Their

•work shows Jitrte sign of ariktir ability, but they have a

faculty for imitation which might be trained and devdoped.

The villagers inherit many of the qualities required for success

itt cottage craftSf industry, manual skill, imitative faculty,
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j>atience, perseverance, self-independence and confidence, but

illiteracy is a great obstacle to their development. We have

had a school here for nearly three quarters of a <'entury, but

experience shows ihal it is essential to take the boys and

girls beyond the three R^s and give them some education and

training in their own rraft.s or in the crafts for which they

show signs of aptitude.

POULTRY

Very little attention has been given to poultry keeping

in Sarola, and there appears to he great scope for its ilevelop-

ment.

The great majority of the people have no objection to

the consumption of poultry or eggs as food on religious or

social grounds; the only castes which have such objections

being the Brahmins, Jains and Lingayats who are few in

number.

The following statement shows the small o.vlent to which

fowds are kept in the village:

—

tl) Marathas ( 5 families

)

dH

(2) Other Hindus { 4 families ) 57

(3) Depressed classes f 7 families ) 46

U) Christians ( 2 families j 2d

(5) Mahoinedaus ( 3 fumilies ) 22

171

M'lia fowls are of the ordinary barndoor variety; no care

is taken with regard to breeding, and no new varieties have

been introduced*

flens fetch 12 Annas to 1 Rupee, eggs 3 to 4 i\nnas a

dozen in the Ahmednagar market, the prices varying accord-

ing to the season.

The general advantages lo be derived from the keeping

of poultry in the villages have often been set forth by

22 A
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(}overnment officers and others interested in its development. J

can be made remunerative, and it provides an auxiliary food

supply of special value, whereas in Sarola the supply of

milk and milk products is lar from adequate, especially at

certain seasons.

The villa(>evs are (luite alive to the possible advantages

of poultry furmittg, but our inquiries show that they are

reluctant to go in for it, for various reasons: -

( 1 ; The Marallui < ultivators have a feeling that it is

traditionally an occupatioji followed by the lowest social

classes: '“Bhilh, Ramoshis, iMaliars and waiidcxing tribes and

that it is degrading to them to lake it up;

The feeling is a very natural one in an old stably organised

society, where every class has its customary function and

occupation; but in rapidly changing conditions, now' such

questions have to be settled on their merits and not by a

a simple adherence to traditional customs and relationships*

The Mahomedans are not so strongly bound by custom

and yet they have been equally backw’ard in this matter,

( 2 ) In the conditions existing in a crowded village site

like Sarola, it is difficult to look after hens, small chickens and

eggs and protect them from vultures, dogs, cats, rats, etc,,

keep them in clean and healthy cuuditious and avoid loss by

malicious damage or theft;

( 5 ; The provision of proper ucrcmiiuodauon in the way

of coop^* and run^ in a >uitablo loc*dity is beyond the means

of tiic ttrdijKuy snuiU cultivator or labourer who would, on

other giotmds, be the most likely to «»> in for poultry keeping;

i 4 1 It is ditficult for a iMjgiuner to obtain the necessary

training and informalioa as to general care, feeding*, diseases

and ISO on;

{ 5

}

howls arc delicate and require to he carefully looked

after, mil the marketing of fowds and eggs is more difficult

than that of things like grain and other crops;
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t 6 ) It is difficult for a beginner who knows nothing of

the business to line! out under what conditions it can be

made remunerative; because, admittedly, poultry keeping often

is an unsuccessful and unremuneralive experiment

;

( 7 ) The time and attention required may interfere with

his main occupation.

Even on the basis of experience within the village, how-

ever, there seems to be plenty of room for development,

since a few of the villagers have found it profitable to keej)

a fair number ‘ one Mahar ( 20), a native Christian ( 20 },

Chainbhar (20), Dhangar (15), There seems to be no reason

why their example should not be followed by some of the

Maratha labourer families, especially if they avail themselves

of the expert advice and assistance of the specialist officers

of the Agricultural Department



CHAPTER 8

POPULATION

CASl'KS ANT) CUliEDS

With the co-oi>eration oi the people of the village, without

whose constant help \ve would not have been able to make

much progress in our study, we made a detailed enquiry as

to the Lircunistanccs oi each household. We think a general

idea of the structure of the village community will best be

given by the tw'O summary statements which follow. These

have been compiled from the detailed records of the results

of our enquiries.

In the first, the x)Gpulation is classified primarily according

to caste, for each caste by occupation, and under each sub liead

the number of adults and dependants, and the ratio of

dependants to adults is given in the remarks column.

In the second, the primary classification is by occupation,

then by cahte, and for each sub-group the number of males

and females ivS given.

These saintnaries are based on the Hiumeration of the

village (jopul.^tior which we made iji 1028. The Imperial or

General Census took place in 1051- but we are unable to

|fet particulars from the published records regarding castes,

creeds, professions, etc, for a single village.

The total of our enumeration ( 1286) is le^s than that of

the of f*92l (1360) and much less than that of 1931

{15311 Still we thirJc it included almost the whole of the

permanent popufation,
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Castes Occupatici Adults

1

Depen-
dants

Total Remarks

MARATIIA Agriculturists 403 mm 557
m) Wage earners etc. 1 70 WEk 91
(o) Public service (.Ry. etc ) 15 Bi 19

488 607 30 0

MAX.1 fa) AgricuUviribU 25 HI 39 Includes

(b) Wage eaineva Si (c) Ma^jOii 18 Hi 30 3

HI 20
1 69 35

DHAHMJ.V fa) Agriculturists a 10

(h) Public service Hi1
^2 22

(c) Trade (
Tailor ) iHq 3

2Z u 35 5'*

JAINS (a) Agriculturists 9 3 12

( Marwacli

)

lb) Wage earners 1 1 2

(c) Trade (Shopkeepers) 14 l—i ai
Ml

24 !Bii 35 45.8

UNGAYAT (a) Agriculturists 49 8
(bt Wage earner'4 5 !HI 5

fc) Trade 4 j 7

13 7 mmm 53.8

OTHER HINDUS Carpenters n 6 17 1

Crafts Sonars 2 4 6

Barbers a 6 17

Ironsmidia 9 2 5

Teli (Oilman) 3 5
’* Includes

Shepherds *27 32 *59 1 beggar

Potters 6 3 9
Vadars ( earth worker )

12 17
Thakai’s IHI 2
Bhils (labourer) 10

Ramoahi „ >HI 5

79 73 152

DEPRESSED
,

(a) AgriculturibLs & labourers 50 43 93

HARIJANS fb) Service 2 .
4 6

MAHARS 1

(cj Beggar 1 :
2 3

i 53 - 49 102 ^92A'

MAMGS Wage earner?- (labourer) 7 ' 1 8 1

SHOBrMAKERS Craita 11 21

MOLARS Labour 17 4 1 21.1

35 l5 iHES 4£?r
CIIRISTAINS f Railw'ay service ) 4 3

i

MAirOMEDANS U) AgricjiUttrists 38 41
1

'K3
1

fb) Wage earneCsS (Labourers) 12
!

18
(c) Public Service 6 3
(d) Trade ( Shopkeepers)

Confectioner t Ittcludos

Xamboli & (Fruit seller) 8 } 8 1 setter

Tailor 4 2 i

1

Bandman 7 5 1

Motordriver Z 2 1

Conti aciot z C 2
Fakir (religious mendicants). 3 , 1Q

84 68 h£3 66*5“

Grand Total
|

^5 441
1

1280 52.1



SSO II. SUMMARY or POPULATION ( OCCUPATION AND SEX)

Occupation Castes Male
1

I

remale Total

AgricuUuri'^ts Mai allias

Mall-.

io5

16

292 557
39

Kumbhars 2 7 9

:

Jctin

.

6 1 1

l^ingavats 3 3 S

lir.ibmuts 3 5 10

i^bibomtflpns 18 11 79

177 714

^Vago earners & MnalhiisiNi Knnlus 30 41 91

laboureis Mali. 13 9 24

Jai^s 1 1 O

Lzagaya**- “ 5 5

RaTi'ioslu'
)

3

Bhih 1

5 5 10
IVfabomcdans :

10 s IS

i
_.'*6

.

60 155
~

T » a*1et '' etc Jainj ( 0-.w£j) u 9 21

Liagayat*)
? i

1
7

Mabomedani> 1
'

' 1 2

16 14

Public Service Governmeiit lU < li 21

Local Boat s 6 34

Railway 17 le 35

I)op»‘£ssed 2 4 6
17 30 76

Craft** ^ Sonar t
4 1

1 *4 t>

1 Sutar
!

5 17

1 I-obar 5
^ Barber 10 7 17
> TpU i 2 3 5
Obnng<>r

,

20 49
' Wadar H 6 17

1
'>5 _ 5*. 110

Fettv Sb«»it JiMST'erN

Tatloi * 111 cuimms f
1

MahoR>ed((n

«

k >

Mavux
1

Mails
>

i 4

'‘raiwbi;U ^ Mahonudtn** V
4 15

1 Ivtct )

Fruit ^ellor i)o 0 f
. r 1

llandmatt
I

f).> 7
1 5 ii

Drt-~r
1

JJi.) j 2 4
Mtseellaacoas To 2 3 5

I

1

27 "7 * 22 49

Mahais* 44 52 ^
9*5

j
Mtukijs 4

1
1 8

tticUtdjlnir CYtaml^ars 10 1 11 21

5begg!^r‘«) Holars 10
i

11 ai
78""

146

ijlrantl Total

t

""

»>16
1 050
1

3280
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Different castes, classes and religions are found in the

village. A large majority of the residents are cultivators and

wage earners, among whom the Marathas predominate.

Shopkeepers, money-lenders, dealers, ctaftsmen and Govern-

ment, Local Board and Railway servants are represented here

as in all Deccan villages. The Mahomedans include both

agriculturists and wage earners. In addition some of them

follow othei occupations and avocations of which they have a

monopoly.

All boys under twelve and girls under ten have been

treated as dependants; but it may be note^l that some of

them help their parents in tending and watching their cattle.

Owing to the recent introduction of compulsory education, most

of them attend school.

The ratio of dependants to adults works out at 52.1 per

cent for the whole of the village. But the proportion in the

case of the hlahar community is very high, vb.., 92A per cent.

We are inclined to believe that in their case the general

impression that the birth rate is higher among the poor than

among the vrealthier classes is confirmed- The same reason

may account for the high proportion of dependants among

Mahomedans i- e. 80'9 per cent.

In the case of the Marathas, on the other hand, the ratio

is very low% viz.* 36‘6 per cent. The numbers in the case of

other classes are too insignificant to admit of any sound

conclusion being drawn from the figures.

No clear cut distinction can be made between agricultur-

ists ttud labourers [ wage earners ) l>ecause some of the residents

follow both occupations for example, Mahars.

Labourers and wage earners are drawn from all classes

and their numbers are as under:

—

Adut Ls Dependants Total

137 47 134

ihlahars.



There are beggars and mendicants residing permanently in

the village, but their total number is less than a dozen.

Casual beggars who occasionally visit the village find no

place in our summary ;
Inat wandering tribes and bands of

mendicants, who are an unn\itigated nuisance when they

encamp hero or in one of the neighbouring villages, must be

* onsidered to constitute ii very unwelcome addition to the

village society.

A few landowners, inuing both garden and dry land, require

labourers to work on their iarin.s, fn addition to day labour-

ers they employ servants on monthly oi yearly wages from Rs,

6 to 9 m Rs. to 125 iesi)ectively according to the capa-

city of tlie IalK>urer or servant. The rates of wages fluctuate

with the ruling prict^s of Jowari and other staple food grains*

We have indudeil &ucii servants under * Wage earners/ Their

number is not constant or bieady, but depends on the season

of the year and the condition of crops. Their labour is

mote efficient than that of daily wage earners, as they

take more interest in their work and have a greater sense

of rehponsibility.

With I'egard to the second table, it may be noted that

in the case of agriculturists and the depressed classes there

are about 10 iw rent more femalcb than males. The numbers

hif fannlies deptaiding on pui>Jic service are equal, while in

v)th*-«r lU'istfj.. the males ex‘ eetl femah-H by about 10 per cent*

In vilkigc tlit-rt arc rive families of iirahmins known

ast Koiikana-ttha*^ mid I >rtshahthiir*. Of the section of the

i^ei^asthas there are fiiut families who belong to the Kig-veda

i^hakba < branch*. All of them daiiik descent from a common
stetk. Tliey have alwaj^s licen officuiiiug Kulkarnis {village

accountants} and hereditary religious priests here*

Kow the Ktdkatni Vatan is i>artmUy commuted for service,
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and a Talathi, a Government nominee, officiates when the turn

of the hereditary Kulkarni comes round and he holds office

for five years. The officiating Kulkarni is paid annually

Rs. 117 as rexiiuneration from the Government Treasury. A

commutation allowance is under the rules calculated and paid

annually as compensation for loss of the right to serve.

Some of the Deshastha Brahmins in the rural areas are still

rather orthodox and conservative> though a majority of them

have taken to new ideas and practices. They have been a

literate class for many generations. It is necessary for a

priest to recite Mantras —verses) from sacred scriptures

for the rites and ceremonies of the Munj
(
^—Thread

Ceremony) and marriage and others. Some of them can

keep accounts and write shopkeepers* accounts. They were

the village writers or scribes before the introduction of the

British system of education. Some of the members of the

Deshastha families learn English. Brahmins here observe all

the Hindu holidays, fasts and festivities, etc. throughout the

year which adds to their expenses. They have to perform

the anniversary ceremonies of deaths and births in the family,

at which they give feasts and gifts. The most important

ceremonies which they perform are (1) Munj (Thread Ceremony)

of a son at eight to ten years of age at a cost ol ICs. 25

and more, (2) the marriage of a son or daughter at Rs. 200

or more according to the condition of the patties. The bride

Jind bridegroom are mostly chosen direct by their respective

parents or guardians. Their age.s range from 15 to 16 and

10 to 22 respectively. The traditional religious observances and

usages of the family are followed at thc.se ceremonies. Gifts of

ornaments, trinkets, clothes, etc, are given to the new couple

by theii respective fathers-in-law. Geixeially a we<lding of the

Brahmin here is a very elaborate and complicated matter; a

lot of preliminary things are taken into account and compared,

matn|y Shatha f branch*, Gotra and horo,scopes of the proposed

33
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match (??Tr^, Tft?F, Kite*; and rituals Follow each

other in a sequence, and they are too many to find place in

this economic hook.

Funeral obse{iuieb of the deceased member of a famil5'

are intrk’iite and for several days till the 14th day of

death, and entail the family in an expense of Rs. 25 and

more. Feasts ( Shrudhas "«rP§r) and gifts in cash, and in kind,

etc. are given in charity in reverence to the mains of the

family.

The members of the family here invite their own family

priests to chant sacred and scriptural verses at ceremonies

of importance and pay them a fee, etc, in cash or in kind

or both. Generally the priests’ services are essential- Some

of the family priests keep a record of the births and deaths

of the members of the family' they serve.

In normal circumstances the standard of living of a

Brahmin family here is much higher than that of a well-to-do

^Iaratha» or at least more costly.

A tabic follow5t

and their property:

—

giving details of the Brahmin fatnilies

\
Fublic' ' „ t

I Agiu
1 e * * Crafts Total

*
i

j

SeO’ice
1

4 i 1 5

of fatutUt 10 ii 3 55
Area i.\i Ltt\ ( m 14(1 140
Bullock^ 12

(
,

12
Cows 5

1

5

Calves. h 1

1

1 S
Carts 2 i 2

3
1

1
5

infills
;

2
1

t
2

rtoes 4
1 4

'

Value in ' 3,9tWl 2,3i)0 500
I

6,900

; 4

1

1

j

1 !

! \

6
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We have not here taken into account Brahmins who,

being public servants and only temporarily residents, have no

immovable property in Sarola, though they have been included

in the total population of the village and some other statements

elsewhere. Of the four families of Brahmins engaged in agricul-

ture two have their own bullocks and implements of husbandry.

The others give out their lan<l on rent in cash or kind.

1‘^roduce of agriculture is uncertain owing to the vagaries of

the monsoon: but a normal year may give crops valued at

500 to 1200, It is said that the cultivation of the

Brahmins by hired labour or with cursory supervision is not

successful, unless the owner himself takes part in the carrying

out of the agricultural operations.

THE MAR^VADI (JAIN)

The Marwadib here are followers of Jainism which has

two sections known as Shwetambar and Digatnbar

The members of the faith here belong to the former

sect and their piincipal tenet is 3rfgHT TWt ^4: ( No

killing is the best duty or Dharma There have been twenty'

four ( saints, sages or prophets ) who had laid down

precepts and rules for the adherents. In this village they have

no shrine, public or sectional, with the image of S>hri Parasnath

{ \ because the members ot the community are too

few to go to the expense of the construction of a shriiiu

and the daily worship of the deity. The Jainas have some

days set apart for religious observances and fasts. They

have a system of Yati
, etc,, as the Christians have the

system of monks and nuns. Their so called monks and nuns

are required to be initiateil. They are versed in their sacred

books.

Among the 'Marwad is marriages ar** performed withm

their various sects. They have their piiests and rites and

rituals. The preliminaries of a wedding arc of u Imig duration
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md continue for weeks together before the actual ceremony.

The marriage is a costly burden, though much depends on

the state and opulence ot the parties concerned. Tt i? no

e:\aggeration to estimate the wedding expenses at Rs. 3,000 at

least for the bridegroom or his parents. The amount of dowry

depends on the wealth of the parties.

Ornaments '‘-gold, silver, pearls and other Jewellery—are

essential- Garments of brocade, silk ;uul wool for the couple

are also required. The ornaments and garments worn for the

occasion are valuable and gaudy* and may cost at least Rs*

2,000 to 4,000. 'I'heii feasts are sumptuous in their own way

and taste-

The Jains bury their dead bodies and have to incur

targe expenses on the funeral ceremonies and feasts and gifts

and charities. The expenditure is not conventionally fixed

but depends on the status and wealth of the family,

The Marwadis came originally from Marwad, but now

they have settled here and become citizens of the Deccan.

They own houses, gardens, fields and orchards here in this

village. They ate shopkeepers, money-lenders and dealers in

commodities. Most of them are proficient in mental arithncietic

and are literate. They keep rough accounts or notes. To a

Certain extent they are farmers and manage their lands very

well* They are vegetarians and their ordinary food is better

than that of the Marathas and others- They run afford to use

daily milk and ghee and wetu better cdoihings than other

villagers. I'hey are very guotl bustaess men. Their annual

earnings, are by local standards high, but mi so high as to

rezaler them liable to Income UiOO a year.

Some details of the Marwadis* households tuid possessions

are given below: * *

Males: Females 16, Total 35; Houses i4j 7^500; Land ^

Bullocks 8* Cows 15, She-buffaloes 2, Calves 18, carts 2:

Annmt income 3,0(10,
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The Marwadi dealers have debts. They have invested a

< apital ot Rs. 3,700 to 4-500 in their business as they assert-

They have also income from their agriculture and orchards.

THR MARATIIAS

The MaruthaP are a Hindu race uo\v numbering about

twenty millions which inhabits a large tract in the centre of

the Indian Peninsula known as the Maharashtra.

1 1 stretches from the River Narbada in the North to

the South of the Bombay Presidency and from the West

coast districts of Thane, Kolaba and Ratnagiri to the Maratha

Wada of Hyderabad State in the East>

It includes the central part of the Bombay Presidency,

part of Berar and the Central Provinces, Kolhapur
^ part of

the Nizam*s Dominions and many minor States.

In ordinary parlance the Marathas in the rural areas are

knowm as Kunbis, as they form the great maiority of the

Kunbis or cultivators. The term is not in this region applied

to cultivators of other castes or classes.

Sarola is fairly near to the centre of this area and is a

typical Maratha village. Much of the detailed description of

the life of our village which we have given is a description

of the life of the Marathas,

From time immemorial they have been tillers of the soil

and herdsmen, keeping cattle, sheep and goats.

They also bred a race of small hardy ponies for riding

before tho days of roads and wheeled vehicles.

It was with the help of these which gave theii* armies

e.\t^iU5rdinary mobility, that as lancers or mounted infantry,

they carried their military power all over India-

With the extension of roads and still more recently with

the advent of railways and motors, the use of ponies has

rapidly declined and very few are now kept or bred.
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In most of the villages in the Ueccan the leaders or

headmen of the villages < ame from the principal Maratha

families and weie designated Patils. fleie, too, both the Revenue

and Police l*atil funuHes aie Maiathas

in a poor rounti v w ilh i harsh and precarious

t limiite they are a hardy, vigorous self leliant and independent

people with a peculiar npafdty For enduring haulship and

standing up to difficulties and Tuistortunos.

Living m small village ('ommui)ities, in misetlled condi-

tions, with no strong or peimanent central Cjovernment, they

had to look after their own defence and assert their own

rights, and were often involved in local fighting and drawn

into war. Hence they w'ere warriors as well as peasants.

In oMen days in most cases the villages were surrounded

by high w"all‘=5, bastions and foitified gate\va3^s, usually built

uf earth and stone. The traces of <iuch defences are still

visible in Sarola.

Some of the Patils had miniature fortresses or Gadhis

as a protection and final refuge in times of emergency for

themselves and t litirfellow villaaers-

As a ractr they had the experiejice between the days of

Shivaji and the collapse of the ^iaratha Confederacy of developing

into a united nation whtch» through military success, became

i\{} dumtnant iwlitif^al jn/wrr in India*

Theif‘ arc some families ivhi< h appeal to have

* mjtributt‘d thcii quota to the rank and filf of the armies ot

the Maiatirn ICingdom ai*d Co-ifedei'ii y duiint* the pctiod ot

us tisv to and supremacy, but we have found no
records with regard to thi«.

There are leminder.s of the pa^tt history of the country

in i!:iarohi in the form of the Darga (^f) dating from the

time of Ihe JIahumedmi Kingdotn, and the temple of ilabadev

was built by one of the Peshvas-
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The peot>le also say that Sarola used to be used as a

camping place by the Maratha armies on their way to the

North.

After the advent of the i3ritish Raj the Marathas had not

the same scope for militaiy activity as they had enjoyed

previously^ although Maratha Regiments have always been

maintained by the British Government. Four Maratlms from

Sarola look part in the Great War, and there are at present four

or five Matathas in these Regiments and the Territorial Force,

so that the tradition of military service has not been lost.

They still keep up the traditional interest in physical

culture and have iheir village gymnasia and wrestling pits, the

principal forms of training being free gymnastics, exercise on

the MahKhamb or pillar, weight lifting and throwing, sword

and staff play, dancing Lezim, games like Atyapalya and

Khokho and most important of all, wrestling. This is reflected

in the readiness and keenness with which the children in

5-chool lake to physical training, organised games and scouting.

Although they have no scruples about the eating of meal,

they are in practice for the most part vegetarians.

The great majority could not, in ary case, afford meat,

and so it does not form part of their regular diet

Their wrestlers and athletes i Pehlwans-«rfk^F?r) train

mainly on milk.

Similarly, although there is no prohibition t^aiust intoxicat-

ing Hquot or drugs in this region among the Marathas, there

is little drinking or drug taking, and there are very few

habitual drunkards or drug addicts.

Since the decline of their political and miliUry power they

have devoted their entire energies to their work as cultivators,

and to peaceful development of their lauds and villages.

The nature and extent of these changes we have described

elsewhere, in husbandry, in the extension of irrigation and

especially of fruit growing, in the improvement of houses.
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Till recently the Marathas were for the most part cultivators

anti soldiers and nothing else and essentially villagers.

They left the crafts, trade, finance and the professions to

others. They were almost entiiely illiterate and in the formal

sense uneducated.

The opening ot the avenues of education, the public

services and professions, new outlets in the cities and towns,

in factories, trade and industiy to all has given them a new

outlook, and the realisation of their political power in the

last twenty years both in Provincial and Central Governments

has made them eager to take every advantage of these

opportunities for the exercise of their activity, energy and

ability in other spheres, while the pressure of increasing

population on the land makes other outlets essential to them.

From their history as a race of peasantry and soldiers,

Uving in villages largely self-sufficient and independent, not

much affected directly by the central powers or stales, and largely

dependent on their own resources and energies for defence,

they have developed a very definite temperament and character.

They are democratic iind retained that characteristic even

at the height of their political power.

They are accustomed to co-operation, organisation and

agreement by compromise for common ends and purposes and

are essentially realistic and practical in their outlook. That

outlook has in tlii* pa^t often been limited, often narrow and

individualistir.

Aw it iw giadually widened by education, by experience

and by contact with the outside world, it may be hoped wdth

some confidenre that they will In* able tr> make as effective use

m ever of their power-^ and qualities under these new condi*

THE SllTAKS V CARPENTEUS i

Here there are three famihes which belong to the sub-

Cjwte caited PAnchal (’mw), Che other is as Lad (vffSEj
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ot the Sutars. As in all Deccan villages the carpenters here

lollow the most important and essential village craft, i* e.,

the manufacture of all implements of agriculture, their mend-

ing and repairs, etc. Every cultivaloi leijuires the services of

one of the carpenters occasionally almost the whole year

around. The Sutar belongs to a separate sub-caste and this

has ensured the possession of hereditary skill and craft secrets

uud the training of apprentices : not that the present age of

machinery and spread of technical training has in any way

tended to weaken the importance of the carpenter save in

the case ol the iron ploughs. It is he who makes all sorts

of implements, and he is a member of a trade guild and a

mutual benefit society. The Indian implements are, for the

most part, made of wood—simple, cheap, easily portable and

are of one type for a village or a group of villages. Parts of

the implements of one village can be adjusted and fitted to

the implements of another neighbouring village. The Royal

Commission on Agriculture have the following encomium in

this respect:

—

“ ^Vgricultural implements in India are, on the whole, well

adapted to local conditions/* ( Paragraph ; 1U5 on page 107 of

the report of the Royal Commission on Agriculture, 1Q28),

Thus the carpenters in India have a pride in their work

and their craft which is fully justified. There are few schools

for the regular training of carpenters; most of them are' trained

in their homes by working with and watching their fathers or

other relatives from early childhood. Every village of imporlaiice

in the Deccan has one or more carpenters, and their families

work among the peasants and supply them with implements

or parts to replace those broken or lost. The implements

referred to elsewhere aj*e all manufactured by the Sulars here*

Since the advent of the Britisli Raj most rural dontestic

handicrafts and industries have gradually declined, and finished

articles of foreign make have taken the place of their products;

23 A
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bui the Indian carpenter still holds up his head» The inroads

of foreit^ti machines and machinery—polished, fine, durable have

not superseded the Indian made implements, though some

additional fr>ruif(n imoU-incuts ar<, brought into use as a novelty

and exiJvrinient, su< h item ploughs, chaff-cutters, etc.

'Thi* Koyal roniinission rai Agriculture have I'econinjended

follows;

“ The agntuUural I >i’(>arl ments would (1 (j well to

lonsidci the possibilities of mass ])roduction of the W'ooden

I)arts of v>Kh implements. i Page lOS of the Rejiojt )-

The recommendation is very welcome to the cultivator

who is required, on occasion'*, to stop his actual agricultural

operation abruptij w'hen any implement or part is broken,

cracked or m any way has become unserviceable, and to run

to the village Sutar either to get the part mendeii or replaced;

he has to postpone his operation for some days, pending the

repair of the implement; but the system of mass production may

obviate such delays which are at present unavoidable, if the

things are procurable on the spot in the village immediately^

The carpenter the following instruments and tools:

—

KWVMSJI XfAKK Rs. INDIAN MAKK Rb,

i {An
1

( jii arc ) 4-0^0

*z ( tv ckUcl ) c-S-o "^r (a (mir of

f } a/' to 3/
• h ftIlow 8 ) J 5/- to 4o/

“

t ( An ) o 3 ^(a derive hummer) 5 o*o

s' ( Horing too! ) i SFfftTf ( a bij hanjmvr ) u o*o

0 ( a carpenterN
1

''
( {>£ncers } fO o

[dune) ‘2*0 O
[

i

t a Mow pipe) 0-1u-o
^ri^f (ft c'iiii*cl)

1

1 -
(tin anvil ) i^-o O

14 U 1-0-0
f 8 (jilancr) o-8 o

u ^ t a tiiuare ) |-t2-0 0
,, o 8-0

to
( at Witimer ) lO

17 ^ ^

(^ua^e) 0-4-0
u ( A ftefcw

0-^-0
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Ordinarily a carpenter needs a large number of tools and

implenients. When they are purchased once for all and from

cime to time the cost is met ungruclt^ini(ly without incurrinft

debt. Purchases of new one^ continue from tnne to time

and as they are wanted. At times he ]7ossesses spaie tools

and implements and has sets of tools of the same kind of

different si7,es.

Some of the carpenters also work in iron, i. c., they make

iron parts fur the plough, harrows, drills, etc., in wliich rase

they have a smithy with the necessary took- It is estimated

that an ordinal y carpenter needs to invest a sum of Ks.

1 50 to 200 in tools and implements.

For their services to the cultivator the Sutars get

Balula at the rate t>pecihed under the head Balntedars, The

Sutars have work to do ior different families, and one family

of Sutars serves the same family of cultivators loyally for

generations. Their co-operation is very laudable.

The Sutars are vegetarians and du not take food either

from the Brahmins or the Alarathas, i, u,, they do not follow'

the system of inter-dining. Tlicv are abstainers from ulcoliolic

drinks*

The Sutars gel the thread ceremony of their buys per-

formed by the onl inary Brahmin priests. V thrfad ceremony

coats Rs- 15 or more. Marriages among them are also

solemnized hy the Brahmin pt tests, 'fhe Sutars seem to he

very thrifty and con have a marriage performed at a minimum

{'osl cjf Rs, 200, spending more if the parties choo^jc to do so.

(/cnerully or at least in many cases the father of the bride

receives four Lugadees or Sadis and two maunds of wheat

or more for the f;elebiation of the marriage- It is said that

in some cases he spends not a pie from his owm pocket.

This is according to the mutual agreement of the parties

concerned. The father of the bridegroom gets nothing. The

bridegroom supplies the bride with the follawing:-**
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(i) a Sadi 9 al Rs- *3 or more
J

( 2 ) 1 Paithani aillicn Sadi with Inee horJc*r» ) at

Rs* 3o or more
5

(3) 4 tf? 5 Klian.id of Cholis ( bodices ) at

A«. .i to R«
i

1 li -

(0 \ Sadi foi the oif)lher at Rb. T or mortsi

() 1 Utrhan at Ra . T op more tn the bride s lather

or d Rumal nj 1'^ nuw doiK**

The bi’klegroorn gets the following al the time of the

WiedclirtM either fioni Iiis father-in-law or at his own expense.-'

{ 1 1 1 turlian at Rn- 5 to lO or more:

(a) 4\ fair of OhoteeA ) at Rs, 3 to 6 or more
J

( 3 ) j Ufjfirane (OTW) at R« a to o or jViore 4

^4 ) t coat at Ra- S to i5 or more J

A fair »f luatker rhe^*? vrith aiIu horder-i (^?ff ^ft^)

at Rsir c to I

( 6 ) 4 turhan at Rs- 5 or more t.> the bridegroom’e

father nr a RuiaaL

Each party gives one feast to the comiuaniiy as a wed-

ding fetsi. Girls arc wedded ordinarily at the ages of eight

to twel\c years, but in many cases the bride’s age exceeds

twelve iv.vtN. Of late, the ages of the bride and groom are

fixed by law at fifteen and eighteen respectively^ The
custom^ of the Maratha marriages are adopted. Other

Ceremonies are ptjrformed at the choice of the members of

the community.

Tlio Sutota burn the bodien of their dead, unless they are
of ebUdreu of five or under, in which case they are buried*

I'oTnm! funeral obsequies are held in the case of both male and
Arnold adulu. The Brahmin priest officiates at such obsequies

Oa tb^ inth, I2thr 13lh and }4tb day of death. The last
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two clays are also devoted to a feast given to the members

of the community in honour of the deceased. For all the

funeral rites the Brahmin priest receives a monetary gift of

Ks. 3 or more and also receives gifts of clothes, pots, etc.

The young boys of the Sutar families attend the Marathi

primary school, and having studied IV standard, they leave

the school and assist their fathers in carpentry, and so learn

the use of tools and get an initiation in carpentry.

A boy has to work under the guidance of his father

or some relative to learn the business* As the hereditary

occupation he picks up all the methods of mending and

repairing. A period of three years for such an apprenticeship

or tuition is not deemed sufheient.

The three families of the Sutars consist of:-

1

! i
Cattle

1

Males ' Females l

1
i

Boys Total Milch
' Cow Calf

1 She
1 Buffak

1

!

. 1

” M :

1

,

1

i

1
1

;

The income of these families ranges from Rs. 200 to 500,

Their aggregate income may amount to Rs. 1000 to 1200

a year. Average income per capita may be Rs. 70. Each of

ihe family has a house of its own in the village valued at

Rs. 200, One family has agricultural properly.

The Sutais get iJaluta from the cultivators whom thev

serve,

LOHAR
Unlike some villages in the Deccan, where one man does

both carpentry and smithwork, the shops of the carpenter and

blacksmith here are separate, and two different families and

castes are engaged. The carpenter does all the agricultural

implements of (Babul) wood, save such parts as get into

contact with the soil (i. e^ in breaking up). With regard to

the wooden parts, the Royal Commission on Agriculture says:-'
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** Af?ricuUural implements in India are, on the whole, well

adapted to local conditions. They are within the capacity of

the draught oxen, comparatively inexpensive, light and portable,

made, and, what is perhaps of even greater iinporlance,

easily repaired, and they uie constructed of materials which can

Ivft readily obtained/’ (Page 107 paragraph 105 of the Report),

The fUher parts are ina<le of iron by the village blacksmith

(l-olurl. The cultivator ha^ to arrange to supply the smith

with sufficient iron, in bai form, to forge thetpart he is in

need of* The parts which tne Lohar makes may be useiully

noted:—

(t) PloujK ....i iliare ^^2?) and ling

(c) I larrov ...a blade (*TnT) and rinj«
5

(3) Sced-dlrTll*«*«a fan And iron wire)-

xV ;»nrt of iron <» Itain is made to get in working

operation and it i^^ tied together with ro[Jc*«!

u) Hoc.., 2

(5) A laige L*Irculcr iron ring ) Mitli four bai*. to

he ftx.cd in felie centre 01 the leathez Mol and fijcles

Srrflf ) Inr the wheel anwl roller respecttvcly-

(o) L he end of the wliii(> handle is fitted with an iion

point or g 'ad *hleh u tt^cJ to remove grass) ^eed^i etc.

from the wr .>h,iH!* I;\ed to Janoli ) or body of

lUe plougti-

For uiakuii^ wliese iiuu parts \n the implemenis the Lohar

Ct’ts his lialutn from ihv 1 uUKators smnusdly at a ceiiain rate.

Thi*^ family uf only L'>h;u here hys irhe following members;

Female
i

Boy
,.

Girl

1

(

1 Tolrl
(

0
1 I

i

1
;

1

L

5
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The family has no homestead of its own, no land or

fields in the village and no cattle except four goats. For an3'

work done for the ryots other than agricultural, the Lohar is

paid in cash or in kinci. His income for the year may amount

to Rs, 300,

He is a Hindu and follows Hindu customs, manners and

religious duties, etc, No thread ceremony is necessary among

the JLohars. Their marriage and funeral ceremonies are practi-

cally the same as those of the Marathas, "No large expenditure

is incurred in either case.

In agricultural operations his services are constanth'

I etiuisitioned ; for nobody knows when an iron pan of the

unplemeiiL would bo broken or become unserviceable. The

Royal Connmssion on Agriculture have recommended *'to con-

sider the possibilities of mass production of the wooden parts

of such implements,’' ( Page 108 paragraph lOS of the Report),

hut the mass production of the iron parts is even more

essential, for in the villages iron is not so readily available.

Delays and procrastination are naturally met with in addition

to the inevitable loss of time. Iron is bought from Ahmednagar

at cliiTerenl rates fvar3dng from 2 to 8 Seers per Rupee;

according to the quality required.

The Lohars are not vegetarians, they can eat flesh: the3’'

have no objection to the drinking of alcoholic liquor.

The Lohar makes use of the following tools and

instruments*

Cost

(l) 4 feci ( ) u5 to xoo

(a) 1 landle ( ^ ) 3 to sl

(L) Bellows frame (vood)

(c) (Bamboo) Pulling lever or pole (MSV) Af, VZ

(d) CKsins 2 for Re. i

(u) Sledge hanimci (^^T) 5 to to
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(3) Anvil •25 to 75

(4) Tong^ (f^^) i

(5) Pincers (^t^) 1 to rj

(6J Smaller anvil 1 5 to *Jo

(7) .Small kamincr (^TcTTTT) I 4 lo a

if>) CkUel (iJjfr) Aa. 8

(0 v-’kiael {^FT’'’) M a

When ihe Lotiar also the work of tlie carpentei or

Sutar, he usts iht. sanu tooN aed implements as the Sutar.

There no ref^uUr system of trainmj^ for the Loliar boy

who picks up Vvlidt he can in assisting his elders.

Besides the paits of agricultural implements the Lohar

makes many things of iron tor domestic use, such as;

—

(i) Flat ladle for turning over cakes ( Ulathne , (a)

Larlle {Pali (s) Cultnary ladle vitk ^perforation (Zara m^r),

(4) ^*^ceding kook ( Kkvrfjr ), (5 ) Scytke tii aiokle ( Vila

f^T ), {0} Bill kook (KoyaU ), ( 7 ) Pincers (mm), (s)

Crow'-kar (v) Pick (lo) Skovcl ( ), (n) Cart

tyrea ), (ij:) Rlnga 01 kulr bends l

(i3) Axle or axlftrce 5^T?ir), (i-i) Nail (^TT^f^), (to)

(lo) Hinges (felT^l*^r) j Ckains etc.

TUt."^ thmgs arc made of different sizes and their prices -vary-

The cuUKat'^T'^ have t» puuhnsi^ these from the blacksmith*

THB VILLAGB POTTER (K(niBilAR)

The Ktimbbar k of the most ilrmly established elements of

Dieccait rural life- He has certain duties to perform for the

members of the village communities and wants to supply. The

Kiinibhar*^ ^rvlces* though new* only needed at intervaj.’’ in house-

hold affairs, were constantly required in pre>British days and they

wero in almost daily demand. The Kumbbar used to make a lot

of oattbeim pots* vessels, chattis^ jugs, vases, cups, basins, plates,
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Khuja (^^), Kolambis (^^*), Paral (^TW), Aladakis

Gadgees (»rr^), Ranjan
,

Deras (t^), Ghagars

(^T*TT)i small, big, medium and of sizes for the use of the

cultivating classes* Every one ha<l anc; has to depend on the

potter for a pot or vessel or a jug to carry or store water,

Lo boil, fiy or roast food, to heal water, to keep supplies of

water for drinking and othei domestic purposes. Earthern

pots were used or are used also for the storage of grain,

chillies, salt, seed, Jagri and flour, for the boiling of milk

and for churning* It follows that the services of the Kumbbar

are and were essential for supplying the necessities of village

life. But the British Rule gave a long peace and internal

order* Inland communications increased rapidly and became

so much more safe, easy and prompt that trade and commerce

spread in the interioi and even to the most distant villages

in the hills, and metal utensils of foreign make of many kinds

came into fashion and replaced some of the earthern ware

manufactured by the Kumbhars. The kind ol unglazed earthern

ware which they make is very brittle and liable to conatant

breake^es, and this causes great inconvenience to the cultivator.

The metal substitutes of foreign manufacture were, therefore, very

welcome and soon found favour with the women folk of the

masses 'fhey were or are dearer than earthern ones, but they

lasted longer. However, the peasant women still make use of

earthern wares largely for purposes of cooking, boiling, storage of

water, etc. It may be mentioned that in the whole range of the

neasant's household utensils, even at the present day, we usually

lind only the following metal oc wooden vessels in user-

{«) Ak pan or ^ridJU

(a) A Kafchvat wooden plate for fioui

lor making of cakea);

(3) A Chain wooden ladle)

j

( 4 ) A kamkoc Ftinkawi (^^(1 a blow

24
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(5) A. T^bola (^To5T plate) of bell metal:

(6) A saucer Vati or Vadja) made either

of vood or piece of dtonea

(7) A Pata X^rvanta the slab and the TOuUef

of ftlonc)?

(a) A wooden paddle (Rnvl or efburrfin^ handle);

All the reU of the utensils in use in the cook-room of

the cultivator aie pru^iJod by the Kumbhar, so he Is still a

very importanc perron in the village society. Metal pots and

vessels of various sizes and capacities are annually imported

from foreign countries into India and some are manufactured

locally in India^ It is a hot and thirsty coantry^ and earthern

ehatlieSf etc. ate greatly in demand in the hot season. Locall}''

made earthern ware is rather coarse and clumsy and China

and Japanese wares (such as saucets, pans, cups, jugs, plates

y

etc.) have largely replaced local pottery. As a class, the

potters are very backward in educational matters and no

tmproveiyyeni in their tnethods has been achieved even in the

present age of science and machinety.

It» rslQst of the rural villages in tlie Deccan- the Kutnbhate

ate hcrcditztfy manufaetiirers and fruppliers of earthern wares

for which the ryots give them Baluta. lu this village they

are not solely emiiloyed an their potters' work, but are also

good and sut:cessful cal&ivatofs.

tbe ij'0A'"»h)n of luarrftvgea aitd other ceremon.eo amoos

the cuhivatorj e-ifthern vessel of corts ate ueeded and they

are bought fiom the potters here or from other villages for

payment. Should the local potter choose to supply these

wares, he recelvefi a gift in addition to the cash payment.

The two famnien of potters settled here two generations ago.

Ifhe followtog sutement gives particulars of the families and

tkiAt twopefty:^
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^lales \ Females

1

Girls Houses
Value of

houses
Bullocks

1

1

Cows

2 3 2 1600 6 1 2

1

One of them holds twenty-nine acres and thirty gunthas

of agricultural land here assessed at Ks* 21-3-0 and the other

has lands in Ghospuri.

SONAR

Or the few families engaged here in the ordinary village

crafts, i. e, goldsmitn, carpenter, blacksmith and barber, the

tamily ot the one goldsmith is, under the circumstances, well

off, because its members manage (l) a grocery shop, (2) a

goldsmith's shop and (3), a farm. The family belongs to a

sub-section of Sonars called Lad (c5I^) who not only do not

contract inter-caste marriages with any of the other sections,

but do not even interdine with them; so socially they are

quite distinct.

No Muni ( thread ceremony ) takes place among them.

Marriages are solemnised by the Brahmin priests of the

village according to the Pauranik rites. Expenses incurred on

the occasion of marriages are not excessive or extravagant*

The coat is cut very strictly according to the cloth. The

Sonars are thrifty and shrewd. Young girls ( eight to twelve

years old ) are nearly always wedded- Now, in exceptional

oases, girls await their marriage even until after they attain

puberty. The custom of early marriage, though not completely

effaced, has been getting weaker and weaker. All-round

advancement in social customs accounts for these changes.

If the nuptial parties are welUto-do the gifts to the bride

include ornaments and jewellery together with brocade and silk

clothes, and the bridegroom too gets in return gold ornaments

and silk garments from his father-in-law. The minimum cost
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of an ordinary marriage comes to Rs« 300. The parties are

at liberty to spend more or less if they like. Remarriage of

widows is allowed among them without any restriction of

the age of the widow, whether sne be a virgin or not. She

can even take children of her former husband to her new

household if her new husband is willing and ready to maintain

them. A remarriage is not expensive, and unions may cost

R8‘ 100 or more.

The Sonars here are Hesh caters and they drink liquor

when and if they can afford, but on religious grounds these

are banned on holidays and fasts. Funeral rites are not very

elaborate. The dead bodies are either buried or cremated if

the family can afford to pay the cost of cremation. Children

are generally buried without any ceremony. Feasts are given

in honour of the dead ( majors } to the caste men on the

13th and 14th day of the date of death. The death of a

wife (Suvashna) is considered as auspicious and pious. If well

disposed, gifts of clothing, of small pots, a pair of leather

shoes, etc. ate distributed to Brahmin priests. Funeral

expenses altogether, from the first day of death to the fourteenth

day, oome to Rs. 30 at the lowest, but depend on the

circumstances of the family of the deceased*

The goldsmith in the Deccan villages had a specially

lucrative busiue-^s some scores of years ago, for the farmers'

women folk who are their customers are believed to he simple

0^ ffitn^detonsv The Sonar is a<; astute the Bania and at

titlaea is ctmte than a match for him. In petty village squab*

he is often an advister ot the cultivator. Trinkets of

stiver are ordixmrily prepared for the use of babies and children .r

CMd ia at times used* Renewals* mendings and reconversions

Mda eonetintly required. So the cost of manufacture goes on

hiotea^ng each time. The price of silver always fluctuates

gin^t}y« and from wear and tear the ornaments of the women
and are always depFectatIng In valuer Pure gold is
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given to the Sonar and a trinket of alloy is received in return.

Now gaudy inlaid ornaments are coming into fashion in place

of those of solid silver and gold and thereby the intrinsic

value of the precious moral is deprec,.ated.

Students of economy treat the manufacture of gold and

silver ornament as investment, but in the long run, it brings

no interest or benefit, but, more often than not, is ruinous as

an investment, because wear and teat, the cost of manufacture,

the impurity of the metal ( ornament ), all go to depreciate

the original value of the metal enormously* Ornaments of

silver when sold will often fetch fifty per cent less than

their cost price and gold ornaments Up to twenty-five per

cent less than their cost price- If the ornament be a soldered

one or made of an alloy of gold the depreciation Is likely to

be even greater. A farmer's wife is fond of small gold beads

of diSTerent sizes and shapes made up into necklaces or other

ornaments that are worn around the neck, which are full of

small bits of lac and are soldered. Solid or massive gold or

silver ornaments involve a large investment, but these small

trinkets are prepared at little cost and can be purchased out of

small savings. In any case it is a dead loss to the cultivator

and his small and hard-earned savings are thus wasted.

We have not taken into account other ornaments such

as (1) a golden nose-ring. (2) a gold San, neck ornaments

(i) gold Patalyas, (4) gold bangles, (5) gold beads put on

around the neck, necklace, (6) Karna-Fule ( ear ornaments,

gold). (7j rings* (8) Murkyas, (9) silver wristlets (Goth ),

etc. The cost of the whole set of ornaments may be about

Rs- 1500, at a very reasonable estimate. Investment in

ornaments and jewellery by the whole village may amount to

from Rs. 12,000 to ISvOOO. Interest on this might come to

Rs* 600 to 750 annually.

It is diihcult for one who has not lived tn to

realise the part played fay jewellery in Indian life. In India,*''
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says Professor V. G. Kale, Poona, “Jewellery has been the

average persons bank which yields no interest/* (“Indian

Economics/' p» 105, by Prof. V. G* Kale, m, a„ Poona ).

Persons of affluence and those who have enough and to

spare may manufacture jewellery for the use of their women

and children. Thus they allow a portion of their riches to

lie idle. It is also supposed that the social standing of

a lady of rank is determined by her jewels, but in urban

areas such a belief is now very much weakened and the

economic loss involved is fully realised. In the rural areas even

the peasant women folk take the same pride in their

ornaments. The social system in rural areas is democratic.

We see that all of the Maratbas with few exceptions take

their food together, mix freely with each other, and stand on

an equal level.

We cannot but refer to an episode related by M. L. Darling,

Esq., L C. S., of the Punjab, at page 63 of “ The Punjab in

Prosperity and Debt/'

“ An impecunious Rajput came back from the War with

money in his pocket; he bought a gold neclrlacc and bangle

foy his wife. X year later came the drought, and the necklace

and the bani^e bad to be pawned at half the price. The wily

moneylender, too, made a condition of redemption that it must

be dope within the year# The drought continued, and the

time of redemption passed, and half the original price of the

jewellery was lost/'

A few women of the depressed otasses wear some or all

of the following oinaments:-—

t*) Gold Putalyaa (^ici2W)

Gold Vajratita

(s) Sdver Tolhandya or

GrdmatUy Mahomedan wometn here wear most of these

mA bt •addition silver anklets (Tode) of 100 to

9
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150 Tolas in weight. Ear-rings and trinkets are profusely

worn.

For the making of the ornaments, the goldsmith charges

the following rates;

—

(1) Gold Putalyas Annas 4 pei Tola>

(2) Gold Vajratik Rupee one per Tola.

(3) Silver ornaments (Tode and Vela) Anna one per Toh,

(4) Other gold and silver ornaments such as Saris

(neck ornament), Kade, rings, etc. are made at

contract or stipulated rates. The city of Ahmednagar

is within easy reach. The cultivators make purchases

there.

The Sonar uses the following tools and instruments:

—

A hammer )

A |>iiir ot tongs (of sizes )
(Pprer)

An iron Uov-{iiJ>e

A touch"atone

A stone Kundi (a basin fot bolding water

W'cigbts 5, 83 1 Tola

A jjfth of ficnlco fof sizes ) {^)
A tool for gras|)ing tongs or Jjliers)

A wooden board or iron ebect with boles ol

<diff«enL sizes to draw out wire

Rs, As*

4 to <8

\

ac

^io 1

4
8

<4 to

a

4

<5

Moulds of images of gods (wFT S^)

Nail f>lier

An anvil ^to5 ormore

A crucible i^) Tf.« ToU

BAcd eartlien Kuni ®*‘ J^c*f>taclc Tto contain fire, 4

These are he]d in store of di^^erent shapes aud -sizes. ,
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Cnemicals ajad other materials used:

—

(i) Borax {jovder

(a) TamariiKl

(3) Cliarcoal

( 4 ) OeKrc or rcJ cKalK

is) iCardi oil or sweet oil

(0) '/.inn (®fM) find aiJv«r

(?) B1uc vitrol or co|}j>e r

«ult>kate

(s) Salt Ammoniac

(0 ) Salt-i>ctre, fiotask-nitrate

(^)
(lo) Nitric acid )

(n) Srmll l>it» of lac

The SuuarV family here roiisists of spa members: “*(1) The

Scmai *2) liif- wile, (3} Ihiee son^ apd W one

«UtU}jhter.

After a rourse of primary education for some years the

l«>y is placed in the shop of a Sonar in Ahtnednagar? usually

of hi& own sub^sert to trained in the business for a

yuriod of one or two years, aud as the shop-keeper is either

Pi rdfttioxi or a caste main* the boy is fed and clothed in

remunetalton. There is no regular school for training in such

craflSr. If the apprentice or candidate is sufficiently clever he

obtains proficiency in making ornaments, silver or gold, within

a pericwl of twti or three years, when he returns to his village

and carries on the business; iu his fatlier’s shop.

The Sonar’s property in the village:

—

^l) On?- survey Xo*. T Acre 21 Gunthas, lU. 2 6 3.

A good house xulued at lix JfiO,

One wv and a cjdf and liv^ hens.

fXis uuDUut incotuet^

G; Cioldsmiths business Rs. 230, l2) Agrhultuie K.s, 25
^

{3Ji Grocery shop Ks. 125; Total Ks. 40D; average income

Ha, 6$ per Qapit4$. It i<? very natural for the Sonars to

grandble or murmur that their business has been declining from

year to year. There are artitos and reaciiona in the market,

Imitalkm tirkdceis and ornaments are sold in >the market) and
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they are not only better made» gaudy, well polished, but at

the same time very cheap. Ornaments of nineteen carat gold

are thrown into the shade by German-made trinkets. They cannot

readily be distinguished, liiiiiation or manufactured or what

are called “cultured’* pearls appear superior to natural ones*

These trinkets and ornaments have been coming into fashion

uow-a-days in towns and in cities among people of the upper

classes, and rural women folk follow suit. The villagers gave

us specific instances. They are even replacing wedding

ornaments, which were treated as sacrosanct. We are led to

believe that it is due either to economic causes 'or to the

fashion of the day or to both There is no remedy. We are

inclined to think that the circumstances and conditions in rural

ureas here are in vivid contrast to those depicted in the

Punjab by Mr, Darling,

LINGAYAT VAMIS

The Lingayats are one of the dissident sects of Hinduism

They are Hindus, but are exclusively the devotees of God

SHIVA, one of the triad of the Hindu mythology. The worship

of SHIVA is a type of phallicism and is also performed by

almost all Hindus of all clasess and sects along with that of their

own other Deities; but the worship of Shiva or Mahadev is

the sole cult of the Lingayats. Curiously enough, a babe of five

days old, male or female, is invested with a tiny image of Shiva

(a phallic symbol known as Ling-Dharana
J

by the

Jangam or priest of the Lingayats. This tiny image is

concealed in a knotted piece of silken cloth which ia suspends

ad from the neck of the newly born babe. The priest

receives a small gift for the initiation, which varies according,

to the status of the babe’s parents. Annas four is the minimum"

The babe is also smeared with “Vibhuti” — a prepare,

tion made of ashes), in other respects the customs and

traditions of the Marathas are followed to a large extent at

ihe time of birth, They have a spiritual teacher called the

24 A
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"‘Mathadllipati” (wr^FTfir) who gives them a Mantra (scrip-

tural words) to be repeated by all, men and females alike,

even by the adolescents—boy or girl— every day at the worship

of the Lingam taken out of the small case of silver or gold

or from the cover of silken cloth. The Mantra is repeated

mentally as many times as they wish. The case is always

worn on the person, day and night. A member of the

Lingayat family smears his or her forehead with the tips of

he fingers with Vibliuti in straight lines and horizontally

not perpendicularly ( "— ! ) after the morning purification oi

ablution, and before he or slie puls his ot her hand to any

other routine work. The marriages are contracted only with

members of their own sect. The re-matriage of widows is

sanctioned. Some families among them are very wealthy and

have given themselves to commerce and trade. Here they ate

not so well off. The celebration of marriages is a costly

affair depending on the condition of the parties involving

dowries, gifts, presents or ornaments, valuable clothes and

cash. The expenses foi either side may be Rs. 300 or more

and feasts are given to the relations. Rb, 35 oi more may
be taken as the cost per 100 guests. Even after the marriage

they have some occasions during the course of the year to

tecali the celebration of it. It i“ necessary for each side to incur

i^ome Burial of the dead is the invariable custom.

C.>rematiou entirely prohibited. It eeetns a tradition among
the Lingiiyats to the <(cad body leaning against a wall

urossdegited in the sitting postuie and dressed in ordinary

wearing efotUe-^. \ kind of bamboo frame is prepared, or if

not avoiUbte^ the Iwdv Is carried in a big piece of cloth

mmts; on the shoulders of the mourners to the gravei-yard

where a grave la kept ready dug. The gi*ave is a deep one
m order that the body may be set up in the same sitting

posture. After ermsigaing the body the wearing clothes are
«l«»i off except the loin cloth, and the Lingam (f^^r) is placed
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in the palm of its hand. Leaves of the Bel tree are strewn

over the grave and some verses are recited and the Jangam

blows his conch shell. The Lingayats keep no mourning

for the deceased. Some of the graves aie honoured with a

masonry tomb in memory of the departed individual* The

custom of untouchability
( ) is absent among them.

For religious ceremonies and observances the Lingayats

never employ a Brahmin priest but only their own Jangatn.

In the Deccan the Lingayats keep all or some of the Hindu

holidays. In the month of Shravan they resort to the temple

of Mahadev built here by the Peshva, In this village their

food, clothes, ornaments and standard of living do not differ

very much from those of the local Marathas- Their income

is limited. The Marathas and Lingayats live here in full

amity with each other. The following table gives some

particulars of their families and property.:

—

1

Number 1 Agriculture
VVa^c

Trades Total
1

earners

Families 2 i 1 6

Members 8 5 7
1

23

Bullocks >
1

2

Cows 1 n 1

1
1

4
i

Calves
1

'I
!

»

2

Plough 1

Drill 1 1

1
1

I

Iloe
!

1 I
1

>

i 1

5

House value la Ks. 150 1 ISO

No. u)
1

1

! w"
1

t
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One family Jiolds land, one iamily keeps a grocer's shop,

'file annual earnings of these families may be estimated in a

normal season at Rs, 1200 to 1500*

II may be noted that the Lingayuls me iitoratei shrewd

and goot! shop-beepets. l'‘heir cf)-religioiiists in other places are

often rich and carry on lucrative businessps as tradeis.

DlIANdAKS (SIIEPHEUOS'

An in other Decc’ari villages the cotmnuuity liPte is aluiosL

as sett'coutained as it was in pre-hritish days. With the

single exception of salt the villages producetl all their needs,

Tlie village community inainlaiued itself by <in interchange of

services? and not by making money as townspeople did. When

cotton cloth was not so plentifully available as now, the

Uhangars have always been the weavers of blankets, of course,

coarse and rough out of the wool shorn from local flocks of

sheept to supply the peasants with coverings to keep off rain

and cold* By profession the Dhangars have been both tenders of

sheep and weavers of woollen blankets for many centuries past.

In this village nine families of Dhangars have lived from

generation to generation* Their total numbers as now taken

t I-7S928 ) are as follows:

—

Males Boys Girls Total

U IH !

10
i

49

They are all Hatknr (gra^) Dhangars* Out of thirteen males

three itre literate; a moderate percentage no doubt, but

if ia efKsentiai at least to keep written notes of their dealings

m their goods* None ol the females is literate* Five families

possess aticealtal Houses of their own on the village site*

Four of the hmtses ate commodious and convenient for their

p^rpogf^. One of the families holds agricultural laud as well,
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and the cultivation is carried on by members of the family.

This family keeps and manages to tend a flock of sheep

and goats ( 110 and 10 ), In addition they work at looms fot

weaving woollen fabrics for local consumption. Of the nine

families seven manage to work nine looms among themselves

from the raw wool or fleece to the finished fabric ready foi

sale or for transportation elsewhere. Save one family of a

widow ( she lives on public charity ) all of the Dhangars have

taken to the weaving of woollen fabrics such as Chavalis

), Ghongadis Asanas (3rra«T)> etc., etc- The

women folk of the Dhangars are fully occupied throughout the

year day in and day out with work such as the cleaning of

the raw wool, spinning it, making a sort of size out of

tamatmd seed, twisting yarn to be sized for warp and woof

and so on.

The women first sort the wool. Here they use only the

raw wool of the local sheep, as throughout the Presidency of

Bombay it is not a good class of wool which is produced

here; the staple is generally coarse and short and the fleece

full of coarse hairs. In a coarse blanket the presence of hair

is advantageous, but in cloth it is a great defect. Cashmere

wool is very fine. The best Indian wool comes from Raiputana,

Marwar and Kathiawar. Even wool grown on the border ot

the Sholapur district and the Jat state is finer than the

wool produced here and in the neighbourhood. None of the

wool grown in India approaches Australian wool in point of

fluality. The Khandesh and Deccan wool is generally black, whilst

the Sind and Gujarat wool is white; these ate the prevailing

colours. It is the women folk who usually both sort and

clean tho wool. Cleaning is performed either by the Pinjari

or the women. He uses a bow (Karaan) and with a

thick handle or club puts the bow ( which is suspended from

a peg in the wall) in operation and the cleaned wool is

separated. The purpose of this operation is somewhat
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analogous to that of ginning in the cotton industry, and it

corresponds to a very limited extent to that of carding in an

English mill, A Pinjari earns Annas two a day per Seer of

wool which he cleans of dust, etc. After it is fully cleaned the

Dhangar woman proceeds to spin the wool into yarn- A
wooden Rabat ( T^-MachinCr or spinning wheel) is used.

It is a simple machine prepared by the village carpenter costing

K,s. 1-li- The spindle ( Chat *^rfr) is turned by a cord or

a piece of string passing over a roughly shaped driving wheel,

which is turned by hand. The spinner takes in her left hand

a quantity of raw wool which she attaches to the point of

the spindle by a short length of yarn previously spun or

roughly twisted in her band for the purpose. Then as she

begins to turn the wheel, she slowly withdraws the handful

of wool away from the spindle as far as she conveniently

canr There is now a length of perhaps two feet of quivering

twisting yarn between the spinners band and the point of

the spindle. As soon as this is sufficiently spun, the operator's

arm relaxes and the yam is allowed to coil itself on the

still turning spindle. Then the hand containing the tmspun

wool is again withdrawn and the operation recommences.

A wheel lasts for two or three years, A woman attending

to all her <k>mestic work is able to spin yarn from half a

Seer of \Vi>oi. Thus the yarn is spun and wound in a way

which has been made familiar to everybody by Mahatma

f/andbi s Charkit / spinuing wlwel * ami its operation.

'fhere fs another way of spiiming. Shepherds employ

their leisure in spinning whilesl they tend their docks of sheep

in the iurtgle. The instrument is very simple and ran easily

he carried about: it is m small and light. It consists of a

smidl thin circular dine about two inches i« diameter, generally

made of a tsicce of flat tile or red stone ( Kurund
)

with a poteted wooden spindle siv inchefe long. The
fa c&reftdly fltt^td in the centre of the disc, and at
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i’iglit angles lo its surface. A short length of, the yarn is

wound on the spindle, beginning at the end inserted in the disc

and running upto the point, where it is tied with a simple

loop knot. The end ot this length of yarn is then connected

with a length of wool drawn out to the re(luisite fineness

from the handful which the shepherd holds and just sufficiently

twisted to enable it to bear the weight of the inslrumenU

Then raising his right thigh into a horizontal position and

holding the instrument suspended by the wool in his left hand

so that it is on a level with his thigh, he pressevS the axis

with the palm of his right hand against his thigh and rolls it

rapidly along. The instrument, being released, continues spinning

and the length of wool up to the point where it is held in

the shepherds left hand is twisted into yarn. This is then

wound on the spindle and secured at the end.

VADARS

There ate two families of Vadars who are Hindus, They

are a strongly built and hardy race of men, who came origi-

nally from the Carnatic ( Telangan in Southern India.

The two families consist of five adults and nine dependents.

They are
)

earth workers as opposed to the section

of the caste who work in stone. They are employed on the

building of earthern dams and embankments, the digging of

wells and house foundations and other odd earth work. They

also carry grain, sand, earth, etc. on their donkeys for hire.

They work on the railway on contract terms or by piece or

gang work. They get sufficient work in Sarola and neigh-

bouring villages. They have settled in the village dud have

built houses of their owm of sound construction valued at

Hs. 200. Their total average annual income nia> amount to

Rs- 325 or say Rs. 40 per capita. It is very gratifying to

note that they had six bullocks of Iheir own according to the

Hast census of 1934--35.
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They keep asses or donkeys for letting them on hire ot

working themselves. The census lin;ures were as follows:

Donkeys

1915—16 29

7919-20 12

1920 17

7924- 25 22

7929“-30 12

1934—35 23

A donkey may fetch Rs, 30 to 40. At this rale their total

\telue wotdd be about Rs, 800,

An ass is a docile hard working animal and is very

cheap to maintain- It can be let loose after work to search

for its feed when H roams about the viUage precincts to find

refuse of Kadbi, grass, etc. thrown away by the women folk

of the cultivators. The owner has at times to take them to

the river, hard byi for water. The donkeys are, therefore, for

the most part fed free. When they are fully engaged their

owners have to feed them on at a cost of two to four Annas

a day- The donkeys here are of a poor type- They are not

aa large aa those we find in Poona.

The Vadars keep pigs for their meat. They rOam about

the village in ^search of food and they are rural scavengers-

The Vadars are non-vegetarians, but do not use beef. Their

ordinary food is just like that of the labourer, Rs. 3 to 4 are

the food charges ior a man monthly. But they eat more.

*They have no restrictions about alcoholic drinks. They take

foowl thrice a day.

A system of regular marriage i** observed. They have

Tcmchas who approve and solemnise their marriages. It is a

very ciimple ceremony, A feast to their caste men is welcome.

Simple garments for bridegroom are obtained for the wedding.

A marriage costs them from Rs* tOO to 200 accfording to the

cMditkm af the parties concenied*
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Widcyws are allowed to re-marry with the consent of the

Panchas,

The Vadars either bury or cremate the bodies of their dead.

No special funeral obsequies are performed. The members of

the deceased entertain their caste fellows with feasts on the

thirteenth and the fourteenth day after the death. A feast costs

Rs. 25 to 50 in proportion to the number of persons present.

The men wear the same garments as ordinary agricultural

labourers.

The Vadar woman wears only a single Sadi (^r^)

(Ekavastra ) and leaves her chest and back un-

covered without any bodice or other close fitting garment.

The end of her Sadi is used as a veil or cover for her

head. This fashion has been in vogue for generations.

MANGS
The ryots and the Watandar Mahars here had a quarrel

among themselves some years ago. The former refused to

take privste service from the latter in consequence; but for

the performance of the work and duties in connection with

agriculture, they engaged Mangs, and for their services gave

them Baluta instead of the Mahars. The Mangs make ropes

—small, large, medium—for the cultivators free ( either from

hemp fibre or aloe fibre supplied by them ) and remove the

carcases of their dead cattle. The skin of the carcases is

returned to the owner who pays the Mang in kind, generally

Jowari grain at 8 to 12 Seers per hide for the labour involved

in flaying. The cultivator gives him food on the occasion pf

festivities and marriages. The following figures give some parti-

ciilars of the two families of Mangs and of their property:

—

Males

1

Boys Cost Rs- Earnings Rs.

3 B 8 2 400

[

400-500
1

25
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None of them have any field in the village. All are

illiterate. One has some goats and fowls. He is in debt to

the extent of Rs. 100, The annual income per head works

out at Rs. 57, so that they are better off than some of

the Maratha labourers.

Marriages among htang'. are rontracted within the caste.

Rs. 50 to 100 may be taken as marriage expenses, Re-marriage

of wido\/b also takes place. Inter-caste marriages ate unknown.

Inter dining is banned. The dead of all ages are buried. No

special obsequies are performed.

The IVTaxigs are vegetarians, they eat beef; they have

no rcstrictioiis as to drink-

The Mungs have adopted rope^makiug as their main

occupation. They make ropes from aloe fibre. They buy

aloe plants standing in the hedges of the coltivalors* fields-

They purchase the right of cutting or lopping off the leaves

of the plant, leaving the tender leaves or young shoots, say

to the height of one foot, untouched. They either make a

contract with the owner to give him half of the fibre and retain

the other half for their labour, or they pay him an agreed

sum outright in cash. The terms are settled after negotiations

between the parties, not according to any fixed customary rates-

The leaves are chopped off with a scythe or other sharp

instrument, and then are collected together and are cut or torn

lengthwise, and the pieces so separated are made up into

bundles and allowed to soak and rot in pools of water, for

about a week or more. After they are fully decomposed, they

ate taken out of the i)OoIs and beaten with a wooden mallet or

handle to render them so pliable as to allow the fibres being

completely separated- The fibres ate washed clean and ex-

posed to the atm when they assume a bright and shining

white colcmr. The extraction of fibre from the aloe plant can

only be undertaken in the fair season.
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ROPE-MAKING

When the fibre has been prepared smooth and ready, the

manufacture of ropes is undertaken. The process is very

simple and boys and girls can easily learn it. The appliances

are very simple and cheap. Generally the bundle of fibre is

taken to an open and unfrequented part of the village site. A
woman takes a bunch of fibres and twists them into a piece

of rope, A boy or a girl takes up the twisted part and goes

on whirling it with a kind of small crank-shaped instrument

called Kharadi (^T^) and thereby strand after strand is twisted

or added on, while the woman who is sitting at work at the

other end goes on adding a few threads of fibre to it for being

twisted and worked in as part of the rope. In this fashion the

process ot adding and twisting simultaneously goes on and on

until the desired length of rope is completed. Tvro or three

strands can be twisted together and a stronger and thicker

rope or cord made* As the ropes, thus made, are not suflEi-

ciently even and smooth they arc passed through round holes

( of different sizes ) made in a wooden board [O! y, 3’ x 6” ).

After the ropes have been drawn through these holes, they

are firm and smooth and are rolled into bundles. The appli-

cation of starch may give the rope a polished appearance.

There is plenty of scope for employment in rope-maklng«

Labourers, cultivators, pooi people^men women, boys and girls-can

take to rope-making whenever they are off work or have leisure.

The rates of wages may vary according to the outturn

the workers can produce. But the amount which can be

earned daily can safely be put at four to sin Annas. The

worker has to provide himself only with the small spinning

handle and have some Seers of fibre to work up. Plenty

of aloe fibre Is available everywhere. It is at present sold at

8 to 10 Seers the Rupee* Finished ropes are purchased in the

market at 4 to 6 Seers per Rupee not only for local use but

by the dealers for export to other places.
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II is urged that topes piepared and made by hand and

hand-twisted are more durable than those made and manufactur-

ed by the method alluded to. The cultivator generally makes

his own ropes in his spare time. He could easily make

ropes for sale as well and add to his earnings-

As the utility of aloe as a hedge is fully appreciated it

should be cultivated and caied foi, a*- a crop. Vfter planting it

grows luxuriantly and spotaneously without any further laboui.

It requires only the cultivator's care and vigilance, although

gaps in the hedge involve repan or fresh planting. A single

row of aloe plants does not make a satisfactory hedge, but

double, if not triple, rows are very effective- They would not

occupy very much more space, and the cultivation of Ambadi

or hemp as a mixed crop with Bajri ( Kharif ) crop could be

dispensed with, to a large extent. The aloe crop can be cul

and turned into fibre at any convenient time after it is a

year or eighteen months old*

HOLAR&

The Kolars are Hindus and are included in the depressed

Claeses* There are three families aere consisting of:-^

Total 1

!

Income
Annual average

income

in
1

1

^ 1 21 575 27-3

None thetrt h0S any jiroperly here* Neithei hoitiestead

b village site* fields out of the village lands, live slock nor

cattle. They have not even any fowls* with the exc<»ptioa of

a few, owned by one family* They are day labourers* None

of them is literate. They are very backward* Some of them

are not efficient labourers* They find labour here or in the

eeigbbourmg ylllages/ The men mend shoes for the edtivatorsv

They are practfcally cobblers*
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They eat meat but not beef. They have no objection to

alcoholic drink. They get only coarse plain food without any

luxuries* As regards their garments and wearing apparel these

are usually very shabby and dirty. They are very poor and

are clad almost in tags.

The villagers pity them and say that they have to live

from hand to mouth. We are inclined to agree. \Vc find that

the standard of living of the Holars is the lowest of all here

Under present circumstances. What we have seen of them is

that they have to work hard and occupy their working hours

very strenuously and arduously and must attend to their labour

punctually.

The plight of this hardworking* and industrious class of

people reduced to such a degraded standard of living must

have our sympathy. The causes which have brought this

about and the means by which their economic position might be

improved call for special enquiry; but it is too complicated

a matter for us to enter on.

Marriages and re-marriages of widows ate performed among

them within their own caste. For these a special form of

ceremony is observed- A marriage may cost Rs- 50 to 100

or more according to the condition of the parties concerned.

Dead bodies are buried. No funeral obsequies are specially

enjoined and followed^ A feast in honour of the dead is given

to the members of the caste and may involve the head of the

family in an expenditure of from ten to a hundred Rupees.

THE CHAMBHAR

In India the Chanibhat is a shoemaker as Well as a

cobbler. Apart from this, he is one of the village craftsmen

and renders other services to the cultivators, specially to the

gardeners. He makes Mots (leather bags) for drawing water

from wells, leather ropes for ploughs, harrows, sowing drills>

hoes* thongs for whips, etc,; but as now the prices of hide
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and leather rule high, the cultivator has come to dispense

with leather ropes and whips and as far as possible to make

use of ropes of Ambadi or aloe instead, though they are not so

lasting and durable as they aie cheaper and easier to repair.

The Chambhar is a village craftsman whose services are of

value to the whole of the village population. It is his duty

to mend the shoes and repair the leather sundries of the

cultivator without any cash payment. He is always ready to

assist the cultivator. He is at his beck and call as far as

his field operations are concerned. He gets Baluta from the

cultivators annually.

The Chambhar supplies new shoes (Deccan pattern! and

other leather articles to the cultivator only on payment. The

cultivator wears a heavy pair of shoes costing Rs. 2 to 3

which last for about two years, with oiling at long intervals.

Lately some of the cultivators’ boys have begun to make use

of sandals as footwear. A pair of sandals costs Annas 10

to 14 and they are cheaper than the shoes, but not so

durable. It is a matter of fashion. Canvas shoes with rubber

soles made in Japan are obtainable in the market at a Rupee

a pair which lasts at the most two to three months.

The Chambhar here makes use of the following tools and

implements;

—

Ikon

it) (Rupi) a knife ror cutting hide As* 6«

(a) (An^ or ttwi Rs.

(3) ^9^ (Kturf^c) for smoothing tlie hide As

( 4 ) (1 fasti) Brass R». 5-o"0*

Iron Ra* a-c-o*

woomn

(0 Hm Of (wooden stone howl) for

Koidittg easior oih
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STONE

( I ) Or^Mr or f^* A kind of whet stone with which

the leather worker has constantly to be sharpening

his tools.

(O (Kundi). A stone basin for holding water.

Most of these things are procurable in the Ahmednagar

tnarket and are cheap and easy to handle*

The Chambhar can carry on tanning operations On a

small scale. A large earthernware vessel, Kotambi

specially prepared by the village potter and purchased for

about Rs. to 5, is used for holding water, or instead of

the vessel, a cistern or tank built of burnt bricks and mortar

is sometimes usedv A piece of raw hide is smeared with wet

quicklime and allowed to remain steeped in water for about a

fortnight, A mixture of the crushed bark of Tarwad plant

and Babul tree is made, to which is added powdered Hirda

myrobalan) and the whole mixture is left to be dissolved

in the water contained in the earthern vessel or cistern for

days* The hide is then taken out and hung up to dryr

Generally the Chambhar manages to procure a small quantity

of Tarwad (^T^) and Babul bark from the cultivators free

of charge for the asking. The Chambhar .has to purchase dry

fruit of myrobalan and a quantity of chunum.

For the cultivators* shoes the Chambhar has to use coloured

leather and silk. He gets powder of red colour and a small

bundle of inferior silk from the market. A village Chambhar

will rarely keep ready-made shoes for lack of capital. He is not

sure, they would fit the customer. He generally prepares them

to order and after measurement- He is not always punctual.

The three households of the Chambhars comprise the

following members:

—

Adults
1

Boys Girls Total
,Males

1
Females 1

3 8
i

^
'

3 at'
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It is very gratifying to note, that of the children, three

boys and one girl are attending the school. The boys have

no regular training in the occupation of their forefathers, but

they pick up daily what tliey can in assisting their fathers

and copying them, and follow their traditional methods.

The three families hold agricultural land as well as house

property, etc.

s
B

Ji

%
0
o

Land

1
1

(/I

O '

I t/3
1

Si
' o

£
>

ui

O
o

o
2
CO 3

cn

1
w A.G, ^ *5

U O U d A Uk

2

1
!

2 600 10-12 ' 6 2 2 1 1 0 * 0 0
1 0 0

If-
!

1

’
3 5 1 2 1 20

Their total annual income may amount to Rs. 800, and

capita income works out at Rs, 38-0-9. Their income

and earnings are thus fairly good^ but they have a large

family of children.

The Chambhars are Hindus, but are treated as untouchables

owing to their occupation. A marriage costs Rs. 100 and

more. Rc-marriages of widows are permitted

MAHARS

The Mahars are Hindus by reUgion. Some of their mnners
and customs are indentical with those of their Hindu brethren.

They generally worship the same deities as the Marathas, but

besides they have some of their own. They observe all the

Ifindu holidays, each within his means. They venerate some

o! theit saints such as Chokha Mela ( %ST )

.

With

regard to marriages they, to a large extent, follow the local

Maratha customs. It is estimated that a marriage may cost

about Rb. 50* Among them gifts of clothing and ornaments

are custotnap^ according to the wishes and the condition of

^ The land Is eituaied at Koregaon.
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the contracting parties. Marriage feasts may be given.

Re-marriage of widows is common. Women wear garments of the

the same style and pattern as those used by the Marathas;

but generally tney are not so costly.

The bodies of the dead are buried. Feasts ate given in

honour of the dead.

When the forefathers of the Mahars came to the village

cannot be definitely determined; but it is certain that they

must have been settled here for many centuries. In the old

hierarchy of state employees and servants during the Maho<

medan period, or even before that, the Mahars were the

recognised village servants and menials. They are now recog-

nised by the British Government as the hereditary Watandar

officiators. In accordance with the prevailing custom of the

pre-British Raj they are confirmed in the possession of a large

tract of land here as Inam as remuneration for the service

they render to Government. It is the traditional duty of

the officiating Mahars to take remittances of village revenue

to the sub-Treasury ( Mamlatdar*s Treasury ) for credit and

in return to bring an acknowledgment of the Treasury to the

village officers for account purposes. This is still an important

duty of the Mahars as far as the village administration is

concerned. The idea of village banks was previously unknown

and is yet unrealised.

In rural areas the Mahars are largely employed as

labourers on agricultural operations, and thus they come into

contact with other Hindu labourers, and in the course of

their daily work they inevitably touch each other constantly

and think nothing of it. More often than not the system of

untouchability is not punctiliously observed. We cannot help

referring to the system of reaping of the Jowari crop. Men
and women are engaged to reap the Jowari, and it is the

practicse that the reapers must go on simuUaneoudy in the

same line of the crop together- They sing reaping songs

25 A
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to Stimulate the workers. The burthen of the song ilia}"

be varied, but the unchanging traditional refrain is noteworthy.

It runs Bhale re Dadd Bhal Kir Dada ^ fir^
)

which may be be explained, Well done,

brothers; do it well, brotheis.*' As they are reaping in one

and the same line or row of Jowari, they must unavoidably

touch each other. When the group of labourers go off to

take their midday or noon food in the jungle, the Mahars

and the others sit apart in separate and distinct parties under

the shade of the trees; but in the afternoon the gang of

labourers fall in and recommence work together without any

scruples as to untouchabiiity. This is the common practice

in the villages. No doubt, there are a few orthodox labourers

who try to shun the Mahar labourers, but nobody takes any

notice and it has no perceptible effect. In this village the

“ Harijan " communities have their own wells for the supply

of water for domestic purposes, and the grievance of exclusion

from a common water supply does not arise-

In addition to agricalture» some of the Mahats follow the

following businesses;**-'

(1) They purchase Kadbi, grass, firewood in the village

and in the neighbouring villages and cart them to Ahmednj^ar

and sell at profitabe prices.

(2) Ihcy collect Tarvad plants in the jungle, strip them

of their bark and take ft \o the City for sale

The sarning- fluctuate and average cmolumeiits ale hard

to arrive at; but it nay be estimated at Rs. 15 per month

per family. In more than one case the earnings may be more

than Rs. 300 a year. Of sixteen families of Mahars thirteen

have thetr own houses and home property. One family of

two members lives on alms and charity.

The following table gives details of the hlahars* property^
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No.

of

Families

No.

of

members
Bullocks Cows

s
&

Calves

Sheep
Poultry

House

Property

Estimated annual income

16 93 6 3 2 8 5 15 1 _13_
1350

2600

The Mahars hold Hadola land ( service Inam ) of which

the details are given below: —

Survey
No.

Area

A. G.

Assessment

i

Rs. As. Rs.

J'idi

As. P.

Balance with the

alienee (Nuksan)

Rs. As. P

1 23 13 16 6 4 5 0 12 1 0
2 17 20 10 9 2 12 4 7 12 8

245 3 5 n
£d 15 0 12 4 2 2 8

246 16 22 10 4 2 11 1 I 7 8 11

248 26 5 10 4 2 11 1
;

7 8 11

247 il 34 9 6 2 7 5
1

6 14 7

249 0 27 8 13 2 5 0 6 8 0

250 21 25 12 5 3 3 9 9 1 3

Total 129 31 80 14 21 4 0 59 10 0

MAHOMEDANS

There are many classes among the Mahomedans. Here

there are Mahomedans of the classes known as Shaikhs and

Sayad, They are non-vegetarians and eat beef; but liquor is

prohibited- Their women folk ebt^erve Pardah in their homes

but in most places many women work freely in their own

fields and elsewhere outside. In place of the Brahmin s Munj,

they have to perform a boy’s circumcision ceremony usually

at the age of 5 to 7. The Khalifa who is invited

to solemnise the ceremony receives a gift of from Rs. 5 to

Rs. 25 or more. Marriages and circumcisions are not allowed

during the month of Mohatum* Marriages and re-marriages
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of widows are permitted* Polygamy is allo'wed. The oKpenses

of a marriage may amount to Rs. 200 or more according

to the social condition of the parties. The Kazi also performs

the marriage ceremony. A feabl to the community is

arranged. The Mahomedans observe fast for the whole month

of Ramzan. They celebrate Moharum or the ‘ Tabuts

'

and other Mahomedan fasts and festivals, and in

connection with this have to incur some extra expenditure,

The following table givCwS details of families and (heir property:*-

No,
Agri-

culture

Wige.
earners

^Crafts

Tiades
Shop-

keepers

1

Public

, Service
Total

No, of families

1

1

10 5 9 1 1 26
No, of souls 79 18 44 2 9 152
Bullocks 22 22
Sheep 13 12 10 1 4 39
Goata 40 40
Cows 7 3 2 12
Calves 8 4

! 13
She-buffalo i 1

3

Ponies
1

^ 1 j 3
Dogs

1 3 3
Poultry

1

22 22
Can

!
1 1

Carts (light)
!

3 a

Tongas 3
1

3
Ploughs

i

7
1 f

Iton Plough » 1 i 1
Pabbars 6 i S
Kulavas 16

I

1 16
Kolpas 16

' I.S*

16
No. of houses 9 ; 5 9 1 25
Value of „ Rs.

1

8200 i

f I

350 300 16550

The Mudim popufetioa (152) is about one-eighth of the total

tecfflfdad at out special eoumeration ( 1286). With one or two
WMptions all owe their houses. Two are valued at Rs. 5000
*ad Rs. 45{}0« The remaining twenty-three are of small value*
About two-tUKds ot the population is directly dependent on
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agriculture. They hold 293 Acres 13 Gunthas of land, that

is about one*thirteenth of the whole arable land of the village

(3900 Acres). They have only twenty-two bullocks. One

family owns four pairs, one two, five have one pair and three

have none. The number owned falls short of that required

for the land.

Only one family in the village owns goats (40) and

poultry ( 22 ). This is unusual.

Among those engaged in the village crafts they have the

predominance, while the proportion oi wage- earners is lower

than for the village as a whole.

On the whole their economic condition compares very

favourably with that of the other residenta-

There is one mosque, and it and the Darga are well

looked after. The community is united and untroubled by

factions, and the condition of the buildings is very creditable

to them.



CHAPTER 9

STATISTICS

literacy

Of the total population covsred our enumeration in 1928,

about 1286, we found 151 to be literate including five females.

The following statement giving the number of literate persons

and percentage of literacy by castes may be of interest.

Caste Males Females Total Percentage

Hindus I

(i) Marathas 63 1 64 9.5

(21 Brahmins 13
;

0 1 13 37.1

3) Lingayats 2 0 ' 2
+ ) Sonars I 2 0

1

2
(5) TaUoirs I

2 0 ! 2
Carpenier 1

j

0
'

1

(7 Oilman 1 0 1

h ) Dhangats 3 0 3 5.1

(91 Barbers 3 0 3

(10) Kumbhar t '
1

X 1 0 1

(111 Thakor 1 :

X 0 1

Total 92 1

(12) Jains hlarwadis 15 0
(131 Mahomedaus 32 4
(14) Native Christians 2 0 2

1

SCHBUUtEO (DemsSEO)!
1

(W) Mah$rs 5 0
1

5

145^
' 5 ISl 11.6
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The figures of literacy which could be authoritatively

procured are too old to be of any special interest or value

now. During the half of the last decade it itiay be confi-

dently affiinied that the school master is abroad. Literacy

tends to increase every year. It may be expected that with

the dififusion of knowledge a sense of curiosity, desire for

knowledge, power of discrimination will be created atnong the

educated youths of the Marathas. The simple routine of

reading and writing alone counts for little in this age of

competition

As we expected we found no literates among any of these

classes:-*“( 1 ) Bhils, ( 2 ) Rafnoshis, ( 3 ) Mangs^ ( 4 ) Holars, ( 5 )

Chambhars and (6) Vadars, Curiously enough the Malis have

not a single literate person among them.

Most of the literates are able to read and write Marathi^

Some of them have passed the Vetnacular Final Examination

( Vll standard ). The railway station staff and a few other

persons know English. A few have passed the University

Final Examination of the Bombay University,

The percentage of literates among Mahomedaas is better

than that of the other villagers here. The community, which is

said to be the strict observer of Pardah (TfhTT), has the credit

of having four of their females educated. The Marathas, who

outnumber all other communities put together^ have to show

a poor percentage of literates.

The present system of collecting statistics regarding the

number of literates in a village or group of villages isdefective*

It is once in a period of ten years (Decennial Census) that

statistics of the educated are recorded^ but these are not

sufficient and full. They fall short of the present day

requirementSi When once the principle of compulsory element*

ary education is accepted, it is essential that the number of

educated persons in any village may be readily and easily

agcettained at any time of the year. The figures Of the last
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census being out of date are quite useless. We may stress

the point that each and every school should have notes

made annually os to the number of boys who had left the

school as literates- This or any other method may enable

the educationists to gauge the progress which education had

made in the past years We need press that any such

arrangement may be useful for the purpose of watching the

progress of education from year to year in villages or portions

of the district. Any duty of this nature may be imposed

on the District Administrative Officers It is they who can

shoulder the responsibility of supervision and control in

their annual tours and camps. They are the officials to see if

penalties under the Act can be enforced in the case of any

defaulting village or groups of villages.

ACCOUNTS AND FARM JOURNALS ETC,

The money-lenders, shopkeepers, dealers, craftsmen and

others who are literate and have business dealings keep regular

accounts of daily receipts and disbursements or keep rough

notes of their transactions from day to day.

None of the villagers keep any family accounts or farm

journals^ Some writers on rural economics have complained

that in rural areas no accounts ox family budgets or farm

Jottmals are available* We think their criticism is unreason-

able; because we have not reached the stage or condition when

we can invoke state aid for compulsion in matters of this

sort, unless we have more than 50 per cent literacy* Village

societies or organisations, if any, might see their way to have

records kept by educated men in the village. It is a simple

thing lor them and for their own interests. We must note that

some of the leading villagers have fully realised their position

and its drawbacks* They are convinced that they have to

depend top much on their memory and at times their long

experience does not stand them in good stead In agricultural

DaidtteKa# We know our memory is short, ^Unless we 'have
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recorded accounts of our farm operations we cannot have

full satisfaction as to the correctness or mistakes, success or

failure of the different farm operations. During the course

of our inquiry some cultivators have asked us to suggest

forms of:

—

( 1 ) Daily accounts,

( 2 ) Family budgets,

(3) Farm account or ledger,

( 4 ) Farm journals.

We have not come across any economic work dealing in

detail with any of these subjects- It is, no doubt, very

important fro'T* the point of v^ew of the Deccan cultivators,

but we cannot attempt to suggest detailed forms and methods.

There ought to be a manual specially prepared and written

for cultivators-

It would be dull reading even for a student of economics

who is anxious to know the exact nature and importance

of every transaction. Nevertheless we would insist upon the

value of a simple written account of daily receipts and disburse-

ments. It is to be noted that few of the day to day items of

real expenditure or receipts are in the form of money transac-

tions. A mere list of the sort of things which will affect the

results of the year’s working will indicate how difficult it

would be to devise any systematic form of accounts in terms

of money. But, at the start, accuracy and exact correctness

are out of the question and something is better than nothing

must be the goal. A broad outline which follows may be

suggested and can be improved on experience:

—

(l) Daily ration and food for the members of the family;

(2) Chani for milch cattle; (3) The quantity of milk drawn;

(4) Daily amount of fodder for the cattle ; (5) Sale proceeds of

milk, ghee, vegetable, etc.] (6) How long the Mot has worked;

what area and crops have been irrigated; (7) What sort of

26
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tillage was carried out and its area; (8) The details of ploughing;

(9) Number of bullocks, labourers, men, women engaged

for the day, etc,; (10) The rate of their wages; (H) Whether

it was a rainy day. (l2) Whether it was a holiday; (l3) Which

of the crops suffer for want of rain or by frost; (H) Sickness

in the family; (15) Insect pest, rats, locusts, damages by herds

of deer, swine, etc.; (16) Child birth and death; (17) Shop-

keepers accounts; (18) Arrival of guests; (19) Payment of

Government revenue; (20) Daily wages of labourers engaged in

sinking a well* (21) Cost of plantation of an aloe hedge; (22)

Present given on the occasion of the marriage ceremony. So

there are too multifarious objects and items to be mentioned

in such a small compass. The question of what items it is

worth recording and in what form is obviously a matter for

experts with very special knowledge and experience, but we

feel sure that some simple form of account record would be

of good use and value even to the small cultivator. We have

made it quite plain what the accounts should be like. At

the end of the month, the account and the ledger should be

closed and the balance struck monthly. An annual sheet can

be easily drawn up to show whether the earnings of the year

are profitable or deficient.

It might be a help in the general planning of the family

budget for the year. Either the Divali Holiday or Chaitra

(New Years Day) Padava (^TT^) may be found a convenient

and suitable day for the beginning of the year.

vVe must emphasise the importance of a farm journal

which would form a record of the cultivators long and

varied experience, as to the varieties of crops, their outturn,

the labour involved, the care and the precaution taken, the

seasonable distribution of the rainfall and its effects and

particularly the merits and defects of the modus operandi he

sdopied. Such a record Is expected to be a guide to the

cukivator concerned and to alt others,
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This is all a matter for the literate cultivator. It is

for him to tackle the subject, new as it is. It is expected

that experience gained in this fashion might improve his

status, happiness and weaUki in the course of years.

To sum up:—To keep such a systematic account is

very simple and cheap. In order to avoid intricacies and

complexities of the real accounts we have ventured to make

such general suggestions as can be simplihed and made easy

for the simple literate villager. Should he desire to adopt the

correct procedure, there could be no objection to his following

it. From his own experience he could reduce his record and

accounts to the minimum which he found to be of use.

The Government of Bombay have a Bill No, VII of

1938 ( Morfey Lenders’ Act

)

on the legislative anvil, which,

among other things, makes it compulsory for the money

lenders to keep accounts. This will be an incentive to the

more progressive cultivators to follow suit. It is good signs

of the new reforms that a large number of rural cultivators

are taking lively part in the administration in aU spheres,

WELLS

The cultivator here is fully alive to the importance of

the well in his land for the irrigation of his crops. It may

be mentioned that during the latter half of the last century

the cultivators set about to sink as many wells as possible

over the Whole of the arable lands of the village. They are

very sh^'ewd and no doubt consulted many a Panadya
( 'TT’^T^'^TT

water diviner ) and tried other devices to ascertain before-

hand whether the selected site was likely to have an under-

ground current of water. There are many deep pits dug here

and there in the fields, which on enquiry we found to be trial

excavations for wells. At least thirty-five such excavations are

still visible, in addition to the eighty-nine wells in actual use*

The expenditure fruitlessly incurred should fairly be charged to
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the cost of the whole system of wells in the village which have

been successful. There is no way of estimating it, but it might

be on the ncale of Rs. 100 to 200 per well for excavation

and blasting rock or Rs. m all.

We v/ere asked if the excavations made for sinking wells

could be utilised in any manner; hut we are afraid any

expenditure incurred must just be written off. So far &s we
know there is no artesian v/aler supply in this area.

From the records that are now available we give the

number of wells which were in existence at different limes:^

Year
j

1 Number of wells

1904-05
, {

60
A
A

Pahka wells
, — 11

1927-28
{

66
10

Pakka wells

Kaccha v/ells

1932-33 f 75 PaJeka wells

) 4 Kaccha wells

We could get no satisfactory information as to when and
at what Cost most of the wells were constructed# Some of

them %ere, no doubt, built out of Tagai loans from
Government. Now all Tagai loans have been fully repaid

with interest-

A glance at the village survey map (page 406) will show
that most of the wella lie near the present village site to the

South and West, It was thought desirable to tty to ascertain

how much water each of the wells contained and what area it

could really irrigate adequately. Every well was visited and the
depth of water in each was noted (1928-29), We were able
to count eighty-miae wella in all with varying depths of water,
Ql these tfairty.two weUs had less than four feet of water, and
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they were iiot» therefore, of much use for irrigation. Fifteen

out of thirty-two wells were old and dilapidated and could

only accumulate enough water to be of help during shortage

of rain. The remaining nlty-seven had from four to twenty feet

of water. These may be classed according to the water they

then contained:~

Depth of water

in feet D 5
’6 B 8 15 18to2u

No. of wells 13 19
j

5 1 IS

_ 1

3

It may be pointed ouc that four to five feet depth of

water was of little real use for the irrigation of a crop of

any value. The owners could make full use only of the remaining

twenty-five wells- Even adding nineteen wells having five feet of

water we may deduce that only forty-four wells were service^

able out of eighty-nine. To be the owner of a well gives a

cultivator a certain standing. Pie is able to tide over any bad

season and is envied by his less fortunate neighbours* Wells

are not owned by the Marathas alone but by other culti-

vators also, A Well is usually most profitable when worked by

the owner himself* Most of the wells are held in shares and

the water is drawn and used by the different sharers in rotation

by weeks or otherwise as is found convenient. The details of

ownership of Wells by castes are:-^

marathas no. OF WELLS NO. OF WELLS

( 1 ) Kadus 17 (7) MALI 6

( 2 ) Dhamane 19 (8 ) Brahmins 9

(3) Kale 10 (9) Marwadi 10

( 4 ) Davale 1 (10) Musalman 12

{ 5

)

Dhore 3 (11) Kumbhar 1

( 6 ) Nimbhore 1 Total 89

The cost of construction of a well depends on its depth

and circumference and the materials that the cultivator can
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afford to make use of. Rs. 300 to 1000 may be taken as

the cost of a masonry well. To give a clear idea we may

classify the existing wells according to their local valuation:-

Value in Rs. 300, 400, 500, 700, 1000 = Total Rs. 48*100

No. of wells 15, 19, 20, 30, 5 Total wells 89

Wells for iirigatloa are* the backbone of agriculture, and

in this area air adequalc supply of water is always available

unless the rainfall has been very deficient. A year or a

succession of years of good rainfall raises the water level in

the well which draws or absorbs water from the surrounding

land, The extent to which the water supply in the individual

well is affected by surface and underground conditions in the

surrounding country is a very complicated subject.

The diags*ain diov.’s ihe ^tuation and location of

irrigaiion welh in tlio jungle of the village.

The coltiyator does not resort generally so much to

wells when the rainfall for the period or the stage of the

season ( Kharif or Rabi ) is adequate and seasonable for the
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raising of the seasonal crop. In the rainy days when the rains

are actually on, the crop beds in the gardens are often under a

continuous sheet of water, and irrigation operations at the

well are naturally suspended.

If it so happens that the cultivator has sown Bajri in

his garden land as a dry rotation crop and the rain holds

off for a week or so, say in August, he takes care to

irrigate it to make sure of a good crop,

THE SOIL

Enough has been said of the Indian soil by the Royal

Commission on Agriculture in their report, Chapter IV

paragraph 71 et seq. It is well recognised that soil for agricultural

purposes varies from field to field, not only that but from

plot to plot and patch to patch. The soil in this village is

not of a uniform texture, best, medium or the lowest.

Neither it is uniformly level and even. In about the sixties

of the last century the Survey Department of Government

made a careful classification of the soil. To go into this

in detail is beyond the scope of our study. It would be

of no practical use to the cultivator. It may be noticed by

any casual observer that the soil here is not what it is

generally known as the black cotton soil such as is found in

Khandesh or Gujrat- Broadly the soil here may be divided

into the following types:

—

( 1 ) Patches of black soil of a few acres in the south

and east of the village site on the banks of Nallas and on

low levels

;

( 2 ) Medium soil along the railway Ime and some

patches in the neighbourhood of the village site;

(3) The rest is what is called Murmad decayed

rock) poor soil capable only of growing grass and- leguminous

crops, such as Kulthi ( horse*gram ), Moog and Matakl in

small patches or areas;
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( 4 ) The slopes and declivities of the hills which produce

no hunaan food (cTOps) but grow scanty grass for the cattle

to browse.

The level tops of some of the hills formerly included in

the forest are now cultivated and are sown with crops.

Admittedly the soil for the major portion of the village is

poor but yields crops of Kulthi, etc., if and when the early rains

are continuous, even if light. The hills are a sort of reservoir

of rain water and serve to keep up the level of the water

in the wells at least for some months, i. e. till the Jowari

and other Rabi crops are matured. In short, the hills, it

may be asserted, serve two purposes, viz:—to conserve water

and produce crops or grass- The natural situation of the

village is markedly favourable to the cultivators and tends to

make up for the poor soil. Most of the Nallas which pass

through the village land are useful. With a favourable S, W.
monsoon, the chief essentials of agriculture are available*

We would suggest that an examination of conditions here

as to configuration, nature of the soil should be made to

a^Scertain whether, considering the nature of the rainfall, more

extended use could not with advantage be made of the system

of terracing and * bunding * or
*

taling * with stone or earth

embankraents which is so greatly developed in other parts of

the Deccan to hold up water and silt and prevent the erosion

of the land by storm water especially during heavy down-

pours of rain.

The map on page 406 gives a bird's eye view of hills,

wellS; Nallas, contours, lands within the village limits* The

Mallft which enters the village boundary from the S- W. corner

and runs diagonally through the fields until it reaches the

if.E. corner, is important in view of the soil on both of its

hanks. It is considered as the fertile soil in the village. If is

Imd to give the area in acres of the basin of this Nalla.

The length of the Nalla is more than three miled and it is
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simply a surmise to give the average breadth of the soil on

both banks. Also the riverine stretch is fed by the under*

current of the Nalla.

TEMPERATURE (F), 1935

AHMEDNAGAR

Month
Daily Maximum Daily Minimum

Higbeat Lrowest Highest L^oweet

January OD

0

75
0

6i
u

44

Feti’uary
«

99
a

86
n

65 47
"

March
o

99
9

84 69'' 5a
A{>ril JOS'’ 9i 76 61

May io6* 100
ft

76 60
*

June
e

107
0

83
e

76 68*

July
e

9i
•

8i
a

69
Auju^t

0

80 So* 66*

Se{>temher 89
ft

93 6(2*

October
e

88
a

8o
ft

7i 6a*

November 88
p

87 58* 5t*

December
0

87
ft

79 6a 47*

Monthly highest maximum from 87? to 107®.

Monthly lowest maximum from 75® to 100®.

Monthly highest minimum from 58® to 76®.

Monthly lowest minimum from 44® to 69®.

The cultivator has to work at all mannor of agricultural

operations almost throughout the day except two hoars {noon

to 2 p. m. ), when he spends his time either under the shade

of a tree or in a thatched hut in his field or garden, eating

his meal and looking after odd repairs or attending to his

cattle. It follows that he must endure the maximum heat

almost daily.

26 A
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April, May and June, till the monsoon sets in, afe the

hottest months.

Taking the average of highest and lowest as representa*

tive, we may describe teniperatare condition as follows:

—

AVnRAGt:

Montk

January

February

March
April

May
June

Jui/

August

September

October

November
December

Maximum (Day)

ai

about 02

r

about lOO

about 85 steady

83

Minimum (Higbl)

52

rising from 55 to 7o

about 7c

falling from 7q to 66

falling Irom 66 to 55

5S“

Thus the day temperature, which is at its lowest ( 81

in January rises rapidly from the end of January, with a

pause in March to about 105^ at the end of May or the

break of the monsoon. It then falls suddenly and remains

much the same from June to December round about 84® to 85®.

The average night temperature is at its lowest, about 55® in

November, December and 52® in January. It then rises

rapidly to about 70® in April and remains round about

72® to 66® till October, falling to 55*^ again in November,

In the hot and cold weather the difference between

tnaximutn and minimum temperature Is about 25® to 30®, during

the monsoon 15® to 20®.

A graph (fig. 2} gives tempefatore (Jan. 1937 to April 1938b
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QUINQUENNIAL STATEMENT OF HOLDINGS (1937)

The statement is an important one as showing the extent

of sub-division of land and the size and number of holdings

here* The holdeis of laud in the village are classed under

three distinct groups A, B, and C according as the holder is:

—

A:—Cultivating with his own hands, whether he employs

additional labour to assist or not;

B:—Not cultivating personally but supervising hired

labourers, even though sometimes he may take some part in

some of the operations;

C:—Letting to tenants and receiving rent in any of the

usual forms, i. e, as:—( 1 ) Fixed amount in cash ; ( 2 ) Fixed

amount in kind ; ( 3 J Specihed *01 defined amount of labour

service; (4) Crop share.

*

CLA^SS A CLASS B-* CI^SS c

«

o| Area held *1
el

o-a

Area
held

Cfl

•4-' b
o
d 52 <d

Area held

Xusm AUCUU

1 TJpto S acres

(SO)

2 Over 5- 13

(72)

3 Over IS- 25

(31)

4 Over 23-100
(28)

5 Over 100-500 (3)

23

45
(1)

21

20

U)
3

a, g.

68-31

420-15

396

873-30

429-23

a. g.
:

11-18’

(1)

^0-38

(1)

2

4. K.

17-22

23
(41

22
(2)

8
(2)

6
ID

a, g.

40-30

217- 4

155-10

185-34

a. g*

21-

23
(4)

22-

21
(2)
36- 6
(2)

23-13
(1)

( 184 )

112
'

(2)

52-16

(2)

2 17-22 53
(3)

533-38 103-25

(3)

Add area Wthin Talaka
of plural holdings

Holder beyond tlieTaiuka

37 <J07-18

1’ 3

7" 5 83- 9

31-8

Total
52-16
Inam

24-27 714-15 103-25

1 Total area 3992-d

^ There is nc Inaaa land in tbia class.
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It Is to be noted that as Khalsa (Government) and Inatn

land ( of which the whole or part of the land revenue is

alienated to private persons ) are classified separately, the

Khalsa and Tnam portions of one person's holding are shown

as two. This swells the number of Kbatas ( accounts ) and

also tends to put a larger number in the lower area classes.

Secondly, only area is shown, so that there is no way of

distinguishing between small valuable holdings of intensively

cultivated garden lands and small holdings of almost valueless

hill land, A. similar classification based on assessment instead

of area would in some ways give a truer picture. Thirdly,

the holder or Khatedar may be the head of a large group or

undivided family, so that a large holding may have to support

a large number of people, a small holding only one person or

family. Still certain general results of interest can be drawn

from the figures as they stand.

About i of the Khatedars owning ^ of the land have

holdings under five acres ( average about three acres ), most

of which (without garden land) must be uneconomic. About

i owning about i of the land have holdings between five acres

and fifteen acres ( average ten acres ) most of which will

Stitt be uneconomic*

Summarising the table ia round figures:--

^ of the land is Inam;

i is cultivated entirely by the holders, i partly or wholly

by tenants;

Over i of the Khatedars hold of the land* average 3 acres^

Over i of the Khatedars hold i of the land, average 10 acres.

Over i of the Khatedars bold i of the land, average 20 acres*

Over ^ of the Khatedars hold 4 of the land, average 40 acres.

Over of the Khatedars hold 4 of the land, average 140 acres.

Talcing 15 acres aa an economic holding:

—

have Uneconomic holdings, average 7 acres;

i haye economic holdk^, average 25 acres.
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These figures are for holdings entirely within the village,

but some holders have also land in other villages and these

are, unfortunately, not included in the area classification* Thus

about i of the village land is occupied by holders who also

have land elsewhere mostly in the adjacent villages.

Although the statement does not give a clear and full

picture, it does give a general idea of the village as one of

small holders mainly cultivating their own lands, some with

their holdings not entirely confined to the limits of their own

village.

With regard to the owners of holdings which are uneco-

nomic, i, e,% insufficient for the subsistence of them and their

families, how do they maintain themselves ?

They either:

—

( a ) Let their lands and work as labourers;

( b ) Cultivate their lands and, when not engaged, work

as labourers for others;

( c ) Cultivate their own lands and also additional land

taken from others on rent; or

( d ) Combine these methods, when special circumstances

make this convenient, e* g*, a man may be able to get some

of his plot taken on rent by others, and still have to cultivate

part himself, or he may let one plot which is inconvenient for

working and take up others adjoining his own land and so on,

SUB-DIVISION AND FRAGMENTATION OF LAND

There are 340 survey numbers in the village of which

twelve are Government forest or reserved for other public

or communal purposes. The remaining 328 ate occupied by

cultivators* They vary in from 6 GunthaS to 31

Acres and 39 Gunthas, Out of these (in 1937) 161 whole

numbers are in the occupation of single holders. The other

167 are divided up into 710 shares or sub-diyisions which go

down to as low as 1 Guntha in area> an escception.
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The total number of separately occupied plots is thus

871 ( be it noted that it is always subject to change ) made

up of 161 whole survey numbers and 710 sub-divisions of the

remaining 167 numbers.

We do not think it necessary to enter on a full analysis

of the system of sub-divisions and fragmentationj but we give

some general hgures stnd averages for the village as a whole.

Individual holdings may consist:

—

(l) Entirely of whole survey numbers 13

(2) Partly of whole survey numbers

and partly of subdivisions 115

(3) Entirely of sub-divisions 93

Total 221

The arable area of the village is 3992 Acres

No, of cultivated survey numbers 32S

Average area of a survey number 12-17 Acres

Number of holdings (Khatas) 221

* Average area of a holding 18-06 Acres
* Number of separately occupied

plots. 871

( As given above 161 whole

numbers* 71 0 sub-divisions of the

temainii^ 167 numbers).

Average area of eQl separately

occupied plots 4'5 Acres

Average number of plots in a holding 3‘9

Of the whole number of Khatedars (221) a majority have

one or more shares in irrigated lands*

Although we do not make a full analysis of sub-diviaions

and fragmentaiion we give details of shares in survey number

$4 as on example,

* These iigaies neglect portions of holding^ ia other village^ \7here
a isuliivator hs» Uad botih ia this and fhe abjoiahtg villages, li these

were lacl\iiu«4y the average wotdd be
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Survey No. 34 measuring 4 Acres and 2 Gunthas assessed

at Rs, 7 irrigated by well-water is in the occupation of

the Kales and is sub-divided into twenty- four parcels or

plots among twelve blanches of the family. The land is

partitioned into plots of a few Gunthas, each paying a few

Annas as assessment. It is an extreme instance but of a

very characteristic type. Instead of mentioning the names

of the present occupants { sharers we designate the sharers

A, B, C, etc.

The details follow:-*^

Sharer
Serial

No. in

records

Area Assessment
Sharers

and their No.
Gunthas Assessment

A 1 •12 0-7-6

B 2 ' 5 0-3-6

C 3 • 7 0-4-6

D 4 • 8 0-6-0 D.4 8 0- 6-0
E 5a 7 0-4-6
i* 6b 2 0—1—0
G 6 • 7 0-4-6

E 7a * 9 0-6-6

F 7b * 8 0-6-0 P.5b.7b 10 0- 7-0
G 8 • 4 0-3-0 G 6*8 U 0- 7-6
H 9 11 0-7-6

^
:

10 * 3 0-2-6
1

c ’

11 ' ‘ 3 0-2-6 C. 3. 11 10 0- 7-0
I

1

12 : TO 0-7-0

B 13 1* 3 0-2-C B. 2. 13 8 0- 6-0
A

14 r + 19 0-13-0

J IS HO 0-7-0

K 16 • 5 0-3-6

L 17 <i18£l
•14 0-9-6 L]?. 18a 14 0- 9-6

J ]8b.l9 • 7 0-4-6 Jl5.18b. 19 17 0-11-6
I lSc.20 • 7 0-4-6 17 0-11-6

K 21 ’ll 0-7-6 K. 16. 21 16 O-lJ-0
H lSd.22 • 4 0-3-0 a 9. I8d. 22 15 0-10-6

E 23 .24
• 1 17^ 0-11-6

12 24"^ 4-2 7-0-0 acers 4‘2 Rs.7-0-0

* 29, if two plots ^ecombinea iato one counted as 2v

j
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Some of the sharers have huts for habitation in the field

either thatched, or covered with corrugated iron sheets. The

plots (fragments) held by one sharer are not contiguous or

ad3oitting but scattered and isolated even in the one field.

Fresh sub-divisions go on increasing as 5 has been split up

into 5a and 5b and so on; while others have been later

combined like 18b and 19, 23 and 24,

Originally the whole survey number (S- No. 34 measuring

4 Acres and 2 Gunthas assessed at Rs. 7 ) was held from

Government by one registered occupant. Since the development

of the Records of Eights the actual occupant of any sub-

division separately occupied is recognised by Government as a

holder, so that the unit holding is now either the survey number

or recognised sub-division of an original survey number.

We have already stated that in 167 survey numbers the

total number of sub-divisions is 710. The following statement

shows the manner in which they have been sub-divided:

—

Survey numbers with Number of survey Nos.
Total No. of

s'ab'divisicss

2 Sub-divisions 62 124 "I

3 32 96 -

4 24 96 J 316

5 17 85 I
6 it 7 42
7 5 1 35
S tl 4 32 J 194

9 f* 3 27 ^

^0 n 6 60
11 » X 11
14 tt 1 14
16 4 64
24

* •’ 24 . 200

Total 167 710
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SUMMARY

Survey numbers with
1

Number of survey Nos.
Total No. of

' aub-divibions

2 to 4 Subdivisions 118 316
5 to 8 33 194
9 to 24 16 200

Total 1 167 710

Naturally the greatest number of sub-clivisions and the

smallest area of plots is for the most pait found in the

\aluable irrigated numbers and even in some numbers in the

immediate vicinity of the village site.

Sarola suffers, like most Deccan villages, from this excessive

fragmentation of the land. We need only refer to the general

bad effects of this system:—

-

( 1 ) The plots of arable land are so small in some cases

that even ploughing and other operations are not possible

without a great deal of labour;

(2} They have no saleable value unless they are bought

by the contiguous holder wbo offers a ludicrously small price;

( 3 ) They are incapable of improvement

;

(4) They can hardly be conserved as a grass reserve or

a grazing ground, because the cattle of other sharers trespass

and damage any grass, if it can be grown;

( 5 ) Sharers of these holdings being kith and kin in many

cases, they have jealousy among themselves and more often

than not are not on good terms;

( 6 ) The sharing and working of these small adjoining or

scattered plots often owned by kinsmen, gives rise to endless

jealousies, petty (quarrels and disputes, even litigation

;

( 7 ) When a holding is very small, it is often left

uncultivated, and deserted by the owner who goes elsewhere to

seek work and the village officers find it difficult to recover

land revenue, although in the long run, the owner may pay

up rather than risk the forfeiture or sale of the land;

27
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( 8 ) Even the smallest holders usually wish to retain

the land which gives them a status and makes them sharers

in all common rights of land-holders in the village, often

with the hope that they may in time be able to acquire

more land in the village or that an exchange may eventually

bo profitable. It is deemed a Stcrosanct heritage*

We may note that since we started our enquiry there have

been instances of small parcels of land, not worth working

separately, being purchased and added to adjoining sub-divisions

by private arrangement. Such occasional adjustments can do

little to solve the problem as a whole* Meanwhile we are

afraid* that the people are not ready to undertake a general

re-arrangement of holdings amicably by voluntary agreement,

nor is opinion ripe for the acceptance of any system of

re-adjustment, compulsorily, by the legal enforcement of majority

decision or absolute rules or laws regarding the minimum size

of plots or prohibiting the sub-division of land among heirs.

It may be hoped that with increasing pressure on the

land and power of controlling and improving production, with

better education and training in co-operative methods, they

will come to realise that it is safe and profitable deliberately

to modify systems which have been embodied in age old

customs developed out of the experience ot political condition

of uncertainty, Insecurity and social and economic conditions

which no longer exist, and in time a method of re-organising

the distribution of land which they will agree to as desirable

will be carried out with the help of suitable legislation* It

would be osele.ss to attempt to impose hurriedly from above

a system of which they did not yet approve and equally

ineffective merely to introduce a few minor changes which

they might at once agree to.

It is after all their affair, and changes must be brought

about gradually through education and persuasion and not by

tDcntciom The fariner*s attachment to hia land is proverbial,^
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Rainfall

No lain gauge is maintained at Sarola, the nearest recording

station being at Ahmednagar, twelve miles due noith. The

two places are slniliarly situated in relation to the neighbouring

hills and at the same distance from the edge of the Ghats,

so that although theie are often extraordinary local differences

in the day to day rainfall within a very short distance, the

Ahmednagar figures can safely be taken as representing

condition in Sarola also*

We have been able to obtain figures for the years 1897

to 1937, of which a statement follows ( Pages 420 421 ).

The most striking fact is the great variation in quantity

and distribution within the six months monsoon period from

year to year. Rainfall conditions cannot, therefore, be described

correctly in terms of simple averages, nor can it be said that

there is a normal course of rainfall to which that of any

year may be expected to conform.

It is necessary to know also the nature of the rainfall,

its seasonal distribution and amount, the extent to which

these vary, and how they affect the development of the

different crops at various stages on different kinds of land-

Briefly, the rainfall of the year may be divided into

three parts:

—

( 1 ) That due Ic the South West monscon which falls

frcm the break of the monsoon, between the end of May and

the end of June until about the middle of August;

( 2 ) That which comes with North-East monsoon, between

the middle of August and the end of November or in

expeclional years the beginning of December:

( 3 ) The small amount of occasional rain which falls in

the dry weather roughly from December to the break of the

monsoon. The total of this only exceeded one inch in about

one year in three and the maximum was about three or four
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Year
;
an/peti 1Oar. April May June July Aug,

191
Nov,

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 oum 12

1807 •4 *3 1*5 ]'5 r 10*2 35

1898 1 •3 27 27 *6 8*1 *3

1899 .
1’2 ’5 0*2 *4 *7 3*4 *1

1900 6*2 5*2 27 3 8

1901 *1 •3 13 1 7*8 1*2 1*5 2'

3

17 4*

1002 i '2
i

‘3 3 1 iw 17 1*4 2*2

1903 t 1

L 3 1*4 10*6 Bm D* 5‘2

1904 1 1 3 1*2 *8 msm 27

1903 1

M 4 2*0 2*8 Us 2‘6 *4

1906
* *4

1

7*4 1'8 8*5 ‘4 *2

1907 •1 1*0 3*1 5*4 KEl •o
*4

1908
*

1

‘2 1 31 1*6 2*5 13* *9 *1

1909
* 1 2 37 3*8 1*3 3*3 96 *7

1910 + b B*6 6*5 3* 12*8 2*4 3*6

1911 '1 22 3* •5 1 6

1912
•3 *4 2 2*2 2’5 4 /

1*2

1013
* M 10'2 6*1 1*7 28 1*8

1914 1 *3 7’9 1*6 2*3 e *7 1*6

1913 t
2 •9 *6 4*8 5*3 V'7 *S 11* 3*1 7’

1916 +
*2 1'9 4*1 IC7 2*1 12*8 7*6 1*5

1917 t 1*9 1 1 2 41 S'O 9‘S 5*6 1*9

1918 V5 11 5*32 1*3 '7 •5 4*2 *8

1019
^ '5 1 *6 *6 4*0 20 *4 10*8 *5 1*3

1920 2'25 7 O' ‘6 s 5*4 *3

1921
*2' '2 O’S 6'^ 1 4*7 *4

1922 1*3 T X*9 17 5*4 1*2 •3 ra *4 8*7

1923
•o X-3 '5 6*3 *7 8*2 *2

1924 * •03 1 •6 1 4*2 1*2 4*4 9*i 1*4 *1

1923 " 1 7 4*4 1*2 4*6 6*3 *2 6*

1926 •3 4*3 3*3 2*2 5*8 ‘9

1927
"" *4 •3 *1 7*4 2*9 *4 7*1 1*3 4

*

1928 t '4 101 2*3 0'8 9*7 5*1

1920 *4 17 17 8*2 r ' *4 4*3 2*4

1930 2*2 Z
!

7*2 3*2 *4

1931 10*4 z *9 *8 6*6 4*3

1032 71 4*3 3*3 4*7 6*4 •1

1033 t *2 \ 5*9 5‘2 ‘8 4*6 17*4 2*2 *7

;03t t
,

1
1

1 [
'6 7‘5 3*4

f
8*2 4 3*2

193S
1

i
I 4*8 3*7 7*6 2*9 3*3

1036
;

'1 2*2
i

Hm] *4 3‘9 3*

1037
1

*1

1

3 2 B H
4*9

jA yerage ‘IT 1 TIIB33 BflVimm\lm1^ 1*4m 1 0-3 'MjSboS *3-16 7 1-7*9 0.17*4 0-7*6 0-8*7

Mofithsol
1

over t* 5 1 1 2 __6_ i- 40 37 26 29 21 16

Moetheof r^"

over
t

1

1 4 30 16 14 31 10 8

*
Ihtine nlae abcnt 21-24 itidic^v ( Tabid It ),

t The» aiae years of abnornuU ralicfali 31-46 icdxcss. < Table III X

( Cot 15 i^ws the rainfall ibr the Kharif ctcxp sea^fOtt.

I Cel* 16 «dbtow) Ihe for the Babi crop seasott*
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Total
1 Notes

Dec.
j

13

an. to Aprilljune to Aug.} £

14 1 IS
1

Sept.to Nov §,

16 1

Year 1

17 1

Failures of rains

IS 1 19 1 20

*4 39 13*6 18*23 Early
•1 *3 3*8 8*4 14*78 Early rotal

1*2 7*2 3*5 12*32
14’

1

3*0 17 85 , 'L.sii.e luiul

27 8*1 17*36 [^Ic

2 8'5 20*7 31' 51 II.
2' 14-3 11*2 33*48 11.
•2 5" 10*1 15*10 Early total

9*5 4*1 13*64 Late ratal
'4 177 1*8 22*20 Late

Z 12*3 2*8 17*15 Latci

2 7*1 13*9 21*31
8*3 10*3 22*47

18*1 18-7 37*11 H,
13*2 27 17*42 Late

*3 6*8 3*9 11*26 LateTctal
’2 18* 4’6 23*15 Late

irs 7*3 19’38

Z7 17 13*8 21-2 37*91 H.
*2 22’9 21*7 46*91 H.

2-2 11*2 17* 30*37 H.
1*5 2*7 «• 14*59 Early Late Total

’1 *6 7 8 iVs 21*53
3* 3*4 5*7 12*06 Early Late Total
•3 13' 5*1 18*40 Late

3*3 6-S 11* 22*82
•5 1*5 7-8 8*4 18,13
*1

1

*6 9*8 11* 21*08

'2
'

10* 12*4 23T5
*8 67 ' 18*62
•7 12*3 23*74

•1 *8 19*8 13*8 35*44 H.
•1 2*1 9*6 6*7 19*59

7*3 10*7 18*27

r2 13*3 li'8 26*27
7 14-9 11*2 26*79

H.'3 *2 10‘6 20*3 37*88
*1 20*6 11*8 3T14 H.

i

16*1 8*3 24*37
Early'i 3*3 6*9 12*39 Total

• 0
M. 3*1 7*7 14*63

-1 -

2573

.2 *7 10*9 0 jimIBS9
0-27 74 1

1*8-21 7 iSilliWM

3 HHIll BBHIBB

BlHiiiHiIBBBilB
^ In col. ia noted Tvhelher aarly or late rains failed (were feslovr 5")

or total 'was abnormally low (below 15 -‘11^ ). V^cars in wbicb ralnfalL was-

abnormally high { over 3Cf*

}

are marked H.
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inches. No crops are dependent on it, although it may assist

or damage standing crops, and may help to raise the

water level in wells.

The break of the monsoon followed by fairly steady rain

is normally expected about the second week of June.

Naralj Paurnioia {?TTTo5t Cocoanut Day), the festival

of the full Moon of the month of Shravan (last day of bright

half)- is considered to mark the transition from the Kharif

to the Rabi laiiis season. Ordinarily the greatei part of the

late rains falls during September,

With regard to the effect on crops the principal points

to note are:

—

{ 1 ) Kharif or rain crops cannot be sown until the ground

has been sufficiently moistened by the first rains, and the

moisture must be maintained while they are beginning to

develop

;

{ 2 ) Kharif crops whose period of growth is long ( e. g.

cotton) cannot safely be put down if the beginning of steady

rain is late; because the time left till the normal end of the

ramy season may be too short;

(5) If there is a long break in the rains especially

with drying wind the crops may wither.

If the rain at the beginning of the monsoon turns out to

be insufficient, the seed sown may die, and sowing of the

same or different seed may have to be repealed, or Kharif

crops may be allowed to go and the land reserved for Rabi.

For the Kharif crops the rainfall must be “timely,

sufficient and well distributed;** for the Rabi, the total up to

the sowing season must be adequate and rain is needed to

keep the soil in suitable condition during and after sowing.

With regard to the value of day to day rainfall, for

different fields, it may be noted that a good part of a heavy

downpour of rain on sloping land or land already moistened
or soaked by previous rain, simply runs off into the Nallas and
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rivers. On the other hand very light rain falling on ground the

upper part of which is dry may dry up at once on the surface.

Thus the value of any days rainfall or course of rainfall

varies with configuration, soil, nature of crop and the stage at

which it is, and the state of moisture in the soil due to the

previous rainfall.

Hence roudd figures of total rainfall For the year or the

Kharif or Rabi season do not necessarily give a correct idea

as to whether it was favourable for particular crops or kinds

of land and consequently for crops as a whole.

In a particular village in one year, Kharif crops might

be good, Rabi poor, Bajri good, cotton poor, Bajri good on

light lands, poor on heavy, early sown Jowari good, late sown

poor or ctce ver&a and so on.

Still there is in fact a certain regularity of distribution.

The cultivators normally guess well as to the best time for

sowing and the totals bear a fairly close relation to the

effective rainfall. Keeping these considerations in mind the

statistics in the four statements appended ( Tables T to IV )

indicate the conditions which the cultivators have to deal with.

The most striking features are:-^

( 1 ) Extreme variations in figures of total rainfall for

the year and for each season, and the independence of the

quantities contributed by the S, \V, and N. E. monsoons.

The early rains may be heavy and the late rains a failure

or vice versa^

( 2 ) The totals have varied in the last forty*one years

as follows:

—

(a) Total for year Ir26 to 46*9 inches

(b) June, July, August

( Kharif season, early rains ) 27 to 22*9 „

(c) September, October, November.

( Rabi season, late rains) TS to 217 „

(d) December to May (dry weather) 0 to 6*6 „
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In the general statement ( Table I ) the following figures

are given —
Rainfall for each month. Totals ( January to April ),

( June to August ), ( September to November ), and whole year,

( See Graph Fig- 1 .

)

In the second statement ( Table II ) the same figures are

given for the nine years in which annual total rainfall was

close to average (between 2i and 24 inches) to show the great

differences in distribution between seasons and months even

when the total is almost the same. (See also Graph Fig. 4).

In statement ( Table III corresponding Graph Fig, 3 )

the totals for year and for the early and late rains are ranged

separately in order of magnitude instead of chronologically.

From this statement and the graph it will be seen that

there as no steady normal with occasional divergences above

and below*

There is very little more chance of the total rainfall

being about the average (
22'8 inches ) than of it being 16 or

19 or 26 and similarly little more chance of the early or

late rains being about the average (about 10'93 or 10T2 )

than of being any other amount between 3 and 22 inches.

For annual rainfall the medium is 21 '31 average 22'8

early „ „ 10*05 „ 10'91

.1 late „ „ 1019 „ 1014

In the forty-one years the total annual rainfall was:

—

Above 2r31 in twenty-one years;

Below 2r31 in twenty years;

i^bove 30 in nine years;

Below 15*21 in eight years;

Between 17 and 27 in twenty-four years.

The highest rainfall was 46'9l; the lowest 11*26.

If we take anything under 7^ inches (above three (juariers

of average) as inadatjuate for either early or late rains and

idmilarly anything under six inches as failure, we find that:—
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This corresponds to the geneial tdhle of rainfall, (pagss 420 **421)

U shows yearV rainfall hy I\eiglit above base line of the full line.

Early * Khatif' rainfall f i. e. for June, July and .Vugu^^l) by bars

above base line.

Late * Rabi ’ rainfall ( i. e. for September, October and

November ) by liars moasuied clownwaids below the base Vine

.\bnotnial laiii in May i-- shown l)y rros« hale he<l exleiHion up

wauls of the l)HTs lejiie'-enting early lainfall, abnormal rainfall in

December 1-y similar cioss ]iat('hod extension downwards of the liar

lepieseiitini^ late rum I all as t.hey add to the ell'ec tive rainfall ol tire

Kharif or Rabi crop season.

The mean normal rainfall, for the yeai, for June, July and

August and tor September, October and Novemlier shov/n by

flotted lines.

The area between these lines and actuals Avhere these are below

I’Oimal, is m each, case hatched, to draw attention to the amount of

the ddticiency below norma! if any.

At the foot of the figure, ‘ha'l' years in which both early and

late rains were below normal are marked with a cross, ‘ good* years

in which both were above normal v/ith a dot and j’ears in

which one was slightly belo%v normal bnl the other was
normal or pbove, by a circle.

Tl will be seen that the bad years occur singly, the good

years in group®

The intervals were as follows:

—

Bad year Tmer\ al Goovd j'eai

18Qd
7

1902-03

1005 1909--10

1912
/

1915- Ifr 17

j918 \

/ 1027-28

1920 {

1926
iQ3G

7

10

1931-35

Early rains were below average in 21 years out of 41

Eate II ,, «i 11 >1 15 II ,1 II II

Both II >1 11 II >j ^ >» >> >> 1*

Both were above average in Hu u u

Average total annual rainfall is about 22*5 inches

hTcaii 11 ij >1 SI II 215 ,1

Average early ,, „ u u H* „

II Eate I, I, 11 II ^ II
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Early rains were inadequate in 11 years with 6 failures

Late II 9 ) If 15 99 If 10 n

Eoth ff fi 99 5 19 1 I)

While the rainfall for the year might be said to have

failed in the nine years in which it was below 3 5’IK

With regard to the succession of good and bad years

there seems in this period undoubtedly to be an alternation of

groups of tV70 to four years of higher rainfall and groups of

two to four of lower rainfall in a cycle of six to seven

years superimposed on a longer cycle of about fifteen to

twenty years ; but careful analysis over a much longer time

would be necessary to detect any definite periodic regularity*

(See also Graph Fig. 1-)

As it is, the cultivators have no means of forecasting

whether they are to have a twelve-inch or a forty-inch rainfall,

good or bad, early or late rains, or whether the monsoon will

set in steadily in May or July. They have to be continuously

gambling on prospects from May to September or even

November, in a bad year.

Probably their weather sense and weather wisdom resulting

from hundreds of years’ e::perience and embodied in habits,

customs, attentions to signs and tendencies enables them at

least to assess probabilities as soundly as any meteorological

theorist.

The statement (Table IV corresponding Graph Fig. 4)

gives an analysis in terms of weefely rainfall for one year,

1937, in which the total was fairly close to average: but the

distribution was in some respects ( heavy rain in April and

in December) quite unusual or abnormal. During the monsoon

period within which the total was very nearly average, the

characteristic difference between the distribution of rainfall in

any single year and the distribution of * average* rainfall of a

large number of years is clearly shown.

27 A
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In all the statements the approximate average for the

forty-one years of the rainfall for each month and season

and for the whole year has been given for reference. ( See

also Graph Fig. I.

)

It may be said generally that any rainfall from twenty-

four to thirty inches is ample for all purposes. Cattle have

enough grazing and fodder, water is plentiful for both people

and cattle.

A rainfall over 30 inches is often attended by some

heavy flooding and consequent damage to crops, cattle and

property J but we should not lose sight of the fact" that a

heavy downpour results in raising the water level in wells

and other sources of supply. Likewise grass is kept green

for a longer period.

Any shortage of rainfall below eighteen inches is likely to

lead to scarcity of water for drinking and other purposes, as

many sources run dry before the end of the hot weather.

How far this could be relieved by the construction of small

tanks for stor^^e as in Gujrat under local conditions as

regards configuration, soil and rainfall is a question for experts.

STATEMENT (TABLE 11) AND GRAPH Fig. 4

Ramfafi for nine years for which total was twenty-one to

twenty-four inches.

74"

&
•9

q
August

j
V
in

15

O
fr

1
s ^

S'??
(A

Total

Average
1
'b2 1 4'b4 t i'&7 3‘55 5'65 1*96 1 41 *33 10*92

1
ic'iaiaa'sa

m3 m *4 10‘ 2 67 17 2*8 17

,

IS* 4*7 23’IS
XS06 "4 — 7. 4 1 S & 3 1 a *4 7 3*4 i7 7 j b 22*20
i»ar

! * U 7, 4 Z9 *4 77 1*3 4*0 —
. j

10*7 12*3 23*74
\m n 3*7 3* 8 X3 33 9-6 7 S'3 10‘3 22 ‘47

6 ‘6 4‘ 9 3*6 “4 10‘8 -5 1*3 •1 7*S 12*5 21*53
ms '3 5' I 1*6 3‘S 13* *1 7*1 13*9 21*31
nn 3'3 17 5‘ 4 VZ '3 17 ‘4 8 7 6S 11* 22^32
m$ Kli 7 4- 4 vz 4*6 6*3 '3 6* , — 10

* 12*4 23*15
I9i4 7 47$ 1‘3 4*4 97 V4 *1 9*8 10*3 21*08
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STATEMENT (TABLE III) AND GRAPH FIG. 3

RAINFALL FOR 41 ^BAKS ARRANGED IN ORDER OF MAGNITUDE

Serial No.
Total per

Year
^

Rabi Late
Sept, Oct.

Nov,

1 40' 91 22*88 21'74

2 37'91 20*61 21*18

3 37 8S 19 75 20-C6
4 37T1 18*0G

nrt'T*

5 33 44 17*99 18*72

6 33*48 17-C9 16 98
7 33*14 1C*09 14 79
8 31-51 15-19 14*63

9 30-57 14*87 13-91

10 26’79 11*25 13*64

11 26*27 14*07 12*52

12 25*73 13*80 12*40

13 24*37 13*28 12 29
14 23*71 12*98 11*81

15 23*15 12*33 11*79

16 23*15 11*76 li-23
17 22-82 11*20 11*21

18 22*47 10*65 11*05

19 22*20 10*64 10*97

20 21*53 10*52 10-71

Median 21 21*31 1005 10-19

22 21*08 9*78 10*05

23 19*59 9*76 8*39

24 19*58 9*59 8*58

25 : 18*62 9*^6 g'28

26 8*67 8*06

27 18-27 8*46 7*26

28 18*23 8 28
29 18*13 7*78 6*69

30 17*85 7*77 6*65

31 17*42 7*52 5-74

32 17*36 7*23 5-09

33 17-15 7*10 4 93
34 15-10 6*83 4*61

33 14*78 6*76 4*10

36 14*59 5‘S4

37 13*64 4-99 3*73

38 12*39 3M3 3-46

39 12*32 3-37 2*83

40 12*05 3*28 2*14

+1 11*26 2*70 r?5

Average 22*82 10*91 10‘14

KoTB:^Tbd totals annual early and lai;e are ranged independently

in order uf magnitude so that those on the same line do not refer to the same

year,
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STATEMENT (TABLE IV)

ANALYSIS OF RAINFALL, 1937

Month
Quarter Total

per

month

TT
bD a
c? S?u ^

c ^

Number of days in

which rain fell

73
.4-t

0
H

f1
1st 2nd 3rd

1

4th
l(Hlf41i-i'1 OverV

— — — — — •24 — — — — —
Feb. ‘12 — — — •12 •07 2 — — —

2

Mar* —
1

— — — ‘12 — —
, —

1

Apr. •16 — 2-86 — 3-02 •39
3

1

-- — 1 4

May, — — —• — — *831 — — —
June i'4n

' 57 •0? ' 2‘04
1

4’84 fl 2
1

1
— 10

July res 1-78 T14 •91 5‘4S
1

3^57D 4 2 1

1
X 18

Aug. 1

*13 ‘05
!

•02 25
i

i 2^55m
1

— — 10

Sept.
,

‘27
!

y.\ 6-16 3'07 9‘71 6'65 5 3 2 19

Oct 2.59
\ I

2’33 4-92 V5C
1

1

5 3 B 2 10

Nov,
I

— ~ r4i 0 B B —
Deo. •011 •18 •19 *22 2 11 2

Total year 2573 |22'82 49 14 6 75

Juno, July. August 777 28 6 B 38

Sept., Oct., Nov. 14*63 1 14 29

CharACteristica of year!^

(ft) Baiftfall In April and Pocatnber ^uite abnormal;
(b) Eaily rains ligttor tbftn average;

(c) Latft rains beayier than average.







Fk;. ?

Tilt; rainfall tof each quarter monili is ''liowii hy triph

line. I'he halchttl area shows the offit ial mean noinia

monthly rainlall di^Lrilmt<'<^l cvenh* o\ci the ifjui <iUiiittis ol

each month to ^ive a f'ciieral ulca of the a\cra^c tlistrihution

and U) indicate how much llic rlistriliulion of oik* ^aMr fl^j7J

differs Irom the aveiai^e.

In 1937 tlu'ic was quiLt* ahnoinud i ain ni .Xpri) and

Deceinlier. 1 1 this is omitted, the total rainlall for the yeai

WMS very neaily eijual to normal.

The periods June, July, Auprust and b^eptemher, Octohei,

November coi respond approNimately to the S. W. monsoon and

N. F. monsoon periods. I'he a('tual dates of the setting in and

end of the rain due to each monsoon \ary from year to year.

The rough temperature cutves represent average condition,

not actuals for 1937-38 and are included to indicate the

relation of the crop and rainfall season periods to general

temperature conditions throughout the year. Those do not

vary very much from year to year.

The highest meon daily temperature is in ^fay about

90®
, the lowest in Decembei'-January about 05 ^

,

The daily lange of temperature is about 30® in the cold

weather, 25^^ in the hot weather and 25® to bS® in the rains.

The areas marked ‘ K^unif Season’ ami * Rabi Season*

indicate the periods within wdiich Kharif and Rabi crop? are

growm. According to seasonal conditions for the year and

nature of the crops, the times of sowing of the Kharif crops

may be any time from tiie heginuing of June to the end of

July, of reaping from September to the middle of November.

So Rabi crops are sown from September to the middle of

November and reaped between February and April.





Fro. 3

Figures of total, early and late rainfall ranged independently

in order of magnitude.

The result could be very roughly described by saying that

in these forty-one years, the total rainfall was equally likely

to be equal to any multiple of two-fiftlis of an inch between

14 and 30 Indies, with 5 inches added for gootl measure for

evety inch over V and one inch dedu -led lor every inch

below 17. The amounts are fairly evenly distributed for the

24 between 17 and 27 inches. 'Phe S below 17 inches are

veiy low and the 9 above 27 inches very hij^h.

Similarly the early except the 5 lowest and fi highest are

evenly distributed between 6 and 17 inches, the late except

the fi highest are evenly distributed between 3 and 14 inches.

F[G. 4

Monthly rainfall in nine years of about average total rainfall.

This shows how much distribution varies, although the total

for the year is the same.

In two years 1913 and 1906 the late rains were a failure.

Til 1922 the September and October rains failed, but there

was heavy rain in December. Tn this year the July and

August rains failed.

With regard to uniformities it will be seen that in the

early rains the rainfall for June is nearly always the heaviest,

and that either July or August rainfall is very low-

For the late rains, September rainfall is nearly always

the heaviest. October is always small, November may be 7.e'*o,

slight or Very high ( as in the last three years 1922, 1925, 1927,''

Of course, rainfall for the ' calendar months is not a suit-

able unit for comparison or analysis, but with its help the

general variations of distribution can be suggested.
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CROP AREAS
The distribution of the available area between different

crops in a village like Sarola varies greatly from year to

year. In some lands either Kharif or Rabi crops can be

sown, and in any year the choice is determined or limited

by the nature of the rainfall, and is further limited through

the necessity of rotating crops according to the crop raised

on a particular field in the preceding year. Again the earli-

ness or lateness, abundance or inadequacy of rain in either

season affects the cultivator’s decision as to which crop is

likely to fare best or give the best output in comparison with

the labour and cost of cultivation, and he is naturally

influenced by prospects as to the level of prices of the

different crops.

For this reason neither a statement of areas for one

* normal ’ year, nor a mathematical average over a number

of years would give a full idea of actual conditions-

We have, therefore, considered it best to give statistics:

—

Cl) Of areas of the principal crops total fallow and total

Bagait for the twenty-five years between 1897 and 1937 for

which they are available, giving for each year also the Kharif,

Rabi snd total rainfall;

(2) Of areas of all crops Bagait and Jirait for two

succeeding years 1935^36 which may be considered as normal

and 1936-37 which was a * famine year ’ with practically

complete failure of the early rains and a record low total

rainfall.

With these as a background, it is possible to give a

a general description of the limits Within which the area of

each crop varies, and to discuss the many factors and consi-

derations which combine to determine how much will be sown

in any year.

Out of a cultivable area of about 3990 Acres ordinarily

fallow does not exceed 250 Acres except when there is famine
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or the late rains have failed. The maximum was 1901 acres

in 1911-12 when there were only about two inches of rain

from September to November-

The years in which the figures of fallows exceeded

300 acres were:"^

Years
Eaxly rains

inches

Late rains

inches

acres

of
fallows

Remarks

1

1901-02 ]0'52 403 332

1904-05 4'99 10’05 496

I91S-19 270 4’95 452 Famine

1919-20 778 12*52 347 Scarcity

1936-3? 3'28 6*86 540 Famine

The total area of irrigated crops varies from about 250

to 550 acres of which IOC to 350 may be Jowari and Bajri

to which well water has been given to supplement rain» and

about SO to 60 permanently under fruit orchards and flower

gardens. This leaves from 3200 to 3700 acres of dry crops-

In normal years the two main crops Jowari and Bajri

tc^ether account for about 3000 to 3200 acres^

They are complementary* When the early rains are

favourable for Bajri^ prices are favourable and rotation

allows of it more Bajri is sown, and whatever is not sown

with Bajri out of about 3000 to 3200 acres is sown with

Jowari.

Talcing Bajri first it will be seen that there are three

types of seasonr^

BAJRI

(1) 350 to 400 acres 12 years.

(2) 350 to 850 5

(3) IQOO to 1500 »> 9
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Correspondingly there are:

—

(1) over

JOWARI

2700 acres 10 years

(2) 1950 7 14

(3) 1550 5 11

(4)
rr%n

under 1550 3 11

The next most important crops are the Kharif leguminous

crops, the total area of which runs from 16 to 410 acres.

The area of Rabi crops (wheat) ,, „ 16 to 243 ,,

The area of gram (leguminous) „ „ 3 to 102 ,,

The area of Kardi oil seed „ 3 to 569 „

The period during which Kharif crops can be sown is

very limited—about one month from about 7th June to 7th

July. For their sowing and germination there must be suffi-

cient rain in June and the first half of July Ko amount of

rain later will make up for a deficiency at this stage.

Cotton must be sown as early as possible; hence as soon

as conditions ate favourable the whole village sows at once,

Rabi sowings on the other hand can be carried on for nearly

two months, nsually September and October and even on to

the first week of November.

Apart from Bajri, almost all the Kharif dry crops are

leguminous. All grow on light and poor soil with light rain-

fall, no cultivation except a light harrowing is necessary,

and they are, with the exception of Tur, ready for harvesting

within a short period ( 3 to 3i months ). No artificial irri*

gation is required, and as they do not grow high, the shade

of their leaves tends to conserve the moisture in the soil.

Harvesting is easy and cheap and is generally undertaken by

members of the owner's family, so that no expenditure oil

hired labour is required. The roots, stems, leaves and seed

are all of use for consumption either of men or cattle. The

value of leguminous crops in maintainmg or improving the

condition of the soil is also a considerafeion* On the other
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hand a leguminous crop cannot be grown on the same land

in two successive years* Even if the rains are favourable no

crop but Jowari is sown here after a leguminous crop.

A majority of the cultivators are holders of the so called

Murmad { poor ) soil , and in ordinary seasons most of them

are at the end of their stocks of staple grain and fodder

by the close of the hot weather, and naturally if the initial

rains of the S. W, monsoon are favourable, they look to the

leguminous crops to give them the easiest, most reliable and

earliest, if not* perhaps, the highest return from their land.

There is another point with regard to the poorer soils.

In a series of years they are generally harrowed and hardly

ever ploughed. If the land is being held over to be sown

with Jowari, its tillage is neglected and the soil being rather

firm, not loose or soft, the rain tends to run off it without

much soaking or percolation, as is natural, unless there are

deep furrows made by the plough or harrow, and on this

account the soil beneath is not brought into such good condi-

tion for subsequent working. So a good deal of the rainfall

goes to waste unutilised.

The taking of the same leguminous crop in two successive

years is looked on as a sin against good cultivation banned

by Ihs field deity. On account of this strong tradition, even

with favourable and plentiful rain at the appropriate season,

the cultivators are deterred from repeating the same legumi-

nous crop a second time on any field.

With regard to the secondary Raid crops the principal,

wheat and giam, can only be grown profitably with the help
of well water or with specially heavy and favourable late rains.

Gram as a leguminous crop is advantageous to the soil on
which It h grown, and in the case of wheat, the crop is

cut instead of being uprooted and the stubble is ploughed in,

which also tends to improve the condition of the soil.
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The growing of Kardi probably depends largely on

favourable seasonal conditions and the prospect of good prices

compared with Jowari, since it is a money crop.

As affecLing the areas of ihe minor crops it may be

mentioned th^t some are grown as mixed crops with Jowari

and Bajri, some separately and some in either way.

Thus xhe total area undei i niinur crop may be made

up of an area which is a definite proportion of that part of

the area of Bajri or Jowari with which it has been sov/n as

a ni'xed crop and on area whmh has been sown

independently. There is, therefore, a connection between the

areas of the main and minor crops, but not a fixed proportion.

Some of the minor crops are not raised regularly year by

year but only at intervals when the season happens to be

fa\ Durable, Some are planted in tiny plots and some here

and there in corners of gardens or near hedges oi along the

water channels. Some aie mixed crops. The area occupied by

such patches is, more often than not, only a few yards ot a

few rows in plots of irrigated survey numbers. These crops

are:—cotton, rice, Sava Satu, Varaii Bhadli. castor, mustard,

Karhale (niger seed), Ambadi (hemp), Rajgira, sugarcane and

plantains, and the area covered by any of them was very small

and has not been given in the statement. Under the rules, the

crop records give general totals of unspecified root crops, oil

seeds, food crops, fodder crops, orchards and vegetable crops,

and the area of each being small is omitted.

The areas so'^n with tobacco, condiments and spices are

given in the separate sections dealing with these crops.

Generally it must be remembeied that in a village like

Sarola v/here in most of the land either Kharif or Rabi

crops can be grown, Kharif (a) can only be sown with any

prospect of a decent crop if the early rains are adequate and

timely, (b) will only be sown if it is necessary as path of a

28
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rotation or if the cultivator thinks that he will get a good or

fair crop or that the likelihood of a decent Kharif crop is as

good as the chance of an average season for Rabi. When he

has to make his decision, he has some idea of what the Kharif

prospects are. absolutely none as to what the late rains are

likely to be.

When the Rabi season comes, there is no choice It is

a question of Rabi crops or nothing* and so the farmer

—unless the rains fail complefcely—sows Rabi on all the lands

not already sown with Kharif. Even if the season is very

poor it is better to sow and at least get a little fodder than

to leave the land fallow.

With regard to the Rabi crops on irrigated landj it is

incumbent on the holder to sow Jowari if the well has suffi-

cient water. He is very careful to cultivate as much area

of land as he can safely and surely irrigate. Thereby he is

enabled to get Jowari grain and fodder. In the event of there

being shortage of water for irrigation he can raise a fodder

crop such as Kadval for the use of his bullocks. Should

there be any plot of land under lucern, he would by all means

try his best to keep the crop alive- Maize and Kadval crops

are greatly cultivated. At such critical times the farmer

takes the greatest precaution to preserve his cattle, not-

withstanding the supply of Jowari for his family's consumption

on the supposition that grain would be available at a higher

price.

These are the general considerations which go to decide

what areas will be sown with the different crops in different years.

It is impossible to analyse the statistics on this basis,

but the general limits within which the total areas fluctuate

are clearly enough indicated.

Tlse limits of area of the principal crops for the fourteen

liO 1936^37 for which continuous records are

nyailabk giten below
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Crop

Area in Acres Approximate percentage

of total area
Range

| Average Range
1

Average
From To 1

From \ To

Bairi 118 1356 600 3 34 15

Rala 1 115 6 3

Mug ' 1 146 5 4

Kullhi i 189 45 5 1

Math 0 131 29 3 75

Tur 4 276 77 7 2

Jowari 402 3414 2760 1 8*5 69

Gram 4 102 32 10 2-5

Wheat 16 243 112 6 2'8

T^ucern '3 18’32 7 •5

Kadwal 0 16*4 3 •4

Make ‘8 14-4 3-5 •4

Groundnut 1'31 ]3”20 9 •3

Sesamum O'lO 3317 3 •8

Kardi 1 569 317 14- 8

Linseed 0 2515 6

Fallow 86 1901
'

204 2 47 5

Bagait* 123 550 * 3 14 #

Total of main

Crops:

—

Kharif 125 1736
781 42 19-5

Rabi 489 3685 3225 92 80’5

Total main ,

Rabi ( exclud-

ing famine

years.) 1800 3685

92

* As a basis of description was altered within this period no average

is given,
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BAGAIT AREAS

The land of the village is classified as follows:

—

Cultivable Area Assessment

Acres G. Rs. A. P,

Jiraifc ( dry

)

3695 7 2335 1 3

Bagait ( irrigated

)

295 35 506 11 9

Total 3991 2 2,841 13 0

These figures of area do uot correctly represent present

conditions, because, under the rules, land improved and brought

undet irrigation oi under control of irrigation water after

original settlement is not ordinarily assessed at the higher

*^Bagait’ assessment on revision, on the ground that improve-

ments in land carried out by the occupants should not be

made the ground for any increase of assessment.

Since the original survey some new wells have been sunk,

others deepened or improved, so that the total irrigated area is

now greater than the area originally treated as ‘ Bagait ’ area.

Since 1929 more than half a dozen new wells have been built.

The vsxiation from year to year in the irrigated area

depends on two different factors;—

(1) The supply of water available in the wells;

(2) The extent to which it is necessary or profitable to

supplement rainfall by watering from wells*

The first depends generally:

—

( a ) On the amount, distribution and nature of the

current year's rainfall;

( b ) On the cumulative effect on sub-soil water conditions

or of the rainfall of a series of years;

( c ) On. the situation of the individual well, such as near

a river flowing the year around ( riverines )> on low

levels with springs and underground currents from which

it derives its supply* It is for the careful cultivators to

see that springs or underground streams which feed their
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wolls do not become blocked or diverted on account of

disus?. Generally it is neglected and the consequent loss goes

on increasing gradually, of which the owner is unmindful.

As regards the second, it is so complicated that it cannot

be summarised simply, but instances of the kind of considera*-

tions which arise may be given:

—

( 1 ) In a very good year or cycles of years Jowari may

be abundant and likely to be cheap. In these conditions

it may not be necessary or worthwhile to irrigate in order

to get a small additional amount of Jowari or Kadbi;

( 2 ) In a bad year when fodder is likely to be scarce and

grain dear, it may be worthwhile even at great expense and

trouble to give some water, if available to Bajri or Jowari;

/ 3 ) In a good year it may be possible, by adding

irrigation water to the good rains, to grow some valuable

crops like wheat or gram which could not usually be grown;

( 4 ) We have seen in Khandesh that the growing of

cotton crop ( the money crop of the day ) is universally

preferred to any other irrigated crops which have compa-

ratively low prices

;

(5) In all cases the extent to which an unusually abundant

supply of well water can be utilised in a good year is

limited by the fact that the manure supply is limited.

With the extension of the orange cultivation which fetches

a higher level of price, the use of the well water is imperative

at all seasons—good, bad or medium. Not only that but it

stimulates the grower to improve the water supply.

The nen-user of the well water for irrigation for a year or

for a series of years is verily detrimental to the interest of the

holder. There are many drawbacks and disadvantages attendant

on the non-user. We may name a few of them:—The well

may get out of repair, may be damaged by the elements, the

springs and under currents may be blocked or diverted, the

tamp may lie level with the ground* the Tharok may be broken
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and leaty aad the permanent channels may be useless ; and

there are many other weak points if the well is not kept in

use for all the times and in all seaso-ns- The land which

had been irrigated hereditarily may, in course of years^ become

a dry land, an irreparable Icfss, uneconomic^

After the general statement of crop-areas* the total area

of Bagait crops in each year has been given.l The figures in

the statement are for each crop e- g. Bajri or wheat and include

both dry crop and Bagait. Unfortunately, the Bagait totals

have not all been recorded on the same basis, as in some

years the area of irrigated Bajri and Jowari—really rain crops

grown with a little additional well water—has been included

in the total of Bagait irrigation, in some cases it has not.

The ordinary relative importance of the different Bagait

crops is, however, indicated in the detailed statement for

1935-36—a normal year.

From this it will be seen that the only crops of which sub-

stantial areas are grown under or with the help of irrigation are:

—

1

Kbatif

Bajri

Cbillies

Lacexn
Maize

55' 5
19' 8
13'39

810

1 Jowari 28010
Rabi }• Wheat 8110

J Gram Ib‘28
Sagat-cane... ... ... 2.32

Fruit, Flowers and Betel Vines ... 52'22

530* 4
Others ... ... ... ... 9' 27

Total 539-31

Thus Qttt of about 540 acres:

—

Bajri and Jowari contribute 3351

S

Wheat and gram 97*38

Fruit Flower Orchards 52'22
'

Sugar 2*32 -

Cbillies 19’ 8
Fodder (Luueru and Maize)
Others *

APPROXIMATE %
43513 — 80*3?^ 80

74*22 — 13.8 % 14

22* 9— 4'1?S A
9*27— 1*8 ?6 2

<140 and 441. t Colutna 24.
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1935-36 &r 1936-37

ICharif Season 193S'3G 1936-37

Eamfall June 476 Adequate S.C* 1 1*71 Insufficient S. G.
*'

July T73 dc rii G. M.}
August 7*60 Adequate G. M4 ‘44

Total 16* 09 \
3*28

Crops
1

Jirait
\

Bagait Jirait Bagait

Class
!1

Crop Acres G, Acres G, Acres G> Acres G>

Grain Bajri I08r32 55, 5
Moog *38 1T3
Matli 5'

Hulga 13'27

Tur IT 5

Oilseeds Tii 26
Ground nut 8*27 *10

Condiments Chillies 19* 8 1'20

Vegetables Onions *10 •32

Potatoes •14

Sweet „
• 1

Brmjals • 6 T1
Fodder Lucern 13’39 10' 2

Maize 8*10 • 8
XCadval • 9

Total 1119-

8

106* 9
1

ri3 13* 3

Rabi Season Kamfali Sept, 2*95 Adequate S. G*
1

3*87 Adequate S. G. *

Oct. 5’34 do G. M.l
Nov.

1
8’39

2'99 Inadequate G* M. 1

Total !

6' 86

Grain Jowari 1! 2175'17 280'10 3264'

Wheat 81*10 100‘39

Gram 16*28 IQ 18-35

Oilseeds SffloWer 37' 6 73*13

Linseed 1*10

Sugar Sugarcane 2’32 1*22

Tobacco Tobacco 9’32 i* 8
Total 2222T5 381* 34S0‘30 200-34

Orchards Granges. Mo-
sambiques 4674 49*25

Fruit Lemons ‘37 1*37

Guavas 2* 5'

Popai *30 3*20

Pomegranates * a
Plantains TO

]

* 8

Total S0“29 3ST0
Vines Beta! ITS *28

Flowers Shcvaull T5
Total 1*33

All Crops Total 3341*23 539'31 3432-3

Whole year total culti- 1 1

vated area 3881T4 3730*30

X)educt twice cropped “ 39*19 - 7* 4
3841 ' 35 3723-26

Add fallow 147'35 263-33+ -Jl

Grand Total 3989*30 3989-30

* S< O. for sowing aud germiaadon* I G, M> for growiili and maturing*
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Rainfall Kharif area Rabi area

Year
1

Leguminous

• rH
4-»

o ca

&
o Math Tur

TI

i?

a
cSu

rt
(U

H pq 1 o o
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 11 12 13

1900-01 14 4 18 123 19 25 21 402 26 26
1901-02 11 4 17 1124 15 146 189 181 1603 7 40
1902-03 8 21 32
1903-04 14 11 33
1904-05 5 15 399 13 186 154 1757 129
1905-06 9 4 14
1606-07 18 2 22
1907-08 12 3 17
1908-09 7 34 21
1909 10 8 10 22 1025 45 2 67 275 1425 56 243
1910-1] 18 19 37
1911-12 15 2 17 543 44 103 61 125 bniirgi 3 79
1912-13 7 31

1913-14 18 5 23 1356 72 3 133 14 115 1599 6 126
1914-15 12 7 FSl!o!s 54 1 126 80 121 1982 22 159
1915-16 H 21 3S
191&-I7 23 22 47
1917-18 1

1

i

4.x 17 31

1913-19
i

3 5 15' 469 7 8 52 7 16
1919-20 3 13 22 1025P 1 172 104 133 1950 32 55
1920-21

i

3 6 12 252 2 35
i

15 34 3033 4 38
1921-22 113 5 18 271 2 39 21 21 2843 5 4'5

1922-23 u 23
1923-24 8 18 mm 34 19 1 3033 35 38

11 21 3 5 3 4 liii
O
o 111

1925-26 10 12 23 796 12 23 276 I ss; 102 110
1626-27 10 T 19 126

1
X 3 25 , 7 ill I

8 97
1927-28 n 12 24 120 2 5 29 8

I

25 S?|l 12 130
1928-29 20 IS 35 219 5 13 83 13 46

S S L
44 111

1929-30 ]0 7 20 1 10 28 6 35 / 1 127
1930-31 8 11 18 1456

i

1 31 131 27
' Irfi 27

1

81
1931-32 13 12 26 24

: 79 44 114 Bl 115
1932-33 15 27 2 1 111 67 153 2082 34 136
1933-34 U 201 38 319 1 6 42 32 95 2836 65 141
1934-35 2t 12^33 813 1 131 54 117 37 159
J 935-36 fm 8 24.1137 I 17 17 2456 17 81
1936-37 imif]

1 3414 29
1

131

Nota—Thestatwacftigi^afl areas sowm^fthciopaaadthtfe is no teoaid ol
area out of this vfhicb reached maturity or was reaped. The areas shown do

not yieid a uniform quantity and qualitj of ^rain or fodder or auy other
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Fodder area
|

Oil Seed area I

Fallow

<D

^ 0<^ s
cd S
<u o
1-1

<1

Total

area

minus

twice

cropped

Total

area

of

Bagait

crops

1

Lucern
Kadwal

03
N
cd

Ground- nut i Kardi

QiO
VI

a
vJ

14 15 .16 17 18 19 mi 21 22 24

35 195*29
4’18 14*4 26*16 162 *20 332 137*23 Bl

182-17
5*34 1*2 5*1 15*25 214 2515 496 S‘l 3990 711*18

420*36
321*1

392*30

469
18’32 4.13 1*32 2*12 25*8 280 2 126 59*20 3990 489*8

465*15
6'13 3*27 10*14 201 168 *21 1901 44*25 3990 313*38

29r29
’33 2*21 4*34 33*17i 162 277 129*2 3990 244*38

2-31 13*20 30-24 235 •17 158 94 3990 343*15

298*36

12*38 6*14 1*25 17*25 149 452 4-3 3435 375*7

3’3S 6*16 2’9 12*22 133 *11 348 49*17 39^0 123*24
1*37 419 *15 327 *39 217 11*24 3990 245*13

1’2 5*2 1*39 3*7 331 1*2 222 9*23 3833

1*4 11*38 •35 1 39 220 3989 243*18
5'29 0*17 1 1*31 1*23 569 172 11*24 3989 233*28

16*4 1-5 ZS 292 32*31 3989 445*31
6'6 WiWi 1*31 1*20 508 190 70*8 4313 204*1
5'4 1 8*31Em 6 1431

32*31 4513 257*39
0*3 2*8 4*2C 1*12 563 ns1 42*31 3988 398*16
6*7 VIC 3*27 11 I 225i 44*12 3988 405
10*13 •3] 3'35 •12

jB^
156i 16*18 3990 123*19

9*8 K2 6*2C *27 151.
69*10 3989 135*13

8*15 12*1 •33IlK 187' 62*37 3989 179*13
11*4 mm T0*2£ *15 232

1

21] 54*7 3992 180*5
10*7 in 8*1 £ *21 281 86j 51*7 3992 190*6
13*9 0*9 8‘IC 8*27 *26 37 14<1 39*19 3990 549'23
10.2 •8 1() 37 l.K3 54(3 3881 279*5

produce. Any oalculalion of outturn by the rule of three based on formulae or

average standards is found to be very inaccntate and misleading.

28 A
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PRICES AND FIELD WAGES

The prices of conimodilies of various kinds ruling in the

Talulca town Bazar are, on or about the 20th of each month,

recorded in a Price Register, maintained in each Taluka ofhce

in the Bombay Pre&idencv.

In some Talukas prices are recorded also for other centres

in the Taluka. Prices vary from day to day. especially

the prospects of the season change during the rains and about

harvest time as the different crops come on to the market.

After the harvesting of the Kharif and Rabi crops there is

always a tendency for prices to fall locally as supplies

gradually increase; but this may not immediately affect prices

riding in the Taluka town Bazar Kh^rif and Rabi crops are

generally ready in the months of October-November and

March-April • respectively. Small quantities are usually kept

ready for sale in advance of the main supply. According to

traditional custom the cultivators make use of the grain of

the new harvest in connection with certain Hindu festival

celebrations. They, therefore, take care to have some, if only

a small amount, of the crop required harvested and kept

ready by the date of the festival. If the cultivator has more

than is required for the use of his own household and can

spate some for sale, it fetches a higher price than the main

crop does later; because there Js a gbod demand from non-

agriculturists who also make use of the new crop in honour

of the festival.

There are no separate price records for the village, but

as Ahmednagar is the main market for Sarola produce the

Nagar prices are most important for the village.

The prices of 22 commodities are recorded monthly.

To give some Jdea of the movements of prices we have

prepared a statemeat (Table II j of the prices in April of

each year for forty-one years (1897 la 1936) of si> of the
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most important articles of consumption, Jowari, Bajri, wheati

Tur, Jagri, Kadbi and wages of field labour, with figures of

rainfall for the preceding year to draw attention to the

relation of good and bad seasons lo local grain prices and a

figure representing wages in Seers of Jowari (Column 12).

Jowari and Bajri aro the main crops of the village. They

are also the staple food of the people. This is also true

of the whole Deccan area. Outside of that area the principal

crops and foods are lice and wheat* The supply of Bajri

and Jowari varies greatly from year to year according to the

nature of the monsoon; the demand is constant, as the people

will not take other grain instead, except of necessity under

famine conditions as in 1918; hence the jarice varies greatly*

Further they are cheap grains and cost of carriage is great

in proportion to their value, which gives rise to the possibi-

lity of great differences in price between different local

markets in the Deccan area. Before communications were as

well developed as they are now and before trade and credit

were properly organised, this made even severe local famines

possible, although there was a quite adequate supply of food

stuffs in the country as a whole. The prices of commodities

of which there is a world supply and market or even an all

India supply and market like wheat* Tur, Jagri, sugar, etc, do

not fluctuate so greatly.

The princli.al conditions which affect supply are seasonal

conditions in the year and in a cycle of yeais, and epidemics

and scarcity condiitons as affecting labour supply Ktid work

cattle and the organisation of the agricultural and transport work

of the countryside. The conditions which affect demand are mainly

changes in the population which may vary fairly rapidly as

a result of famine, scarcity and epidemic disease and recovery

from their results in better times. Within the period 1897 to

1957 the population of Sarola has varied between 1200 and 1600
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The case of fodder is a special one* The cost of carriage

beyond a very short distance is prohibitive. The market is

entirely local and in a year or cycle of years of fodder

shortage famine prices arc soon reached, while in very good

years surplus Kadbi may be practically valueless*

As regards the importance of the prices of different

commodities, in the budgets of the poorer classes expenditure

on the staple graln» Jowari or Bajrij is by far the most impor*

tant item, with minor food-stulFs like pulses, condiments

and Jagri. After these come clothing and then perhaps

miscellaneous household goods.

To the cultivator who has more than enough produce for

his household: the price of food is immaterial.

To the labourer it is all important and his wages must

change with the price of the food grains.

To the person with a more or less fixed money wage or

salary, it is also all important.

The greatest diflScuUy for all is with regard to charges

fixed in terms of money, of which the principal afe:~

(1) Land Revenue;

(2) Rent;

(3) Most important of all, payment of interest on debt

and repayment of debt.

And they are felt moat, when local conditions are worse

than the average of those over the area which determines

the level of prices, or when the general level of prices falls

for reasons independent of local seasonal conditions ( as after

1930),

Four statements have been prepared to show how prices

vaty.

{ 1 ) A statement ( Table I
) giving the approximate prices

for Jowari from 1820 to 1937, and of labour from 1870 to

1937?
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V\c,. 5

most stnicin^ ii'aturo's to b(‘ nolu'cnl are:—it) 'Pht*

violenl year to yL‘ai (liu'LiuUions in Jowar i prico, ('^) 'Phf^ con-

sidurable but much ]o‘^s o\tienio variations in wheat ptices.

^3* 'The similarity ol general lon^j period I'hauRes in prices of

(owari/ wheat and labour. (-1 1 'Hie very ^real variations in the

rates of wa^cs evpiessed in terms of JoAvari. (5) The reniaik-

able correlation between Ava^es in terms of JoAvai i and rainfall.

\ dotted line has been diawn to shoAv the aveiaj»e rain-

lall (about 22 3 inches ). On the scale chosen this line also

represents seers of JoAvaii pet day Avagt’S.

It can be seen by t^ye that the general mean l(*\el ot

in lei ms ot Jowari WtlK something like.

-) seers ti om I 900 to 1913
-lOCl s fioni 1914 10 1917

H S fi om 1918 to 1921

H seers from 1922 to 1927

7 seers from 1928 lo 1930

s.^ seeis Jium 1931 lo 1936

"riie gieat rise cif M^2iS 2^i was due to good seasons and

demand foi labour. 'Die greater rise from 1930 is of course

due to the Avorld Avicle lall hi grain prices* a r’onlimious

scries of good local jowari hat vests. Avith a sIoav readjustment

oi money Avages to altered conditions.

As noted on the gra]di the rainfall shoAvn against each

year is the rainfall of the previous year. 1'he prices oi rates

are for .Vpril of each year and the crops aie the produce of

the season and rainfall of the previous year. Thus e. g. the rainfall

shown against J929 is the rainfall of the calendar year 1928.

The labour curve represents days of labour per rupee (the inverse

of price). The ‘wages in tertns of Jowar’ is a ‘price* curve for labour.

The rales for labour and wages are daily rates. What

is of importance to the labourer is annual earnings.

Tn a good year Avork is plentiful!, money wages are high food

prices low. In a bad year, work is scarce, money wages are

low and prices are high. The fluctuations in the labourer's

annual real earnings are likely to be even more extreme than

those indicated by the Jowari wages graph.
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( 2 ) A general statement ( Table II ) giving the prices

of the most important commodities in April of each year for

which figures are available and of labour and wages in terms of

Jowari from 1397 to 1937; also rainiall with explanatory notes

;

( 3 ) A statement ( Table III ) giving the quarterly prices

of Jowari, and labour for ten years (1926-36) to show seasonal

variations

;

( 4 ) A statement ( Table IV ) showing the monthly prices of

Jowari, Bajri, labour, bullocks and Kadbi in a famine year 1936.

With regard to the principal food grains, these statements

show both the long period and short period variations clearly.

The first shows a great rise in Jowari prices from about

1830 to 1870 and a gradual general rise from 1870-80 to

1910. The second shows the sudden rise in 1919-20 a

distinct gradual fall to 1930 and then a very sudden fall in

1930-31-

TABLE I

Approximate level of prices of Jowari, 1820 to 1936 and

field labour 1872 to 1936.

Period

1820
1830
1840
1850
1860
1870
1880
1890

1892-1902
1903-1907
1908-1912
1913-1917
1918-1922
1923-1930
1931-1935

The prices of Jowatl ruling between 1830 to 1850 will,

it is expected, not occur again.
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Year Joyrari Bajri Wheat Turdal Jagri

1 111191 3 4 5 6 7

1898 7’4 8*4 7*4 6

1899 15 15 17-4 11*4 8*5 5

11900 12 28 13*3 15 14*6 ?'5

1901 18 8-8 8’7 7*3 7*i 5*8

1902 17 13-6 13’4 7*1 7

1903 32 16-2 15’3 8*7 7*3

1904 33 24-5 21-7 14*5 11*5 7*6

1905 15 26-6 23’2 15*9 13*5 7

tl906 14 201 15’4 13*2 11*1 5*2

1907 22 IlM 9*9 9*5 7*6 5*5

1908 17 17-4 6

1909 21 Mmm 12’2 7-9 /*

o

1910 22 H 14 8*9 6

1911 37 lo-J 34 3*5 9*S 5

1912 17 I5'1 14 14 14*4 5

41913 11 irs lO’l 9'S 10-5 5*5

1914 23 11 11-2 11*1 8*4 6

1915 20 14 12*4 9'6 5

1916 38 16-5 14 S'l 6*3 5*5

1917 47 16-8 12*2 8*3 4

1918 31 10-5 11'9 9*4 7*9 5*5

H919 15 7*6 7 6*2 6*3 G

1920 22 4-8 4*4 4*7 3*2 3*5

U92i 12 8-9 71 2*9 2*8

1922 18 5*4 51 4*8 2*8

1923 23 6*4 5‘7 41 4 2*8

1924 18 8'3 6*6 5*9 3*8

1925 22 8'5 7'8 6*4 5*3 4*3

1926 23 8-3 6'6 5*5 5*9 3*3

1927 19 11’6 81 5*5 5*9 4*8

1928 24 3-2 7*9 4*9 4*5 4*8

1929 35 13-4 11*5 71 5*5 4*8

1930_ 20 8-8 8*7 6*9 5*3 4

1931 18
'

'

10'

1

3*7 7*6 4*6 4*8

1932 20 25‘3 14*4 10-7 5*9 6
1933 27 21’ 18*5 12*3 9*6 r*s
1934 38 261 17*3

1

12*9 10 6*8

1935 33 IS’9 14'3 11*5 11*4 8
1936 24 ir-o 14*8 14*2 9*7 6*3

41937 12
i

2r8 17.5 13*3 10*5 8
1938 26 !

t Famine or scarcity years.
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Kadbi units

o£ 10 lbs.

per Rupee
S

Days of

labour
per Rupee

9

Kadbi
price per
100 lbs.

10

Labour
daily ^vages

in annas
11

in term®
o£

12

8 5*4 1- 4- 0 3 1*9

20 8*4 0- 8- 0 3 2*8

25 6*4 0- 6- 5 2*6 4*4

42 8 2- 6- 5 2 1*1

14*3 8 2 1*7

8*4 5*4 1- 3- 2 3 3
32*5 3*2 5 7*6

12*5 3*2 5 8*3

11*4 5*4 o
o 3*8

4*2 5*4 2- 0- 5 3 2*2

7*5 3*2 1- 4- 8 5 6*2

4*7 4 2- 2- 1 4 3*2

12 4 0-13“ 4 4 3*8

15 3*2 0-30- 8 0 4*7

15 3*2 0-10- 8 5 4*7

6 4 1-10- 5 4 2*8

6 4* 1-10- 4 4 2*8

12 4 0-13- 4 4 3*5

9*6 3*2 3- 0- 8 5 5*2

16 ' 2*4 0-10- 8 7 7*3

18*8 3*2 0- 8- 6 5 5*2

11*5 2*6 0-33-10 6 3
2*1 2*4 4-12- 0 7 2*1

12*3 2*6 0-13- 0 8 4*7

2*1 2*3 4-32-10 8 2*8

7*8 1*6 1-4-7 5

5‘G 2 3-14- 0 8 4*3

7*8 2 3- 4- 6 8 3*7

0 2*4 1-30- 8 7 4*4

11
'

2*4 0-14- 8 7 5*3

3*8 2*6 2-10- 8 6 3*4

10 1*4 1- 0- 0 12 10*1

6 1*4 1-10- 9 11 6*1

4*5 2 2- 3- 8 8 5*1

13*5 2 0-11-11 6 12*7
8*3 2*6 1- 3- 4 6 7*9

30*8 2*6 0-14-10 6 9*8

9*8 2*6 1— 0— 4 6 6*8

7*6 2*6 1- 5- 0 6 6*7

15*7 2 0-10- 2 8 10*9
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The figures in this Table are based on the figures in the

Taluka Price Register and Rainfall Register but with the

following changes:

—

Column 2:— Rainfall against each year, the total rainfall

for the ** previous calendar year ” is gWen, because the prices

given are for April of each year and these are affected by condi-

tions and rainfall in the ‘'previous” cultivating season, e. g,

the rainfall noted against 1919 is the rainfall of 1918, The

figures in the Register are given in inches and cents- To

simplify the statement they are given here only to the nearest

inch—amounts under fifty cents being omitted and over fifty

cents counted as one iuch.

Columns 3 to 7;—Commodity prices.

In the register these are given in Seers and Chattaks

{one-sixteenth of a Seer) purchasable for one Rupee (i. e. the

inverse of price )• Here to reduce the mass of figures and

make the statement easier to follow they are expressed in

Seers to one place of decimals.

Column 8—In the Price Register the price of 100 lbs. of

Kadbi in Rupees, Annas and Pies is recorded. In column 8

the equivalent number of units of 10 lbs. purchasable for one

Rupee is given to correspond to the Rupee rates in columns

3 to 7.

Column 9r--In the register, the daily wage in Annas of a

field labourer or price of labour is recorded. Here in column

9 the equivalent iu number of days labour purchasable for

one Rupee is entered for the same reason as in the case of

Kadbi,

Columns 10 (11 ):—In these columns the original price register

figures of price of Kadbi and daily wages of labour in Annas

are given for reference-

Columns II (12):—This gives the amount of Jowari in

Seers purchasable at the current rate with one day's money
wages-
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The statement ( Table II ) shows how greatly prices vary

from year to year according to the nature of the season

and of cycles of good or bad seasons the statement (Table

III) how much they vary e^/en withm the year, as the

prospects of the monsoon change from June to November,

and as the new crops come on to the market in October-

November and March-April,

Generally the price of Jowari runs about from It to ^ of

that of Bajri and in good years about ^ that of wheat-

In years of local famine or scarcity, prices of Jowari and

Bajri are nearly the same as the price of wheat (e- g. 1900,

1906, 1911, 1912-13. 1918-19, 1921, 1935).

The price of Tur runs from H to 24 times that of

Jowari anl does not fluctuate so greatly. The local supply of

Tur pulse being limited is leplenished from Northern India.

The recorded wages of labour have varied within the

period 1901 to 1937 from 2 Annas to 12 Annas a day To

indicate what these represented in terms of the labourer’s

main item of expenditure—Jowari, wages have also been

expressed in terms of Seers of Jowari, which have varied from

one Seer in the famine of 1900 to 10 Seers in 1933.

It appears that expressed thus, wages have always been

1 to 3 Seers in years of famine or scarcity, 3 to 44 in ordinary

years, 6 to 10 in good or bumper years; but it appears that

the general level has definitely risen since about 1922.

The very high rates for 1931 to 1935 in which the

world slump in prices coincided with a series of very good

seasons locally are quite exceptional.

In the single bad season money rates of wages seem to

fall while prices rise, so that the labourer is badly hit both

ways. In the single good season similarly he profits doubly.

There are indications that in re-adjustment to gradual change

of prices upward or downward the change in money wages

lags a year or two behind the change in prices, so that the

29
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labouring classes improve their position while prices are falling

and lose while they are rising.

We have only pointed out a few striking facts as to price.

li is quite impossible to go into any detailed examination

of the effect of fluctuations of prices on tbe different classes,

farmers, labourers, craftsmen, especially when tha question is

complicated by the inevitably great importance of credit, saving,

borrowing and lending, where seasons are precarious and the

produce of the annual harvest is so variable.

In bad years the cultivator can only live on his own

savings from previous good years if any, or on borrowing on

the prospect of good years to follow. Virtually his economy

must be based not on each single year but on a cycle of

years.

180 Oraitis ^ 1 Tola

60 T. olaa ™
t Seer

‘000 Grains = 1 AvoirJufJoia Pound (lk«)

1 Ckattak *=“ Akout a oz»*

t6 Ckatfrok?= 1 Ster =® S'o5 Ikst

4o Sfer® 1 Mound =«8g Ike.

3 Pi« i Pice (Co^^er Coin)

4 Piec iQ. Pie* Anna (Nicl

15 Annas 1 Rajiee (Silver Coin).

At j[>res«nt ^ate of exekanget'*-*

t 6d.

13J Ru|)ee» 1 £

% Anna s® alout ^ence
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TABLE III

Quarterly prices of Jowari in Seers per Rupee and labour

in Annas per day—1926 to 1936-

Jowari
1

Labour

Year
January April July October January April luiy Octo.

1926 9* 1 ll'lO 10* 3 10* 1 7 7 9

1927 9'14 9* 3 9*14 iO’ 9 C 6 6

1928 10' 9 13* 7 14* 8 11*10 6 12 8

1929 11* 4 8*13 9* 7 8T3 11 11 11 8

1930 8- 3 10* 2 13*10 15* 3 8 g 8

1931 20’ 3 25’ 4 28*12 25* 4 6 8 8

1932 21* 7 21' 0 18*14 20* 5 6

1933 23- 3 26* 2 26* 2 23* 9 6 6 6 6

1934 20* 3 IS* j 8 5 13*15 6 6 6 6

1933 17* 0 17* 6 20- 5 C 6 8 oQ

1936 21*14 17* 2 13* a 8
n
u

r%
O £

U

1937 4 4 4

TABLE IV

Monthly prices of Jowari, Bajri, labour, buUocks and Kadbi

(in Rs. per 100 lbs.) in 1936 (famine).

Month Jowari Bajri Labour
•Plough
BuUocks Kadbi

January 19 16*10 8 30 0-10- 2
February 22*13 18* 8 8 28 1-11- z
March 22*13 18* 8 8 28 0-10- a
April 21*14 IT 9 8 28 0-10- 2
May 19*33 1

6* 1C 8 28 0-32-10
June 18*14 15*12 8 29 0-15- 2

July 17* 2 13*14
,

8 23*8 1-0-3
August 15-12 12' 8 20 1- 9- 7
September 13* 1 11* 2 15*8 2- 7- 7

October 13* 8 11* 2 15 2-i4- 7
November 11*11 11’ 2 12 3- 3- 2
December 14* 6 11* 9 m 18 1-14- 3

*The price of a bullock is for au average utedlum size bullock

such as could be purchased by au ordinary ryot.
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TO SUM UP

The effect of the great world depiession from 1929 and

Great Britain's departure from the gold standard in 1930

IS clearly shown in the sudden fall of local prices from that

time.

It may be noted that rates of wages did not fall to the

same extent as prices of agricultural produce or as quickly.

This is indicated by the figures in column 12 of Table TI

giving wages of labour expressed in teims of Seers of Jowari

per day at the current rate. One consequence is that the big

landholders engaged in agriculture carried on by means of hired

labour cannot reap as good a profit as they used to do. On

the other hand the small cultivators who work their land

personally with their families are as well oflf as before. On the

whole petty farmers and still more labourers are the economic

gainers. They are contented for they can now aspire to and

are achieving a higher standard of living. Fundamentally it is

good that the outlook is changing for the better for the lower

economic strata of rural society. The balance of condition is

improved. Not only have the prices of raw commodities

fallen, but even finished goods, such as cloth, iron and steel

manufactures, metals, paper and a lot of foreign articles are

cheaper, except gold which has gone up from Rs. 24 to 36
per Tola. Building matertals are very cheap. Even for pearls

and precious stones there is no demand. Big landholders are,

no doubt, rather hard hit. Traders, merchants and other dealers

have adjusted and re-organised their business in consonance

with the prevailing rates and changed conditions- Liquid and
ready cash is added to the resources of the people on account
of the export of gold to the unprecedented and huge amount
of about Rs- 320 crores which work out at about Rs. 10 per
head o£ the Indian population of the last census of 193L

Stability of prices of commodities over long periods have
gone. Even the we]i4o-do cultivators tnthhold their stocks of







i^lG. 6

This is little mote than a diap;ram indicating or suggesting

general relation and showing how greatly the general level of

prices have changed.

Wages in terms of Jowari.'— The general mean level

changed only from about 3-i Seers to Seers ht^tween 1870

and 1028.

Assessment :—The amount shown is the average rate of

assessment per Acre for the village.

The incirasc of assessment lor the survey period 1885-1020

ovei that for 1850-188-1 is roughly proportionate to the

inerease in the average prie(j of Jowari over the two periods.

But the assessinciiL of 1850 was presumably fixed on the basis

of the prices about the time of the .setllcment in 1884 and

that was only about half of W'hat turned out to be the

average of Jowari jU'ices throughout the settlement period.

'Phe increase in 1920 was roughly proportionate to the

increase in Jowari prices uplo the period 1908 to 1910 just

previous to the wav time inflation.

Fig. 7

This gives quarterly Rupee rates for ten years to show

how they vary within the year. It also shows the greater

steadiness of money wage rates.





Fig, 8

This shows monthly prices ( not rates per rupee ) in

a year of almost complete crop failure and local scarcity.

The term ‘ Famine Year ’ in the heading of the graph is a

mistake, since now-a-days what could rightly be described as

* famine ' conditions do not arise as a result even of the

complete failure of one year's crops.

Up to June the slight variations are normal. After June

the results of the continued failure of both early and late

'*ains become clear-

The only scale printed on the graph is that for daily

wages in Annas. Using it as a measure, between June and

November:

—

(a) The price of Jowari rose from 5 to 8^^ i. e. by 70 per cent

(b) ,, >1 M bullocks fell ,, 8to4 ,, „ 57 percent

(c) Wages in cash „ ,, 8 to 4 ,, 50 per cent

(d) ,, „ Jowari „ „ 7 to 2 „ 70 per cent.

Or taking June figures for each as one hundred by

November:

—

(a) the price of Jowari rose to 175

(b) ,, ,, bullocks fell to 43

(c) Wages in cash ,, 50

„ Jowari „ 30

The slight recovery in December is probably due to a more

normal final estimate of stocks, outside supplies and prospects

and the usual seasonal increase of demand for labour and

bullocks.
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grain and stacks of Kadbi until prices have increased or

have a tendency to increase. The introduction of luotoi

transport which is cheap, speedy and available for long leads,

puts them m a much stronger pobitiou for maikcliue, as they

are able to hold their produce and dispose of it conveniently

when and where they find they can do so most profitably,

FAMINE

Years or seasons of defective or inadequate rainfalls are

classed according to the severity and intensity, as area of affec-

tation into classes termed famine, drought, scarcity and so
on- But we thinlc any such dilTerentiation marks the degree
of intensity for the human beings and for the cattle ns well.

In the Deccan failure of both Kharif and Rabi rains spells

rum to the whole agricultural industry in the widest sense

of the terra. Timely rainfall for either Kharil or Rabi alone
in sufficient quantities is the situation for some years. There
ere large acreages of laud loiown as Rabi and the yield is more
than that of the Kharif area. Some villages are solely Kharif
or Rabi, Kharif sowings are mado on rather poor soil and are

undertaken with the advent of the first monsoon rains, if

sufficient for sowing purposes. Sarola has both Kharif and Rabi
lands of which the latter predominate. We need not try to
enumerate the several bad seasons in the cycle of years.
1900 to 1937. We can say that this village has the natural
advantage of having both sorts of land, so the cultivators here
are better off than those having one or either of them, Rabi
villages suffer most. Piharif villages can grow crops with a
moderate fall of rain and it is noticeable that the first monsoon
rams, June and July, seldom fail though they may prove
inadequate at times. The period of Kharif is very short and
less laborious. Tillage is simpler than the other. The produce
of a whole Kharif village is smaller than that of a Rabi
village with the same area of land. No money crop accept
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cotton can be grown to a large extent in any Kharif village.

Wholly Rabi villages are mostly in need of late rainfall from,

say, September onwards, and if they have plenty of first

monsoon rain they can make no use of it except that there

may be grass here and there. Should the late rains (Septem-

ber and October ) fail and no crops of Rabi can be sown, the

villagers have no alternative but to migrate, seeking relief

elsewhere. So the pinch is greatly felt by the labouring

population and the cultivators of small holdings. Cattle are

the first sufferers. We have no full record as to the number

of villagers who left the village by the end of August

1936; but we may estimate from local information that over

fifty men left the village. As to the condition of cattle we

may say that many were sold and a leading cultivator took

two hundred heads to the Panjrapole at Poona.

THE PRESENT FAMINE POLICY OF GOVERNMENT

Never in the annals of history have any former rulers

in India so fully tackled the question of famine relief in the

Deccan districts. The occurrence of a famine or scarcity in

a severe or moderate degree is beside the point ; because there

may be a small or a large number in need of relief in a small

or a large area or in small out-of-the-way villages, but

rdief is necessary to those stricken with scarcity’. It is an

economic question and most of the writers are silent on the

point. For the efficient administration of relief without

distinction of caste or creed the British Government have

passed a Famine Code- Not only that but the subject has

become a Provincial one. In the annual budget a lump sum is

always provided to meet the cost of possible famine charges,

whether there be a famine or no famine. It is true that

in marry years the amount budgetted for remains unspent)

but it is for the Ministers to have some sort of programme

or even the work carried on as an ordinary work,

ffttiks, small or large, big embankments across rivers or bunds
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across fields to serve as storagfes of storm waten We are

not in a position to make all kinds of suggestions; every

tract of country or groups of villages may have its or their

own wants or convenience. In recent famines it has been

found that in a bad famine staple grain is always very scarce

and Government have had to make arrangements to import

rice from Burma, wheal from Australia, maize from America,

and so on. We know that it would simply be a dream to

imagine that there would be a wide famine all over India

simultaneously. It is a wrong conception or a vision* In all

affected areas every kind of relief to every sort of individual

in whatever state or condition he may be is available,

e. g.:—

( ] ) Grain doles to the cripples, blind or infirm or

cooked food in a poor house;

( 2 ) Inferior village servants ( menials ) in cash

;

( 3 ) Petty Government servants in cash; grain compem

sation allowance;

( 4 ) Wages to labourers on relief works, such as roadsj

tanks, embankments, etc,

;

(5) Famine catnps with huts for housing the labourers,*

{ 6 ) Poor houses and kitchens for distribution of cooked

food to infirm and old people and children;

( 7 ) Cheap grain shops

;

(8) Grass depots;

( 9 ) Suspension of land revenue.

(10) Water grants for sinking new Wells or other sources

for supply of drinking water;

(1

1

) Grants to weavers

;

(12) Distribution of garments and Sadis to the poor;

(13) Free arrangements for the sick;

(14) Tagai loans to agriculturists;

( a ) For sinking of new wells or tanks or for repairs

to old sources of Water for irrigation;
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SUMMARY OF INFORMATION COLLECTED IN

SPECIAL ENQUIRY (l928)

^ CO

1 <
Arts

and

Crafts ii§ if i

&[n*^
Sea'S

Total

Population

Familleg 123 54 21 7 16 24 245*

Persona 714 204 116 30 76 146 1286*

Persona per family 5*8 3 8 y5 4*3 4 75 6^1 S‘25

Livestock

Bullocks 370 10 2 7 389

Cows 200 23 13 20 7 8 271

She Buffaloes 12 1 - - 3 16

Total Milk cattle 212 23 14 20 7 11 287

Per family 17 '43 '65 28 44 44 no
Calves 198 18 11 19 - 3 249

TctU Cattle 780 41 35 4L 7 21 925

Sheep 149 87 44 9 12 301

Goats 239
,

210 - 494

Horses 6
! 1 -

i
- 7

iDonkdVb
1

-
1

18 18

Doga 23
1

1
24

Poultry 38 3 23 61 46 171

Ao»rrtJLTUit4L '

i

i

1

implements

Wooden ploughs 106 !

4
106

iron ploagha 13 i 33
Pabhar (Drill) Its 115
Kulav( Harrow) ! 182 182
Kol ye ( Hte 179 1 379

Vehicles

Carrs 19
1

19
Kiding carts 29 1 2 32
Tongas 43 3 46

Houses

Kuinber 114 s 43 14 5 z 17 195
Value 63050 14000 3960 iiljlw 2350 f>4260
Average Value SS3 319 283 1620 : 138 483

lodut^ madicaittts
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Drinking Water Wells in Village Site 23.

Population ( 1937 ) about 1500

Number of Houses ( 1928 ) 195 Families 245

Area of Village 4513 Acres 18 Gunthas

„ „ Village Site u 26

„ 3 Arable Land 3991 2

Total Irrigated { 1937

)

272 1

Under F’-uit Trees 5S 10

Number of Irrigation Wells 89 74 in use

Mango Trees 250

Density of Population

'Whole Village Per Square Mile 213

Village Site Per Acre 128

Number of Houses Per Acre 16*1

Area Per Head of

Arabic X^and 2'66 acres

Irrigated Land

Under Fiuit Trees *04

Area of Whole Village par Head cf Cattle 5*2

( Coualing five Sheep or Goats as Equivalent to

One Cow or Bullock

)

Area ot Arable Land Per Pair of Bullocks 20*5

lirigated Land Per Pair of Bullocks 1*4

Average Area of Land In-ignted Urder Wells in Use 3*67



APPENDIX

A list of accessories to carts is given as stated on page 26.

(l) A long thick rope (Sole is used for lying

together loads of grass, racks of Kadbi, sheaves of Jowari, Bajri,

wheat, etc.; and it costs Rupee one;

( 2 1 A small wooden pulley ( Mani ) used for stretch-

ing and tightening together when carrying grass, etc.; it costs

Annas 8;

{ 3 ) A pair of Jotes or Jupanies prepared or made

of hemp fibre after weaving; it costs Annas 4

;

{ 4 ) A whip { Chabuk or Asud ) made either of fibre

or pieces oi leather; it costs Annas 8 to 12;

(5) A bamboo thick and hollow tube ( Nala tToJl ) for

holding oil for grease ot wheels; it costs Annas 2.

(6) Two small wooden slicks with a triangular shaped

point at one end to prop a cart from behind; it is made of

wood or a branch of Babul tree of V shaped is secured; it

costs Annas 2;

(7) Two small wooden sticks fastened together at one

end used to prop a cart and to keep stand or keep it in an

erect position; it is called Shipai
) ;

it costs Annas 6;

(8) A Plnjani (frsRt) serves as a back shutter of the

art fivsd at the bottom of the frame end costs Annas 8;

(9) A wicker receptacle (irmft*) made either of stalks of

Tur plants ot of cotton or of other similar flexible plants,

targe and broad enough to fit in the whole of Sati of the

cart costing Rs. t-J;

(10) When two pairs of bullocks are yoked to a cart,

a double yoke
(
Shivlatt^TOSSr) made of wood in the shape of

a frame in which the necks of bullocks ate put in and attached

with Jotes and Jupanis; it costs Rs.



.\hip 'riiis Is basfcl on tln^ \^ill.Lf»(.‘ Msip on a srHU‘ of

ei^lU inches to the mile. It is rethu’Ctl U) about onc-thirtl of

this size, 'riie h^iircs of the survey numbers ol the Aekk

have been omitted for clearness, and two contour lines 220')

feet and 2300 feet added as well as figures showinp: the

general levels of the village site and the tops of hills and

ridges.

Circles of one mile and half a mile radius from the village

site are shown -^o that distancea to different inirts of the

village cmi be easily judged.

The map is an old one (1905). O'he only features ('hanged

since then arc in'()l)ably a number of neAV wells added and, of

( ourae, trees and possibly soiiie new luece of made load.

As the map is intended only to give a general idea of

the village binds, beIds, hills, sireams, roads and railway, :uul

noli for refer ence Lo specific details, tlicse maccnracies are

not very importanli

The village map shows only original survey numbers. It

does not show subdivisions of these survey numbers which are

now held and occupied separately. These are shown in a

separate alias 'of maps of subdivided survey numbers on a

larger scale which is maintained in the village.

General:“About two-thirds ol the total area of the village

"which is just over seven sciua.re miles lies between the 2200

and 2300 feel contours in the valley.

The main Nalla* the Sangam Doho Nadi falls about 100

feet in four rniles: a fall of roughly one in 220.

In the valley area, the slope of the land seems to vary

between above one In 30 and one in 100.
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